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PREFACE 

This catalogue covers fragments in the Syriac language from the Turfan Collection that are 
housed in three repositories in Berlin: Turfanforschung, Berlin-Brandenburgische 
Akademie der Wissenschaften (BBAW), Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, Preußischer 
Kulturbesitz and Museum für Asiatische Kunst, Berlin-Dahlem. 

All of the fragments documented in this catalogue were found during the four expeditions 
conducted by the German Turfan Expeditions between 1902 and 1914, notably the Second 
Expedition (1904-1905) and the Third Expedition (1905-1907). The bulk of the fragments 
are Syriac, with a small number being Sogdian, New Persian, Uighur Turkic and Middle 
Persian. However, all fragments are written in Syriac script, with the exception of nine 
folios in the Syriac language that have been transcribed into Uighur script.  

Most of the fragments were discovered in the ruins of a former monastery of the Church of 
the East, located at Shuïpang near the village of Bulayïq, about ten km. north of Turfan.1 
Other locations in the Turfan area, including Qocho, Sängim, Toyoq and Kurutka, yielded 
small quantities of Christian material.2  

The entries in the main section of the catalogue include all known fragments in the Turfan 
Collection written in whole or part in the Syriac language, with the exception of fragments 
in Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur with embedded Syriac phrases or sentences, which 
are included in Appendix XV: Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with 

Syriac citations at the back of this volume. The fragments included in the main section of 
this catalogue thus include: 

• exclusively Syriac texts, including those transcribed into Uighur script; 

• Syriac texts with portions in other languages, including bilingual texts (most of 
which are Syriac-Sogdian) 

This catalogue has been compiled as part of the ‘Christian Library of Turfan’ Project 
(2008-2011), made possible by a generous grant from the Arts and Humanities Research 
Council of the United Kingdom to Dr. Erica C. D. Hunter, Principal Investigator, and the 
School of Oriental and African Studies, London. This is a companion to other volumes that 
have been prepared by two other members of the project team: 

1. Nicholas Sims-Williams, Verzeichnis der Orientalischen Handschriften in 
Deutschland, 18,4: Mitteliranische Handschriften, Teil 4: Iranian Manuscripts in 
Syriac Script in the Berlin Turfan Collection. 

2. Peter Zieme, Altuigurische Texte der Kirche des Ostens aus Zentralasien.3 

A full list of acknowledgements is given below, but we particularly acknowledge here 
those colleagues without whose expert assistance this catalogue could not have been 

                                                 
1 See images of the monastery site at Bulayïq before the Introduction. 
2 For the discovery of Christian manuscripts at Bulayïq, see Le Coq, Buried Treasures (1928) and Hunter, 
‘Christian Library’ (2012).  
3 Christian fragments in Sogdian script will be included in VOHD 18,3. A small number of the Christian 
fragments in Uighur script are included in VOHD 13,22; others will be included in future VOHD catalogues. 
A summary of these can be found in Raschmann, ‘Traces of Christian communities’ (2009). 
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completed: Sebastian Brock, James F. Coakley, Desmond Durkin-Meisterernst, Hartmut-
Orwin Feistel, Simone-Christiane Raschmann, Christiane Reck, Mar Awa Royel, Lilla 
Russell-Smith, Nicholas Sims-Williams and Peter Zieme.  

The catalogue also functions as a sequel to an earlier volume in the VOHD series: Syrische 
Handschriften. Syrische, karsunische, christlich-palästinensische, neusyrische und 
mandäische Handschriften, by Julius Assfalg. 1963. 

The catalogue hopefully will open new horizons in the study of East Syriac Christianity by 
releasing to scholars this great collection of Syriac Christian fragments from Turfan, which 
has remained largely unexploited for over a century. All errors and shortcomings remain 
the responsibility of the two compilers. 

 

Erica C.D. Hunter and Mark Dickens 

Cambridge, ENGLAND  

Easter 2014 
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INTRODUCTION 

Discovery of the Syriac Fragments at Turfan 

Between 1902 and 1914, the Berlin Museum for Ethnology (Museum für Völkerkunde) 
mounted four expeditions to Turfan, an oasis located approximately 150 km. south-east of 
Urumqi, now in the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region, in western China. During the 
2nd and 3rd expeditions (1904-1905 and 1905-1907), many fragments in Syriac script were 
unearthed, the richest haul being found by Theodor Bartus (1858-1941) at the monastery 
site of Shuïpang, near Bulayïq, north of Turfan. Albert von Le Coq (1860-1930), the leader 
of the 2nd German Turfan Expedition, discussed the Bulayïq finds as follows, ‘er hat ... in 
dem schauerlich zerstörten Gemäuer eine fabelhafte Ausbeute christlicher Handschriften 
ausgegraben’ (he excavated ... in the extremely ruined walls a marvellous booty of 
Christian manuscripts).4 However, von Le Coq, who was not present at the removal of the 
fragments from the Bulayïq site, did not comment further on the archaeological context of 
the find-spot.5 He did go into some detail about the various discoveries that were made, 
mentioning amongst other finds a psalter in Pahlavi script, but his only specific comment 
about the Syriac fragments was ‘[e]ndlich wurden zahlreiche lithurgische und andere 
Handschriften der Nestorianer in syrischer Sprache und Schrift gefunden’ (finally 
numerous liturgical and other manuscripts of the Nestorians in Syriac language and script 
were found).6 

A small number of Christian fragments were also found at other sites in the area, including 
Astana, Qocho, Kurutka and Toyoq.7 Very little information about these discoveries has 
survived, but Mary Boyce, in her magisterial catalogue of the Iranian manuscripts in 
Manichaean script from Turfan, gives some gleanings. She wrote that during the 
exploration of ‘the little valley of Tuyoq (about 15 km. east of Khočo) a number of badly-
ruined temples and stupas were explored’ by von Le Coq, who stumbled across a half-
destroyed library that contained a miscellany of materials: Manichaean, Christian and 
Buddhist manuscripts, Chinese scrolls, Hephthalite fragments and fragments in Old Turkic 
runes.8 Von Le Coq gathered up two sacks of manuscripts, a ‘mixed bag’ so to speak; some 
were dated to the eighth and ninth centuries, while others, on the basis of their handwriting, 
he considered to be later.9 Apart from the note that the manuscripts from Toyoq included 

                                                 
4 Le Coq, Auf Hellas Spuren (1926), 88. An English account of the discovery is supplied by Le Coq, Buried 
Treasures (1928), 100. For further information on the Turfan Expeditions, see the following works (full 
bibliographic details are found in the Bibliography at the end of the Catalogue): Le Coq, Buried Treasures 
(1928); Le Coq, Von Land und Leuten (1928). A helpful summary can be found in Boyce, Catalogue of the 
Iranian Manuscripts (1960), ix-xxi. See also the booklet, ‘Turfan Studies’, that has been prepared by the 
Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Sciences and Humanities and is available on-line 
(http://www.bbaw.de/bbaw/Forschung/Forschungsprojekte/turfanforschung/bilder/Turfan_engl_07.pdf). 
5 Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian Manuscripts (1960), xviii, n. 4 notes that von le Coq was at Danbanching. 
6 Le Coq, ‘Auf Hellas Spuren’ (1926), 88. 
7 A listing of these fragments, organised by find-site, is given in Appendix VI: Signature numbers from 

locations other than Bulayïq. 
8 Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian Manuscripts (1960), xvii. 
9 Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian Manuscripts (1960), xvii n.4, citing Le Coq, Auf Hellas Spuren (1926), 84. 
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‘one New Persian manuscript in Syriac script (M7340)’, tantalisingly no further details 
were divulged.10 

Transfer to Berlin and Allocation of Signature Numbers 

Following their discovery, the fragments, wrapped in paper, were sent to Berlin in wooden 
crates, each containing a contents-list which used abbreviations signifying the expedition 
number and the find-site. The paper packets in which the fragments were wrapped were 
also individually numbered. Upon their arrival in Berlin, the expedition number and find-
site abbreviation was written on every fragment in the consignment, along with the specific 
packet numbers. Today, many of these original signature numbers are still visible and 
consist of four elements: the first two stamped in ink, the last two written in pencil or pen:  

• T to indicate the general location of Turfan 

• II or III to indicate either the Second or Third Expedition 

• B to indicate the major find-spot at Bulayïq; where fragments were found in a 
different location, this was indicated by another letter, e.g. D for Dakianus-shahri = 
Qocho; K for Klosterruine (in Dakianus-shahri); S for Sängim; T for Toyoq 

• the packet number 

However, some signature numbers only contain two or three of these elements. 
Occasionally, where more than one fragment was included in a packet, each one was 
designated either alphabetically, e.g. (a), (b) etc., or numerically, e.g. No. 1, 2, etc. In most 
cases, each fragment was glassed individually, but sometimes several were placed together 
in Sammelplatten ‘collected plates’. A second, more detailed, label was glued on the glass 
plates between which each fragment was placed.11 Some of these labels have survived, but 
many are no longer extant or have been replaced by later labels. 

The majority of the Syriac fragments are now housed in the Staatsbibliothek and have 
recently been allocated signature numbers beginning with SyrHT, an acronym for Syrische 
Handschriften aus den Turfanfunden.12 The fragments bearing SyrHT signature numbers 
do, however, include three Sogdian or Uighur fragments in Syriac script, as well as a 
bilingual Syriac-New Persian fragment.13 Some Syriac texts that have been written in 
Uighur script have also been allocated SyrHT signature numbers.14 Whilst the holdings of 
the Staatsbibliothek comprise the largest number of Syriac language fragments, smaller 
quantities of Syriac material, as well as Syriac-Sogdian bilinguals and New Persian texts 
written in Syriac script now form part of the collections held by the Turfanforschung in the 
headquarters of the Berlin Brandenburger Akademie der Wissenschaften (BBAW). These 
have been allocated a variety of signature numbers, including M (for Manichaica), n (for 

                                                 
10 Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian Manuscripts (1960), xvii. 
11 The fragments are still preserved as such. 
12 Digital images of the Syriac fragments in the BBAW can be found at 
http://www.bbaw.de/forschung/turfanforschung/dta/index.html. Those at the Staatsbibliothek can be found at 
http://idp.bl.uk/ (enter SyrHT in the search box). 
13 The three non-Syriac fragments are SyrHT 105 (Sogdian), SyrHT 343 (Sogdian) and SyrHT 393 (Uighur). 
The Syriac-New Persian Psalter fragment is SyrHT 153. 
14 SyrHT 20-27, MIK III 58 and So 20131.  
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Nestorianisch), So (for Sogdica) and U (for Uigurica).15 The fragments which were kept in 
the Museum für Völkerkunde and subsequently the Museum für Indische Kunst that are 
now part of the Museum für Asiatische Kunst in Berlin-Dahlem have been allocated 
numbers beginning with MIK, an acronym for the Museum für Indische Kunst. 

Hand-lists of the Syriac Fragments from Turfan 

Two hand-lists of the Syriac fragments are currently kept at the Turfanforschung in the 
BBAW. The first and most likely the earlier hand-list is headed Syrische Turfan-
Fragmente der Deutschen Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Berlin, indicating that it was 
compiled at some point between 1946 and 1972, after which the Academy was renamed 
Akademie der Wissenschaften der DDR. The original, typewritten hand-list is no longer 
extant, only a photocopy, from which all further copies have been made. The hand-list has 
been supplemented by handwritten annotations, either in pen or pencil, most of which 
appear to be by a single hand. The fragments are arranged in the hand-list according to the 
original signature numbers that were allocated when they were brought to Berlin. Hence 
the sequence runs from T II B 1 No. 1 to T II B 69 No. 4, and then is followed by various 
other signatures beginning with T II D (2 entries), T II K (1 entry), T III B (4 entries), T III K (1 

entry), T III T (1 entry), T III T.V.B (1 entry), T III Kurutka (5 entries), T III (10 entries) and M (1 

entry). Following these signature numbers are several references to various miscellaneous 
fragments without signature-numbers, written in the same hand as the annotations 
throughout the hand-list. 

The hand-list supplies entries for 215 fragments, with a further 80 designated as fehlt 
‘missing’. Some of these ‘missing’ fragments appear to have been extant when the typed 
hand-list was prepared, but subsequent annotations designate them as lost. Conversely, 
some of the signature numbers that were described as missing were actually found amongst 
the Syriac fragments during the process of assembling this catalogue.16 The hand-list 
identifies the genres of some 50 fragments (including some of the ‘missing’ fragments), 
mostly biblical texts (Psalters or lectionaries) or liturgical texts from the Hudra or Taksa. 
Other identifications on the hand-list include the fragments of the St. George legend, 
published by Miklós Maróth in 1991.17 The list is supplemented by hand-written 
annotations which include references to previously published work, the latest being the 
fragments belonging to the Barshabba legend which were published in 1934.18 Some of the 
hand-written annotations have proved to be incorrect, but on the whole they have been 
extremely helpful in compiling this catalogue, providing a basis upon which to collect the 
biblical and liturgical fragments into manuscript groups, such as Hudra ‘E’ or Psalter ‘D’. 

                                                 
15 In some cases these designations (SyrHT, M, n, So, U) are incorrect, as can be seen by perusing the 
appendices at the back of this volume, particularly Appendix I: Identified fragments in numerical 

sequence. On the history of the Turfan manuscript fragments after their arrival in Berlin, including the 
various signature numbering systems, see Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian Manuscripts (1960), xxi-xxvii and 
the Introduction to VOHD 18,4 (Sims-Williams, Iranian Manuscripts in Syriac Script in the Berlin Turfan 
Collection). 
16 Those that are listed as missing on the list are inferred from other extant signature numbers. Thus, if T II B 
1 No. 1, 4, 6, 8, 11, 12 and 13 are extant, T II B 1 No. 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 and 10 are listed as fehlt. Where only No. 1 
from a given packet number is extant, the hand-list notes Weitere Nummern fehlen. 
17 Discussed below under Previous Scholarship on the Syriac Turfan Fragments. 
18 Also discussed below under Previous Scholarship on the Syriac Turfan Fragments. Barshabba was the 
legendary founder of Christianity in Merv, on which see Sims-Williams, ‘Baršabbā’ (1988 [1989]). 
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There is also a second, hand-written hand-list which may have been prepared by the person 
who added the annotations to the aforementioned type-written hand-list. Lacking any 
heading, the second hand-list consists of a sequence of numbers running from 1000 to 
1907, with the Syriac fragments being allocated the consecutive numbers 1625 to 1905 
inclusive.19 Thus they were part of a broader classification scheme to be used with the 
Turfan fragments. On this hand-list, the original signature numbers allocated to each 
fragment are correlated with numbers in the consecutive sequence, e.g. T II B 1 is written 
next to 1625. Various annotated identifications have also been made on this list; some of 
them are in an identical hand to that found on the first type-written hand-list, while others 
are corrections or additions. Another system, which was developed by the renowned Iranist 
Olaf Hansen (1902-1969) in the 1960’s to classify the Christian Sogdian texts, consists of a 
capital C (perhaps denoting Christlich-soghdisch) followed by a number. This system is 
occasionally encountered with texts that include Syriac excerpts, especially the bilingual 
fragments. 

The identities of the compilers of the two hand-lists remain enigmatic.20 Various 
suggestions have been offered, including an unidentified student of the Syriac scholar 
Anton Baumstark (1872-1942) or Hansen himself, who worked on the Turfan material and, 
in the case of the Sogdian fragments, ‘was responsible for the first serious attempt to sort 
and classify the texts’.21 Another possible compiler of the hand-lists is Heinrich Junker 
(1880-1970), who worked in the Academy in the 1950’s. As noted above, the title on the 
type-written hand-list indicates that it must have been compiled after 1946; thus the hand-
written reference to the 1934 publication of the Barshabba legend suggests that the 
compiler of the first hand-list was unfamiliar with this article or it would have been 
included in the typed material. The top right-hand corner of this hand-list bears the name of 
Dr. Heinz Giesecke, who taught Persian and Turkish at the Humboldt University in the 
1950’s, but whether he was responsible for its compilation or not cannot be confirmed.  

Previous Scholarship on the Syriac Fragments from Turfan 

In comparison to their Christian Sogdian and Uighur counterparts, the Syriac fragments 
from Turfan have received much less scholarly attention.22 However, in the first few years 
following the discoveries made by the German Turfan Expeditions, there was a spate of 
publications. Already in 1905, the distinguished Orientalist Karl Eduard Sachau (1845-
1930) published single folios from three exemplars of the Hudra, using photographs that he 
received on the 30th August from von Le Coq, who had sent them from Kara Khoja 
together with a letter, dated 24th June.23  Possibly due to time constraints, Sachau only 

                                                 
19 See Appendix IV: List of sequential numbers from the second hand-list. 
20 The on-going cataloguing of the archives of the Turfanforschung at the BBAW may yield this information.  
21 VOHD 18,4, 12. 
22 For the Syriac fragments from Turfan brought back to St. Petersburg by N. N. Krotkov in 1910-1911, see 
Meshcherskaya, ‘Syriac fragments’ (1996). For the handful of Syriac fragments from Qara-khoto, see 
Pigoulewsky, ‘Fragments syriaques’ (1935-1936). For Syriac fragments from Dunhuang, see Klein & 
Tubach, ‘Syrisch-christliches Fragment’ (1994), Kaufhold, ‘Anmerkungen’ (1996), Duan, ‘Bericht’ (2001) 
and Yakup, ‘Interlinear Uyghur Poetry’ (2002). 
23 Sachau, ‘Litteratur-Bruchstücke’ (1905), 964-973. Sachau recorded the Syriac fragments as B-55, B-7 and 
B-26; the fourth fragment which Sachau published was Sogdian written in Syriac script. B-55 has been lost 
and B-26 has the signature number MIK III 45. The three folios of B-7 have the signature numbers SyrHT 
41, SyrHT 42 and SyrHT43 and have recently been published by Hunter, ‘Christian Library’ (2012). 
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published transcriptions of the Syriac texts, partial translations and summations of their 
contents. Full English translations of the folios which Sachau published were supplied in 
1937 by the Japanese scholar, Yoshiro Saeki (1875-1960).24  

The bilingual material in Syriac script also quickly attracted the attention of distinguished 
scholars. Friedrich Wilhelm Karl Müller (1863-1930), the inaugural head of the 
Orientalische Kommission that had been established in Berlin in response to the 
sensational Turfan discoveries, published a number of bilingual Syriac-Sogdian fragments 
from the New Testament in two articles (1907, 1913),25 followed by a fragment from a 
bilingual Syriac-New Persian psalter (1915).26 The Syriac-Sogdian fragments were, in turn, 
commented on by Baumstark in 191527 and, a decade later, by the noted English scholar, 
Francis Crawford Burkitt (1864-1935) who, on the basis of extant rubric lemmata, 
compared these ‘leaves and parts of leaves of a Gospel Lectionary written in Syriac letters 
in the Soghdian language’28 with readings in a Syriac Gospel lectionary written at Mosul in 
1586.29 A different tangent of scholarly work was realized when the noted composer and 
musicologist Egon Wellesz (1885-1974), published in 1919 his important discussion of 
recitation accents in the Syriac-Sogdian bilingual fragments.30 In the same year, von le Coq 
also noted the existence of several folios in Uighur script which had clearly been 
transcribed from Syriac, but was unable to decipher them.31 These fragments have now 
been identified as belonging to the ‘Uighur Psalter’, a Syriac text written in Uighur script.32 

After this spate of activity in the opening decades of the twentieth century, the rate of 
publication slowed down considerably, but did not entirely cease. In 1934, Hans-Jakob 
Polotsky (1905-1991) published the text and translation of two fragments of the Barshabba 
legend, one of the few hagiographical texts in Syriac to have been found at Turfan.33 The 
same volume also saw the publication of a Sogdian fragment, with Syriac lemmata, of the 
legend of the discovery of the true cross by Helena.34 More Sogdian fragments with Syriac 
excerpts were published in 1955 by Hansen.35 The next publication of Syriac material 
occurred a decade later, in 1965, by Hieronymus Engberding, who provided a physical 
description and translation of five folios from B-26, a liturgical text consisting of sixty-one 
folios. This was the longest sequence of folios to be discovered amongst the Syriac 
fragments and is now held in the Museum für Asiatische Kunst in Berlin-Dahlem under the 
signature MIK III 45. Discussing the contents of folios 1-5, Engberding wrote that they 
came from an old East Syriac ‘Request and Atonement Liturgy’ but added, ‘[i]ch kenne 

                                                 
24 Saeki, Nestorian Documents (1951), 334-347. 
25 Müller, ‘Neutestamentliche Bruchstücke’ (1907): n158, n201. Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913): n149, 
n151, n153, n158, n162, n163, n164, n165 and n212. 
26 Müller, ‘Syrisch-neupersisches Psalmenbruchstück’ (1915): MIK III 112. 
27 Baumstark, ‘Christlich-literarischen’ (1913); Baumstark, ‘Neue soghdisch-nestorianische’ (1915) noted the 
Syriac lemmata in n162.  
28 Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees (1925), 119. 
29 Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees (1925), 120. See Wright, Catalogue of the Syriac Manuscripts (1901), 
II, 58-80 for a comprehensive description of the contents of Cambridge University Library Add. 1975. 
30 Wellesz, ‘Miscellanea zur orientalistischen Musikgeschichte’ (1919). 
31 Le Coq, ‘Kurze Einführung’ (1919), 95, n. 1. 
32 Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014). 
33 Müller & Lentz, ‘Soghdische Texte II’ (1934), 559-564: SyrHT 45 & SyrHT 46. 
34 Müller & Lentz, ‘Soghdische Texte II’ (1934), 513-514. 
35 Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955): n477, n487, n489, n490 and n491c.  
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keinen Ritus in der ostsyrischen Liturgie, welcher sich mit unserem Ritus vergleichen 
liesse’ (I know of no rite in the East Syriac liturgy that permits comparison with our rite).36 

In the 1970’s and 1980’s, important light was shed on the role of Syriac and its relations 
with other languages, notably Sogdian and New Persian, when Werner Sundermann (1935-
2012) published an adjoining partial folio from the Syriac-New Persian psalter, MIK III 
112, in 1974 and released a re-edition of various Syriac-Sogdian New Testament fragments 
in three articles (1974, 1975 and 1981).37 Nicholas Sims-Williams also addressed issues 
arising from the interaction between Syriac and Sogdian in the Christian Sogdian texts in 
various articles and released his monograph on the C2 Christian Sogdian manuscript.38 
Further publications in the 1990’s continued to address the interaction between Syriac and 
Sogdian, as well as highlighting the ethno-linguistic diversity of the Christian communities 
at Turfan and Dunhuang.39 At the same time, interest in the Syriac fragments was rekindled 
by Miklós Maróth in several publications, including editions and translations of 
pharmaceutical recipes for the restoration of hair loss,40 a previously unknown version of 
the hagiographical legend of Mar George, which he dated to the 9th-10th centuries,41 and a 
draft letter from a Byzantine official,42 as well as an overview of the Turfan Syriac 
collection published in 1991.43 Most recently, Maróth has completed a translation of a 
dialogue between a Christian and a Jew that debates various questions surrounding the 
Trinity.44 

A steady flow of publications on the Syriac fragments has ensued since 2008, as part of the 
‘Christian Library of Turfan’ project, funded by the Arts and Humanities Research Council 
(AHRC).45 Erica Hunter has published an overview of the Turfan fragment genres,46 three 
folios of an important exemplar of the Hudra, dated to the mid-12th century47, a fragment 
from the liturgical commemoration of Mar Cyriacus and his mother Julitta,48 fragments 
from a prayer-amulet dedicated to Mar Tamsis49 and further works on other fragments of 
prayer-amulets.50 Mark Dickens has produced several articles surveying the biblical 
fragments found at Turfan, particularly the Psalter fragments,51 multilingualism in the 

                                                 
36 Engberding, ‘Fünf Blätter’ (1965), 144. 
37 MIK III 112 published in Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen’ (1974); various bilingual fragments 
published in Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974); Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975); Sundermann, 
‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981). 
38 Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-Sogdica I’ (1981); Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-Sogdica II’ (1982); Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-
Sogdica III’ (1988); Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian Manuscript C2 (1985). 
39 Sims-Williams, ‘Traditions concerning the fates’ (1994 [1995]); Sims-Williams, ‘Sogdian and Turkish 
Christians’ (1992). 
40 Maróth, ‘Ein Fragment’ (1984): SyrHT 1. 
41 Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991): SyrHT 95, SyrHT 360, SyrHT 361, SyrHT 362, SyrHT 364, 
SyrHT 365. 
42 Maróth, ‘Ein Brief’ (1985): SyrHT 2. 
43 Maróth, ‘Die syrischen Handschriften’ (1991). 
44 Maróth, ‘Syrischer Dialog’ (forthcoming). 
45 See the Bibliography under Dickens, Hunter, Sims-Williams and Zieme. 
46 Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012). 
47 Hunter, ‘Christian Library’ (2012): SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42 and SyrHT 43. 
48 Hunter, ‘Commemorating Mar Cyriacus’ (2013): SyrHT 140. 
49 Hunter, ‘Traversing time’ (2013): SyrHT 99 and SyrHT 330. 
50 Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012); Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming). 
51 Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming); Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013). 
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Christian fragments,52 and scribal practices reflected in the fragments.53 Sebastian Brock 
and Nicholas Sims-Williams have published excerpts of an early East Syriac baptismal 
rite, dated ‘to about the ninth or tenth centuries’ where the instructions to the priest are in 
Sogdian.54 Dickens and Sims-Williams have published numerous fragments of calendrical 
tables that were used to calculate the dates of major festivals, including Easter.55 Dickens 
and Peter Zieme have deciphered and published the nine folios of the aforementioned 
‘Uighur Psalter,’ thus completing the task that von Le Coq set out to do, nearly one 
hundred years ago.56 Finally, U 338, a small prayer booklet of 10 consecutive folios, 
written in Uighur but prefaced by a Syriac prayer from the East Syriac Euchologion, has 
been addressed by both Dickens and Zieme in separate articles.57 

                                                 
52 Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009): SyrHT 83 (side a), HT 124 (side a), SyrHT 161 
(side a), SyrHT 287 (side b), U 5545 (side b). 
53; Dickens, ‘Scribal Practices’ (2013).  
54 Brock & Sims-Williams, ‘Early fragment’ (2011), 81: SyrHT 66 and SyrHT 88.  
55 Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012): SyrHT 67, SyrHT 68, SyrHT 69, 
SyrHT 70, SyrHT 101, SyrHT 264, SyrHT 273, SyrHT 291, n354, So 15850 and U 3858. 
56 Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014): SyrHT 20-SyrHT 27 and MIK III 58. 
57 Zieme, ‘Notes on a bilingual prayer book’ (2009); Dickens, ‘Syro-Uigurica II’ (2013). As Mar Awa Royel 
notes, this prayer is for the imposition of hands prior to the dismissal of the catechumens before the 
Eucharist, an archaic liturgical remnant practiced to this day only in the Church of the East. 
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ARRANGEMENT OF THE CATALOGUE ENTRIES 

This section discusses the arrangement of the individual entries and the information which 
is supplied for each entry. The Sample Entry below shows the category headings used to 
compile the catalogue entries, although these headings do not appear per se in the entries. 

SAMPLE ENTRY (SYRHT 156): 

SIGNATURE HEADING SyrHT 156 [T II B 66 No. 2 = 1735] 

LOCATION OF SIGNATURE T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 Nr. 2 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; T II B 66 Nr. 2 (pencil) on side (b), 
upper left corner; label on glass plate: hierher gehört B 66: N 64 [lost, according to Typescript list] 

CONTENT liturgy from Hudra O, probably the Office for the Ninth Hour of Good Friday, mentioning the sun, 
moon and air. Matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. The fragment joins with SyrHT 215. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION Paper (17.2 x 7.9 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing; the lower corner is obliquely torn 
and there are several letters by a secondary hand on side (b), lower margin. 

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.9 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.9 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.2 cm 1.1-1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
 

NOTES ON PRODUCTION Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 12; side (b), l. 1 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 ����������� ; side (b), lower margin ��[   ]�  (broad brush strokes 
in Syriac script, but language indeterminate) 

Quire marks: �	�� on side (a), lower margin 

Corrections: ��� �� !� corrected to ��� �� !��� on side (a), l. 9 with sublinear �� 

Distinguishing marks: several letters in broad brush strokes on bottom of side (b) in Syriac script, but language indeterminate 

SAMPLE TEXT & TRANSLATION 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 215, side (a)]: 

11-12  $%	� .'��	
��!  [ �(�)� *�� +� �,   ] � ����- .  $ /�!	01	01	01	01 1 )   ]•  � $)+! ���)+! ���)+! ���)+! ���)[  

hymn (tešboḥta). Praise to [… your mercy, our Lord, who has saved] the world by your advent. Qanona [… Father. I will give thanks to 
you] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 215, side (b)]: 

10-11 ]�4%!��)�4%!��)�4%!��)�4%!��)     56� 56� 56� 56�  ��7[� �% 8�� �9/ 8� $%���] $� ���:� �� � ��; <� �)� ��=> ' �;�� $� � .��[  

[(The earth) was troubled and shaken after] you were mocked by the Jews, [Christ, our King and] our [Vivifier]. The sun which saw 
your shame 

PROPER NAMES side (b), l. 10 $� ���:� Jews 

JOINS & SEQUENCES SyrHT 156, side (b), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 215, side (b), ll. 1-4 (a narrow strip is missing between 
the two half folios for the remainder of ll. 5-12) 

MULTILINGUAL INFORMATION Broad brush strokes in undetermined language written in Syriac script on side (b), lower margin 

GENRE Liturgy – Hudra 

IDENTIFICATION Sebastian Brock 
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SIGNATURE HEADING 

The entries in this catalogue are arranged according to their current signature numbers, 
beginning with the SyrHT fragments, followed by the fragments whose signature numbers 
are prefixed by MIK, n, So and U.  

Each fragment entry begins with a numbered bold heading, giving the current signature 
number, followed by previous signature numbers which are enclosed in square brackets. 

SyrHT 1 [T II B 17, No. 4 = 1656] 

Each fragment, folio or bifolium (whether allocated one signature number, e.g. SyrHT 41, 
or two, e.g. SyrHT 45 & 46) has a separate entry.  

In instances where two fragments have been glassed together, but have been allocated only 
one signature number, information on each fragment is provided in separate subheadings 
under the overall entry, since this covers two fragments. 

SyrHT 2 [T II B 18, No. 1b; T II B 62, No. 1a = 1657] 

LOCATION OF SIGNATURE 

Subsidiary text in smaller italics located below the signature heading provides information 
on the location of the original signature numbers on the fragments and the labels on the 
glass plates. 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 17 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Where a fragment is glassed together with several others or is described on either of the 
hand-lists, this information is also indicated. 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 18b (pencil) on side (b), lower left corner; T II (black ink stamp) B 62 
(pencil) on side (a), left side 

Non-italics indicate the type-written hand-list entries, whilst annotations are in italics.  

Typescript list (for T II B 18, No. 1b): Brief mit Schrifttext (Proverb) auf der Rückseite zu T II B 
62 No. 1a 

Where fragments are kept in the Museum für Asiatische Kunst, Berlin-Dahlem, information 
from the Museum card-file system is reproduced under the designation ‘Museum card’. 

Museum card: Herkunft: Bulayik. MS-Blatt, 10,4 x 15,5 cm. Schrift: uigurisch. Sprache: mittel 
iranisch (?) Uigurisch 

References to side (a) vary according to the collection in which the fragment is housed.  

SyrHT fragments: side (a) designates the side of the glass-plate that bears the new 
SyrHT labels affixed shortly before their cataloguing.58 

MIK fragments: side (a) has been designated according to the numbering of 
digital images supplied to the compilers of this catalogue by the Museum für 
Asiatische Kunst. As there are no labels on the glass plates, side (a) is not 
immediately apparent when viewing the fragments.  

                                                 
58 See the section Transfer to Berlin and Allocation of Signature Numbers above for the classification and 
conservation of the fragments upon their arrival in Berlin. 
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BBAW fragments: in the handful of cases where there are labels on both sides of 
the glassed fragments, the recto (if it is known, as with n201) or the image entitled 
Seite1 ‘side 1’ (if the recto is not known, as with n336) is designated as side (a). 

CONTENT 

It has not always been possible to ascertain the contents of a fragment, but where such 
information is available it is given under the heading Content, following the Signature 
Heading. This may include a reference to a specific biblical or liturgical passage and/or an 
indication of the genre and manuscript to which the fragment belongs i.e., Psalter, 
Lectionary, Hudra, or Prayer-amulet. Following the precedent established by the type-
written hand-list, these have been designated with capital letters, e.g. Psalter C, Hudra E, 
Prayer-amulet A.  

SyrHT 99: fragment from Prayer-amulet B, commencing with a quotation from John 1:1-5 

References to the Peshitta59 give chapter and verse numbering. Where this differs from 
Western numbering, the latter is supplied in parenthesis. 

SyrHT 5: Peshitta Psalm 65:12-66:2 (65:11-66:2) 

References to the Hudra60 are to the 3 volumes of the printed edition by Darmo.61 
Pagination is given according to the Syriac numbers in the top margin of the page (not the 
Arabic numerals in the bottom margin of the page).  

SyrHT 106: liturgy from Hudra F for Monday of the Rogation of the Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-
Ninwāye), with the incipit of Peshitta Psalm 45 on side (b), l. 10: side (b), ll. 3-15 = Hudra I, $=7, 
ll. 10-18 (with variants). 

Where page references in the Hudra are marked by *, this refers to the 475-page 
supplement at the back of each of the three Hudra volumes. This is identical in each of the 
volumes and is paginated only in Arabic numerals in the top margin of each page. For 
simplicity, references to these pages are given to their occurrence in Hudra I, rather than 
Hudra I, II or III. 

SyrHT 184: Martyrs’ Anthems (� ��:?� '����	=) for Saturday Morning Prayer from Hudra M: side 
(a), ll. 5-8 = Hudra I, 450*, ll. 22-25. 

Specific days in the liturgical calendar have been identified from parallel passages in the 
Darmo printed edition. However, where a rubric lemma in the fragment provides the 
identification, this takes priority and is cited. 

Festivals, fasts and seasons in the liturgical calendar are given in translation, followed by a 
transliteration of the relevant Syriac term(s) in parentheses.62  

SyrHT 42: Content: liturgy from Hudra E for the season of Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) and 
for Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā). 

The Syriac hours of prayer $��7, $�	?, $�/!, ':@�, ���> and �����!� are 
respectively translated as Evening Prayer, Compline, Night Prayer (or Night Office), Dawn 
Prayer, Morning Prayer and Mid-morning Prayer. Most Syriac terms are glossed, but some 

                                                 
59 Rather than Peshiṭta, the simplified form Peshitta is used throughout the catalogue. 
60 Rather than Ḥudra, the simplified form Hudra is used throughout the catalogue.  
61 For bibliographic details of the Darmo edition, see Liturgical Texts under the Bibliography at the back of 
this volume. 
62 East Syriac liturgical seasons often do not correspond to those of the Western Church calendar. 
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that have a variety of meanings, like �������������������� (qanona) and ����� (šubbaḥa), are merely 
transliterated if the sense is not obvious. Others with definitions too long to gloss each time 
are also transliterated, particularly ܬ���

�ܬ��
�ܬ��
�ܬ�� )mawtba(, ‘part of a service sung sitting, 
prayers repeated between the Psalms.’ 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 

A Physical Description is supplied for each fragment, with each entry arranged as follows:  

Fabric: paper (in all cases). 

Dimensions: height x width in cm; all measurements have been taken at the 
maximum point of the fragment. 

Format: indicates whether the fragment is a whole or partial folio, a bifolium or 
part of a booklet. Where a fragment is only a partial folio, the entry defines whether 
it is a corner (upper or lower) or a half (top or bottom). 

Condition: notes any blank sides. 

TABLE OF MEASUREMENTS 

The Table of Measurements gives the following information for each fragment:  

Margins: upper, lower, left and right margins. 

Number of lines: numbering starts with the first line where any trace of the original 
text can be detected and includes partial or incomplete lines. 

Line spacing: the average vertical distance from one baseline to another above or 
below it. 

Line length: the maximum length of a line of text for the fragment, including 
indication of incomplete lines. 

Rulings: single or double rulings of lines or text block. 

The table arranges side (a) of the fragment on the left, side (b) of the fragment on the right. 
Side (a) denotes the side of the glassed fragment which has the signature numbers, whilst 
side (b) denotes the ‘other’ side.  

It is important to note that side (a) does not automatically equate with the recto of the 
fragment and similarly side (b) does not denote the verso of the fragment. The recto and 
verso are identified wherever this has been possible, but side (a) and side (b) merely 
designate the glassing procedure of the fragment. 

Measurements, Sample texts and other information for bifolia are given in the following 
order for ease of visual identification, although this does not reflect the reading order of the 
text, viz: side (a), left folio; side (a), right folio; side (b), left folio; side (b), right folio.  

NOTES ON PRODUCTION 

This section details about the ink colour, palaeography and punctuation of each fragment.  

SyrHT 118: Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 
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Ink colour: usually described as black or brown.63  

Palaeography: East Syriac Estrangela, by which is meant a script that retains most 
of the characteristics of the old Estrangela script in contradistinction to the Eastern 
script well known from later manuscripts and printed works. Chief of these 
characteristics are: 1) three-stroke alaph; 2) open he; 3) zayn formed with a straight 
down stroke, not a bulbous loop; 4) one-stroke wavy final kaph; 5) open mem; 6) 
dalath and resh either square-cornered or round bulbs, but not backward-c shaped; 
7) taw with a loop. Broadly speaking, the Turfan manuscripts exhibit all these 
characteristics except for the open he and mem. 

Punctuation: individual marks are indicated according to the Table below. 

Table of Punctuation Marks used in the fragments 

1b single black dot 
 

1r single red dot 
 

2hb double horizontal black dots 

 

2hr double horizontal red dots 

 

2vb double vertical black dots 

 

2vr double vertical red dots 

 

3hb triple horizontal black dots 

 

3brb triple black-red-black dots 

 

3rbr triple red-black-red dots 

 

3db triple diagonal black dots 

 

4brb quadruple black-red-black dots 

 

4rbr quadruple red-black-red dots 

 

 

VOCALISATION 

There are no fully vocalised fragments; where East Syriac vocalisation has been used it has 
been applied only sporadically.64 Vowel points are transcribed as they appear in the 
fragments, even when they differ from expected forms. Analysis of the vocalisation to date 
suggests frequent misplacement of vowel diacritics by the scribes involved in the 
production of these texts. 

DESCRIPTIVE FEATURES 

This section details defining characteristics within each fragment and includes, where 
applicable: Rubrics; Marginalia; Quire marks; Corrections; Distinguishing marks; 
Illustrations. 

                                                 
63 No scientific tests to determine the organic composition of the inks have been conducted on the fragments. 
64 On the East Syriac system of vowels, see the Vowel Diagram in the Appendix of Segal, Diacritical Point, 
1953. 
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SAMPLE TEXT & TRANSLATION 

A Sample text in Syriac script including punctuation marks is supplied, together with a 
translation in italics, for all fragments where this has been possible. The text and 
translation of side (b), follows that of side (a), even where side (b) is the recto.  

Bold in both the Sample text and translation denote rubrics in the text.  

Where a lacuna in the text is able to be filled on the basis of the contents of other 
fragments or from standard biblical or liturgical texts, this is indicated by square brackets [  
]. Where text has been reconstructed from an adjoining fragment, together with biblical or 
liturgical text within square brackets, the text from the adjoining fragments is contained 
within curly brackets {  }. 

(sic) in the Syriac text indicates orthographic errors. 

For fragments (including those from the ‘Uighur Psalter’) where an underlying Syriac text 
has been transcribed into Uighur script,65 both the Sample texts and the proper names also 
supply the underlying Syriac text (for proper names, in parentheses). Where this can be 
found in the printed Hudra (including Psalter portions), the fully vocalised text is included, 
since the Uighur transcription usually indicates vocalisation. However, it is important to 
note that this is purely for comparative purposes since these texts are written in Uighur 
script, not Syriac script. 

PROPER NAMES 

Proper Names which occur in each fragment are listed after the Sample text & Translation.  

SyrHT 181 side (b), l. 7 A B7
8	C Cyrus, l. 9 D	E�� Jacob 

JOINS & SEQUENCES 

Joins with other fragments in the catalogue are listed, i.e., where two or more fragments 
from the same original folio can be pieced together with no loss of intervening text.  

Joins: SyrHT 4, side (b), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 295, side (a), ll. 6-7 and SyrHT 5, side (a), which 
is located directly above SyrHT 4, side (b); SyrHT 6, side (b) and SyrHT 7, side (b) are both 
located above SyrHT 5, side (a) 

Dislocated Joins indicates where two or more fragments belong to the same folio but an 
intervening portion of text is missing.  

SyrHT 67 possible dislocated join with SyrHT 273 

Sequences indicate where fragments or folios precede or follow other fragments or folios 
from the same original manuscript. The sequence of sides in a bifolium is also indicated, 
where relevant. 

SyrHT 181 immediately follows n301  

                                                 
65 SyrHT 20-27, SyrHT 124, SyrHT 287, MIK III 58 and So 20131. 
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MULTILINGUAL INFORMATION 

Indicates where the fragment includes text in other languages. Cross-references to other 
catalogues in the VOHD series are given, where relevant. 

SyrHT 67 Sogdian in Syriac script on reverse. Cross-reference to VOHD 18,4, entry E43.66 

GENRE 

The fragment is classified by Genre where this can be identified.  

SyrHT 4 Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

IDENTIFICATION 

Acknowledges who has been responsible for the identification of a fragment.  

SyrHT 183: Sebastian Brock 

PUBLICATION 

Bibliographic references are supplied where a fragment has been published or publication 
is forthcoming. Full details are supplied in the Bibliography at the end of the Catalogue. 

                                                 
66 E followed by a numeral (e.g. bilingual service book E11) refers to the numbering system used in VOHD 
18,4. 
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SIGLA AND CONVENTIONS 

[   ] lacunae indicated in Syriac transcription 

… lacunae indicated in translation 

[D] text reconstructed from adjoining fragment(s) or from the Peshitta, Hudra or 
Taksa 

{D} text reconstructed from adjoining fragment(s) and from the Peshitta, Hudra 
or Taksa, where there are lacunae in the fragments 

[b] missing letters from lacunae restored in translation 

)···(  illegible text indicated in Syriac transcription 

… illegible text indicated in translation 

 (D)  uncertain or illegible letters restored in Syriac transcription 

< > interpolation of omitted word(s) in Syriac transcription & translation 
(whether written above or below the line or in the margin) 

( ) additional words in translation required for English grammar and style 

fol. folio 

l. line 

ll. lines 

m.s. masculine singular 

f.s. feminine singular 

m.pl. masculine plural 

f.pl.  feminine plural 

� paragraphus 

side (a) side of fragment bearing signature sticker (not necessarily the recto) 

side (b) other side of fragment (not necessarily the verso) 

BBAW Berlin-Brandenburgische Akademie der Wissenschaften 

SyrHT Syrische Handschriften aus den Turfanfunden 

MIK Museum für Indische Kunst 

M Manichaica 

n Nestorianisch 

So Sogdica 

U Uigurica 
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SYRIAC MANUSCRIPTS 

FROM THE BERLIN TURFAN COLLECTION 

 

Texts housed in the Staatsbibliothek 

1. SyrHT 1 [T II B 17, No. 4 = 1656] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 17 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: pharmaceutical recipe book, joins with SyrHT 388. Dated by Maróth to the 9th or 
10th century, on palaeographic considerations. Includes various treatments to prevent hair 
loss or to thwart hair growth. Suggested remedies mention ladanum ($��!), 
absinthium/wormwood (���0K�)), coriander ('��
?	C) and rose-oil (�7�� $%��). 

Paper (10.3 x 16.3 cm): middle part of folio with side margins; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: right: 1.4 cm  
left: 1.6 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 16 — 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 13.5 cm — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela (although final alaph can resemble the Serta script, as is 
typical of many scribal hands from Turfan); black and red punctuation (1b, 3brb, 3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4-5, 7, 9-10, 12, 13-14 

Distinguishing marks: black X at the end of side (a), l. 11 

Sample text, side (a): 

12-14  � �M��E N��)���)��)��)��)$�$�$�$� �  �M
1	= ���� '��
?	C O76	�� /�� ��� P
 � A	Q� ��7�� $%� ���R� $0�	�!���R� $0�	�!���R� $0�	�!���R� $0�	�! ���? 7��� $������? 7��� $������? 7��� $������? 7��� $��� 

and wash in cold water. Another. Pound together coriander seed and mouse droppings 
and mix with rose oil and daub. For an ulcer which is on the head and the hair drops out 

Joins: SyrHT 1, side (a), l. 1 joins with SyrHT 388, side (a), l. 5 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Pharmaceutical 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Ein Fragment’ (1984); cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Early New Persian’ 
(2011); cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Medical texts’ (2012), 14-16; cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, 
Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 84 
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2. SyrHT 2 [T II B 18, No. 1b; T II B 62, No. 1a = 1657] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 18b (pencil) on side (b), lower left corner; T II (black ink stamp) B 62 (pencil) on 
side (a), left side 

Typescript list (for T II B 18, No. 1b): Brief mit Schrifttext (Proverb) auf der Rückseite zu T II B 62 No. 1a 

Typescript list (for T II B 62, No. 1a): Brief, zu T II B 18 No. 1b?, zusammen unter ein glass; Weitere 
Nummern fehlen 

Two dislocated fragments from the same text, glassed together: 

1. SyrHT 2 (I) = T II B 18, No. 1b 

2. SyrHT 2 (II) = T II B 62, No. 1a 

Content: 

1. SyrHT 2 (I), side (a) and SyrHT 2 (II), side (b) = draft letter to an unnamed 
Byzantine official mentioning the ‘Emperor and his nobles’ with the incipit ‘Peace 
to my lord so and so,’ dated by Maróth to the 10th century, based on palaeography. 

2. SyrHT 2 (I), side (b) = Proverbs 9:14-10:12 in a second hand. 

3. SyrHT 2 (II), side (a) = excerpt from Luke 1:26 in a third hand. 

 

SyrHT 2 (I) [T II B 18, No. 1b] 

Paper (22.0 x 14.6 cm): folio, with the text on side (b) rotated 90º to that of side (a) and 
one corner missing [side (a), upper left corner; side (b), lower right corner]. On side (a), 
margins are cropped, a large block has been left blank in the upper right corner, the upper 
part of l. 1 has been cropped, and ll. 1-6 form a block on the left side of the fragment (4.2 x 
6.0 cm), while ll. 7-21 extend the full width. Folding of the fragment in half has created 
textual lacunae on both sides. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: lower: 0.4 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.4 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.8-3.2 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.7-2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 6 (upper block) + 15 (lower block) 24 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.2-5.7 cm (upper block), 20.8 
(lower block) 

11.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink on side (a), black ink on side (b); East Syriac Estrangela (see 
comment under SyrHT 1 regarding similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b, 2vb) 
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SyrHT 2 (II) [T II B 62, No. 1a] 

Paper (15.0 x 12.0 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing. Side (a) consists of only 
1 line, while side (b) consists of a block of 3 lines in the upper part separated by a 2.5 cm 
margin from a block of 10 lines in the lower part. Textual arrangement on side (b) is 
oriented 90º to side (a), with textual lacunae on side (b), ll. 1-2, 4-6, 12-13. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 1.9 cm upper: 0.6 cm 
right: 0.6 cm 
lower: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 1 3 (upper block) + 10 (lower block) 

Line spacing: — 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 9.4 cm (upper block); 11.0 cm 
(lower block, incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink on side (a), brown (faded black?) ink on side (b); East Syriac Estrangela (see 
comment under SyrHT 1 regarding similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b, 2vb) 

 

SyrHT 2 (I) & SyrHT 2 (II) 

Marginalia: SyrHT 2 (I), side (a), perpendicular to the main text, above l. 7  �� ! $ /�
�/� 

Sample text, SyrHT 2 (I) [T II B 18 No. 1b], side (a): 

9 ��-%/����:  BD7	�� *�� *	C�E�) $�R6 ��-U�?	� V�1 7	Q�EQ�) �R	0,�7�  

like Methuselah. And, our Lord, may your radiant honour magnify increasingly before the 
Emperor and his nobles 

Sample text, SyrHT 2 (I) [T II B 18 No. 1b], side (b): 

1 ?7	C W= . �R��� 8$=7� W= 8$��$�� 51� .$�, $�  

She sits at the door of her house, on a seat of the high places, and she calls out (Proverbs 
9:14) 

Sample text, SyrHT 2 (II) [T II B 62 No. 1a], side (a): 

1 W��
X Y!��) '��� $���  In the sixth month Gabriel was sent (Luke 1:26)  

Sample text, SyrHT 2 (II) [T II B 62 No. 1a], side (b): 

5 	�?	X	?Z 	!� :��ME�� R� ���! 
5
! [   ]  

tax-collector to his honourable churches and … 

Proper names: SyrHT 2 (I), side (a), l. 9 ��-%/���� like Methuselah, l. 16 �X7	�X[  
George, l. 21 �0?7)[  Arsenius; SyrHT 2 (II), side (a), ll. 1, 16 W��
X Gabriel 
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Genre: Miscellaneous – Letter; Bible – Old Testament; Bible – New Testament 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Ein Brief’ (1985) [T II B 18 No. 1b, side (a) only]; cited in Hunter, 
‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 85; cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ 
(forthcoming) [T II B 18 No. 1b, side (b) only] 

 

3. SyrHT 3 [T II B 66 No. 17 = 1749] 

T II T II (violet ink stamp, repeated) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Hand-written list: 1 S. chin. 

Content: Second prayer that opens the ferial Office of Morning Prayer, with faded rubrics 
(possibly including instructions to the priest in Sogdian), from bilingual service book E11, 
written in a hand similar to that of Psalter N (the relationship between the two texts is 
unclear). Side (a) = Hudra I, ;�, ll. 10-12 (with variations); side (b) = an unrelated text in 
Chinese. 

Paper (12.6 x 13.4 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, ragged edges and vertical slit 
extending from ll. 3-8 which does not interrupt the text. Traces of Chinese characters occur 
in the upper left corner of side (a) due to the folding over of side (b), which has 8 vertical 
lines of Chinese characters. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = Chinese 

Margins: lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 0.3 cm 
left: 1.6 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 8 (9?) — 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm — 

Line length: 12.5 cm — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 8 (deteriorated) 

Corrections: �� ��	� corrected to R� ��	� on side (a), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a): 

2 � WC� ��� *���U�� $
Q ��
? *�= W9  

at all times the good expectation of our souls, Lord of all 

Sequences: SyrHT 3 precedes n296, leading to three options for how the two fragments 
originally related to each other: 

1. the two fragments were originally two adjacent leaves of a bifolium (SyrHT 3 on 
the right, n296 on the left) with a blank verso side on which the Chinese text was 
later written (unlikely, since several Chinese characters are split between the two 
folios); 
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2. the Syriac text was written on the blank side of the pre-existing Chinese text, later 
folded in half and then torn along the fold lines (but not glued together, implying 
that the two Syriac folios stood on their own); 

3. the pre-existing Chinese text was folded in half and then glued together with the 
blank side outside, resulting in a blank single folio of double thickness, on which 
the Syriac text was written, with SyrHT 3 as the recto and n296 as the verso 
(implying that the two Syriac folios were part of a larger booklet). 

 

 

SyrHT 3 (Syriac) 

 

n296 (Syriac) 

 

SyrHT 3 (Chinese) 

 

n296 (Chinese) 
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Multilingual information: possible Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script; unrelated 
Chinese text on reverse, described by Tsuneki Nishiwaki as follows: SyrHT 3 v (T II B 66) 
12.3×13.5 cm, 8 Zeilen. Taoistisches Sutra; Tai xuan zhen yi ben ji jing 太玄眞一本際經 
Kapitel 3, Sheng xing pin 聖行品 Abschnitt 3. Vgl. Pelliot 2795 (siehe Ōfuchi Ninji 大 

淵忍爾, Tonkō dōkei zuroku hen『敦煌道經圖錄篇』pp. 309-1, 119-127). Folgende 
Textrekonstruktion ist möglich: SyrHT 3 v (Ōfuchi Ninji, pp. 309-1, 119-127) + Lücke von 
einigen Zeilen + n 296 (pp. 309-1, 130-138). 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 12,3, entry 291 (Chinese text only); cited in 
VOHD 18,4, entry E11 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

4. SyrHT 4 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, M 
9201 & M 9202 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 66:2-4; 66:20-Psalm 67 heading from the same folio of Psalter N 
as SyrHT 5-7 and SyrHT 295: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 66:2-4; side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 
66:20-Psalm 67 heading. 

Paper (4.3 x 4.9 cm): internal fragment, together with a detached piece (0.7 x 0.5 cm) that 
may be part of same original text. The fabric is in deteriorated condition with ragged edges 
and numerous holes, creating textual lacunae on ll. 2-4; the lower half of both sides is 
largely illegible. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4? 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.5 cm (incomplete) 4.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3 (deteriorated) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 295, side (b)}]:  

1  �R +��]� ]> � 8
= $!� $�7[}�	! )sic( ......(0� R�	
�Q�{[  

[Blessed is] the Lord, who has not passed over [(my) prayer or his loving-kindness from 
me] (Peshitta Psalm 66:20) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 295, side (a)}]:  
2 ]}$X	K .+� 5�
 8= � ��/ ����{	=� )[)0�+ 	�C��([*]  
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[(how) terrifying (are) your deeds. By the greatness] of your power, may they be 
confounded (Peshitta Psalm 66:3) 

Joins: SyrHT 4, side (b), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 295, side (a), ll. 6-7 and SyrHT 5, side 
(a), which is located directly above SyrHT 4, side (b); SyrHT 6, side (b) and SyrHT 7, side 
(b) are both located above SyrHT 5, side (a) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

5. SyrHT 5 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202, T III 111] 

T III (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 4-5; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, 
M 9201 & M 9202 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 65:12-66:2 (65:11-66:2); 66:14-19 from the same folio of Psalter 
N as SyrHT 4, SyrHT 6-7 and SyrHT 295: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 65:12-66:2 (65:11-
66:2); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 66:14-19. 

Paper (5.7 x 3.9 cm): internal fragment in advanced deteriorated condition; side (a) is 
largely illegible. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.8-1.1 cm 

Line length: 3.2 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 7, side (a) and SyrHT 
295, side (b)}]:  

2 ] }�)! { .$�> �E��)[ 	? \= +! ]?]) $0� �� �}�� '�{[.�MC  

[in affliction.] I will offer fat burnt offerings [to you along with the smell of rams] (Peshitta 
Psalm 66:15) 

Joins: SyrHT 5, side (a) joins with SyrHT 4, side (b), located directly below it, and SyrHT 
7, side (b), located to the left; it forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 295, side (a), located to 
the right and SyrHT 6, side (b), located above SyrHT 5, side (a) and SyrHT 7, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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6. SyrHT 6 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, M 
9201 & M 9202 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 65:8-11 (65:7-10); 66:7-12 from the same folio of Psalter N as 
SyrHT 4-5, SyrHT 7 and SyrHT 295: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 65:8-11 (65:7-10); side (a) 
= Peshitta Psalm 66:7-12. 

Paper (5.1 x 4.3 cm): internal fragment in an advanced state of deterioration, with both 
sides largely illegible. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 unable to discern 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm unable to discern 

Line length: 3.7 cm (incomplete) unable to discern 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2 � .':!-!]�  $/1 	� 8�[�[.$� �% ��U� \?� .:%]	�  

[(to) our God and] hear the sound of [his praise, who establishes our soul in life] (Peshitta 
Psalm 66:8) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 7, side (b)}]:  
5 -�]C *�R�!�[ �7) 8:�MC . 8R�01� �C]� }��� �{[*	7  

their provisions [while you have established it (f.s.). You have watered the furrows that 
they may grow strong] (Peshitta Psalm 65:10-11 = 65:9-10) 

Joins: SyrHT 6, side (b) forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 4, side (b), SyrHT 5, side (a), 
SyrHT 7, side (b) and SyrHT 295, side (a), all of which are located below it 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

7. SyrHT 7 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, M 
9201 & M 9202 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 65:10-13 (65:9-12); 66:10-14 from the same folio of Psalter N as 
SyrHT 4-6 and SyrHT 295: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 65:10-13 (65:9-12); side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 66:10-14. 

Paper (4.7 x 3.8 cm): internal fragment in advanced deteriorated condition; side (b) is 
largely illegible. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 4? 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm unable to discern 

Line length: 2.9 cm (incomplete) unable to discern 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 5, side (b)}]:  
4 ],�� +=��)�}�� .�{[(�	�� ://   .��	U �? ^��� V  

and I shall fulfil my vows to you, [that which opened my lips with the speech of my mouth] 
(Peshitta Psalm 66:13) 

Joins: SyrHT 7, side (b) joins with SyrHT 5, side (a), located to its immediate left, and 
forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 4, side (b) and SyrHT 295, side (a), both located below 
it, and SyrHT 6, side (b), located above it 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

8. SyrHT 8 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, M 
9201 & M 9202 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.4 x 7.0 cm): upper corner fragment in state of advanced deterioration, with a tear 
between ll. 1-2. Side (a) appears to be blank. 

 Side (a) = blank Side (b) 

Margins: — upper: 0.8-1.1 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: — 2 

Line spacing: — 1.0 cm 

Line length: — 5.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 1 (faded) 

Sample text, side (b):  

2 (···)��7�(···)]   [ … of the head … 
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9. SyrHT 9 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, M 
9201 & M 9202 

Content: Deuteronomy 32:2-4, 10-11 (part of the Second Song of Moses), perhaps from a 
Psalter. Although there are similarities to SyrHT 62, the one extant folio of Psalter H, 
containing Deuteronomy 32:31-40, the scribal hand is closer to that of three fragments 
which do not contain Psalter material (SyrHT 198, SyrHT 242 and SyrHT 332): side (b) = 
Deuteronomy 32:2-4; side (a) = Deuteronomy 32:10-11. 

Paper (6.5 x 4.2 cm): fragment with one side margin, in deteriorated condition with textual 
lacunae on both sides and variable line spacing on side (a), especially between ll. 1-2. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 2.1 cm right: 2.1 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.2 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 1.8 cm (incomplete) 1.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) concludes each line on 
side (a) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

2 � *	 ��[�� $7	%�] [and in the waste of] a desert (Deuteronomy 32:10) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

2 �)�+[� $
K= W=� $K�?, ] 

and like [fine rain that is upon the grass] (Deuteronomy 32:2) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

10. SyrHT 10 [M 9199, M 9201, M 9202] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 4-10 were previously glassed under the signatures M 9199, M 
9201 & M 9202 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.9 x 7.9 cm): fragment with one side margin in advanced deteriorated condition, 
patched with a folded binding strip. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins left: 1.0 cm folding strip: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines 4 2?  

Line spacing 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 
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Line length: 6.5 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 , *�R[   ](···) ��
 (···)*  their (m.pl.) …  

 

11. SyrHT 11 [M 9200] 

oh. Nr. (black/blue faded ink) on side (a), between ll. 2-3; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the 
signature M 9200 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra A. 

Paper (3.0 x 2.5 cm): internal fragment, with upper and lower edges bearing traces of 
characters from ll. 1 and 4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.3 cm (incomplete) 2.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ])� ^	!? ) [   ]( 

Sample text, side (b):  

3  � ':!)[   ])))))·([   ] … God … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

12. SyrHT 12 [M 9200] 

oh. Nr. (black/blue faded ink) on side (a), lower margin; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the 
signature M 9200 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 304. 

Paper (3.3 x 4.8 cm): fragment with lower margin and ragged edges with textual lacuna on 
sides (a) and (b) on l. 4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.2 cm lower: 1.2 cm 
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No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.2 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a): 

4 [   ]$ � =� *�R[   ]  … of the nations … 

Sample text, side (b): 

2-4  +/�[)   $�]�� +/�[)   ]� [   $=]7- +/�) [   $���] 

… the Lo[rd] has become king … he has become king in h[eaven] … he has become king 
on ear[th] … 

 

13. SyrHT 13 [M 9200, T II B 13] 

B 13 (black ink or ballpoint pen) on side (a), right margin; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the 
signature M 9200 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra B. 

Paper (4.2 x 4.4 cm): fragment with one side margin and discolouration of paper and ink. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 2.5 cm left: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 1.9 cm (incomplete) 2.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2  �� 5�! [   ]  I / you (m.s.) looked / beheld / expected  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

14. SyrHT 14 [M 9200] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the signature M 9200 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 66:13-15; 67:5 (67:4) from Psalter F, forming dislocated joins 
with SyrHT 15 and SyrHT 17: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 66:13-15; side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 67:5 (67:4). 
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Paper (3.2 x 2.2 cm): fragment with upper margin and discolouration of paper and ink. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm upper: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.2 cm (incomplete) 1.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 15, side (b) and SyrHT 
17, side (a)}]:  

1-2 �)]}){ �- [���
!E ��)� �7]= } �7���:{ }� V��{ ://   .�]� �	U? ^[��
�� }$�_!�- (��:{[ 

[I shall come to your house] in hon[our and I shall fulfil my vows to you, that which 
open]ed my lips, [with the speech of my mouth in affliction] (Peshitta Psalm 66:13-14) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 15, side (a) and SyrHT 
17, side (b)}]:  

1-2 ]}�%��� �� { �%
�� �� ]�	9![}){ :}) *)��{ � �! ��  )[ 7�� '>]}:��{[  

[May the k]ingdom[s praise and glorify, that you judge the peoples] up[rightly] (Peshitta 
Psalm 67:5 = 67:4) 

Joins: SyrHT 14, side (a) forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 15, side (b), located to its 
right, and SyrHT 17, side (a), located to its left 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

15. SyrHT 15 [M 9200] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the signature M 9200 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 66:13-15; 67:5-6 (67:4-5) from Psalter F, forming dislocated joins 
with SyrHT 14 and SyrHT 17: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 66: 13-15; side (a) = Peshitta 
Psalm 67:5-6 (67:4-5). 

Paper (2.7 x 2.5 cm): fragment with one side margin and discolouration of paper and ink. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 0.6 cm right: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 1.7 cm (incomplete) 1.7 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink, faded on side (a); East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at 
end of each line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 14, side (b) and SyrHT 
17, side (b)}]:  

1-2 ]}���%� �� { �%
�� �� }�	9!{:])[}) *)��{ $ � �! ��}_�7�{:��)[  

[May the kingdo]ms [praise and glorify, that you judge the peoples upright]ly (Peshitta 
Psalm 67:5 = 67:4) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 14, side (a) and SyrHT 
17, side (a)}]: 

1-2  ���
! ])[�)]}�-E { �7��)�= } �7���:{��]� V�� [}� �	U? ^{ ://   .�
�� }$�_!�- (��:{[  

I [shall come to your house in honour and I shall fulfil my vows to you,] that which 
[opened my lips with the speech of my mouth in affliction] (Peshitta Psalm 66:13-14) 

Joins: SyrHT 15, side (b) forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 14, side (a) and SyrHT 17, 
side (a), both located to its left 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

16. SyrHT 16 [M 9200] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the signature M 9200 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.3 x 4.3 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 — 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm — 

Line length: 4.2 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 �� $ C[   ](···)]   [  as much as  
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17. SyrHT 17 [M 9200] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the signature M 9200 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 66:13-15; 67:5 (67:4) from Psalter F, forming dislocated joins 
with SyrHT 14 and SyrHT 15: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 66:13-15; side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 67:5 (67:4). 

Paper (3.4 x 5.0 cm): upper corner fragment, with discolouration of paper and ink. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) 2.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 14, side (a) and SyrHT 
15, side (b)}]:  

1-2 �)]}){  ���
!}�-E {�7 ��)�=  �[��7� ]}V�� �{ ://   .�� �	U? ^��
�� _!�- (��[[(�]  

[I shall come to your house in honour and I shall fulfil] my vows to you, [that which 
opened my lips with the speech of] my mouth in affliction (Peshitta Psalm 66:13-14) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta, {SyrHT 14, side (b) and SyrHT 
15, side (a)}]:  

1-2 %���� ��  �%
��] �� }�	9!{ � �! ��]) *)�� [:) $ }_�7�{[:��)  

May [the kingdoms] praise and [glorify,] that you judge [the peoples uprightly] (Peshitta 
Psalm 67:5 = 67:4) 

Joins: SyrHT 17, side (a) forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 14, side (a) and SyrHT 15, 
side (b), both located to its right 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

18. SyrHT 18 [M 9200] 

No old signature number on fragment; SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the signature M 9200 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand, and perhaps the same folio, as SyrHT 387.  

Paper (5.3 x 3.9 cm): internal fragment. Side (a) possibly has a cropped right margin; side 
(b) is blank or possibly deteriorated text. 
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 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 — 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm — 

Line length: 3.4 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink (badly faded & worn); East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 ���� 	/!R[   ] the wilderness (s.) praised (pl.)  

 

19. SyrHT 19 [M 9200, T II B 13] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 13 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; T II B 13 (pencil) on side (b), between ll. 2-4; 
SyrHT 11-19 were previously glassed under the signature M 9200 

Content: part of a polemical dialogue between a Christian and a Jew on the Trinity; the 
palaeography identifies it as being from the same manuscript as SyrHT 94. 

Paper (4.0 x 6.5 cm): upper corner fragment with discoloration of paper and ink, a tear on 
l. 1 and textual lacunae midway on ll. 3-5. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.5-1.2 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 1.1-1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 ':!)� $0�C B�R $��� +�) 7[   ].  … like a man. The nature of God  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 -��]R���) V�) ':!)� $/�   [ borrowed of God. Adam was …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 1 V�) Adam 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Polemic 
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20. SyrHT 20 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 20-21 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 3 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 14:7, continuation and conclusion of the first marmithā recited in 
the Ferial Evening Service for the First Monday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 2) followed by Peshitta Psalm 99:1-5, beginning of the second marmithā recited in 
the Ferial Evening Service for the First Thursday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 35); 

side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 99:5-100:1, continuation of the second marmithā recited in the 
Ferial Evening Service for the First Thursday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 
35) (based on the space left in the printed Hudra, one folio is missing between this and the 
next extant folio). 

Paper (15.5 x 10.7 cm): folio with lower corner torn obliquely. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 13 14 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.4 cm 8.2 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 12; side (b), l. 4 

Marginalia: side (a), 1 line in right margin, parallel to ll. 9-13; 1 line in lower margin; side 
(b), 1 line in left margin, parallel to ll. 3-11; 1 line in lower margin 

Distinguishing marks: roughly drawn cross in light black ink on side (a), right margin at l. 
3; two rough crosses in light black ink on side (b), right and left margins at l. 3, all written 
by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

3v1: ryxlw ¨ ẍtyšw mwšy wʾxrwn  � �R	
5
/X̀

�
B7 <a1 b� a� a	�  a	� .�* <�7R <a)� $ 

his feet; he is holy. Moses and Aaron (Peshitta Psalm 99:5-6) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

3r1: nytyl myn syxywn pwrxʾnʾ  B� bB� �̀ c B> � <	�R a	� *7 51 50$ 

May he give salvation from Zion (Peshitta Psalm 14:7) 
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Proper names: side (a), l. 1 mwšy (  a	� .�$ ) Moses, l. 1 ʾxrwn (* <�7R <a)) Aaron, l. 2 šmwʾyl 
(W� .) a	 �) Samuel; side (b), ll. 1, 8 syxywn (  B> <	�R* ) Zion, l. 2 ysrʾyl (  a� 

5
�K .�W ) Israel, l. 3 

yʾẍxwp (  <a� <	E� D̀ ) Jacob, l. 4 ʾysryl ( ) a� 
5
�K .�W ) Israel, l. 12 yẍwv ( D̀ <	E� <a�) Jacob 

Sequences: SyrHT 20 follows SyrHT 26, side (a) and is separated by one missing folio 
from the next folio, SyrHT 22, side (b) 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 

 

21. SyrHT 21 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 20-21 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 6 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 87:7-88:7 (87:7-88:6), continuation of the second marmithā in the 
Ferial Evening Service for the First Friday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 
41); 

side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 88:8-15 (88:7-14), continuation of the second marmithā in the 
Ferial Evening Service for the First Friday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 
41). 

Paper (15.6 x 10.5 cm): folio. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.6 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.4 cm 8.2 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey right margin lightly ruled in grey 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (2hb) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 2 

Marginalia: side (a), 1 word in lower margin; side (b), 1 line in left margin, parallel to ll. 2-
10 
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Corrections: 1 interlinear word inserted on side (a), between ll. 12-13 

Distinguishing marks: smudged cross in light black ink on side (a), right margin at l. 2; 
cross in light black ink on side (b), right margin at l. 2, all written by same hand as 
marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

6v1: wxlʾy smʾx rwxẓʾx ¨ kwlxwn  � �̀;X̀ a�7 +̀ <
a ? (

<
a/=

<
a�C	 <�:!* 

And your wrath has rested upon me. All of them (Peshitta Psalm 88:8 = 88:7) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

6r1: nyxtwn ¨ wxwl tydmʾzʾx (sic) pyx * <� b�%B� (9̀ . 	9̀
<
a9

<
a��̀ B)� WC̀� � � 

they will rejoice. And all who were bowed down in you (Peshitta Psalm 87:7) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 10 ʾvtʾnʾ ($5� 5�̀ <a)) Abaddon 

Sequences: SyrHT 21 follows MIK III 58, side (a); an indeterminate number of folios 
separate it from the next folio, SyrHT 27, side (b) 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 

 

22. SyrHT 22 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 22-23 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 4 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 101:1-6, continuation of the second marmithā recited in the Ferial 
Evening Service for the First Thursday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 35); 

side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 101:6-8, conclusion of the Psalm and the marmithā. 

Paper (15.9 x 10.6 cm): folio with upper, lower and side margins. The upper margin has 
been largely torn away and is only extant in the upper left corner of side (a) and the upper 
right corner of side (b). One lower corner is torn obliquely. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 7.0 cm 
right: 2. 1 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 
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No. of lines: 8 13 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.6 cm 7.5 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey? — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (2hb); tendency to elongate 
final stroke of words 

Marginalia: side (a), 3 lines crudely written in lower margin; side (b), 1 line crudely 
written in lower margin 

Distinguishing marks: crosses in light black ink on side (a), right margin at l. 3 and side 
(b), right margin at l. 3, all written by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

4v1: tʾrxʾ nytvwn xm ¨ tmxylyx � +̀B!
<
a:� <

a� � ( <
a= * a	̀

b�B� $
5=7 <a) 

of the earth, may they dwell with me, he who walks (Peshitta Psalm 101:6) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

4r2: ʾyzmr ¨ wlʾx ʾyšpx lmʾryʾ ¨  +̀
5
!� � � <

a�6 B) ! Y <a
 < a� .) 5  5��$ �  

I will sing. And I will sing praises to you, to the Lord. (Peshitta Psalm 101:1) 

Sequences: SyrHT 22 is separated by one missing folio from the previous folio, SyrHT 20, 
side (a), and by an indeterminate number of folios from the next folio, MIK III 58, side (b); 
SyrHT 22 side (b) has 13 ll. of text in keeping with most other folios in the sequence, but 
side (a) has only 8 ll. of text 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 

 

23. SyrHT 23 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 22-23 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 1 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 11:6-12:6 (11:6-12:5), first marmithā recited in the Ferial 
Evening Service for the First Monday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 2); 

side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 12:6-13:3 (12:5-13:2), continuation of the first marmithā recited 
in the Ferial Evening Service for the First Monday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 2). 
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Paper (16.0 x 10.6 cm): folio with upper margin reduced. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 2.6 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 2.3 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 13 14 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.1 cm 8.1 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (2hb) 

Marginalia: nišan (mark or signature) (5.2 cm long) on side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 
9-14; 1 line (8.1 cm long) on side (b), lower margin in the same hand as the nišan – the 
same nišan is written in the colophon-like statement on SyrHT 27, side (b) 

Corrections: text crossed out with double lines on side (a), l. 7 

Distinguishing marks: crosses in light black ink on side (a), right margin at l. 2 and side 
(b), right margin, at l. 2, all written by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a):  

1v1: tvʾyšy ¨ mykyl ʾyẍwm ʾmyr mʾryʾ ¨  � $ .��� 5̀� B� . b9W� V a	1 .)  5) <a� 5� � 5��$ � 

of the poor. Therefore, I will arise, says the Lord (Peshitta Psalm 12:6 = 12:5) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

1r1: rwxʾ tmxwdʾ mnʾdʾ txsxwn ¨ * <�:K 5C� '
5
�̀50� '

5
�̀ <	%� <

a� $ 5� a�7 � 

A wind of affliction (will be) the allotted portion of their cup (Peshitta Psalm 11:6) 

Sequences: SyrHT 23, the first extant folio, precedes SyrHT 26, side (b) 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 

 

24. SyrHT 24 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 24-25 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 8 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 
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side (b) = conclusion of the Hymn ('��	
��) of Mar Ephrem and beginning of the Hymn 
of Mar Narsai for the Festival Morning Office (Hudra I, 1: ; Maclean, East Syrian Daily 
Offices (1894), 168); 

side (a) = continuation of the Hymn of Mar Narsai for the Festival Morning Office (Hudra 
I, 1: ; Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 168). 

Paper (15.5 x 10.7 cm): folio. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.9 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 11 12 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm 8.5 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (2hb) 

Marginalia: side (b), 1 line in left margin, parallel to ll. 4-12 

Distinguishing marks: crosses in light black ink on side (a), right margin, at l. 2 and side 
(b), right margin, at l. 2, all written by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

8v1: pxtʾxy xwn ¨ twxyny (sic) *�:�: 5� �% <a  �= a	Q( <a� 

in their sins. Error 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

8r1: wlʾyw wydtyv ¨ xʾdyn �� .� 5� � 	
̀ <a� <
aQ b� B)� 	 a�-! <

a� 

and weary from labour and have prepared themselves. They rejoice 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 ʾʾdm (V `
5� 5)) Adam 

Sequences: SyrHT 24 is separated by one missing folio from the previous folio, SyrHT 27, 
side (a) and is followed by SyrHT 25, side (b) 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 
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25. SyrHT 25 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 24-25 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 9 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: sides (a) and (b) = continuation of the Hymn 
('��	
��) of Mar Narsai (Hudra I, 1: ; Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 168). 

Paper (15.7 x 10.7 cm): folio. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.9 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm 8.2 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (2hb) 

Distinguishing marks: crosses in light black ink on side (a), right margin at l. 2 and side 
(b), right margin at l. 2, all written by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

9v1: šwtʾy tmlkwd rwmʾ ʾsryx R B�?
<a) $ 5��

5
7 �̀ a	 b9/ <

a�� $.��
5�� a	� 

(with) promises of the kingdom of heaven, he bound 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

9r1: tmnyx xʾlmʾ myn xmly ¨  Y a�0�
<
a� 5= 5 / a� $� :./ 

<
a= � 

which gives the world rest from its labour. 

Sequences: SyrHT 25 follows SyrHT 24, side (a) and is the last extant folio from the 
original booklet 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 
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26. SyrHT 26 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 2 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 13:3-14:1 (13:2-14:1), continuation of the first marmithā recited 
in the Ferial Evening Service for the First Monday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 2); 

side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 14:1-7, continuation of the first marmithā recited in the Ferial 
Evening Service for the First Monday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 2). 

Paper (16.0 x 10.4 cm): folio with uneven upper margin and lower corner torn obliquely. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.1 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.9 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

upper: 1.1 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm 8.7 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (2hb) 

Marginalia: side (b), 1 line in left margin, parallel to ll. 8-13, truncated by an oblique tear 
in lower left corner 

Distinguishing marks: crosses in light black ink on side (a), right margin at l. 2 and side 
(b), right margin between l. 1 and l. 2, all written by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a):  

2v1: tʾpdʾ ¨ mʾryʾ ʾʾdyẍ myn  5Q 
̀ 
5
�̀' �  5� 5�� <a) $ b� a�]  �̀� 

Good. The Lord looked forth from (Peshitta Psalm 14:1-2) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

2r1: tʾxrydʾ pnʾpš ¨ wdʾwnʾ plyp '
5
�̀ a��C̀

<
a�  

<
a0 ̀U� � ($5� <�� `

5�� ( b
./ 

sorrow in my soul, and misery in my heart (Peshitta Psalm 13:3 = 13:2) 

Sequences: SyrHT 26 follows SyrHT 23, side (a) and precedes SyrHT 20, side (b) 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 
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Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 

 

27. SyrHT 27 [T II B 10] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: fol. 7 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = conclusion of the Hymn ('��	
��) of Mar Babai of Nisibis for the Festival 
Night Office during Epiphany (Denḥā) (Hudra I, 1_ ; Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 158) followed by a colophon-like statement (based on the space left in the printed 
Hudra, one folio is missing between this and the next extant folio); 

side (a) = beginning of the Hymn ('��	
��) of Mar Ephrem for the Festival Morning 
Office (Hudra I, �1; Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 167-168). 

Paper (15.2 x 10.5 cm): folio. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 5.4 cm (with colophon) 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 13 10 + 3 ll. colophon 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 9.4 cm 9.4 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black and red punctuation (2hb, 2hr) 

Rubrics: side (a), marginalia in right margin parallel to ll. 1-4 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 1-12 

Distinguishing marks: cross in light black ink on side (a), upper right corner (verso mark), 
written by same hand as marginalia 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

7v1: nwxrʾ tnʾx lztyẍy wldrysʾy  a	� 
5
7R 

<
a�� � Y� <a_ a�,�̀

<
a!� :$ .�E a� b� < a;!  

Light has shone forth on the righteous, and on the upright of 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

7r1: tʾvy wvyšy ʾx mʾ tsxʾr xʾ(nn)x  < a� $
5 C̀ <a) $ .�� a�̀� $ . �
 5Q +̀5050� � �� < a�? 

good and evil according to what they have done. Your compassion 

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 ʾyšwx (O	� a�) Jesus 
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Sequences: SyrHT 27 is separated by an indeterminate number of folios from the previous 
folio, SyrHT 21, side (a) and by one missing folio from the next folio, SyrHT 24, side (b) 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script with Uighur colophon-like 
statement in a different hand, consisting of three lines written in the lower margin, each 
followed by the mark (stylized signature) of the writer. The simultaneous use of Persian 
nišan, Tibetan lači and Turkic tamga for ‘mark’ suggests that this text might date from the 
Mongol era (13th-14th cent.). The same nišan occurs twice in the left margin of fol. 1 recto 
[SyrHT 23, Side (b)]. 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Identification: Mar Emmanuel Yosip (side a); Mar Awa Royel (side (b) 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual 
Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 33; cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ 
(2012), 82 

 

28. SyrHT 28 [T II B 1 = 1625] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), centre margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 10 [SyrHT 164], No. 23 [SyrHT 179], B 1 No. 13 [SyrHT 
40], No. 11 [SyrHT 38], B 67 No. 16 [SyrHT 253], B 59 No. 1 [SyrHT 131] und B 1 No. 1 

1625 is the first number in the sequential numerical series which ends with 1905 = T II B 53 = SyrHT 363 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J, probably for the Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), because 
of the possible occurrence of the (reconstructed) phrase ‘the boat of prophecy came into 
the port of God’ on side (a), left folio, ll. 6-7. 

Paper (7.7 x 8.2 cm): internal fragment of a bifolium. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.3 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio= verso 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.3 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 3, 7; side (a), right folio, l. 3; side (b), left folio, l. 3; side (b), 
right folio, l. 2 

Marginalia: side (b), right-side, centre margin, parallel to ll. 5-7 �0%9�), introduced by a 
cross at the end of l. 5 (presumably a correction to be inserted in text which is now missing 
from the fragment) 

Sample text, side (a), left and right folios:  

5 $) � [   ]    � '�	=7��  [   ]  

(right folio) the Father  (left folio) benevolence and … 

Sample text, side (b), left folio, marginal correction and right folio:  

5 '� ��� $��� ��	[   ]  +>�0%9�)<  [   ]�� $C �-/�  

(right folio) your … new life +<we have attained> (left folio) the angels that … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

29. SyrHT 29 [T II B 1 = 1626] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 10 [SyrHT 164], No. 23 [SyrHT 179], B 1 No. 13 [SyrHT 
40], No. 11 [SyrHT 38], B 67 No. 16 [SyrHT 253], B 59 No. 1 [SyrHT 131] und B 1 No. 1 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J, probably for Easter (Qyāmtā) or Epiphany (Denḥā), with 
rubrics for Compline and Morning Prayer on side (a), l. 11 and side (b), l. 4. 

Paper (13.8 x 12.1 cm): lower corner fragment, with deteriorated condition resulting in loss 
of text on ll. 8-14, especially in the last three lines. Lower margin deteriorated and torn, 
with extensive tears and losses to side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.8 cm 
left: 2.5-3.0 cm 

lower: 2.8 cm 
right: 2.5-3.0 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 9.3 cm (incomplete) 8.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink (water-damaged); East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); 
stylised paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning 
and end of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 10, 11, 12, marginalia; side (b), ll. 3, 4, 6, 8, 9, marginalia 
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Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 8-14: ($)�	��$�
?�; side (b), right 
margin, parallel to ll. 3-14: �$�	01�(···)�*	�/@��)� �$�01� �  

Sample text, side (a):  

4  '�	 ! [   ]0� 8�$ W
�� B)� $��� ';���  

to greedy death, and when the Creator saw that [his creation] had been corrupted… 

Sample text, side (b):  

4  � $0 ������>���>���>���> _ � D B�E� � W1 �� [   �7]  

merciful. Morning. Tune: Let us offer. In the mor[ning] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 7 V�) Adam 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

30. SyrHT 30 [T II B 1 = 1627] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 10 [SyrHT 164], No. 23 [SyrHT 179], B 1 No. 13 [SyrHT 
40], No. 11 [SyrHT 38], B 67 No. 16 [SyrHT 253], B 59 No. 1 [SyrHT 131] und B 1 No. 1 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Sixth Sunday of Summer (Qayṭā), including a chant 
used when baking the bread for Eucharist, quoting from Peshitta Psalm 107:20, with a 
rubric for Morning Prayer on side (b), l. 1: side (a), ll. 7-11 = Hudra III, ��, ll. 20-23. 

Paper (10.5 x 14.0 cm): upper part of folio with side margins at ll. 2-4 only, beginning of 
lines missing on side (a), ll. 5-12 and end of lines missing on side (b), ll. 5-12. An oblique 
tear extends from the left side of the upper margin across ll. 1-2 to l. 4, due to accidental 
folding of the fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 0.5-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.6 cm 
right: 0.5-1.0 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 10.5 cm 10.3 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7; side (b), ll. 1, 3, 5, 6, 10 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to l. 4: D� 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 

7 -9 )[��=� $��:C] *�:���)� �M�:� '� �	?-! *�� ['�R D:�] '�	
��� $ ?  

Our Lord [has given] the medicine of repentance to the skilful physicians, who are [the 
priests of the church] 

Sample text, side (b):  

3-4  �*�:/C $��0C  � ��'��	
�� DR $0=,)� g) $0�  

All assemblies, heavenly and also earthly, give praise! 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

31. SyrHT 31 [T II B 1 = 1628] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 10 [SyrHT 164], No. 23 [SyrHT 179], B 1 No. 13 [SyrHT 
40], No. 11 [SyrHT 38], B 67 No. 16 [SyrHT 253], B 59 No. 1 [SyrHT 131] und B 1 No. 1 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for one of the Lord’s Festivals or Memorials of the Saints, 
evidenced by the double Mawtba (V�1�	�, a section of the liturgy sung while sitting), 
with reference to the baptism of Christ on side (a), ll. 2-3; side (b), l. 2 and to Peter and the 
Canaanite woman on side (a), ll. 11-12, as well as the incipits of Peshitta Psalm 30 or 144 
on side (a), l. 8 and Peshitta Psalm 25 on side (b), l. 8. 

Paper (10.5 x 14.5 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 0.8-0.9 cm 
left: 2.2-2.5 cm 

right: 2.2-2.5 cm 
left: 0.8-0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 14 12 

Line spacing: 0.7-1.0 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 11.2 cm 11.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia, but are missing from the beginning of marginalia side (b), ll. 5-8 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8; side (b), ll. 3, 7, 8, 12 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 5-8 ��1 �	��; side (b), right margin, 
parallel to ll. 6-9 �'6,) 

Sample text, side (a):  

5  W9! R� �� ��
! $%	�A�1  �^	
��^	
��^	
��^	
�� ��  
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Praise to the Son, who by his baptism has sanctified all. Hymn (Tešboḥta) 

Sample text, side (b):  
5 *�/C�) ��@� $ %/ *�� B
!) +��7 $� �   

By water, you clothed us (with) your Spirit, by bread, you fed us (with) your body  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 V�) Adam, l. 11 ����Z  Peter 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

32. SyrHT 32 [T II B 1 = 1629] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (faint pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 10 [SyrHT 164], No. 23 [SyrHT 179], B 1 No. 13 [SyrHT 
40], No. 11 [SyrHT 38], B 67 No. 16 [SyrHT 253], B 59 No. 1 [SyrHT 131] und B 1 No. 1 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra K, joins with SyrHT 40, probably from the liturgical 
season of the Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā), because of the reference to the angel sent to 
the Virgin Mary on side (b), ll. 3-4. A rubric for the Night Office is found on side (a), l. 4. 

Paper (8.3 x 9.3 cm): lower corner fragment, with obliterated text in the upper part due to 
tearing of the paper. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 

lower: 2.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 5 7 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm (incomplete) 6.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: right margin ruled in red (double 
lines) 

— 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5; side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 40, side (a)]: 

2-3 	0 B �R� [	0 �R� ��/�-! �����) ] )sic(  �@U� [h?� ��
=� '�	�]�� +
 'B;���  � $ /=]$�7	�$�7	�$�7	�$�7	� [*-�@ �?  

[May those be saved who have believed], who have believed (sic) in you, and [that you 
should take the form of a servant] and appear in a body in [the world. Versicle. Many] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 40, side (b)]: 
3-5  B) $����� $���]�  '�!��
! '��
? [6� BC)� ':!) �	! � ��] $C-/� Y!�[

[':!)] ' ��R +/�� � 8R $1[��� �/ B��� 'R�]  
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[In the sixth month] an angel was sent [from the presence of God and he proclaimed] good 
tidings to the virgin, [‘Behold a Savi]our [is born], he whom God promised’ 

Joins: SyrHT 32, side (a), ll. 1-5 joins with SyrHT 40, side (a), ll. 2-6 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

33. SyrHT 33 [T II B 1 = 1630] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 10 [SyrHT 164], No. 23 [SyrHT 179], B 1 No. 13 [SyrHT 
40], No. 11 [SyrHT 38], B 67 No. 16 [SyrHT 253], B 59 No. 1 [SyrHT 131] und B 1 No. 1 

Content: liturgy from Hudra K for the Second Friday in an unspecified liturgical season, 
possibly Epiphany (Denḥā), referring to the voice from heaven heard at the baptism of 
Jesus, saying, ‘This is my beloved Son’ on side (a), ll. 3-5, followed by a Chant for the 
Eucharist. The incipit of Peshitta Psalm 97 is found on side (b), l. 2. SyrHT 33 joins with 
SyrHT 244. 

Paper (5.8 x 14.5 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 2.3 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

right: 0.7 cm 
left: 2.1 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm 11.6 cm 

Rulings: right and left margins lightly ruled 
in red 

right margin lightly ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3brb, 4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 6; side (b), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 244, side (b)]:  
2  $�7�) O	��� R� �] 4�7��)�  *:!-! ����1 [D�1�) B�R� $ � =� $�� 5	U!  

[By the baptism of Jesus, the way was opened for the restoration of the nations and he was 
offered up] first to our God 

Sample text, side (b):  
4  8R�	! ���� ���)� ���=�� ���� 	9! $���  

O Lord, let your flock, for which you humbled yourself, confess you. 

Joins: SyrHT 33, side (b), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 244, side (a), ll. 4-5, located directly 
above it 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

34. SyrHT 34 [T II B 1 No. 4 = 1631] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Typescript list: 2 Fragmente 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for an unidentified Friday, with reference to ‘those who eat 
and drink the body and blood of our Lord’ on side (a), l. 4. 

Paper (13.8 x 13.4 cm): lower part of folio with side margins; substantial loss of text has 
created lacunae at the beginning and ends of most lines, as well as numerous tears and 
substantial loss of the lower margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.9 cm 

lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.9 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 14 15 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 10.5 cm 10.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); stylised paragraphi 
(two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end of 
marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 6, 7; side (b), ll. 10, 11 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 6-9: �'���=�� 

Sample text, side (a):  
8  (! ��_= $0�C� �R	� �� �R�*	�)···(  

the sufferings of nature constrain me and they … 

Sample text, side (b):  
6 � 8R W= \ .���� $> $! $ �, ' ��R $B![   ]  

… it was compassion, he was not willing to have mercy upon him 

Proper names: side (b), l. 4 VR�) Abraham 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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35. SyrHT 35 [T II B 1 No 4 = 1632] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: 2 Fragmente 

Content: liturgy from Hudra A for the Sixth Sunday of Elijah (Elia) and possibly part of 
the week following: side (b), ll. 9-17 = Hudra III, ��: , ll. 9-14; side (b), ll. 19-20 = Hudra 
III, ��: , ll. 23-24; side (a), ll. 1-5 = Hudra III, ��: , ll. 24-27 (see also Hudra III, D>�, 
ll. 3-7); side (a), ll. 15-21 = Hudra III, >�, ll. 4-9. Side (b), ll. 3-5 contains a paraphrase the 
Peshitta version of the encounter between Jesus and the Canaanite woman (Matthew 15: 
21). 

Paper (18.1 x 10.4 cm): folio with considerable loss of upper and lower margins. Textual 
lacunae in the lower part of the folio have led to considerable loss of one side margin [side 
(a), left and side (b), right]; patching on side (b), right margin at ll. 4-6, 9-12. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.1 cm 
lower: 0.8-1.0 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.0-1.5 cm 

upper: 1.1 cm 
lower: 0.8-1.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 21 20 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm 8.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 11, 13, 14 (faded); side (b), ll. 1, 2, 8, 9, 17, 19 (faded) 

Distinguishing marks: i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) on side 
(b), l. 18 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 :! �� 8� 81� $�� ��1 *�:/C ��6�7 :�  

and all the saints rejoice in him, crying out to him 

Sample text, side (b):  

3-5    ][)(�)�) $�	�� *��  7�>�[�] '���) *���>�0C�'��0  51 (0�7�= *�� $��
����� ��-� �� ���  

And our Lord came into the region of Tyre and Sidon. A Canaanite woman was crying out, 
‘Our Lord, help me, my daughter is being led wickedly’ 

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 7�> Tyre, l. 4 *���> Sidon, l. 4 C�'���	  Canaanite, ll. 7, 11 
���� David 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

36. SyrHT 36 [T II B 1 No. 6 = 1633] 

B 1 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J. 

Paper (8.0 x 3.7 cm): fragment with one side margin and advanced textual deterioration on 
both sides. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 7 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 ])[( ���)*�:� [   ] their hands …  

Sample text, side (b):  

5 '���� [   ] … sinner (f.s.) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

37. SyrHT 37 [T II B 1 No. 8 = 1634] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: Night Office from Hudra K for an unidentified Friday in one of the Lord’s 
Festivals or Memorials of the Saints (based on the term V�1�	�), along with the 
Eucharistic liturgy. 

Paper (10.6 x 7.8 cm): fragment with one side margin; tearing of the fragment has largely 
obliterated the final line of side (a). 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: left: 2.0-2.3 cm right: 2.0-2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 9 10 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.2 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in red right margin lightly ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 3, 5, 7; side (b), ll. 1, 6 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 *7��� '�	�� ![   ] … mortals. And he set us free  

Sample text, side (b):  

8 [   ]$%���� :%�� by the manifestation of Christ …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

38. SyrHT 38 [T II B 1 No. 11 = 1635] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J” gehört zu T II B 1 uff [SyrHT 29] 

Content: commemoration for an unidentified saint from Hudra V, with a rubric for 
Compline on side (b), l. 10. 

Paper (14.8 x 15.0 cm): upper corner fragment, with small textual lacunae on ll. 1, 6 and 
stains on ll. 1-3, 7-8. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 3.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 3.0 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 12.0 cm (incomplete?) 12.0 cm (incomplete?) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2vb, 3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 5, 6, 8; side (b), ll. 1, 9, 10, 11 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 5-6, 10-13: �$�	01�; ll. 10-13  $�	���
1��) ([   ] ; side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 10-12:  �1�$� 8	?�   

Corrections: '�	9/  corrected to ��	9/  on side (a), l. 9 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark � $�� on side (a) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 \/0�\/0�\/0�\/0� ��C�� +�� ���1� $�R6 *	) +� [   ]  

Repeat. Blessed is your remembrance, our glorious and holy Father … 
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Sample text, side (b):  
1 [   ] �7R	� Y�� �7R	� Y�� �7R	� Y�� �7R	� Y��*	) +/�/C ��R ���� �7R	� *	0@ �  

… the light shines. In the bridal chamber of light your crown is kept, our Father 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

39. SyrHT 39 [T II B 1 No. 12 = 1636] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J” gehört zu T II B 1 uff [SyrHT 29] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Fourth Sunday in an unnamed season, mentioning 
Isaiah’s vision of the seraphim calling out ‘Holy, holy, holy’ in the Temple (Isaiah 6:3-4) 
on side (b), ll. 9-10. 

Paper (14.0 x 14.4 cm): middle part of folio with side margins; textual lacunae on ll. 1, 3 
and one side margin [side (a), left; side (b), right] missing at ll. 1-8. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 2.2 cm 
left: 0.5-1.0 cm 

right: 0.5-1.0 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 14 15 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.4 cm 11.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink, badly faded & water-damaged on side (b); East Syriac Estrangela; black and red 
punctuation (4rbr, 4brb); stylised paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red 
strokes) flank the beginning and end of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12; side (b), ll. 13, 15 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 4-6 �	01, ll. 8-10 �'6,)�; side (b), left 
margin, parallel to ll. 4-6: '�'�'�'� 

Sample text, side (a):  
11 )� �0�9! :1��� :
�(  �$
����$
����$
����$
���� � $�7)�  

his beloved one and saved our nature. The fourth Sunday 

Sample text, side (b):  
11  ���������1� ��K�Q� $0��, \= � ���1  

that fluttered and flew around, calling out, ‘Holy’. With the spiritual beings 

Proper names: side (b), ll. 9, 10  �$���) Isaiah 
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Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

40. SyrHT 40 [T II B 1 No. 13 = 1637] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 1 112 13 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J” gehört zu T II B 1 uff [SyrHT 29] 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra K, joins with SyrHT 32 and containing an anthem, 
probably from the liturgical season of the Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā), because of the 
reference to the angel sent to the Virgin Mary on side (b), ll. 2-4. The end of a rubric for 
the Night Office is found on side (a), l. 5. 

Paper (8.3 x 7.2 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.5-2.7 cm 
left: 0.7-0.8 cm 

lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.3-6.8 cm (incomplete) 6.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in red right margin lightly ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 3brb, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 32, side (a)]: 

2 -4  	0 �R� ��/�-! �����)] 	0 B �R�)sic( �� +[h?� ��
=� '�	� ] �@U�
 'B;��� [ � $ /=$�7	�$�7	�$�7	�$�7	� *-�@ �?  

May those be saved who have believed, [who have believed (sic) in you, and] that you 
should take the form of a servant [and appear in a body in] the world. Versicle. Many 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 32, side (b)]: 
2-5  B) $����� $����  ['�!��
! '��
? ]6� BC)� ':!) �	! � �� [$C-/� Y!�]

':!) [' ��R +/�� � 8R $1]��� �/ B��� 'R�  

In the sixth month [an angel was sent] from the presence of God and he proclaimed [good 
tidings to the virgin,] ‘Behold a Savi[our] is born, [he whom] God [promised] 

Joins: SyrHT 40, side (a), ll. 2-6 joins with SyrHT 32, side (a), ll. 1-5 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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41. SyrHT 41 [T II B 7 No. 1a = 1638] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 73 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “E”, dazugehörig vielleicht T II B 34 No. 1 [SyrHT 76] 6 Blätter 13 x 19 cm davon 2 
Seiten veröffentlicht von E. Sachau in Sitzungsberichten der Kgl. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Berlin, 1905, XLVII, S. 967ff 

Content: liturgy from Hudra E for the season of Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā), dated 
initially by Sachau to the 11th or 12th century and subsequently by Hunter to the mid-13th 
century, based on palaeography. Sachau described this fragment as ‘originating from a 
collection of Church songs, with the individual incipits.’ He supplied parallel listings to the 
rubric lemmata on side (b) from Koniglichen Bibliothek Mss. Or. Fol. 620 (Beth Gazzā) 
written in Mosul in 1537 AD: side (a), left folio, ll. 3-10 = Hudra I, :U1�, ll. 10-16; l. 19 
= Hudra I, �91, ll. 25-26; side (b), right folio, ll. 1-3 = Hudra I, :91, ll. 5-6; side (b), left 
folio, ll. 8-12 = Hudra I, �C7, ll. 23-26; side (a), right folio, ll. 12-15 = Hudra I, N/1, l. 26 
– �/1, l. 3; ll. 15-19 = Hudra I, P/1, ll. 18-22. 

Paper (left folio = 20.2 x 14.5 cm; right folio = 20.2 x 14.7 cm): bifolium with side & 
lower margins (upper margin missing). Thread from the binding is still attached at the edge 
of the lower margin and stitching holes are visible; loss and tearing of upper parts of both 
folios has led to textual lacunae in the middle of ll. 1-3. Orthographic errors, such as the 
misspelling of \��� as \��� on side (a), left folio, l. 3 and the omission of seyame in 
$�	@� on side (a), left folio, l. 13, along with the cursive formation of some characters, 
especially final ), all suggest hasty writing. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 2.8 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 19 19 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm 11.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.9 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 19 20 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm 11.0 cm 

Rulings: right margin ruled in red — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 2hb, 2hr, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 3, 10, 11, 12, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19; side (a), right folio, ll. 1, 4, 
6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 15; side (b), left folio, ll. 4, 8, 12, 17; side (b), right folio, ll. 3, 8, 12, 16, 
20 

Sample text, side (a), left folio: 

3  $%	�� $%	�� $%	�� $%	�� \��� � �� �/%�� �(sic) $%�� ! ��/�  

And the šubbaḥa. He was manifested to us from Mary, the bearer of Christ 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

3 ��-�R6 +%
��� �! '	�) �!� ��E�-! � .�@?  

(the Magi) worshipped your glory. And as for us, make us worthy to praise you honourably 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  

4  � R����-! :U1)� *�@����
� �����
� �����
� �����
� �� R�/� �  

our body and he joined it to his essence. Come, let us kneel. At his birth 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  

4 .�1���� :0� ' ��R 6 B�9�� ���= 7���)  

a watcher was sent to proclaim the conception of our Redeemer 

Proper names: side (a), left folio, l. 3 \��� (sic) Mary, l. 11 \%!� Bethlehem, l. 12 
���:� Judah; side (a), right folio, l. 11 ���� David; side (b), left folio, ll. 5, 14 \��� 
Mary, l. 7 W�)	0 = Immanuel, l. 13 W��
X Gabriel, l. 15 V�) Adam; side (b), right 
folio, l. 3, 11 � B7_� Nazareth, l. 11 $/�/X Galilee, l. 13 ���� David, l. 13 Z��7R Herod 

Sequences: begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho, Sebastian Brock 

Publication: Sachau, ‘Litteratur-Bruchstücke’ (1905), 967-970 [side (b) only]; Saeki, 
Nestorian Documents (1951), 340-343; Hunter, ‘Christian Library’ (2012) 

 

42. SyrHT 42 [T II B 7 No. 1b = 1639] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 72 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “E”, dazugehörig vielleicht T II B 34 No. 1 [SyrHT 76] 6 Blätter 13 x 19 cm davon 2 
Seiten veröffentlicht von E. Sachau in Sitzungsberichten der Kgl. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Berlin, 1905, XLVII, S. 967ff 

Content: liturgy from Hudra E for the season of Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) and for 
Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), dated by Hunter to the mid-13th century, based on 
palaeography: side (a), left folio, ll. 4-9 = Hudra I, ;91, ll. 5-9 (= N/1, ll. 6-10 = 	01�, ll. 
15-18); ll. 9-14 = Hudra I, 	 1, ll. 16-20; ll. 14-20 = Hudra I, 	 1, l. 26 – ; 1, l. 5; side 
(b), right folio, ll. 2-9 = Hudra I, ;91, ll. 20-25 (= N/1, ll. 11-16 = ;01, ll. 2-7); side (b), 
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left folio, ll. 18-20 = Hudra I, �01�, ll. 13-15; side (a), right folio, ll. 1-11 = Hudra I, �01�, 
ll. 19-27 (in variant order). 

Paper (left folio = 20.2 x 14.6 cm; right folio = 20.2 x 14.6 cm): bifolium with side & 
lower margins (upper margin missing). Loss and tearing of upper parts of both folios has 
created textual lacunae in the middle of ll. 1-3; stitching holes are visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.5-2.8 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

lower: 2.4-2.6 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 20 20 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm 10.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 
left: 2.4 cm 

lower: 2.9 cm 
right: 2.6 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 20 20 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.1 cm 11.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2hb, 2hr, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 2, 3, 4, 14; side (a), right folio, l. 11; side (b), left folio, ll. 8, 
18; side (b), right folio, ll. 2, 9, 14, 19 

Marginalia: side (a), left folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 7-9: Y
�� ��Y
�� ��Y
�� ��Y
�� �� 

Corrections: omitted words Y
�� ��Y
�� ��Y
�� ��Y
�� �� written in rubric on side (a), left folio, left margin, 
with its placement in text (l. 9) indicated by red ˆ and ˇ; � in V�)� inserted supralinear 
between ) and V on side (a), right folio, l. 3; there are several instances where words 
started at end of line have been subsequently crossed out because of lack of space, 
including side (b), right folio l. 9 ���, l. 12 �)�; side (b), left folio, line l. 14 D	�; words 
started at the end of a line are sometimes written plene at the beginning of the next line, 
e.g. side (b), right folio, l. 3��� written plene on l. 4 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  

4 -5 $/X $ � = ���!$/X $ � = ���!$/X $ � = ���!$/X $ � = ���! �� ' ��R $ BKC� $7 '67) � '�M� ��� �,�  

Revealed in the sight of the nations was the great mystery which was hidden from ages 
and generations. 
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Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

3 -4 W= ';� W�-�1;� .V�)� �R� ��/� ��@����� '��:/� +! $9��C� $�?7	C  

the offspring of Adam are washed. Ezekiel saw a flame encircling you around the throne 

Sample text, side (b), left folio: 

6 '� ��	� 	01� $0�?� '�	�� '���
= � 8R  

the servitude of death and Satan. And they obtained renewal 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  

4 -5 *�:� �:�%� $�� �� *�:/C $ � = *	C��� � ��R �����  

all the nations shall be blessed. The sinners who were dying in their sins 

Proper names: side (a), right folio, l. 3 V�) Adam, l. 3 W�-�1;� Ezekiel, l. 4 W� 8-��� 
Daniel, l. 6 (C-/� Malachi, l. 7 �0�	� John, l. 8 $��C6 Zechariah; side (b), right folio, l. 3 
VR�) Abraham, l. 10 ���� David, l. 14 $���) Isaiah, l. 16 W�)	0 = Immanuel 

Sequences: begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho, Sebastian Brock 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Christian Library’ (2012) 

 

43. SyrHT 43 [T II B 7 No. 1c = 1640] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 71 aussen (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “E”, dazugehörig vielleicht T II B 34 No. 1 [SyrHT 76] 6 Blätter 13 x 19 cm davon 2 
Seiten veröffentlicht von E. Sachau in Sitzungsberichten der Kgl. Preuss. Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
Berlin, 1905, XLVII, S. 967ff 

Content: liturgy from Hudra E for the season of Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) and for 
Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), dated by Hunter to the mid-13th century, based on 
palaeography: side (a), left folio, ll. 7-20 = Hudra I, Y01�, l. 19 – P01�, l. 3 (= �01, l. 20 – 
$01, l. 4); side (b), right folio, ll. 18-19 = Hudra I, $01, ll. 20-21; l. 21 = Hudra I, h/1, ll. 
1-2; side (b), left folio, ll. 13-23 = Hudra I, �01�, l. 27 – :01�, l. 9; side (a), right folio, ll. 
1-4 = Hudra I, :01�, ll. 15-16; ll. 13-18 = Hudra I, ^_1�, ll. 10-15; ll. 18-22 = Hudra I, 
P/1, ll. 4-8. 

Paper (left folio = 20.2 x 14.6 cm; right folio = 20.2 x 14.6 cm): bifolium with side & 
lower margins (upper margin missing). Loss and tearing of upper parts of both folios has 
created textual lacunae in the middle of ll. 1-3; stitching holes are visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.8 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 2.6 cm 

lower: 3.2 cm 
right: 2.3 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 
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No. of lines: 20 22 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 10.6 cm 11.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.3 cm, reduced to 1.7 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 
left: 2.4 cm 

lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 2.7 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 23 21 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.1 cm 10.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 3rbr, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 7, 8; side (a), right folio, ll. 4, 13, 18; side (b), left folio, l. 
13; side (b), right folio, ll. 8, 9, 19, 20 

Corrections: beginning of words crossed out on side (a), left folio l. 3 ��C; side (b), right 
folio l. 18 6�; ˆ and ˇ marks on side (b), left folio, l. 22 indicate where an omitted line 
:! � ��R ��%
� *�:�/!� �: .'�	=, $��X is to be inserted; pronominal suffix � 
attached to emphatic ending ) of �-�_� and �)�@� on side (b), left folio, l. 6 

Sample text, side (a), left folio: 

4  $/C� �� ! $0=7	� V	� � = ���	��(sic)  

and are professing with us on the day of retribution to the Lord of all 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

4  � ��/� �7W1W1W1W1U� .[  � $�)$%�� W= $��� W=$%�� W= $��� W=$%�� W= $��� W=$%�� W= $��� W= (sic)  

have mercy upon us. Tune: I am persuaded. About the Lord, about Christ 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  

6  �-�_�(sic) �)�@� � � /�) .(sic)  �� �� $ %/  

(by) your paschal sacrifice delivered your body in the bread and wine 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  

4 *�� WU�� '�!	U� � �� V�-! �R	� �E�  

he might raise Adam from the fall (by) which he fell in Eden 

Proper names: side (a), left folio: l. 13 W�-1;� Ezekiel, l. 15 W�)�K� Israel, l. 17 W�-�� 
Daniel; side (b), left folio: l. 4 *	�R> Zion; side (b), right folio: ll. 3, 4, 14, 17 V�) Adam, 
l. 4 *�= Eden, l. 21 ���� David 
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Sequences: begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho, Sebastian Brock 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Christian Library’ (2012) 

 

44. SyrHT 44 [T II B 9 No. 1 = 1641] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 9 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra A for the Fourth Sunday of Summer (Qayṭā) or the Fourth 
Sunday of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), with a rubric for Night Prayer on side (a), l. 3: side 
(a), ll. 4-13 = Hudra III, Y�, ll. 16-23 (see also Hudra III, 	��, ll. 17-23; >�, ll. 19-26; 
h1�, ll. 14-21); side (b), ll. 4-15 = Hudra I, 	��, l. 24 – ;��, l. 4 (see also Hudra III, l>�, 
ll. 12-19; m>�, l. 22 – ��, l. 3). 

Paper (18.2 x 10.3 cm): folio, with substantial loss of lower margin. Loss of upper corner 
and lower corner on one side has also resulted in one side margin [side (a), right; side (b), 
left] being only intact at ll. 4-12. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 0.5 cm 
right: 1.1-1.2 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 19 20 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3brb, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3, 4, 14, 15, 17, 18; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 4, 15, 17, 18 (deteriorated) 

Sample text, side (a):  

5-6  o�� � 8R $?	 � '� .)� D�� $��! 8: (�U0! :! ���?� WC  

and when furthermore the law came, that which demands of my soul everything done by it 

Sample text, side (b): 
6 
Q� )*( C/ )��( �7�� + B�� '�@�X,� '�0�  

We were sunk, each one, in the sleep of pleasures, truth was darkened 

Proper names: side (a), l. 8 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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45. SyrHT 45 & 46 [T II B 9 No. 3 = 1641b] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 9 (pencil) on SyrHT 45, side (b), lower margin; 2 labels on glass plate: 1) SyrHT 45, 
side (a): Anfang; 2) SyrHT 46, side (a): Schluß 

Typescript list: Syrisches Barschabbā-Fragment, veröffentlicht von E. Sachau [sic] in Sitzungsberichten der 
Preuss. Akademie der W., phil.-hist. Klasse, XXI, Berlin, 1934, S. 559 

Content: part of the Legend of Barshabba, including the repudiation of Zoroastrianism by 
the queen and three of her ‘ladies in waiting,’ with recitation accents for cantillation of the 
text. 

Paper (SyrHT 45 = 17.0 x 13.4 cm; SyrHT 46 = 17.0 x 13.6 cm): bifolium; the join 
between the two folios is partly damaged, with textual lacunae on SyrHT 45, ll. 11-12 and 
SyrHT 46, ll. 13-14. 

 SyrHT 45, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 46, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.8 cm 
lower: 3.2 cm 
right: 2.1 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 17 19 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.2 cm 10.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 SyrHT 46, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 45, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.7 cm 
lower: 3.2 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 2.1 cm 

upper: 1.9 cm 
lower: 3.1 cm 
right: 2.1 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 17 18 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.2 cm 10.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Distinguishing marks: cross with ∼ symbol (verso mark) in upper right corner of 
SyrHT 46, side (a) and SyrHT 45, side (b) 

Sample text, SyrHT 45, side (a):  

6-5 ?) 	!-C� $�) $5� ��� *) .��@� (-C$ $��7� ��R  
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I am not a physician of disease of the body. But if it is a disease of the spirit 

Sample text, SyrHT 46, side (a):  

6-5  (9� B�X� $�R $�� �� .X 	 80 8�� �� 8�'�./! $/ �� ���) ��� 8)� .  

What is this incident that has befallen you, my sister? You are saying foolish words  

Sample text, SyrHT 46, side (b):  
5 -7 *M� 8)�  �� � �� � �
!�':!) ��! :!) ��M�)  �7	0!� � 8 !�$� ��  

And they (f.pl.) say, ‘Apart from the one God there is no other God, and whoever 
(worships) fire and the sun…’ 

Sample text, SyrHT 45, side (b):  

6-5  R�	���� W= 8:=��)� .$� �
�� $/ �� 8:���1 7�?��$%���  

and he set before her the words of the prophets, and instructed her about the dispensation 
of Christ 

Proper names: SyrHT 45, side (a), ll. 3, 4-5 $
�� Barshabba; SyrHT 45, side (b), ll. 4, 
11 $
�� Barshabba, l. 16 ��� Shir; SyrHT 46, side (a), l. 2 ��� Shir; SyrHT 46, side (b), 
ll. 4, 9, 12, 14 ��� Shir 

Sequences: begins on SyrHT 45, side (a) and ends on SyrHT 46, side (a) 

Genre: Hagiography 

Publication: H. J. Polotsky in Müller & Lentz, ‘Soghdische Texte II’ (1934), 559-564; 
cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 83 

 

46. SyrHT 47 [T II B 11 No. 2 = 1642] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 11 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: chants ($/ �1) from the end of the Festival of Epiphany (Denḥā) and part of the 
introduction to the commemoration of John the Baptist from Hudra G. Matching text is not 
found in the printed Hudra, but portions of it occur in an East Syriac rite for Epiphany 
found in the following extant manuscripts of the Beth Gazzā: Vatican, Borgia Syr. Ms 60; 
Jerusalem, Greek Orthodox Patriarchate Ms 12 and Ms 4; Oxford, Bodleian Library Ms 
Syr. d. 8; Princeton Theological Seminary PTS Syr 13 and PTS Syr 2; British Library Add. 
7179: side (a), ll. 10-14 = Conybeare, Rituale Armenorum (1905), 316, ll. 8-12 = BL Add. 
7179, fol. 41v; side (a), ll. 14-17 = BL Add. 7179, fol. 42r; side (b), ll. 13-17 = BL Add. 
7179, fol. 78v. 

Paper (14.0 x 12.7 cm): folio with substantial textual lacunae in the lower portion of side 
(a), ll. 15-19 and side (b), ll. 15-21, an oblique tear extending from ll. 10-14 and a small 
detached fragment joined to the final line. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 0.7 cm 

upper: 0.6 cm 
right: 1.3-1.4 cm 
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right: 1.4-1.5 cm 
left: 1.3-1.4 cm 

left: 1.4-1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 19 21 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 9.7 cm 9.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 10, 14, 18; side (b), ll. 6, 7, 13, 14 

Marginalia: side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 6-13: ���0�	�! � %!�  

Distinguishing marks: decorative crosses consisting of two black circles surrounded 
by four red dots flank the marginalia 

Sample text, side (a):  

3-4 �	@K�� ��	�� Y��� +/�� ��R ��� '���� :!  

to him joy, that through this your power might be praised. And let us confess and worship 

Sample text, side (b):  
3 -5 	9�� �R	��	1 �� W 8��� � �;�� �0�

8	� $��0C �7R�� $%���  

and the crowds wondered at John when they saw that he was in awe of him. Blessed be 
Christ 

Proper names: side (a), l. 7 ���7	� Jordan, l. 8 �0�	� John, l. 11, 15 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 
1, 6, marginalia �0�	� John 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Baby Varghese, Steven Ring, Sebastian Brock 

 

47. SyrHT 48 & 49 [T II B 11 No. 11 = 1643] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 11 (pencil) on SyrHT 49, side (b), lower margin; label on glass plate: T II B 11 № 
11 Lektionsbücher NT 

Hand-written list: Lektionar 

Content: Romans 1:24-2:6; 5:12-21; 7:1-5, the readings for the First Monday, Tuesday and 
Wednesday in Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā), Second Sunday in Lent and Second Friday in Lent (cf. 
Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 288) from Lectionary A, with recitation 
accents for cantillation of the text: SyrHT 48, side (a) = Romans 1:24-30; SyrHT 48, side 
(b) = Romans 1:31-2:6; SyrHT 49, side (b) = Romans 5:12-18; SyrHT 49, side (a) = 
Romans 5:18-21; 7:1-5. 

Paper (SyrHT 48 = 18.9 x 16.9 cm; SyrHT 49 = 18.9 x 16.9 cm): bifolium with textual 
lacunae at the join on the upper part and stitching holes visible. 
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 SyrHT 48, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 49, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 3.2 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 
left: 2.7 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 2.8 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 12.8 cm 12.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 SyrHT 49, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 48, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 3.2 cm 
right: 2.6 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 15 16 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 12.8 cm 12.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2hb, 3db, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: SyrHT 48, side (a), l. 3; SyrHT 49, side (a), l. 6; SyrHT 48, side (b), l. 16 

Marginalia: SyrHT 48, side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 3-6: $���1 _; SyrHT 49, side 
(a), right margin, parallel to ll. 6-9: $���()) :_; SyrHT 49, side (a), lower margin: a 
secondary hand has added a note in Sogdian – see below) 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text; 
verso mark in upper right corner, verso side of both folios [SyrHT 49, 
side (a); SyrHT 48, side (b)], consisting of a black cross with red dots 
in each quadrant to the right (���) and two black dots surrounded by 
four red dots to the left (the mark on SyrHT 49, side (a) is in 
deteriorated condition) 

Sample text, SyrHT 48, side (a):  

1 '�@�XM! *�:
!� '�- Q *�:�M@� *��= 8_ ��
<
a� .*�:  

the vile pleasures of their heart, that they might defile their bodies amongst themselves 
(Romans 1:24) 

Sample text, SyrHT 49, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

1-2 R�	0����� $! W��� ��X $09�)  ��� � B�R '-�@ �? $�� �� [$��7] 
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For just as because of the disobedience of one [man] there were many sinners (Romans 
5:18) 

Sample text, SyrHT 49, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

1 '�	� '���� [���].'�	� � �
= $��0�0 *�:/9 $0C 8R� .  

[and through] sin, death. And thus death passed into all men (Romans 5:12) 

Sample text, SyrHT 48, side (b):  

1 $	� $!� .*�:! ��! $ 8�1��  $!� .$0�� $!�,$ � �  

and they have no covenant, neither love nor peace nor compassion (Romans 1:31) 

Proper names: SyrHT 48 side (a), l. 3 $���R, Romans; SyrHT 49 side (a), l. 6 O	�� 
Jesus, l. 7 $���R, Romans; SyrHT 49 side (b), l. 16 $���R, Romans, l. 9, 13 O	�� 
Jesus 

Sequences: begins on SyrHT 48, side (a) and ends on SyrHT 49, side (a) 

Multilingual information: on SyrHT 49, side (a), lower margin, a secondary hand has 
written in Sogdian script ’yny pwsty … ‘This book …’ in bold ‘outline’ characters, crudely 
executed and scrawled across much of the lower margin 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 27-28; cited in 
Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

48. SyrHT 50 [T II B 12 No. 1 = 1644] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 12 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: Weitere Nummern fehlen 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Third Sunday in an unnamed season, with the incipit 
of Peshitta Psalm 27 on side (a), l. 11 and rubrics for Compline and Morning Prayer on 
side (b), l. 11 and side (a), l. 12. 

Paper (18.2 x 13.9 cm): partial folio with lower margin missing, patching on side (a), left 
margin and textual lacunae in the lower part of the fragment. Advanced deterioration on 
side (b) has led to substantial loss of text. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.1 cm 
right: 2.2-2.4 cm 
left: 0.9-1.0 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
right: 0.5-0.9 cm 
left: 2.5-2.8 cm 

No. of lines: 22 22 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.0-10.5 cm 10.3-10.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3, 4, 11, 12, 14, 17, 20, 21; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 10, 11, 12, 17, 19 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, 3 lines parallel to ll. 1-8: (1) �:�)�$  �- ��6�$1 ; 
(2) \�7 O	������ ����-�; (3) �V[]$!�[   ], ll. 10-15: ����>� �	01�, ll. 17-22:  �
*	�/@��)� �$9�01; side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-19: � ��� )�$
�(···=�$ 

)(···��$�	01  

Distinguishing marks: verso mark � $�� on side (a) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-1 (/= \�7� ��	9�� � �� (0���=) ��) +�� $!� ���= �)  

O Watcher, you who do not sleep, awaken me from my slumber and have mercy on me 

Sample text, side (b):  

16 -15 '�	
�� ��) $! $���	= 7�� W�� (U�C� B)�  

and supplicate (f.s.) (for) me, because after death there is no repentance 

Proper names: side (a), marginalia O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

49. SyrHT 51 [T II B 13 No. 3 = 1645] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 13 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Typescript list: fehlt; ünteres stück s. T II B 58 No. 4 [SyrHT 127] 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra P. 

Paper (8.2 x 8.6 cm): folio (one side margin only visible at ll. 7-8), with text in deteriorated 
condition, especially on side (b). 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.3 cm 
lower: 0.9-1.0 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.7-0.9 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 10 9 

Line spacing: 0.5 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm 5.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; final characters often end in a distinct elongated upward 
stroke 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ])···C ($��7 p? p?	�  … the poll-tax (census) … Joseph  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 .W�)�K�(�)0/U! *	%/�� $!� [   '�]  Israel. And do not serve such a one …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 p?	� Joseph, l. 10 \��� Mary; side (b), l. 2 W�)�K� Israel 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

50. SyrHT 52 [T II B 13 = 1646] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 13 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: fehlt [if this is the same as T II B 13 No. 1 on the Typescript list] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for Monday of either the Rogation of the Virgins (Bā‘uthā 
da-Bhtulāthā) or the Rogation of the Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-Ninwāye): side (a), ll. 1-6 = 
Hudra I, m_1, ll. 21-25; side (a), ll. 7-15 = Hudra I, m_1, ll. 6-12; side (b), ll. 1-14 = 
Hudra I, 6_1, ll. 12-17, 22-25. 

Paper (11.5 x 10.7 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
right: 0.8-1.0 cm 
left: 2.5-2.7 cm 

upper: 1.3-1.5 cm 
right: 2.7 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm 7.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7; side (b), ll. 1, 8 

Sample text, side (a):  

9 -8 (�U0! o)�� 8�R $?	 8 � '�)� D�� $��  

and when furthermore the law came which demanded my soul 

Sample text, side (b):  

1 )))):/C:/C:/C:/C(((('� ��	� *�'� ��	� *�'� ��	� *�'� ��	� *�  ( 8��� '� ��	� *�:/C � All the days. All the days of my life  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

51. SyrHT 53 [T II B 13 No. 2 = 1647] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 13 (pencil) on SyrHT 53, side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 53-54 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N, probably for the liturgical season of the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) or the Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), on the basis of the 
quotation from the Magnificat (\��� ����� $K!	1, Luke 1:48-55) on side (b), ll. 1-10. 
The fragment joins with SyrHT 54, but matching text is not found in the printed Hudra, 
apart from the Magnificat itself, cf. Hudra I, 6_1�, ll. 11-20. 

Paper (11.6 x 11.5 cm): fragment with one cropped side margin [side (a), left; side (b), 
right] and extensive water-damage extending over half of the fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.6 cm right: 0.4 cm 

No. of lines: 12 13 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 10.5 cm (incomplete) 11.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7; side (b), ll. 9, 10 

Sample text, side (a): 

5-6 [   ](···)[   ] � W= P!���� :/ �:�� .:(···)$� �� $ /=�  

… and he gave him authority over … and eternity which is in heaven 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 54, side (a)}]: 
5-7 7� '�	C6 �
= � :! ��/� <��= ]} � R 7��{ ��M�� p%? � *�:
!� '��=7� [

] � �� $U��1�}	?,	C{�=� � '� �
Q o 8
 �? $�0UC � $9��9� \�7)� ['�� ]}��� �,{[  

who fear him. He has effected victory with his arm. [And he has scattered those proud] in 
the thought of their hearts. He has cast down the mighty from [thrones] and has raised up 
the humble. The hungry he has satisfied (with) good things, and the weal[thy he has 
dismissed] (Luke 1:50-53) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 8 W��K� Israel, l. 9 [V]R�) Abraham 

Joins: SyrHT 53, side (a), ll. 4-7 joins with SyrHT 54, side (b), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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52. SyrHT 54 [T II B 13 No. 2 = 1647] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 53-54 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N, probably for Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), on the basis 
of the quotation from the Magnificat (\��� ����� $K!	1, Luke 1:48-55) on SyrHT 53, 
side (b), ll. 1-10, with which SyrHT 54 joins. Words from Luke 1:52-53 are found on 
SyrHT 54, side (a), but matching text is not found in the printed Hudra, apart from the 
Magnificat itself, cf. Hudra I, 6_1�, ll. 11-20. 

Paper (4.5 x 1.9 cm): internal fragment, badly water-damaged. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 1.8 cm (incomplete) 1.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 53, side (b)}]:  
2-4 ]}7� '�	C6 �
= � :! ��/� <��= { ]7�� (� R)[���M� } p%? � *�:
!� '��=7�

� �� $U��1�{  '�]	?,	C[}� $9��9� \�7)� �=� � '� �
Q o 8
 �? $�0UC� {��� �,[  

[who fear him. He has effected victory with his arm.] And he has scattered [those proud in 
the thought of their hearts. He has cast down the mighty from ] thrones[ and has raised up 
the humble. The hungry he has satisfied (with) good things, and the weal]thy he has 
dismissed (Luke 1:50-53) 

Joins: SyrHT 54, side (b), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 53, side (a), ll. 4-7 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

53. SyrHT 55 [T II B 14 No. 1= 1648] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 14 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “H”, gehört zu T III B No. 1 uff [SyrHT 286 & 287] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra H for the first Sunday after the Nativity/Christmas (Beyt 
Yaldā), with a rubric for Compline on side (b), l. 2: side (a), ll. 9-17 = Hudra I, �K1, ll. 17-
23. The text on side (b) does not occur in the current printed edition of the Hudra. 

Paper (14.8 x 9.9 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, with torn upper corner [side 
(a), left corner; side (b), right corner], causing textual lacunae on ll. 1-5. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.1-1.5 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 0.7-1.0 cm 
left: 1.1-1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 17 16 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm 7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 7, 8; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 3, 10, 12, 14, 15 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 1-13 (in a secondary hand): [   ]! )·( 
���)··(9! ..77	$/��� $�? ..$7)� $�  

Sample text, side (a):  

10-9  W���	%�
� '�7	���� '�	7  

on account of the great magnificence of the portent 

 

Sample text, side (b):  

5-6 '� �!�� ��� !� c)	0 = �/B���$��	1 ^�7� $/�% $=76 $  

that from a virgin Immanuel should be born without seed by the power of the Holy Spirit 

Proper names: side (b), l. 5 c)	0 = Immanuel 

Sequences: SyrHT 55, side (b) follows SyrHT 125, side (a) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Steven Ring 

 

54. SyrHT 56 & 57 [T II B 14 No. 2 = 1649] 

T II (violet ink stamp) 14 (pencil) on SyrHT 56, side (b), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra A for the Second Friday and Third Sunday of the Cross 
(Škhātā, Ṣlibā), with rubrics for Compline and Night Prayer on SyrHT 57, side (a), l. 4 and 
SyrHT 56, side (b), l. 17: SyrHT 56, side (a), ll. 1-9 = Hudra III, ;?�, ll. 15-21; SyrHT 56, 
side (a), ll. 10-15 = Hudra III, 	1�, ll. 1-4; SyrHT 56, side (b), ll. 9-15 = Hudra III, h=�, 
ll. 14-19 (see also Hudra III, ;��, ll. 18-23); SyrHT 56, side (b), ll. 18-20 = Hudra III, 
N=�, ll. 2-3 (see also Hudra III, h��, ll. 2-3, P��, ll. 6-7); SyrHT 57, side (a), ll. 6-13 
= Hudra III, ;=�, l. 25 – Y=�, l. 4. 
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Paper (SyrHT 56 = 18.0 x 10.2 cm; SyrHT 57 = 17.0 x 10.2 cm): bifolium, with textual 
lacunae on ll. 1-12 on one side of SyrHT 56 [side (a), left; side (b), right] and in the lower 
part of both folios. Centre margin is patched on side (a) and SyrHT 57 is water-damaged. 

 SyrHT 56, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 57, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 0.8 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 21 21 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 8.3 cm 7.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 SyrHT 57, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 56, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 1.2 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 0.8 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 21 20 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: SyrHT 56, side (a), ll. 9, 10. 15; SyrHT 57, side (a), ll. 3, 4, 5, 14, 18, 20; SyrHT 
57, side (b), ll. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 17; SyrHT 56, side (b), ll. 7, 9, 16, 17, 18 

Marginalia: SyrHT 57, side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 7-12, 17-19 (illegible) 

Sample text, SyrHT 56, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
9 -8 	� +/�
� 8 [(����] 	0�� �7R	� +! ��) W B �� B�Z = �(/'6,)'6,)'6,)'6,) 7	� �]�   [  

You gather to yourself the light and who [will lead me] in your way? Have pity on me. The 
mysteries. Versicle … 

Sample text, SyrHT 57, side (a):  

5-7 (�U� (C�(�U� (C�(�U� (C�(�U� (C� *	/=�� (�U� (9! ��-�/�� (9� ���- �C  

Bless, O my soul. When you have it in your hands, O my soul, to enter 

Sample text, SyrHT 57, side (b):  

13 $
� ���$
� ���$
� ���$
� ���  �'�!��'�!��'�!��'�!��  �'�%9�'�%9�'�%9�'�%9� �  
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The Third Sunday of the Finding (of the Cross) 

Sample text, SyrHT 56, side (b):  

1-121 [�] ';%� �0�=7� '��KC $0�� '�@�X,� �	 8���  

of desires. In the hidden eye of our mind, we shall see our flaws 

Sequences: begins on SyrHT56, side (a) and ends on SyrHT 57, side (a) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

55. SyrHT 58 [T II B 14 No. 3= 1650] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 14 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: Martyrs’ Anthems (���:?� '����	=) from Hudra M, including a heading for 
Evening Prayer on an unidentified Sunday on side (a), right folio, ll. 3-4, and a rubric for 
Morning Prayer on side (a), left folio, l. 10: side (a), left folio, ll. 4-6 = Hudra I, 451*, ll. 5-
6 (with variant); side (a), left folio, ll. 6-8 = Hudra I, 452*, ll. 3-4 (different end); side (a), 
left folio, ll. 11-13 = Hudra I, 451*, ll. 15-16; side (a), left folio, ll. 13-14 = Hudra I, 451*, 
ll. 13-14; side (b), right folio, ll. 6-8 = Hudra I, 451*, ll. 20-21; side (b), right folio, ll. 8-10 
= Hudra I, 451*, ll. 17-18; side (b), right folio, l. 13 – side (b), left folio, l. 1 = Hudra I, 
452*, ll. 1-2 (with variant); side (a), right folio, ll. 5-13 = Hudra I, 445*, ll. 1-6. 

Paper (left folio = 14.8 x 10.7 cm; right folio = 14.8 x 10.5 cm): bifolium, with centre 
margin patched, ragged lower margin and textual lacunae on ll. 1-3. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm 8.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.7 cm 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); l written with an 
elongated downward stroke 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 2, 4, 6, 10, 13, marginalia; side (a), right folio, ll. 3, 4, 12; 
side (b), left folio, ll. 2, 5, 7, 10, 13; side (b), right folio, ll. 1, 4, 6, 8, 10, 11, 13 

Marginalia: side (a), left folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 5-9 (rubric in secondary hand): 
	�)	�)	�)	�)%%%%    [   ][   ][   ][   ]  

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  

4-6 �0�%� ���1 ���E���1 ��-�	� ���1 � ��:? ���_  

In the morning the martyrs cry out together, ‘Holy, holy, holy, our life-giver’ 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

3-4 � ��:?� *�:���@ � B��� $�KC $/�� +��  

Blessed is the hidden power that dwells in the martyrs’ bones 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  

2-4  (�0 $ � �)� ���= � �� g���� *�� �7R	�(�=	Q � $�,_�� $9���  

Your light, our Lord, will remove wolves, the sons of error and the darkness of the 
Egyptians from your church 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  

1-3 +��	E��7 �B!�X� $/�/C hK ! $0�� ��
! ����E� � ��:? [)]��_  

In the morning the martyrs come before the tribunal to take the crown which your Holy 
Spirit plaited 

Proper names: side (b), left side, l. 4 _�$�,  Egyptians, l. 9 \��� Mary; side (b), right 
folio, l. 1 O	�� Jesus, l. 10 \/�7�) Jerusalem 

Sequences: begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

56. SyrHT 59 [T II B 14 No 4a = 1651] 

B 14 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra A for the Fourth Sunday after Pentecost, with rubrics for 
Compline and Morning Prayer on side (b), l. 5 and side (a), l. 8, but matching text is not 
found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (18.0 x 10.2 cm): folio with considerable deterioration to the margins and textual 
lacunae on ll. 1-9. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 20 22 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4, 6, 8, 13, 14, 19, 20; side (b), ll. 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 12, 13 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 14-21: )[   ]·�(�� + �K=�^MX 7[   ]  

Corrections: rubric 	
��	
��	
��	
�� corrected to ^	
��^	
��^	
��^	
�� on side (b), between ll. 9-10 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 	E ��0� 7�� o7)� ���[   ]Z � the fourth Sunday after Pentecost  

Sample text, side (b):  

5-6 $�	?$�	?$�	?$�	?  � (!> � � ��:K! [   ]W1 �U0! ���U0! ���U0! ���U0! ���(�(�(�(� �  

Compline. Tune: … to/for the martyrs. Pray. Protect my soul. 

Proper names: side (a), l. 10 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 18 	!	�Z  Paul 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

57. SyrHT 60 [T II B 14 No 4b = 1652] 

B 14 (pencil) on side (b), upper margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra A for the Sixth Sunday of Elijah (Elia) or the First Sunday of 
Moses (Muše): side (a), ll. 14-18 = Hudra III, P��, ll. 15-18 = Hudra III, 	�1�, ll. 21-23. 

Paper (16.5 x 10.2 cm): partial folio with lower margin missing; both side margins are 
patched, with textual lacunae in the lower part of the folio. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 18 19 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 
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Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 11, 14; side (b), ll. 1, 18, 19 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 4-12 [   ])·($0 �; ..$�-C *	� � * 
[   ]�� 

Corrections: c���� corrected to W�-��� on side (a), l. 15; pQ� corrected to �KUQ� on side 
(b), ll. 15-16 

Sample text, side (a):  

5-6  ���� ��X $��1	�[ �K WC :/= For the commandment extended over all flesh  

Sample text, side (b):  

5-6 (! ���
�� �� 8-
�R7 $// �X �� �
X WC � ���  

and on all sides the waves are rapidly drowning me 

Proper names: side (a), l. 15 W�-��� Daniel; marginalia $�-C *	� � Simon Cephas 
(Peter) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

58. SyrHT 61 [T II B 17 = 1653] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) on side (a), right margin (beside marginalia); T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 17 
(pencil) on side (b), left margin and upper margin 

Typescript list: fehlt [if this is the same as T II B 17 No. 2 on the Typescript list] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Seventh Sunday in an unnamed season, with rubrics 
for Compline and Morning Prayer on side (b), l. 13 and side (a), l. 14, along with rubrics 
for Peshitta Psalm 140:1 (= Psalm 141:1) on side (b), l. 3 and Peshitta Psalm 74:14 on side 
(a), l. 5 and references to the Holy Spirit descending like a dove at Jesus’ baptism on side 
(b), ll. 7-8 and to Isaiah, the son of Amos on side (a), ll. 16-17. 

Paper (17.2 x 14.3 cm): partial folio with lower margin missing, comprised of two halves 
pieced together at line 1; textual lacunae on ll. 7-13 and ink runs on side (b), ll. 1-2. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.7-1.0 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.7-1.0 cm 
right: 0.7-0.9 cm 
left: 2.2-2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 22 22 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 
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Line length: 11.0 cm 11.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4, 5, 11, 12, 14, 18, 21; side (b), ll. 1, 3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 18, 19, 20 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 2-4, 12-13: �$���) and ����>; side (b), 
left margin, parallel to ll. 4-8, 12-16: �$
� ��� and �$�	? 

Corrections: R��7� corrected to :���7� on side (a), l. 14 with supralinear V and small x 
written below the word 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark � $��r on side (a) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2 �	� $) g) �7�� �R	/= � B%� $��7 $�0��0
!  

to men. The spirit descended upon him in truth. Also the father manifested (himself) 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 '� �'� �'� �'� � *	01� :0�� '67) $�: 	�����) $�� �� �� � *	9���� ��*	9�	 �� ( 5?	  

Stanzas. Come sinners, partake in this mystery, that from it you may obtain your lives and 
the remission of your sins 

Proper names: side (a), l. 15 ��:� Judaea, l. 16 )$���  Isaiah, l. 17 >	�) Amos 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock, Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

59. SyrHT 62 [T II B 17 No. 1 = 1654] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 17 (pencil) on side (a), left margin (written vertically); T II (violet ink stamp) on side 
(a), left margin (written horizontally); label on glass plate: Aus einem Psalter! 

Typescript list: Aus einem Psalter 

Content: Deuteronomy 32:31-40 (part of the Third Song of Moses) from Psalter H: side (b) 
= Deuteronomy 32:31-36; side (a) = Deuteronomy 32:36-40. 

Paper (15.3 x 10.4 cm): folio, with textual lacunae on ll. 1-2, 13-15 and considerable loss 
of lower margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.7-1.0 cm 
lower: 2.1-2.2 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

upper: 0.7-1.0 cm 
lower: 2.1-2.2 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 
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No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.1 cm 8.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr, 4rbr); each line, 
consisting of a single pethgāmā (verse or half-verse) of the biblical text, ends in � 

Distinguishing marks: line fillers at end of side (a), ll. 1, 7; side (b), ll. 5-7, 11 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 � W��]� � $�	/!R .+ 8?�� 7�=[� ��!�] � .���) �B�/�� '6[  

[because he] sees that power rules [and there is none] to help and sustain. Hallelujah 
(Deuteronomy 32: 36) 

Sample text, side (b):  
1-2 $�	/!R .��0��� ��
 ��/�� [� *�:U1��] �U1�� +�) ' ��R $!� W��  

because [their power] is not like our power. And our enemies are our judges. Hallelujah 
(Deuteronomy 32: 31) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 V��? Sodom, l. 4 =�7	  Gomorrah 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 371 

 

60. SyrHT 63 [T II B 17 No. 3 = 1655] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 17 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 63-64 glassed together 

Typescript list: Psalter “D”, gehört zu T II B 58 No. 5 [SyrHT 129]; B 66 No. 24 [SyrHT 180] u. No. 38 
[SyrHT 191]; B 57 No. 3 [SyrHT 119] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 95:9-10; 96:5-8 from Psalter D: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 95:9-10; 
side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 96:5-8. 

Paper (6.2 x 11.3 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.5-2.7 cm 
right: 2.6 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

lower: 2.5-2.7 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 2.6 cm 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.9 cm 7.9 cm 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b); final characters are frequently 
elongated to justify the margin 

Corrections: �E�) crossed out on side (a), l. 5; $! did not fit on side (b), l. 5, so scribe has 
added it below (l. 6) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2-3 .:��E  '��	
��� $0�	= .�R	� ��1 [$%	�� '	�6]  

[brightness and glory] (are) before him. Power and glory (are) in his sanctuary (Peshitta 
Psalm 96:6) 

Sample text, side (b):  
3-4 � 8R �7� (! �B�-� .���0� ���7) � ��
= �;�  

they saw my works. Forty years I was wearied by that generation (Peshitta Psalm 95:9-10) 

Joins: SyrHT 63, side (b) forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 224 (II), side (a) (left folio), 
located above it 

Sequences: SyrHT 63 and SyrHT 224 (II) follow SyrHT 239 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

61. SyrHT 64 [T II B 17 No. 3 = 1655] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 17 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

SyrHT 63-64 glassed together 

Typescript list: Psalter “D”, gehört zu T II B 58 No. 5 [SyrHT 129]; B 66 No. 24 [SyrHT 180] u. No. 38 
[SyrHT 191]; B 57 No. 3 [SyrHT 119] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 89:46-47 (89:45-46); 90:2 from Psalter D: side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 89:46-47 (89:45-46); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 90:2. 

Paper (5.5 x 11.4 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.5-2.8 cm 
right: 2.4-2.5 cm 
left: 0.8-0.9 cm 

lower: 2.5-2.8 cm 
right: 0.8-0.9 cm 
left: 2.4-2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.9 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 
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Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 1-4 �'���M� 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2-3 ][$!�= $=7) W
�� $!�=� .�,	Q *	0���  

before the mountains were conceived, and before the earth was in travail (Peshitta Psalm 
90:2) 

Sample text, side (b):  
3-2 �	�/Q� '� ��	� �7_.'��: �:��U�=)� .R  

you have taken away the days of his youth and covered him with shame (Peshitta Psalm 
89:46 = 89:45) 

Joins: SyrHT 64, side (b) forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 224 (I), side (b) (left folio), 
located above it 

Sequences: SyrHT 64 and SyrHT 224 (I) follow SyrHT 119 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

62. SyrHT 65 [T II B 19 = 1658] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 19 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: liturgy from Hudra C for either the Third or Fourth Sunday in the liturgical 
season of the Hallowing of the Church (Quddaš ‘Idta): side (a), ll. 5-14 = Hudra III, m7�, 
l. 24 – �7�, l. 4; side (b), l. 1 = Hudra III, �7�, l. 4; side (b), l. 14 = Hudra III, 6_1�, l. 9. 

Paper (12.9 x 7.7 cm): folio; a small piece of the right margin on side (a) has been folded 
over on itself under the glass, obscuring words on both sides on ll. 11-12. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.3-0.4 cm 
lower: 2.0-2.1 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

upper: 0.3-0.4 cm 
lower: 2.3-2.4 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.7 cm 5.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 4rbr), including large 
red dots at ends of lines and between words on side (a), ll. 1-4; formation of letter g seems 
to be influenced by Syro-Sogdian f 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 6; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 14 
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Corrections: omitted word ��� written above the line on side (b), l. 12, with insertion point 
indicated by ˆ under line 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 $%�� W=•�/@��)'�!	@X� *	•  

upon the sanctuary. The Gospel and Golgotha 

Sample text, side (b):  
3-4 :! ��9�MC $�MC ��	7� $/ ���� $�?7	9!  

the cherubs surround the awesome throne of your greatness 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 '�!	@X Golgotha 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho 

 

63. SyrHT 66 [T II B 20 No. 1, T II B 67 No. 5 = 1659] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 (pencil) on side (a), right margin (written vertically); T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 
(black ink pen) on side (a), lower margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 (pencil) on side (b), left margin; T II B 
20 (black ink pen) on side (b), between ll. 8-9; T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 № 5 (black ink pen) on side (b), 
right margin (written vertically) 

Typescript list (for T II B 67 No. 5): fehlt 

Typescript list (for T II B 20 No. 1): Blatt eines Rituale mit soghdischen Rubriken; Weitere Nummern fehlen; 
s. auch T II B 46 No. 4 [SyrHT 88] 

Content: early East Syriac baptismal service, with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, 
from bilingual service book E12 (cf. Taksa d-quddaše, 67-69). 

Paper (19.2 x 14.1 cm): folio composed of two pieces that have been joined, with 
substantial loss of side margins and textual lacunae. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 2.3-2.5 cm 
right: 1.2-1.4 cm 
left: 2.5-2.8 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 2.3-2.5 cm 
right: 2.5-2.8 cm 
left: 1.2-1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 17 17 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 10.0 cm 10.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 2vb, 4rbr), including 
large red dots to separate words on side (a), ll. 13-15; side (b), ll. 4-6 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 3, 11, 12, 16; side (b), ll. 2, 3, 7, 8, 9 
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Distinguishing marks: verso mark � $�r on side (b) in upper right corner; use of line 
above letters to indicate abbreviations –  s	
�� for '��	
��;  s�)� for ��E�)�;  s��� for 
'������; Z� for '��@?� on side (a), l. 12 

Sample text, side (a):  
1  � *	%
�� WC� $9/�'�'�'�'�))))    ((((mmmm � ��� 81 �C  

let them praise the Sovereign of all. He says (Sogdian): As they cry out 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 [)]� � '�	0/
��� $!� $K�	�!  

a type of incorruptibility in the baptism 

Proper names: side (a), l. 10 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 8 O	�� Jesus 

Sequences: SyrHT 66 follows SyrHT 88 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. pyštrw, 
‘afterwards’; the Sogdian instructions include the following Syriac loan-words: $%�� ,

Z	��7� ,$
�!> ,$���� ,'�	�M� . 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E12/2 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: Brock & Sims-Williams, ‘Early fragment’ (2011); cited in Dickens, 
‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 26 

 

64. SyrHT 67 [T II B 22 No. 2 = 1660] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 22 (pencil) on side (a) 

SyrHT 67-70 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 48a [n354] u 48b [lost] u T II D [SyrHT 273] 

Hand-written list: Buchstaben 

Content: fragment of a calendrical table designed to determine the beginning of Lent in any 
year, possibly from the same original table as SyrHT 273, with a Sogdian calendrical 
calculation in Syriac script on the reverse (cf. SyrHT 68, SyrHT 273, n354 and So 15850). 
For similar calendrical tables see Chabot, Eliae Metropolitae Nisibeni (1909), 124-25; 
Chabot, Eliae Metropolitae Nisibeni (1910), 139. 

Paper (7.5 x 10.9 cm): internal fragment with rubric ruled boxes enclosing combinations of 
characters (representing days of the month) written in both black and red ink. 

 Side (a) = Syriac Side (b) = Sogdian in Syriac script 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 7 rows x 9 columns — 
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Line spacing: 1.2 cm — 

Line length: not relevant (table format) — 

Rulings: ruled red lines separating table cells — 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black and red ink, boxes ruled in red ink 

Sample text, side (a):  
3333        ]C �[ �  llll    ;� � �C ;� l �C �  

24 (?) 10 3 17 10 24 17 3 24 10 

Joins: possible dislocated join with SyrHT 273 

Multilingual information: Sogdian in Syriac script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E43 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 279-81; 
cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 

 

65. SyrHT 68 [T II B 22 No. 2 = 1660] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 22 (pencil) on side (b) 

SyrHT 67-70 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 48a [n354] u 48b [lost] u T II D [SyrHT 273] 

Hand-written list: Buchstaben 

Content: fragment of a calendrical table designed to determine the beginning of Lent in any 
year, with three lines of Sogdian script on the reverse (cf. SyrHT 67, SyrHT 273, n354 and 
So 15850). See note under SyrHT 67 regarding similar calendrical tables published by 
Chabot. 

Paper (4.1 x 3.2 cm): internal fragment with ruled boxes enclosing combinations of 
characters (representing days of the month) written in black ink. 

 Side (a) = Syriac Side (b) = Sogdian script 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 rows x 2 columns — 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm — 

Line length: not relevant (table format) — 

Rulings: red lines separating table cells not 
ruled 

— 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black ink, boxes drawn free-hand in red ink 
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Sample text, side (a):  
3  YC  $C  

28 21 

Multilingual information: Sogdian script on reverse 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 281; 
cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 

 

66. SyrHT 69 [T II B 22 No. 2 = 1660] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 22 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 67-70 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 48a [n354] u 48b [lost] u T II D [SyrHT 273] 

Hand-written list: Buchstaben 

Content: Syriac calendrical fragment giving possible dates for the beginning of the 
liturgical seasons of the Hallowing of the Church (Quddaš ‘Idta) and the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā), with a text in Sogdian script on the reverse which 
mentions several months in the Sogdian calendar. 

Paper (4.4 x 8.9 cm): internal fragment consisting of rubric boxes enclosing the names of 
months and days of the month. 

 Side (a) = Sogdian script Side (b) = Syriac 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: — 4 rows x 3 columns 

Line spacing: — 1.3 cm 

Line length: — not relevant (table format) 

Rulings: — red lines separating table cells 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black and red ink, boxes drawn free-hand in red ink 

Sample text, side (b):  
4444        [���]�  \��1 ;C ) ����� [   �7]  

[in] Former [Teshri] 27 in Latter Teshri 

Multilingual information: Sogdian script on reverse 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 274; 
cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 
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67. SyrHT 70 [T II B 22 No. 2 = 1660] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 22 (pencil) on side (b) 

SyrHT 67-70 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 48a [n354] u 48b [lost] u T II D [SyrHT 273] 

Hand-written list: Buchstaben 

Content: Syriac calendrical fragment, consisting of the bottom part of a list of months in 
reverse order, together with the number of days in each month and a possible reference to 
the ‘sign’ of each month (cf. SyrHT 291 and U 3858), along with two fragmentary lines 
dealing with the beginning of the liturgical season of the Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā). 

Paper (3.9 x 5.7 cm): internal fragment, the upper portion of which has rubric ruled boxes, 
with two lines of text below; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = Syriac Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 rows — 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.6 cm — 

Line length: not relevant (table format) — 

Rulings: red lines separating table cells not 
ruled 

— 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black and red ink, boxes drawn free-hand in red ink 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 � $
���[   ]? ]���   [ … Sunday of A[nnunciation] …  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 273; 
cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 

 

68. SyrHT 71 [T II B 23 = 1661] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 23 (pencil) on fol. 1, upper margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Hand-written list: Psalter, Büchlein, Nestor. Psalter, dazu gehört B 66/1 [lost], Psalter "E" 4 Blätter 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 22:8-26:3 (22:7-26:3) from Psalter E, with partially rubricated 
Psalm numbers, rubricated Psalm headings, prayers before new marmayāthā and 
rubricated canons. The remnants of this Psalter consist of four consecutive folios: fol. 1 = 
Peshitta Psalm 22:8-26 (22:7-25); fol. 2 = Peshitta Psalm 22:26-24:1 (22:25-24:1); fol. 3 = 
Peshitta Psalm 24:2-25:5; fol. 4 = Peshitta Psalm 25:6-26:3; fol. 1 joins with n399. 

Paper (max. dimensions 15.0 x 10.6 cm on fol. 1): booklet consisting of four consecutive 
folios with thread binding and stitching holes intact and textual lacunae on fol. 1, ll. 1-2; 
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fol. 2-fol. 3, l. 16; fol. 4, ll. 14-16. Upper corner and lower side margin missing on fol. 1; 
lower corner missing on fol. 2-3; most of lower margin missing on fol. 4. 

 Fol. 1, side (a) Fol. 1, side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 1.1 cm 
right: 1.6 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.4-8.5 cm 8.4-8.5 cm 

Rulings: margins and lines ruled in grey margins and lines ruled in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: fol. 1, side (b), l. 5; fol. 2, side (a), ll. 13-15; fol. 2, side (b), ll. 1-2, 12-14, 16; fol. 
3, side (a), l. 1; fol. 3, side (b), ll. 1-3, 7-9; fol. 4, side (b), ll. 11-12, 13-14 

Marginalia: fol. 2, side (a), ll. 13-14: 	C� (perhaps a mistake for NC representing Psalm 
number 23) 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark r$�  (or remnant thereof) on each folio, side (b) in 
upper right corner, with either bleed-through or ink transfer of this mark to some folios, 
side (a) in upper left corner 

 

Sample text, fol. 1, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {n399, side (b)}]: 
1 ]}	U �K{] �� ���)� *�R�[ W BC�� �) .*�:���7[  

[with their] lips and wag their heads. ‘He put his trust’ (Peshitta Psalm 22:8-9 = 22:7-8) 

Sample text, fol. 1, side (b) [text in square brackets from n399, side (a)]: 
1 [.(�MX] *�:!	C 	/B/�

<a)� .(/X,� � ���) 	=;  

they have pierced my hands and feet. And all of [my bones] have lamented (Peshitta Psalm 
22:17-18 = 22:16-17) 

Sample text, fol. 2, side (a): 
1  �\/ 8�)$09 �K� * 8	/C-� .�R	/ ��� V�1  

I shall fulfil before those who fear him. May the poor eat (Peshitta Psalm 22:26-27 = 
22:25-26) 

Sample text, fol. 2, side (b): 
1  � (0 .���

<
a� $0�	=� $XM� W=�W=W=W=W=  

And he makes me repose upon meadows of strength. About (Peshitta Psalm 23:2) 
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Sample text, fol. 3, side (a): 
1  WC WC WC WC. 8:�? �)�� \? 5� $ � ��R� W�� �  

all. Because he is in the sea and has established its foundations (Peshitta Psalm 24:2) 

Sample text, fol. 3, side (b): 
1  � \/�! ��E�� ���K= ���K= ���K= ���K=� � �� �  

glorious, forever. The twenty-fifth (Peshitta Psalm 24:10-Psalm 25 heading) 

Sample text, fol. 4, side (a): 
1 \/= � ��� +� �, $��� �C <

a�� �)  

Remember, Lord, your mercy which is eternal (Peshitta Psalm 25:6) 

Sample text, fol. 4, side (b): 
1 (0��) .(/X, '���_� � �� B]U�  

He removes my feet from the net. Turn (Peshitta Psalm 25:15) 

Proper names: fol. 1, side (a), l. 9 � 5��, Bashan; fol. 1, side (b), l. 11 D	E�� Jacob, l. 11 
W�)�K� Israel; fol. 3, side (a), l. 9 D 8	E� <a� Jacob 

Joins: SyrHT 71, fol. 1, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with n399, side (b), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen’ (1974), 442; cited in Dickens, 
‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 367, 370-371 

 

69. SyrHT 72 [T II B 24] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 24 (pencil) on fol. 9, side (b) (SyrHT 72R) 

Typescript list: Nestorianisches Psalterium: 9 Blätter Psalter “C” 

Two slips of paper in the box where the folios are kept: 

1. a small slip, on which is written: T II B 24, nestor. Psalterium, 9 Blätter, Psalter “C” 

2. a larger slip, on which is written: 
SyrHT 72 (1662) 
B 24, No. 1 
Reste eines Psalteriums 
9 Blätter, die letzten in der richtigen Reihenfolge Ps 145-150 Zählung Mas. 
2. Blatt mit Sign. ḥ = 8 enthält Ps. 73-74 
3.    ”                  Ps. 118-119 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 72:18-74:1; 117:23-118:4 (118:23-119:4); 143:5-144:17 (144:5-
145:17); 145:9-150:4 (146:9-150:4) from Psalter C, with rubricated Psalm numbers, 
rubricated Psalm headings, prayers before new marmayāthā and rubricated canons. The 
remnants of this Psalter consist of nine folios in all, two consecutive folios: fol. 1 = 
Peshitta Psalm 72:18-73:10; fol. 2 = Peshitta Psalm 73:10-74:1; followed by one dislocated 
folio: fol. 3 = Peshitta Psalm 117:23-118:4 (118:23-119:4); followed by two consecutive 
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folios: fol. 4 = Peshitta Psalm 143:5-144:1 (144:5-145:1); fol. 5 = Peshitta Psalm 144:1-17 
(145:1-17); followed by four consecutive folios: fol. 6 = Peshitta Psalm 145:9-146:11 
(146:9-147:11); fol. 7 = Peshitta Psalm 147:1-148:1 (147:12-148:1); fol. 8 = Peshitta 
Psalm 148:1-14; fol. 9 = Peshitta Psalm 149:1-150:4. 

Paper (max. dimensions 15.9 x 11.9 cm on fol. 3 = SyrHT 72E-F): booklet consisting of 
nine folios, with thread binding intact on some and original stitching holes visible on 
others; fol. 1, lower corner missing and textual lacunae on ll. 13-15. 

 Fol. 1, side (a) = SyrHT 72A Fol. 1, side (b) = SyrHT 72B 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.6 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.6 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: margins and lines ruled in grey margins and lines ruled in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: fol. 1, side (a), ll. 4-8, 14; fol. 1, side (b), ll. 1-2; fol. 2, side (b), ll. 11-15; fol. 3, 
side (a), ll. 10-13; fol. 3, side (b), ll. 7, 9-10; fol. 4, side (b), ll. 8-12, 15; fol. 5, side (a), ll. 
2-5; fol. 6, side (a), ll. 3-7, 9-12; fol. 6, side (b), ll. 13-15; fol. 7, side (a), ll. 1-2, 6-9; fol. 7, 
side (b), ll. 9-12, 14-15; fol. 8, side (b), ll. 11-15; fol. 9, side (a), ll. 1-4; fol. 9, side (b), ll. 
5-10 

Marginalia: fol. 3, side (b), right margin ����'������$�	01�'�	!>�)···([   ] ; fol. 
5, side (a), left margin �V����'������ with a mirror image on the right margin of fol. 
4, side (b) as a result of ink transfer 

Quire marks: � ^ � on fol. 2, side (a); � �� � on fol. 3, side (a); � g � on fol. 4, side (b); 
� g � on fol. 5, side (a); ink transfer from quire marks on adjacent (lost) folios also 
visible on fol. 4, side (a) and fol. 5, side (b) 

Corrections: $! corrected to $!) with supralinear ) on fol. 6, side (b), l. 11 

Sample text, fol. 1, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 348, side 
(b)}]:  

15 ]�K�! h 8Q ':!)}M��
!� W�{[$
! �  

God is good to Isra[el and to the sincere of heart] (Peshitta Psalm 73:1) 

Sample text, fol. 1, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 348, side 
(a)}]:  

15  +!:�]}.$=7-{�	�:� $�R W�� [  

[walks on the earth.] Because of this, (my people) will turn (Peshitta Psalm 73:9-10) 
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Sample text, fol. 2, side (a):  
1 .*�:! *	%9�� ��-�/�� .$C7:! ( =  

my people to this place, and may they find them completely (Peshitta Psalm 73:10) 

Sample text, fol. 2, side (b):  
1 .O� 8� $!� ��� 8�R M�� 8$B�)� .(���)  

raged. And I was foolish and did not know (Peshitta Psalm 73:21-22) 

Sample text, fol. 3, side (a):  
1 $�	� 	�R .���0�� ��R '�7	����  

and it is a marvel in our eyes. This is the day (Peshitta Psalm 117:23-24 = 118:23-24) 

Sample text, fol. 3, side (b):  
1 �% ! W��� �/�-! '� �0�U�C��*�	/  

We make supplication, ‘Come to our aid and strengthen our infirmity’ (Peshitta Psalm 118 
prayer) 

Sample text, fol. 4, side (a):  
1  �+�1M ��) .*	���� �,	�  

on the mountains and let them smoke. Flash your lightning (Peshitta Psalm 143:5-6 = 
144:5-6) 

Sample text, fol. 4, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
1 .$/9��R� '�	�� *� �_�[�]  

[that are] adorned in the likeness of palaces (Peshitta Psalm 143:12 = 144:12) 

Sample text, fol. 5, side (a):  
1 .�� /= \/ 8�! �+ � 8��)� .$9/�  

king, and I will bless your name forever and ever (Peshitta Psalm 144:1 = 145:1) 

Sample text, fol. 5, side (b):  
1 �R	 �,� 8$��� ��R hQ .R�	
�Q  

his loving-kindness. The Lord is good and his mercy (Peshitta Psalm 144:8-9 = 145:8-9) 

Sample text, fol. 6, side (a):  
1 ,=� 8$�7�)� . �'�/� u	.o 8
�� $!  

widows, and he submerges the way of the unrighteous (Peshitta Psalm 145:9 = 146:9) 

Sample text, fol. 6, side (b):  
1 ���=� 8*�� � �R D7 .': � � �� �1  

He calls the names. Great is our Lord and strong (Peshitta Psalm 146:4-5 = 147:4-5) 
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Sample text, fol. 7, side (a):  
2-1  WC ���) ':!-! *�:���>�� � �� WC ���) ':!-! *�:���>�� � �� WC ���) ':!-! *�:���>�� � �� WC ���) ':!-! *�:���>�� � ��  

from their countenance to God the omnipotent. (Peshitta Psalm 147 canon) 

Sample text, fol. 7, side (b):  
2-1 7�
� $ �1 +�) $/��=� . ��� =  

wool. And the dark fog he scatters like ash (Peshitta Psalm 147:5 = 147:16) 

Sample text, fol. 8, side (a):  
2 -1 �R	C �-/� *�:/C 8�R	%
� .$��M   

in the heights. Praise him, all his angels (Peshitta Psalm 148:1-2) 

Sample text, fol. 8, side (b):  
1 .'����� ����Q� 8$��7 .����  

cattle, reptiles, birds and fowl (Peshitta Psalm 148:10) 

Sample text, fol. 9, side (a):  
1 -2  ':!-! ':!-! ':!-! ':!-! $�� ! 	%
� �	
��'��� '��  

to God. Sing to the Lord a new hymn (tešboḥta) (Peshitta Psalm 149 heading-149:1) 

Sample text, fol. 9, side (b):  
1 �?- ! .'�	 ��) �� '�	0K9��  

and rebuke from the people. To bind (Peshitta Psalm 149:7) 

Proper names: fol. 1, side (a), l. 1 W��K� Israel, l. 15 W�)�K� Israel; fol. 3, side (a), l. 13 
W
 Babylon; fol. 4, side (a), l. 10 ���� David; fol. 4, side (b), l. 9 W
 Babylon; fol. 5, 
side (a), l. 2 V�) Adam; fol. 6, side (a), l. 3 *	�R> Zion, l. 4 W
 Babylon, l. 12 \/�7�) 
Jerusalem, l. 13 W��K� Israel; fol. 6, side (b), l. 15 W
 Babylon; fol. 7, side (a), l. 7, 9 
\/�7�) Jerusalem, l. 9, 10 *	�R> Zion; fol. 7, side (b), l. 6 D	E�� Jacob, l. 7 W��K� 
Israel; fol. 8, side (b), l. 10 W��K�) Israel, l. 13 W
 Babylon; fol. 9, side (a), l. 5 W��K� 
Israel, l. 6 *	�R> Zion 

Joins: SyrHT 72, fol. 1, side (a), ll. 13-15 joins with SyrHT 348, side (b), ll. 1-3 

Sequences: SyrHT 72, fol. 1-2; numerous folios missing; SyrHT 72, fol. 3; numerous 
folios missing; SyrHT 228 and SyrHT 379 (join); 2 folios missing; SyrHT 79; 1 folio 
missing; SyrHT 72, fol. 4-5; 1 folio missing; SyrHT 72, fol. 6-9 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen’ (1974), 442; cited in 
Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 86-87; cited in Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian 
Manuscript C2 (1985), 15; cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 366-367 
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70. SyrHT 73 [T II B 31 = 1663] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 31 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra G. 

Paper (10.2 x 12.7 cm): upper part of folio with side margins, but with both upper corners 
torn. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
right: 1.5-1.6 cm 
left: 1.3-1.4 

upper: 0.8 cm 
right: 1.3-1.4 
left: 1.5-1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 9.7 cm 9.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 6, 10, 14; side (b), ll. 10, 16 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2 	� $%	� *��:� ( =� 	0 �R� (��7��� $� �� [�7]  

they encompassed me and believed that they would be with me in glory in the dwell[ing] of 
heaven 

Sample text, side (b):  
2-3 E! $C �-/� '�� �� �� �� \1 ��X �C� ��R ��%�;� ��E�- R� �  

For when he rose from the grave, the angels were extolling His resurrection in glory 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

71. SyrHT 74 [T II B 32 No. 1 = 1664] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 32 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) (1) 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Second and the Fourth Sundays after Pentecost, joins 
with SyrHT 251, with rubrics for the Night Office and Morning Prayer on side (b), l. 1 and 
side (a), l. 22, the incipit of Peshitta Psalm 140 (= Psalm 141) on side (b), l. 14 and 
reference to the angel that destroyed the army of Sennacherib on side (a), l. 15. 

Paper (24.8 x 14.6 cm): folio with one upper and one lower corner missing, with textual 
lacunae on ll. 1-9 and tear on ll. 16-26 leading to textual lacunae on l. 26. Speckling on 
much of side (a) is perhaps because of ink splatter. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 2.6-2.7 cm 
right: 2.8-3.0 cm 
left: 0.7-0.9 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 2.6-2.7 cm 
right: 0.7-0.9 cm 
left: 2.8-3.0 cm 

No. of lines: 26 26 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 10.3-11.0 cm 10.5-11.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 24; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 
16, 17, 26 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 1-2: D	 �?, ll. 3-5: ��	�C�, ll. 6-11: 
��1�	���$� , ll. 18-23: � �$���) �$�	01� , ll. 25-26: $
��; side (b), left margin, 

parallel to ll. 1-2: $�7, ll. 7-11: �'67)� �$�	01�, ll. 14-17: �$
� ����, ll. 25-26: ��� 

Corrections: small red x under D in the word �	!_ on side (a), l. 4, perhaps marking 
where an omitted word written in the missing margin is to be inserted 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 251, side (a)]: 
5  � +� ��	@K! [��� *�� +
�!_ �] 	
�� 	
�� 	
�� 	
��[����! +
�!_] ��� �Q �  

[By your cross, our Lord, you have kept] your worshippers. Hymn (Tešboḥta). Keep, O 
Lord, [by your cross, your Church] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 251, side (b)]: 
3-4  �� :�% [ 8:1��� $%����](�=	Q  $!� $ �	Q� [$� ��� '�	9/� 8:!] �����)�

���,� ��  

[of Christ who has saved her] by his suffering from error and has promised [her the 
kingdom and life] and blessings that are imperishable 

Proper names: side (a) l. 15 h��%0? Sennacherib, l. 24 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 12 VR�) 
Abraham 

Joins: SyrHT 74, side (a), ll. 3-6 joins with SyrHT 251, side (a), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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72. SyrHT 75 [T II B 32 No. 2 = 1665] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 32 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) (2) 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Seventh Sunday of Summer (Qayṭā), with rubrics for 
Compline and Morning Prayer on side (a), l. 2 and side (b), l. 3, along with the incipit of 
Peshitta Psalm 104 on side (a), l. 21 and a chant from the Parable of the Pharisee and the 
Tax Collector (Luke 18:10-13) on side (b), ll. 12-20, following the Gospel reading: side 
(b), ll. 12-20 = Hudra III, 6_�, ll. 12-18. 

Paper (24.7 x 14.4 cm): folio with upper corner missing, textual lacuna on l. 1 and ink 
blotches on side (b) between ll. 9-10 and in lower margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.8-3.2 
right: 0.7-0.9 cm 
left: 3.0 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 3.2-3.6 cm 
right: 3.0 cm 
left: 0.7-0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 25 25 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 10.6-11.0 cm 10.2-10.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 20, 21, 25; side (b), ll. 1, 3, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12, 21, 
22 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-4 �$�	?�, ll. 6-8 �1 �$�[	�] , ll. 11-15 
�$���1�	��, ll. 20-25 � �$���) �[$�	01]� ; side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 2-4 
����>�, ll. 6-8 �$901$901$901$901� , ll. 10-13 ��)��*	�/@ , ll. 21-22 �'6,)� 

Corrections: (�U� written vertically after (9!‡  on side (a), l. 13; red ‡ on side (b), l. 7, 
probably indicating where $901$901$901$901 in margin goes; black ˇ and ˆ above and below line on 
side (b), l. 9, probably indicating where to insert illegible word in 
margin; g B	K� at end of side (b), l. 10 appears to have been scribbled out 
and then repeated on l. 11 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $��r on side (b) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-5 �-� �C $�) p�C�� � �:��� ( �	� W����:!)� ��� $  

and because of my trespasses and my sins I am entreating, asking, ‘O my Lord and my 
God’ 
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Sample text, side (b):  
4-5  � �� *7��� ����� .)� ��(�=	Q 7:�)  �/9!��=�� �  

the Son who humbled himself and set us free from error. Enlighten all of us with your 
knowledge 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

73. SyrHT 76 [T II B 34 No. 1 = 1666] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 34 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: gehört vielleicht zu T II B 7 No. 1 a-c [SyrHT 41-43], Hudra “E” Weitere Nummern fehlen 

Content: unidentified liturgical fragment, possibly from a monastic profession (and 
therefore from a Taksa), beginning with an exhortation, followed by prayers, separated by 
Syriac numbers in rubric ( sD sD sD sD, llll,  s� s� s� s� and  sR sR sR sR). The fragment is in a hand similar to (or 
possibly the same as) Hudra F. 

Paper (21.2 x 15.5 cm): folio with lower corner missing and textual lacunae on ll. 19-20; 
stitching holes are possibly visible. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 3 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 3.5 cm 

upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 3.5-3.7 cm 
right: 3.5 cm 
left: 1.7-2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 20 21 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 9.5-10.0 cm 9.5-10.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2vb, 3rbr, 4rbr); 
distinctive > with tail curving in a wide left-hand loop; c culminating in a downward left-
hand hook; final form � and * with tails ending in right-hand hooks 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2, 16; side (b), ll. 4, 8, 17 

Marginalia: side (a), lower margin �)�)�)�) (in different hand) 

Quire marks: �� on side (a), lower right corner 

Corrections: supralinear $! on side (b), l. 17 with small sublinear x to indicate insertion 
point 

Sample text, side (a):  
4 :'�	0 ���� '�	��
�K�� :'�	%�9�� $	��  
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and love and gentleness. And patience and compassion  

Sample text, side (b):  
2  �����)�W
E� .�����)� $0=7	U!  

which he promised, he receives the reward which he promised 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa? 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

74. SyrHT 77 [T II B 35 No. 1 = 1667] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 35 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Typescript list: Weitere Nummern fehlen 

Content: Compline service for the First Friday or the Fifth Sunday of Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) 
from Hudra S, joins with SyrHT 197: side (b), l. 3 – side (a), l. 1 = Hudra II, 	K1, ll. 3-9 
(= Hudra II, �/�, l. 25 – :/�, l. 2). 

Paper (14.5 x 7.6 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 0.8-0.9 cm 

lower: 2.5 cm 
left: 0.5-0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.1 cm (incomplete) 6.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3, 8; side (b), ll. 2, 10, 12 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 197, side (a)]:  
4  B�7� $!� �0� � ��] ]+� ��	@?[  

from us, but do not abandon [your worshippers] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 197, side (b)]:  

4 $� ��� *�:/9! )[�1 $%���] [Christ has called] all sinners  

Joins: SyrHT 77, side (a), ll. 1-12 joins with SyrHT 197, side (a), ll. 2-13 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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75. SyrHT 78 [T II B 36 = 1668] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 36 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: two originally non-contiguous folios from Hudra P containing the 
Commemoration of St. George, including the date of 23 Nisan = April ( �!�� ���K�

 ^���K��  on side (a), left folio ll. 4-5) and a Commemoration of John the Baptist, 
mentioning both John and Herod. Neither text is found in the current printed text of the 
Hudra, but the commemoration of George on 23 Nisan is also mentioned by al-Biruni in 
Sachau, Chronology (1879), 292. By contrast, Hudra II, ^>7� gives the commemoration of 
St. George as 24 Nisan. 

Paper (left folio = 8.2 x 8.2 cm; right folio = 8.2 x 8.2 cm): bifolium with thread binding 
still attached at lower margin. Upper corner, folio (b) missing, with textual lacunae on ll. 1-
3 and stitching holes in centre fold at ll. 4 and 7. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.3-0.5 cm 
lower: 0.7-0.9 cm 
right: 0.6-0.7 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.3-0.5 cm 
lower: 0.7-0.9 cm 
right: 0.7-1.0 cm 
left: 0.6-0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 10 12 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.8 cm 0.6-0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.6 cm 6.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.3-0.5 cm 
lower: 0.7-1.3 cm 
right: 0.6-0.7 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.3-0.5 cm 
lower: 0.7-1.3 cm 
right: 0.7-1.0 cm 
left: 0.6-0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 10 11 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.8 cm 0.6-0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.6 cm 6.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2vb, 3brb, 3rbr, 4brb, 
4rbr); formation of letter ܦ seems to be influenced by Syro-Sogdian f; final characters 
often end in a distinctive upward stroke. 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 1, 2, 5, 8, 9, 10; side (a), right folio, ll. 4, 11; side (b), left 
folio, ll. 1, 2, 4, 7; side (b), right folio, ll. 4, 7, 8 

Corrections: $%���� written directly underneath $9/� on side (b), right folio, l. 10 
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Sample text, side (a), left folio:  
2-3  W1 W1 W1 W1�X7	�X ��� $�
X� ���% $�R6 ��:? �[ '��	1� $ �%/�  

Tune: The martyr, glorious, proven and elect, Mar George, the servant of truth 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

2  $�� �� �0�	� �� $%�_�� )[   ] … and victorious, Mar John the Baptist.  

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  
2  *	C�0� *	C�0� *	C�0� *	C�0� Y��)� �0�	� �) �]R'�[   

Amongst you. O John who [was] sacrificed  

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  

2 	�?	�Z�X7	�X ���� .[ 	/
1� Justus, of Mar George who received  

Proper names: side (a), left folio, ll. 3, 6 �X7	�X[  George; side (a), right folio, l. 2 �0�	� 
John, ll. 8-9 ����Z  Peter, l. 9 	!	�Z  Paul; side (b), left folio, l. 1 ��7RZ  Herod, ll. 2, 5, 
10 �0�	� John; side (b), right folio, ll. 2, 5 	�?	�Z  Justus, l. 2 �X7	�X[  George, ll. 4, 7 

���/�)[  Aprilis (with metathesis), with the possible ending of another name on side (b), 
right folio, l. 1 (�)[   ]	�Z  

Sequences: the two folios are non-contiguous and therefore cannot be sequenced 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

76. SyrHT 79 [T II B 37 No. 1 = 1669] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 37 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Typescript list: Weitere Nummern fehlen 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 140:1-141:2 (141:1-142:1) from Psalter C, with rubricated Psalm 
numbers, rubricated Psalm headings, prayers before new marmayāthā and rubricated 
canons: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 140:1-6 (141:1-6); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 140:7-141:2 
(141:7-142:1). 

Paper (15.3 x 11.9 cm): partial folio with upper margin missing and textual lacunae on ll. 
1-2. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.5-2.6 cm 

lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 2.5-2.6 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 
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Rulings: text enclosed by box ruled in red; 
line rulings no longer visible 

text enclosed by box ruled in red; 
line rulings no longer visible 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 3, 4; side (b), ll. 8, 9, 10, 14, 15 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-5 �$C���[   ]; side (b), right margin, 
parallel to ll. 8-11 �'�	!>�, ll. 13-14 �)[   ] 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4  .W �
 81� (/�+� ��	@? �	� ��-B/K

8� $!� $��� ��) +��+� ��	@? �	� ��-B/K
8� $!� $��� ��) +��+� ��	@? �	� ��-B/K
8� $!� $��� ��) +��+� ��	@? �	� ��-B/K
8� $!� $��� ��) +��  

my words and receive. Blessed are you, Lord, who does not despise the request of your 
worshippers (Peshitta Psalm 140:1 and canon = 141:1) 

Sample text, side (b):  
4-6 u	= *	/ �U� .$ �%� (! �� � Q� .$�,:
�� ���) �� (0���� .$!  

Protect me from the hand of the vainglorious who have laid snares for me. May the 
unrighteous fall (Peshitta Psalm 140:9-10 = 141:9-10) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 c	�� Sheol, l. 9 W
 Babylon 

Sequences: SyrHT 79 is separated by two missing folios from the previous extant folio, 
consisting of SyrHT 228 and SyrHT 379, and by one missing folio from the next extant 
folio, SyrHT 72, fol. 4-5 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

77. SyrHT 80 [T II B 42 No. 1a = 1670] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 42 (pencil) on side (a), centre margin 

Content: combination of the Martyrs’ Anthem (���:?� '���	=) for Friday and the 
Commemoration of John the Baptist from Hudra R: side (b), left folio, ll. 8-13 = Hudra I, 
445*, ll. 6-10; side (b), left folio, l. 15 – side (a), right folio, l. 2 = Hudra I, 445*, ll. 15-18; 
side (a), right folio, ll. 3-9 = Hudra I, 445*, ll. 10-14; side (a), right folio, ll. 9-16 = Hudra 
I, 445*, ll. 18-22; side (a), right folio, l. 17 – side (a), left folio, l. 4 = Hudra I, 446*, ll. 1-4; 
side (a), left folio, l. 17 – side (b), right folio, l. 5 = Hudra I, h?7�, ll. 14-17; side (b), 
right folio, ll. 5-11 = Hudra I, 446*, ll. 16-20. 

Paper (left folio = 14.2 x 9.6 cm; right folio = 14.2 x 9.6 cm): bifolium with stitching holes 
visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 1.8-2.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.8-2.0 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 1.8-2.0 cm 
right: 1.8-2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 
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No. of lines: 17 18 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.5-6.6 cm 6.5-6.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 1.8-2.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.8-2.0 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 1.8-2.0 cm 
right: 1.8-2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 18 16 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.5-6.6 cm 6.5-6.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 4, 10, 16; side (a), right folio, ll. ll. 3, 9, 16; side (b), left 
folio, ll. ll. 1, 8, 14; side (b), right folio, ll. 5, 11 

Marginalia: side (b), right folio, 3 lines in right margin, parallel to ll. 6-14: (1) \/�! . ��
 �M��� g) �� ��� )··( ; (2)  (··)�� V	�! (··)+�) �� � (··)[   ] ; (3) !�/ )···(  

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $��r (or remnant thereof) in upper right corner 
of right folio on both sides; floral designs (foliate?) in red ink on side (a), left 
folio, lower and right margins; side (a), right folio, lower margin; side (b), right 
folio, right margin 

Sample text, side (a), left folio: 
3-2  '��0X��� $%�
� $E!;���� $K�1 $��7� $0�� ���  

With the eye of the spirit they looked at the glorious flash of the pearl at the top of the 
cross 

Sample text, side (a), right folio: 
3 *�� � �:7*�� � �:7*�� � �:7*�� � �:7 � ��:?� *�R7�� �:7  

Great is our Lord. Great is the truth of the martyrs 

Sample text, side (b), left folio: 
3-2 �)···(�K0X� R�!	U� \�1)� *�/�� '�	 !� $�%! ' B�)� $%���  

Through … Christ who came to suffering and death for our sake and raised up the ruin of 
our race 
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Sample text, side (b), right folio: 
9-6 �?)��)� )(�7���� �M��� 	0 $�-C *	� �� R7��Z �7��)��Z  \=

�7	�K�[ VR�) ���� (?�� ��� \= $7 \���)�  

(upon) the foundation of the truth of Simon Peter built the orthodox Diodore and 
Theodore, with Nestorius and the great Ephrem, with Mar Narsai and Mar Abraham (of 
Beth Rabban) 

Proper names: side (a), left folio, l. 17 ����� John; side (b), right folio, l. 6 $�-C *	� � 
Simon Cephas (Peter), l. 7 �7����Z  Diodore (of Tarsus), l. 7 �7��)�Z  Theodore (of 
Mopsuestia), l. 8 �7	�K�[  Nestorius, l. 8 \���) Ephrem, l. 9 (?�� Narsai, l. 9 VR�) 
Abraham (of Beth Rabban), l. 10 �0�	� John (of Beth Rabban), l. 10 D	�) Job (the 
Persian), l. 10 �W�-9�  Michael (Badoqa) 

Sequences: begins on side (b), left and ends on side (b), right 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 81; cited in 
Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

78. SyrHT 81 & 82 [T II B 42 No. 1b = 1671] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 34 (pencil) on SyrHT 82, side (b), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for Wednesday of the Rogation of the Virgins (Bā‘uthā da-
Bhtulāthā): SyrHT 82, side (a), l. 15 – SyrHT 81, side (a), l. 5 = Hudra I, 7� , ll. 13-16 (= 
Hudra I, N9�, ll. 17-20). 

Paper (SyrHT 81 = 14.3 x 6.5 cm; SyrHT 82 = 14.4 x 10.2 cm): bifolium; SyrHT 81 is 
missing half of the folio and SyrHT 82 has textual lacunae on ll. 2, 15. 

 SyrHT 81, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 82, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.5-1.7 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 0.9-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 7.0-7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 SyrHT 82, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 81, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 
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Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.9-1.0 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.5-1.7 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.0-7.5 cm 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr); stylised paragraphi 
(two black circles and four red dots, with one elongated to a red stroke) next to missing 
quire mark 

Rubrics: SyrHT 82, side (a), ll. 8, 11, 14, 15; SyrHT 82, side (b), l. 8; SyrHT 81, side (b), 
ll. 2, 7, 14 

Marginalia: SyrHT 82, side (a), right margin, parallel to l. 5 ��); SyrHT 82, side (b), right 
margin, parallel to ll. 7-8 +�� K�; SyrHT 82, side (b), lower margin, below l. 15 [   ]	% ��[   ]	% ��[   ]	% ��[   ]	% �� 

Quire marks: stylised paragraphus left of missing quire mark on SyrHT 81, lower margin, 
similar to quire marks on other folios from Hudra F (cf. SyrHT 85, SyrHT 145, SyrHT 231 
and possibly SyrHT 307) 

Corrections:  8: �� K� on SyrHT 82, side (b), l. 7 corrected to +�� K� in right margin, 
parallel to ll. 7-8 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) on 
SyrHT 82, side (a) in upper right corner 

Sample text, SyrHT 81, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
2 [+0� �� $//Q] �B��� +0��> +�) �! ���  

and lead us according to your will beneath [the shadow of your right hand] 

Sample text, SyrHT 82, side (a):  
2-3  ��	
�� '�0 ��� $/ ��/C ��� � B�

8  

Bless, Lord, the cycle of the year with your grace  

Sample text, SyrHT 82, side (b):  
1-2  �6�M�  WC ��B/� '���B�X� '�	% �������� B X�  

revellings, intemperance and adultery fill every order (of society) 

Sample text, SyrHT 81, side (b):  

1    ]	1[ 5W $!� '� ����� '�	
�Q   […]thanksgiving without  

Sequences: begins on SyrHT 82, side (b) and ends on SyrHT 81, side (b) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

79. SyrHT 83 [T II B 43 No. 1a = 1672] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 43 (pencil) on side (a), lower right corner 

Typescript list: Nestorianisches Rituale mit soghdischen Rubriken 

Hand-written list: R: Schriftproben 

Content: signing and breaking of the consecrated bread and wine in the Eucharistic Liturgy 
of Mar Addai and Mar Mari, with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, from bilingual 
service book E14: side (b) = Taksa d-kahne, 39; side (a) = Taksa d-kahne, 40. 

Paper (12.1 x 7.3 cm): folio; the Syriac text on side (b) is largely obliterated. Writing in 
lighter black ink using broad brush strokes extends across both SyrHT 83 and SyrHT 84, 
with 3 lines of Syriac script (?) on SyrHT 83, side (a) and SyrHT 84, side (a) and 8 lines of 
Uighur script on SyrHT 84, side (b) and SyrHT 83, side (b). 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.6 cm 
left: 0.3-0.8 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.7-1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 14 13 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0-5.5 cm 5.0-5.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 8; side (b), l. 8 

Distinguishing marks: 3 lines of Syriac overwriting extending across SyrHT 83 side (a) 
and SyrHT 84 side (a): l. 1 D o �(···) he hears with …, l. 2 ��/� he has authority (for) 
us, l. 3 P
� he beats down 
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SyrHT 84, side (a) SyrHT 83, side (a) 

 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 ��� +! $%	� Praise to you, Lord  

Sample text, side (b) [text in parentheses from the Taksa]:  

13 ) $��� D:��! (:/C $ /= And has given life to all the world 

Proper names: side (a), l. 13 $%�� =	�� Jesus Christ 

Sequences: SyrHT 83, side (a) and SyrHT 84, side (a) were originally adjacent in the quire 
(prior to being removed and overwritten in Uighur), but there were probably several 
intervening folios, now lost 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. ’bynt, 
‘answer’ (?); over-writing in Uighur script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 13,22, entry 376; VOHD 18,4, entry E14/1; 
Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Amir Harrak (side a) 

Publication: Raschmann, ‘Traces of Christian communities’ (2009), 417-418 [Uighur text 
only]; Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 26-28 [side (a) only] 
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80. SyrHT 84 [T II B 43 No. 1b = 1673] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 43 (pencil) on side (a), lower right corner 

Typescript list: Nestorianisches Rituale mit soghdischen Rubriken 

Content: signing and breaking of the consecrated bread and wine in the Eucharistic Liturgy 
of Mar Addai and Mar Mari, with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, from bilingual 
service book E14: side (a) = Taksa d-kahne, 46-47; side (b) = Taksa d-kahne, 47-48. 

Paper (12.2 x 7.5 cm): folio; the Syriac text on both sides, ll. 1-5, is largely obliterated. 
Writing in lighter black ink using broad brush strokes extends across both SyrHT 83 and 
SyrHT 84, with 3 lines of Syriac script (?) on SyrHT 83, side (a) and SyrHT 84, side (a) 
and 8 lines of Uighur script on SyrHT 84, side (b) and SyrHT 83, side (b). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.2 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 0.5-1.5 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 0.2-1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 13 12 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0-5.5 cm 5.0-5.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 12; side (b), l. 12 

Distinguishing marks: 3 lines of Syriac overwriting extending across SyrHT 83 side (a) 
and SyrHT 84 side (a): l. 1 D o �(···) he hears with …, l. 2 ��/� he has authority (for) 
us, l. 3 P
� he beats down [see graphic under SyrHT 83 entry] 

Sample text, side (a):  
7-8 $ �M ����� � ��� 8�R $�?R�U�  

and with that confidence which is from your authority in mercy 

Sample text, side (b):  
7-8 '��	
��� $0�	=� $/��� '�	9/�  

the kingdom and the power and the strength and the praise 

Sequences: SyrHT 83, side (a) and SyrHT 84, side (a) were originally adjacent in the quire 
(prior to being removed and overwritten in Uighur), but there were probably several 
intervening folios, now lost 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. ž’y, ‘say’; 
over-writing in Uighur script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 13,22, entry 376; VOHD 18,4, entry E14/2; 
Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 
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Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Publication: Raschmann, ‘Traces of Christian communities’ (2009), 417-418 [Uighur text 
only]; cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 26, 28 

 

81. SyrHT 85 [T II B 43 No. 2 = 1674] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 43 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for Epiphany (Denḥā) with a rubric for the following 
Sunday on side (a), l. 16: side (b), ll. 3-8 = Hudra I, $C7�, ll. 6-9; side (b), ll. 9-15 = 
Hudra II, 	=7, ll. 10-14 (= Hudra II, �>7, ll. 6-10); side (b), l. 15 – side (a), l. 6 = Hudra I, 
$C7�, ll. 10-14. 

Paper (14.4 x 10.5 cm): folio with the mid-section of the upper margin missing. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 2.2 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.6 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.3-7.6 cm 7.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 6, 13, 14, 16; side (b), ll. 3, 8, 9, 15 

Quire marks: �h� on side (a), lower margin, similar to quire marks on other folios from 
Hudra F (cf. SyrHT 81, SyrHT 145, SyrHT 231 and possibly SyrHT 307) 

Distinguishing marks: i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) on side (a), right 
margin, next to l. 1 (verso mark?) 

Sample text, side (a):  
7 -8 �K0 �X � �� +./�)� $9/ 8�� :����� $=7) >���� R� 8 � $� � *��% ��  

Let heaven rejoice in his baptism and let the earth exult in the exaltation of the king who 
has come to the throne from our race 

Sample text, side (b):  
2-3 �7��� '�	0 �R �! O��)� $��7� (
�
� ��  

‘My Son, my beloved’ and the Spirit which announced to us the faith of truth 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 �0�	� John 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

82. SyrHT 86 [T II B 46 No. 1 = 1675] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 46 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; T II (violet ink stamp) on side (b), lower 
margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for the Sunday of the Entry to Lent (Ḥadhbshabhā d-M‘ali), 
joins with n300: side (b), ll. 4-11 = Hudra II, +91, ll. 18-23. 

Paper (9.2 x 6.7 cm): lower corner fragment with one cropped side margin [side (a), left; 
side (b), right] and considerable textual lacunae on ll. 1-4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.6 cm 
left: 0.3 cm 

lower: 1.6 cm 
right: 0 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.3 cm (incomplete) 6.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); elongation of 
characters to fill lines 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), l. 4 

Corrections: �R�,� corrected to R,� on side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from n300, side (b)]: 
2-4 	K� [   ]!  �[   � 8���7 :1]':!) ���)':!) ���)':!) ���)':!) ���)  \ ����� $��)[   �R�] ���- �R,��R�  

… and in [his] ascension [he has lifted us up …] You are God. In his han[ds …] and 
innocent in his court 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Hudra and {n300, side (a)}]: 
2-5 ]} $! �)(0�_� � ��{    ]� ��R����)[}= \�7/ { �[���	�    ]h 8� + 8 !>}}}}7� �R7� �R7� �R7� �R{{{{ �[ �[ �[ �[

+%	��+%	��+%	��+%	��  :���C]�!� +! $%	� �}�{$0�?[  

[but save me from] his hands and [… have mercy on] me, who in the likeness of your 
image … Your [glory] and your praise. Praise to you, who (brought an end to) [the strife 
of] Satan 

Joins: SyrHT 86, side (a), ll. 1-5 joins with n300, side (b), ll. 3-7 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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83. SyrHT 87 [T II B 46 No. 3 = 1677] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 46 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: Night Office for bishops, priests and deacons, with instructions to the priest in 
Sogdian and New Persian, along with Syriac incipits of Peshitta Psalms 102, 115, 129, 13, 
26, 88, 3, 102, 142, 128, 103 or 104, and 145, from bilingual service book E13, but 
matching text is not found in the printed Taksa. 

Paper (10.1 x 9.3 cm): middle part of folio with side margins, one of which [side (a), left; 
side (b), right] is cropped. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.3 cm 

right: 0.3 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.5-7.8 cm 7.6-8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

Sample text, side (a):  
5-6 W=� $�/!� $K9Q D��W=� $�/!� $K9Q D��W=� $�/!� $K9Q D��W=� $�/!� $K9Q D��(···)(···)(···)(···)    $0� � ��� $��� �1 $�	 �EK�)$0� � ��� $��� �1 $�	 �EK�)$0� � ��� $��� �1 $�	 �EK�)$0� � ��� $��� �1 $�	 �EK�)  

Again, a Night Office (Taksa d-Lelya) about … bishops, priests and deacons 

Sample text, side (b):  
6 � 	�@? $� $��� � +C � ':!) $���  

Lord God (incipit of Peshitta Psalm 88). 20 (pethgāmā number?). Lord, how have they 
multiplied (incipit of Peshitta Psalm 3) 

Multilingual information: Sogdian and Persian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. 
nm’c ‘prayer, worship’; x’nyš ‘reading’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E13 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 27; cited in 
Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 372 
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84. SyrHT 88 [T II B 46 No. 4 = 1678] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 46 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; 2 labels on glass plate: 1) T II B 46 № 4; 2) 
cf. T II B 20 1 [SyrHT 66] Blatt eines Rituale mit soghd. Rübriken. syr. 

Typescript list: Blatt eines Rituale mit soghdischen Rubriken; s. auch T II B 20 No. 1 [SyrHT 66] 

Content: early East Syriac baptismal service, with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, 
from bilingual service book E12 (cf. Taksa d-quddaše, 67-69). 

Paper (19.8 x 14.4 cm): folio reconstructed from three pieces, with partial loss of side 
margins and textual lacunae on ll. 5-6. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 17 17 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 10.2-10.8 cm 10.2-10.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2vb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $��r on side (b) in upper right 
corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 � WC �M� ':!-! Y
��� �	@K��  

and may we worship and praise God, the Lord of all 

Sample text, side (b):  

1 :��	����� '� 9% ��X ��) for you, in the wisdom of your guidance  

Sequences: SyrHT 88 precedes SyrHT 66 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. w’bt msydr, 
‘the priest says’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E12/1 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: Brock & Sims-Williams, ‘Early fragment’ (2011); cited in Dickens, 
‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 26; cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old 
Uyghur’ (2012), 82 
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85. SyrHT 89 [T II B 47 No. 2 = 1679] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 47 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified, probably from Hudra DD. 

Paper (7.6 x 6.0 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 2.2 cm — 

No. of lines: 12 — 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm — 

Line length: 3.6 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]Y���� R���� ��!	�� … groans, that the authority of his dominion  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 V�) Adam 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

86. SyrHT 90 & 91 [T II B 48 No. 1a = 1680] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 48 (pencil) on SyrHT 90, side (a), upper margin 

Typescript list: Doppelblatt eines nestorianischen Psalters 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 78:26-64 from Psalter F: SyrHT 90, side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 
78:26-34; SyrHT 90, side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 78:35-45; SyrHT 91, side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 78:46-54; SyrHT 91, side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 78:54-64. 

Paper (SyrHT 90 = 18.0 x 11.3 cm; SyrHT 91 = 18.0 x 11.3 cm): bifolium; a considerable 
portion of the lower part of both folios is missing, with textual lacunae on ll. 9-18. 

 SyrHT 90, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 91, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 18 19 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.2 cm 9.2 cm 

Rulings: margins ruled in grey margins ruled in grey 
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 SyrHT 91, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 90, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 19 19 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.2 cm 9.2 cm 

Rulings: margins ruled in grey margins ruled in grey 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, SyrHT 90, side (a): 
1 :$� � $��, h�)  

He caused the winds to blow in the heavens (Peshitta Psalm 78:26) 

Sample text, SyrHT 91, side (a): 
1 ::0� � �0 .1� �7	Q $�:!  

to this mountain that his right hand had possessed (Peshitta Psalm 78:54) 

Sample text, SyrHT 91, side (b): 
1 :*�R

�
�//= '_ E! D:�  

He gave their crops to the locust (Peshitta Psalm 78:46) 

Sample text, SyrHT 90, side (b): 
1 :*�R7��= ':!)� ��:=  

They remembered that God (was) their helper (Peshitta Psalm 78:35) 

Proper names: SyrHT 91, side (a), ll. 4, 11 W��K� Israel, l. 12 	/�� Shiloh; SyrHT 91, side 
(b), l. 13 ��7_� Egypt, l. 14 \� Ham; SyrHT 90, side (b), l. 12 W��K� Israel, l. 14 ��7_� 
Egypt, l. 15 �=> Zoan 

Sequence: begins on SyrHT 90, side (a) and ends on SyrHT 91, side (a), followed after a 
gap of one missing folio by SyrHT 93, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 371 
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87. SyrHT 92 [T II B 48 No. 1b = 1681] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 48 (pencil) on SyrHT 92, side (a), upper margin 

SyrHT 92-93 glassed together 

Typescript list: Doppelblatt eines nestorianischen Psalters, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 16 [SyrHT 172-175], 19a 
u b [SyrHT 176 & 177] Hudra “J” 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 84:3-85:5 (84:2-85:4) from Psalter F, with rubricated Psalm 
number, prayer before new marmithā and rubricated canon: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 84:3-
11 (84:2-10); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 84:12-85:5 (84:11-85:4). 

Paper (17.8 x 11.4 cm): folio (not originally adjacent to SyrHT 93). 

 SyrHT 92, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 92, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 18 19 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm 9.0 cm 

Rulings: margins ruled in grey margins ruled in grey 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 7, 10, 11, 12 

Marginalia: side (b), lower margin (written in a secondary hand) � ��� $�
?[ ]:= ; 
right margin, parallel to ll. 10-13 (in the same hand) \9� 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 :$5�� ':!-! 	%
� ��K� (
!  

O my heart and my flesh, praise the living God (Peshitta Psalm 84:3 = 84:2) 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 $��� *7��=� �0�?7��� W�� : ��R  

because our sustainer and our helper is the Lord (Peshitta Psalm 84:12 = 84:11) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 8 '�9 Baka, l. 11 *	�R.> Zion, l. 13 D	E�� Jacob; side (b), l. 
13 D	E�� Jacob 

Sequences: SyrHT 92, side (b) is followed by the folio containing SyrHT 172, SyrHT 175 
and n418 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 371 
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88. SyrHT 93 [T II B 48 No. 1b = 1681] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 48 (pencil) on SyrHT 92, side (a), upper margin 

SyrHT 92-93 glassed together 

Typescript list: Doppelblatt eines nestorianischen Psalters, gehört zu T II B 66 No. 16 [SyrHT 172-175], 19a 
u b [SyrHT 176 & 177] Hudra “J” 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 79:9-80:12 (79:9-80:11) from Psalter F, with rubricated Psalm 
number and rubricated canon: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 79:9-80:2 (79:9-80:1); side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 80:3-12 (80:2-11). 

Paper (17.8 x 11.3 cm): folio (not originally adjacent to SyrHT 92). 

 SyrHT 93, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 93, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 18 19 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm 9.0 cm 

Rulings: margins ruled in grey margins ruled in grey 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 14, 15, 16 

Corrections: *�
= corrected to *��
= on side (a), l. 9 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 :$�0�� � 5�0� \���) V�1  

before Ephraim, Benjamin and Manassah (Peshitta Psalm 80:3 = 80:2) 

Sample text, side (b):  

1 :�1�� 5� ':!) ��,�= Help us, God, our Saviour (Peshitta Psalm 79:9)  

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 \���) Ephrem, l. 1 � 5�0 Benjamin, l. 1 $�0� Manasseh, l. 
13 ��,_� Egypt; side (b), l. 14 W��K� Israel, l. 17 p?	� Joseph 

Sequences: SyrHT 93, side (b) is separated by one missing folio from the preceding SyrHT 
91, side (a) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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89. SyrHT 94 [T II B 50 = 1682] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 50 (pencil) on side (a), bottom of centre margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Hand-written list: Dialog Christ/Jude 

Content: part of a polemical dialogue between a Christian and a Jew on Trinitarian issues, 
with � 8�)� 8�)� 8�)� 8�) $���:�$���:�$���:�$���:� and � 8�) $0��?�C� 8�) $0��?�C� 8�) $0��?�C� 8�) $0��?�C indicating the respective places where the Jew or 
the Christian speaks, from the same manuscript as SyrHT 19. 

Paper (left folio = 17.7 x 10.4 cm; right folio = 17.7 x 10.3 cm): bifolium with lower 
corners missing; stitching holes are visible and similar in position to those on SyrHT 95. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 24 24 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.6-8.3 cm 7.5-8.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.4 cm 
lower: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 0.4 cm 
lower: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 25 25 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.1-8.5 cm 7.5-8.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2vr) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, l. 24; side (a), right folio, ll. 2, 6, 11, 13, 15, 16; side (b), left 
folio, ll. 2, 3, 4, 7, 18, 19, 23; side (b), right folio, l. 1 

Marginalia: side (a), right folio, right margin, parallel to ll. 15-21 (in secondary hand) 
�� 8�) $���:�, below which is ���:���); side (a), left folio, right margin at l. 22 ��� 8� 
(a black ˇ and ˆ above & below the line indicate the place where this marginal note should 
be inserted); side (a), left folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 2-16 and side (b), right folio, 
right margin, parallel to ll. 7-14, stylised �  (?) with elongated final stroke 

Corrections: scribal confusion indicated by several occasions where words have been 
crossed out, as in the following: $0��?�C$0��?�C$0��?�C$0��?�C crossed out and replaced with $���:� on side 
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(a), right folio, l. 15; $���:�$���:�$���:�$���:� crossed out and replaced with $0��?�C on side (a), right 
folio, l. 16; ��?�C��?�C��?�C��?�C� 8�) $0� 8�) $0� 8�) $0� 8�) $0  crossed out and replaced with � 8�) $���:� on side (a), left 
folio, l. 24 (same hand as marginal note on side (a), right folio); � 8�) $���:�� 8�) $���:�� 8�) $���:�� 8�) $���:� crossed out 
and replaced with � 8�) $0��?�C on side (b), right folio, l. 1 (same hand as correction on 
side (a), left folio, l. 24); $��	�� corrected to $0=�	��, on side (b), right folio, l. 5, with 
O written over what appears to be � ; ��)� corrected from initial c) to ��) on side (b), 
right folio, l. 6; D written in brown (faded black?) ink, in a secondary hand, above '�/� 
on side (b), left folio, l. 14, indicating a correction to '�/ ; ) written in brown (faded 
black?) ink above $/�/� on side (b), left folio, l. 14 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  
1 � 8:?� .:��7� R�/� \= $����� ��R ��  

the Eternal One is one with his Word and his Spirit. And he (David) testifies 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

1  �7��!�:� 8�) $���:�:� 8�) $���:�:� 8�) $���:�:� 8�) $���:�  $�	� $�:!) $�C(sic) '_�7�  

and truth. The Jew says: The divine book and the upright inquiry 

Sample text, side (b), left folio: 
1-2 � ��X �)�� B	��) ��X ��R ':!-! $��7� .'�/� .*�:���) $ /= 7  

or else they are after the world. That God has a Word and a Spirit, this has been shown 

Sample text, side (b), right folio: 
1  ��� �	01 '�!� ':!) �� p/��:� 8�) $���:�:� 8�) $���:�:� 8�) $���:�:� 8�) $���:� � 8�) $0��?�C  

who taught one God, three hypostases. The Jew says. The Christian says 

Proper names: side (a), left folio, ll. 2, 6 ���� David, l. 3 $���) Isaiah, l. 13 W�-��� 
Daniel, l. 24 $���:� Jew; side (a), right folio, ll. 2, 11, 15, 16, marginalia $���:� Jew; 
side (b), left folio, ll. 2, 4, 18 $���:� Jew; side (b), right folio, l. 1 $���:� Jew, l. 2 
$�	� Moses, ���� David, l. 20 V�) Adam 

Sequences: begins on side (b), left folio and ends on side (b), right folio; based on the 
fragment dimensions, margin widths, and stitching holes, SyrHT 94 and SyrHT 95 appear 
to be part of the same manuscript (although in different scribal hands), possibly a 
florilegium of polemical literature 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Syrischer Dialog’ (forthcoming) 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Polemic 

 

90. SyrHT 95 [T II B 51 = 1683] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 51 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: fehlt (No. 1 und weitere Stücke fehlen); s. T II B 31 No. 2 u 3 [Syr SyrHT 361 & 362] 

Hand-written list: Legende 
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Content: part of the Legend of St. George, comprising a polemic between the saint and the 
pagan magician Athanasius and dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, based on 
palaeography. 

Paper (left folio = 17.4 x 10.2 cm; right folio = 17.4 x 10.3 cm): bifolium, with upper 
corners on both folios torn off and textual lacunae on ll. 3-6; stitching holes are visible and 
similar in position to those on SyrHT 94. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 23 24 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.6-8.2 cm 7.6-8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.1 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.1 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 24 24 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.9-8.1 cm 7.5-8.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: � located in upper right-hand corner of side (a), left folio & side (b), 
left folio; upper left-hand corners of side (a), right folio and side (b), right folio are torn 
off, so it is impossible to know if this sign was in those corners also. 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  
2-3 '�	���� $/�� +�	�) $�)� .�7�� (! *�����  

and let them bring the bull to me and I will show you the power of magic 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  
2-3 $�_!�) $�R �� $0�_��� \! $! 	0 B1��[  ]$! �	=]   [  

… for (he is) not a fugitive from this distress which the unrighteous have established 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  
2-3 �1 *	������ �(/= $!>� )�( �� �$=,�  $�][  
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pray on my behalf that the gates of heaven shall be opened before me 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  
3  �� � 8���RQ 	�)

8
�- 8$0[�]Z  �$��� 8�R  

Then the blessed one beheld Athanasius, that magician 

Proper names: side (a), left folio, l. 5 	�)
8

�)Z  Athanasius, ll. 19, 23 �X7	X[  George; 
side (a), right folio, ll. 18, 21 O	�� Jesus; side (b), left folio, l. 6 	�)�)Z  Athanasius, ll. 
21, 23 �X7	�X 8[  George; side (b), right folio, ll. 3, 7, 13, 24 	�)

8
�) 8Z  Athanasius 

Sequences: SyrHT 95 begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio; it 
follows SyrHT 361, side (b) and precedes SyrHT 362, side (b); based on the fragment 
dimensions, margin widths, and stitching holes, SyrHT 94 and SyrHT 95 appear to be part 
of the same manuscript (although in different scribal hands), possibly a florilegium of 
polemical literature 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 

 

91. SyrHT 96 [T II B 52 No. 2 = 1684] 

T II (violet ink stamp, upside-down) B 52 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; label on glass plate: Psalter v/1-
2/ = 2 Mos. 15, 21 

Typescript list: Aus einem Psalter 

Content: Exodus 15:15-21 (part of the First Song of Moses); Isaiah 42:10-13; 45:8 (the 
Song of Isaiah) from Psalter G: side (b) = Exodus 15:15-21; side (a) = Exodus 15:21; 
Isaiah 42:10-13; 45:8. 

Paper (16.4 x 7.8 cm): folio. 

 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 3.0 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 3.0 cm 

No. of lines: 17 17 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.8cm 

Line length: 4.2-4.5 cm 4.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; on occasion the Peshitta text at the end of lines is either 
omitted or abbreviated, e.g. side (b), l. 1 �� = V��)�; side (b), l. 3 R7	 = =  b:�7 �	 =
��0C�. 
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Rubrics: side (a), l. 3 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red 
dots) on side (a) in upper right corner; line filler at end of side (a), l. 8; ink 
smudge on side (a), right margin 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 

1-2 X� �)� $�-X $�� ! ��%
�[$ � (�7) *�:�
C],� $�C7 W= �-  

praise the magnificent Lord, who has exulted over the horse; and [and their riders he has 
cast into the sea] (Exodus 15:21) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 

1-2 $07�7 B	/�� ����R (sic) [V��]�� ��
@!� (sic)  ['���7] ���) D)	��  

Then the chiefs of E[dom] feared, and [trembling] seized the men of Moab (Exodus 15:15) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 8 7�1 Kedar; side (b), l. 1 [V��]) Edom, l. 2 D)	� Moab, l. 14 
W��K� Israel, l. 15 \��� Miriam, l. 17 \��� (sic) Miriam 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 368 

 

92. SyrHT 97 [T II B 53 = 1685] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Typescript list [refers to SyrHT 363-365]: nebst einem nicht dazu gehörigen Stück 

Content: probably a communion anthem from Hudra J, but matching text is not found in 
the printed Hudra. 

Paper (8.2 x 12.6 cm): upper part of folio with side margins, extensive deterioration on side 
(a) and considerable textual lacunae. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 0.9-1.0 cm 
right: unclear 
left: unclear 

upper: 0.9-1.0 cm 
right: 0.6-0.7 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 8 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.5 cm 10.3 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, remnants of 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 3 (?), 5; side (b), ll. 4, 5 – all rubrics are illegible, but location is 
indicated by double black dots, remnants of punctuation (see above) 

Distinguishing marks: sporadic purple dots, perhaps remnants of rubrics 
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Sample text, side (a): 

4 )···(��)···( �! �	�)���
 )��R···(   …and he made us worthy by his grace  

Sample text, side (b): 
3  (�	�)  )�7 (��	0� � $ �M!��	
�Q \�7�  

make me worthy by your mercy for the compassion of your grace and have mercy 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

93. SyrHT 98 [T II B 53b = 1686] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 118:32-49, 64-80 (119:32-49, 64-80) from Psalter L, joins with 
SyrHT 203. The letters of the Syriac alphabet are flanked by a paragraphus ( �� � ) to mark 
sections of this (the longest) Psalm: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 118:32-49 (119:32-49); side 
(a) = Peshitta Psalm 118:64-80 (119:64-80). 

Paper (14.2 x 6.8 cm): lower corner fragment, with one cropped side margin [side (a), left; 
side (b), right] and textual lacunae on ll. 1-13. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.7 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

lower: 1.4 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 17 16 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) 6.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Marginalia: side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 7-13, consisting of verse 40, omitted by the 
scribe: )>� ( �U )�](� +��[� �1 �6])[.(0�) ��	E�( , to be inserted on SyrHT 203, side 
(b), l. 8, where the insertion point is indicated by ˇ and ˆ above and below the line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 203, side (a)}]:  
2  .+��� �1	� ������]} $��� +� �,� {! 7) $�[= )!) )U ([(0�]  

[who keep your commandments.] The earth is full [of your mercy, Lord]; teach [me] 
(Peshitta Psalm 118:63-64 = 119:63-64) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 203, side (b)}]:  
1 � �9!R� � c]� }) � R � .(����{[$�7�) $��� (0�U!  

I have walked because [you have gladdened me. Hallelujah. Teach me, Lord, the way] 
(Peshitta Psalm 118:32-33 = 119:32-33) 
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Joins: SyrHT 98, side (a), ll. 2-12 joins with SyrHT 203 side (a), ll. 2-12 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

94. SyrHT 99 [T II B 53 = 1687] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list [refers to SyrHT 363-365]: nebst einem nicht dazu gehörigen Stück 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet B, commencing with a quotation from John 1:1-5. 

Paper (7.8 x 5.0 cm): fragment with lower margin, one cropped side margin [side (a), left] 
and textual lacunae on ll. 1-3. Clearly visible horizontal fold lines beneath l. 3 and l. 7 
divide the fragment into three sections: lower (2.9 cm), middle (2.9 cm) and upper (2.0 
cm). Side (b) is blank, except for the image of a cross. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 0.9 cm — 

No. of lines: 10 — 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm — 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b); distinct spidery hand 

Distinguishing marks: fold lines, suggesting use as an amulet 

Illustrations: East Syriac cross (2.2 x 1.5 cm) in middle 
section of side (b); each arm divides in half, culminating in 
ends tipped with roughly-drawn ‘pearls.’ The iconography of 
the cross, surmounted on a crudely drawn lotus flower, 
flanked by stylized clouds, may be compared to the 
representation engraved on the Xi’an stele and also various 
images carved on the Yuan dynasty gravestones from 
Quanzhou, China. 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-3  ���,) �7[ �	�]� �0�� ]   ��� ['�!-� �(/R $��/�� ':!) )  

[in the mount]ains forty years … [Lor]d God Almighty, grant me the request 

Joins: SyrHT 99, side (a), ll. 1-4 forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 330, side (a), ll. 1-4, 
located to its right 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 86; Hunter, ‘Traversing 
time’ (2013); Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-Amulets’ (2014) 
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95. SyrHT 100 [T II B 53 No. 1 = 1688] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 100-101 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 58 No. 3 uff [SyrHT 126], Hudra “H” 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra H. 

Paper (11.3 x 3.4 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 

upper: 1.1 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) 1.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2; side (b), l. 1 

Marginalia: side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 2-14 (with possible Uighur-influenced 
spelling errors): )(··� B,	1 c	9Q $� �
X $%�/ �� .$�-C )[   ]_  

Distinguishing marks: remnant of verso mark � $�� on side (b) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 � R � '�[   ] … Hallelujah  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ]�� $9/� king of …  

Proper names: side (b), marginalia $�-C Cephas (Peter) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

96. SyrHT 101 [T II B 22 = 1688] 

T II B 22 (pencil) on side (b) 

SyrHT 100-101 glassed together 

Typescript list: fehlt [if this is the same as T II B 22 No. 1 on the Typescript list] 

Content: Syriac calendrical fragment with the name of the month Adar and the number of 
days in it. 

Paper (2.1 x 5.9 cm): fragment with lower margin on reddish-brown paper; side (a) is 
blank. 
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 Side (a) = blank Side (b) 

Margins: — lower: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: — 1 

Line spacing: — — 

Line length: — 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2hb, possibly remnant of 4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 ..$!..7�) Adar: 31  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 272 

 

97. SyrHT 102 [T II B 53 No. 3 = 1689] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: Anathema of Mar Cyprian from Prayer-amulet C. 

Paper (11.0 x 10.3 cm): folio with lower corner missing and textual lacunae on ll. 1, 8-11. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.2-0.3 cm 
lower: 0.8-1.0 cm 
right: 0.5-0.7 cm 
left: 0.7-0.8 cm 

upper: 0.2-0.3 cm 
lower: 0.8-1.0 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 11 10 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm 9.0 cm 

Rulings: not visible, but standard line 
spacing on both sides suggests 
possible ruling (lines erased) 

not visible, but standard line 
spacing on both sides suggests 
possible ruling (lines erased) 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), ll. 1 (outlined in black ink), 10 

Corrections: $���1 written above side (b), l. 5 with insertion point indicated by a black ˇ 
and ˆ above and below the line 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 [)][)][)][)]!!!!     )[R] )[R] )[R] )[R] � ':!) +! $%	� ':!) +! $%	� ':!) +! $%	� ':!) +! $%	� �]�$� $=7-� [  

God. Praise to you God [in heaven] and on earth 
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Sample text, side (b):  

2  �1 $0���	1 �� ! [   ]� $�� B�$��  Anathema of … for the holy Mar Cyprian  

Proper names: side (b), ll. 2, 8 $0���	1 Cyprian 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-Amulets’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and 
Old Uyghur’ (2012), 87 

 

98. SyrHT 103 [T II B 53 No. 5 = 1690] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

SyrHT 103-105 glassed together 

Content: unidentified liturgical fragment, probably for the Hallowing of the Church 
(Quddaš ‘Idta), because of the occurrence of the phrase  R���9� '�0 �:� '��=

�$%��� , ‘faithful Church, Betrothed of Christ,’ but matching text is not found in the 
printed Hudra. 

Paper (5.3 x 10.3 cm): fragment with one side margin and textual lacunae on ll. 1-3. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.9-1.0 cm right: 0.9-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 8.9 cm (incomplete) 9.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5; side (b), l. 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 /= $ (·)7(···)* 	@/� <R  R�
�% ! world … they divided his purpose  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]7 $9/� ��	
�� <
a:�[   ] … by your grace, king …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra? 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

99. SyrHT 104 [T II B 53 No. 5 = 1690] 

T II (violet ink stamp) on side (a), bottom margin 

SyrHT 103-105 glassed together 
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Content: unidentified liturgical fragment, probably for the liturgical season of Ascension 
(Sulāqā), but matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (9.8 x 9.5 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 14 12 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 8.7 cm (incomplete) 8.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7; side (b), ll. 7, 8, 9 

Corrections: two crosses ‡ on side (a), l. 7, above and below the line, probably to mark 
insertion point for marginal correction, not visible on fragment 

Sample text, side (a):  
4  ��1 ���@? 'R� $� �! :E?)�[   ]� [$�]  

… and he took him up to heaven. And behold the holy ones are worshipping 

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ][   ]W= (! WC�� $���) $� … another assuring me about …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 8 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra? 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

100. SyrHT 105 [T II B 66] 

SyrHT 103-105 glassed together 

Content: Sogdian text in Syriac script; see VOHD 18,4, entry E28/38b. 

 

101. SyrHT 106 [T II B 53 No. 7 = 1691] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

SyrHT 106-107 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for Monday of the Rogation of the Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-
Ninwāye), with the incipit of Peshitta Psalm 45 on side (b), l. 10: side (b), ll. 3-15 = Hudra 
I, $=7, ll. 10-18 (with variants). 

Paper (14.8 x 8.4 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing (or cropped at ll. 14-15) 
and a tear at l. 3. 
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 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 1.5-1.7 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 1.5-1.7 cm 
right: 0.8-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 9, 10, 12, 14, 15; side (b), l. 16 

Marginalia: side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 6-7 W= 

Corrections: (�)7�� crossed out in red ink on side (a), l. 1; illegible word crossed out in 
red ink on side (a), l. 3; W9/ B� corrected to W9/� B� on side (b), l. 6; zlama vocalisation 
under $B�

�- �C crossed out on side (b), l. 10; R)) corrected to R�) on side (b), l. 11; 
indistinct word corrected to (or from?) (%�� on side (b), l. 14 

Sample text, side (a):  
10-11 +� �M� ��	
�� :� ��/� ���� +00 �% ���= W= Z	�  

Have pity upon your church in your compassion and protect her children by your grace 
and your mercy 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
6  BV- 81 ' 8R� [$/9��] $��1 $ B-C WC W=  

And behold, over all prevails the grievous pain [of deceit] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1  �]� $�-C *�[  Simon Cephas (Peter) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

102. SyrHT 107 [T II B 53 No. 7 = 1691] 

T II (violet ink stamp) on side (b), upper margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), lower 
margin 

SyrHT 106-107 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for an unidentified Sunday. 

Paper (14.6 x 10.5 cm): folio with lower corner torn off and textual lacunae on ll. 13-16; 
stitching holes are visible. 
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 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2-1.3 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 0.8-1.0 cm 
left: 2.2-2.4 cm 

upper: 1.2-1.3 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 2.2-2.4 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 15; side (b), ll. 8, 10, 11, 14, 15 

Marginalia: side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 9-16 ��U �	��$B/�� ���	=� 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red elongated 
dots) on side (b) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
2 ^_U� �7R	� .$?	�� $��7 � ��...  

from the height of the sanctuary. The light gladdens 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 -3 E 8�� $!)	 $B�)'�	0��:  $� B-� 8� 	9

8
! (��� ��:/9 �C  

except that I persist in negligence, sinning against you in all my hours 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

103. SyrHT 108 [T II B 53 No. 10 = 1692] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), right margin; label on glass plate: Vermutlich Psalter 

Typescript list: Vermutlich Psalter 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 10:12-12:3 (10:12-12:2) from Psalter I, with prayer before new 
marmithā and rubricated canons: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 10:12-11:1; side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 11:2-12:3 (11:2-12:2). 

Paper (17.4 x 11.0 cm): folio with upper corner torn off diagonally and textual lacunae on 
ll. 1-3. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0-1.1 cm 
lower: 2.5-2.6 cm 
right: 0.8-1.0 cm 
left: 1.5-1.6 cm 

upper: 1.0-1.1 cm 
lower: 2.5-2.6 cm 
right: 1.5-1.6 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 
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No. of lines: 20 20 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 8.2 cm 8.3 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 16, 18, 19; side (b), ll. 16, 18 

Distinguishing marks: most lines end in � $�	/!R 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
1 �Q� $!�]�  �R�[ 5
!$�� � $�	/!R �  

[and do not forget] the poor man. Hallelujah (Peshitta Psalm 10:12) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
1  W��)R�( $�� �� )'�5�1 	/ 5� [� $�	/!R] �  

For behold, the sinners have drawn the bows [Hallelujah] (Peshitta Psalm 11:2) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

104. SyrHT 109 [T II B 53 No. 11 = 1693] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), lower right corner 

SyrHT 109-110 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 44a u b [SyrHT 194 & 195], Taksa Missale 

Content: Pre-Anaphora prayer in the final part of the Order of the Eucharist (Rite of Addai 
and Mari) from Taksa A, joins with SyrHT 194: side (a), ll. 4-5 = Taksa d-kahne, 22, l. 5; 
side (b), ll. 2-5 = Taksa d-kahne, 22, ll. 8-12. 

Paper (11.0 x 4.6 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: lower: 2.5 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.3 cm (incomplete) 2.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: possible rubric on side (b), l. 4 (torn off) 
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Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-5 �$%��/��� (flanked by a paragraphus, 
consisting of one or two brown (faded black?) dots in the middle surrounded by three red 
dots) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 194, side (a)]:  

4  � $%��/��]� 8�)� 8�)� 8�)� 8�) ��� [�0��	� [of the apostles. Say: We confess,] O Lord  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 194, side (b)]:  
4 ] *�	!� $�	01 $�	01 $�	01 $�	01[+! ] BK

8�� �  

that is towards us. [Qanona. And we shall raise to you] 

Joins: SyrHT 109, side (a), ll. 1-5 joins with SyrHT 194, side (a), ll. 6-10 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Baby Varghese; Mar Awa Royel 

 

105. SyrHT 110 [T II B 53 No. 11, T II B 66 No. 44 = 1693] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), upper margin 

SyrHT 109-110 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 44a u b [SyrHT 194 & 195], Taksa Missale 

Content: Post-Eucharist prayer in the final part of the Order of the Eucharist (Rite of Addai 
and Mari) from Taksa A, joins with SyrHT 195: side (a), ll. 1-2 = Taksa d-kahne, 57, ll. 1-
2; side (a), ll. 3-6 = Taksa d-kahne, 58, ll. 2-3 (with variants); side (b), l. 1 = Taksa d-
kahne, 58, l. 10 (with variants). 

Paper (13.7 x 7.5 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
right: 1.7-1.8 cm 
left: 2.3-2.5 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
right: 2.3-2.5 cm 
left: 1.7-1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.1 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 9.5 cm 9.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Distinguishing marks: 2 verso marks – brown (or faded black?) � on side (a), in upper 
right corner and brown (or faded black?) cross with red outline on side (b), in upper right 
corner 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 195, side (a)]:  

5 [��-%�_�] +=7�-! �[	U ���] [that we may go forth] to meet you [gladly]  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 195, side (b)]:  
4-5 '�:� $! �!� $0��! �!] $�?	%! $!) '�=[  

Let it not be [to us for judgment and punish]ment, but for pardon 

Joins: SyrHT 110, side (a), ll. 4-6 joins with SyrHT 195, side (a), ll. 1-3, which is located 
directly below it 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Baby Varghese; Mar Awa Royel 

 

106. SyrHT 111 [T II B 54 No. 1a = 1694] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 54 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra L for the ‘Friday of Gold’ (‘rubhā d-dahbhā) and perhaps also 
the Fifth Sunday of the Apostles (Šliḥe), based on a rubric on side (b), l. 5: side (a), ll. 2-8 
= Hudra III, $�1, ll. 4-7; side (a), ll. 10-15 = Hudra III, ��1, l. 26 – :�1, l. 2; side (b), ll. 
9-15 = Hudra III, '_1, ll. 16-20. 

Paper (18.7 x 9.8 cm): folio with one cropped side margin [side (a), left; side (b), right]. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
lower: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 0.7 cm 
lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 16 15 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 8.5-9.0 cm 8.5-9.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) including 
occasional stylised paragraphi with elongated black or red upper and lower strokes 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 8, 9, 10, 15, 16; side (b), ll. 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8 

Corrections: $/@� crossed out and rewritten on side (a), l. 5 

Distinguishing marks: cartouches around *	�R on side (b), l. 11 and P =� on side (b), l. 
12, indicating dittography 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4  4�/X� B) 4 9� �� $0� � � $��09! $���  

the wisdom of the Creator was revealed to the heavenly hosts 
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Sample text, side (b):  
1-2  +0�� ���)� '�	�:C ��� $%���'���
  

O Christ, preserve the priesthood and establish your peace in creation 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho 

 

107. SyrHT 112 [T II B 54 No. 1b = 1695] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 54 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra L for the ‘Friday of Gold’ (‘rubhā d-dahbhā) and perhaps also 
Pentecost Sunday, with a rubric for Compline on side (b), l. 10: side (b), ll. 11-15 = Hudra 
III, $�1, ll. 21-23; side (a), l. 1 = Hudra III, $�1, l. 23; side (a), ll. 8, 10-15 = Hudra III, 

1h , ll. 22, 27 – 1N , l. 3. 

Paper (18.3 x 9.8 cm): folio with textual lacuna at beginning of l. 6. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.4-0.6 cm 
left: 0.5-0.7 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.5-0.7 cm 
left: 0.4-0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 8.5-9.0 cm 8.5-9.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) including 
occasional stylised paragraphi with elongated black or red upper and lower strokes 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 5, 8, 9; side (b), ll. 8, 19, 11 

Distinguishing marks: i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four faded red dots) x 2 on side 
(a), ll. 7-8; line filler at end of side (a), l. 10 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4 $� ��
! 	C6� $ �
X� $ �%/U! *�� � B
!) $��7� $0�6  

(With) the armour of the Spirit, our Lord clothed the soldiers whom he chose and they 
defeated the evil one 

Sample text, side (b):  

2-3 $�RMC� '� 8� �� W9! 	 �C6� 	0 �K�� )sic( 	�?) R�/  $U/ �%��  

and they prevailed and they conquered all evil, and healed various sicknesses by his word 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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Identification: Aho Shemunkasho 

 

108. SyrHT 113 [T II B 56 No. 1 = 1696] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 56 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin, near centre fold 

Typescript list: Weitere Nummern fehlen 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 14:7-16:5; 18:35-50 (14:7-16:5; 18:34-49) from Psalter J with 
rubricated Psalm numbers, prayer before new marmithā and rubricated canons (words at 
the end of each line are omitted or abbreviated depending on available space): side (b), left 
folio = Peshitta Psalm 14:7-15:4; side (a), right folio = Peshitta Psalm 15:4-16:5; side (a), 
left folio = Peshitta Psalm 18:35-42 (18:34-41); side (b), right folio = Peshitta Psalm 
18:43-50 (18:42-49). 

Paper (left folio = 17.5 x 10.0 cm; right folio = 17.5 x 10.0 cm): bifolium, with textual 
deterioration on side (b), right side; one upper corner is detached from the folio and 
stitching holes are visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.6 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 15 16 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 7.7 cm 7.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 0.6 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 7.7 cm 7.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb); lines end with � 

Rubrics: side (a), right folio, ll. 6, 8-9; side (b), left folio, ll. 3, 7-9 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  
1 � $�E! � ���) Bp! <a)  
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He has trained my hands for battle (Peshitta Psalm 18:35 = 18:34) 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  
1 !� R�
%! $ 8��� W BX�� $  

and swears to his neighbour and does not deceive (Peshitta Psalm 15:4) 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  
1 � '��
� $��� +�: 8�� $�  

when the Lord turns the captivity (Peshitta Psalm 14:7) 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  
1 � O +�) *	�) � 8	%� B)  

I shall pound them like (dust) … (Peshitta Psalm 18:43 = 18:42) 

Proper names: side (b), left folio, l. 2 D	E�� Jacob, l. 2 W��K�) Israel 

Sequences: begins on side (b), left folio and ends on side (b), right folio 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 371 

 

109. SyrHT 114 [T II B 57 No. 1a = 1697] 

B 57 (pencil) on side (b), left margin [no T II stamp] 

Typescript list: fehlt [Original typed number T II B 57 No. 1 on Typescript list replaced by handwritten T II 
B 57 1a – 1b – 1c – 1d] 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, written for a recipient called Jonah and 
consisting of a series of paradigmengebete, with references to Mark 2:10-11 and Isaiah 
38:2-5. 

Paper (9.5 x 7.4 cm): upper part of folio with side margins and a diagonal tear, resulting in 
ll. 1-5 intact, ll. 6-7 partially intact and only a few letters visible on l. 8. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 0.6 cm 
right: 0.6-0.7 cm 
left: 1.2-1.3 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.4 cm 
left: 0.6-1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.3-5.5 cm 5.7-6.0 cm (b) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), l. 2 
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Sample text, side (a):  
2-4 )��)(  c	E�� $��� ! R�/  *��+?�= +! BR�  

Our Lord said by his word to the paralytic, ‘take up your bed and walk’  

Sample text, side (b):  
2-4 p?��� B)� $9/� $�1; B� (!>� $09�)�  

And as King Hezekiah prayed and there was added 

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 	���  Jonah, l. 3 $�1; B� Hezekiah 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 

 

110. SyrHT 115 [T II B 57 No. 1b = 1698] 

B 57 (pencil, upside down) on side (a), right margin [no T II stamp] 

Typescript list: fehlt [Original typed number T II B 57 No. 1 on Typescript list replaced by handwritten T II 
B 57 1a – 1b – 1c – 1d] 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, written for a recipient called Jonah and invoking 
the power of God who quakes the mountains and rebukes the seas. 

Paper (8.7 x 7.5 cm): upper part of folio with side margins and a diagonal tear, resulting in 
ll. 1-5 intact, ll. 6-7 partially intact and only a few letters visible on l. 8. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 0.5-0.6 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5-0.7 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.7-1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.4-5.5 cm 5.3-5.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4 ���

5
�� �,	� '-C� $ � � ��X�  

He rebukes the mountains and they smoke; he reproves the seas 

Sample text, side (b):  
3-4 V�1 �� *�	��)� �7�/� $0�?�  

of Satan, the enemy of our human nature from before 
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Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 

 

111. SyrHT 116 [T II B 57 No. 1c = 1699] 

B 57 (pencil) on side (b), left margin [no T II stamp] 

Typescript list: fehlt [Original typed number T II B 57 No. 1 on Typescript list replaced by handwritten T II 
B 57 1a – 1b – 1c – 1d] 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A mentioning divinations, incantations and 
sorceries, and with allusions to Psalm 68:2 and Exodus 17:5-7. 

Paper (8.7 x 7.3 cm): upper part of folio with side margins and a diagonal tear, resulting in 
ll. 1-5 intact, ll. 6-7 partially intact and only a few letters visible on l. 8. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 0.5-0.6 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.9-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.4-0.5 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 5.4-5.5 cm 5.5-6.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-4 �7	� V�1 � �� '�	�� ������� +�)� and as wax melts before fire  

 

Sample text, side (b):  
2-3 ���7)� $��Q� $�-C 8:�	� ����� $09�)�  

and as the hard rock opened its mouth and gushed 

Proper names side (a), l. 1 ��	� Jonah; side (b), l. 4 W��K� (0 �
! Israelites 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 
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112. SyrHT 117 [T II B 57 No. 1d = 1700] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 57 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Typescript list: fehlt [Original typed number T II B 57 No. 1 on Typescript list replaced by handwritten T II 
B 57 1a – 1b – 1c – 1d] 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, invoking blessing upon the recipient Jonah, his 
house and his property. 

Paper (8.2 x 7.2 cm): upper part of folio with side margins and a diagonal tear, but with 
reduced upper margin, resulting in ll. 1-5 intact, ll. 6-7 partially intact and only a few 
letters visible on l. 8. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.1 cm 1.0-1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.4-6.0 cm 5.5-5.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6; side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-3  �� $��	1� $��7� ��� $)$0�C '��:!)� ���X�  

Father, Son and Holy Spirit, one nature and sinew of the Godhead 

Sample text, side (b):  

2-4 : 8��� :/E�� R� 8� ����� )sic(  R�7_���X�0R�  

And may his house, his field, his breath (?), his wine-vat and his garden be blessed 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 ��	� Jonah; side (b), l. 1 ��	� Jonah 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 

 

113. SyrHT 118 [T II B 57 No. 2 = 1701] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 57 2 (pencil), on side (a), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for an unidentified day, probably one of the Lord’s Festivals 
or Memorials of the Saints (based on the term V�1�	�), with rubrics for Compline and 
Morning Prayer on side (a), l. 5 and side (b), l. 7, along with a reference on side (b), ll. 11-
13 to Jesus killing death and looting Sheol, liberating us from evil and sitting on his 
judgment throne when the deeds of all are revealed. 
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Paper (13.2 x 14.9 cm): upper part of folio with side margins; loss of upper margin has led 
to textual lacunae midway along l. 1. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.5-0.7 cm 
right: 1.5-1.6 cm 
left: 2.2-2.3 cm 

upper: 0.7-1.0 cm 
right: 1.9-2.2 cm 
left: 1.6-1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 18 17 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.7 cm 10.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 6, 12, 13, 15, 16; side (b), ll. 5, 7, 10, 14 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 3-7 (corresponding to rubric on l. 5) 
�$�	?�, ll. 12-16 (corresponding to rubric on l. 15) ��1�	��; side (b), right margin, 
parallel to ll. 4-9 (corresponding to rubrics on ll. 5, 7) ����>� �	01�, ll. 13-15 
(corresponding to rubric on l. 14) �$9�01�, l. 16 (corresponding to rubric on l. 17) 

�[$�7�])  

Corrections: �:� 5�� corrected to �:�� 5�� on side (b), l. 2 with supralinear A 

Distinguishing marks: i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) on side (b), l. 10, 
between double paragraphus 

Sample text, side (a):  
14-15 � �E ���� $%�� ! $%	�$0�K! .� B:)� $C-/ ��� $���-! R  

Praise to Christ who gladdened men and angels by his resurrection and put Satan to 
shame 

Sample text, side (b):  
4-6 �R		! �_! � B:) 8:� �R	 �M! ��� R� �E� $%�� ! :! $%	�  

Praise to Christ who gladdened his beloved ones by his resurrection and put his crucifiers 
to shame 

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 O	�� Jesus, l. 11 c	�� Sheol 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

114. SyrHT 119 [T II B 57 No. 3 = 1702] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 57 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Typescript list: Psalter “D”, gehört zu T II B 17 No. 3 uff [SyrHT 63 & 64] 
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Content: Peshitta Psalm 89:12-20, 23-33 (89:11-19, 22-32) from Psalter D: side (b) = 
Peshitta Psalm 89:12-20 (89:11-19); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 89:23-33 (89:22-32). 

Paper (12.5 x 11.8 cm): upper part of folio with side margins; oblique tear of upper portion 
has created textual lacunae on ll. 1-4. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 2.6 cm 
left: 0.9-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
right: 0.9-1.2 cm 
left: 2.2-2.4 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.7-8.0 cm 8.1-8.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6 

Distinguishing marks: $1	K�$1	K�$1	K�$1	K� (full stop) written on side (a), l. 6  

Sample text, side (a):  
5-6 :��1 \�7�� ( �� .: = ��	
�Q� ��	0 �R  

my faith and my loving-kindness (are) with him, and in my name his horn shall be exalted 
(Peshitta Psalm 89:25 = 89:24) 

Sample text, side (b):  
6 � '�	E��;+�?,	C �1�� $0 ���  

Your throne is established in righteousness and judgement (Peshitta Psalm 89:15 = 89:14) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 7	� Tabor, l. 3 *	�� �� Hermon, l. 13 W��K�) Israel 

Sequences: SyrHT 119 precedes SyrHT 64 and SyrHT 224 (I) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

115. SyrHT 120 [T II B 57 No. 5 = 1703] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 57 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; label on glass plate: T II B 57 No. 5 zu B 57, No. 
6 [SyrHT 121] 

Typescript list: zusammengehörig [with T II B 57 No. 6 = SyrHT 121] 

Hand-written list: Psalm? 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 35:7-17; 35:22-36:3 (35:7-17; 35:22-36:2) from Psalter K, with 
partially-rubricated Psalm number and rubricated heading: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 35:7-
17; side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 35:22-36:3 (35:22-36:2). 
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Paper (13.6 x 14.3 cm): middle part of folio with side margins and considerable textual 
lacunae on ll. 1-6. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 1.4 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 

right: 1.4 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 14 13 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0-1.2 cm 

Line length: 11.5 cm 11.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 2hr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 10-12 

Corrections: word in rubric after ���!����!����!����!� on side (b), l. 10 crossed out and corrected to ��� 
in black ink 

Sample text, side (a):  
7-8 .(�	!-� �� 8�R O�� V��� .$! �	=� � ��:? 	 1 .����E  

in violence. Witnesses of iniquity arose and asked me things I knew (sic, recte did not 
know) (Peshitta Psalm 35:11) 

Sample text, side (b):  

5 *��% ��� )sic( (/= ��,�7��� ��/�)� .��� ��
! �� 8>� ��/�) ��%C)  

Let them be ashamed and confounded, who desire my evil and those who behave 
arrogantly against me (Peshitta Psalm 35:26) 

Sequences: SyrHT 120 precedes SyrHT 121 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 371 

 

116. SyrHT 121 [T II B 57 No. 6 = 1704] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 57 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; label on glass plate: T II B 57 No. 6 zu No. 5 
[SyrHT 120] 

Typescript list: zusammengehörig [with T II B 57 No. 5 = SyrHT 120] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 36:7-37:2 (36:6-37:2); 37:7-16 from Psalter K: side (a) = Peshitta 
Psalm 36:7-37:2 (36:6-37:2); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 37:7-16. 

Paper (15.2 [14.1] x 14.1 cm): middle part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae 
on ll. 1-3, 13-14. The top section (ll. 1-3) has become detached from the main part of the 
fragment, so that the total height of the folio measures 14.1 cm when the two fragments are 
joined. 
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 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 1.3 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

right: 1.8 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 11.5 cm 11.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 10-11 

Corrections: '��0�= corrected to '��0 ���= with supralinear  a�  next to insertion mark ˇ on 
side (a), l. 8 

Sample text, side (a): 
4-6  $� ��� $= �	
�� W�� .*	�) $E�� $ �K +/%� �� + =�R  

From your pleasant valley you will water them, because the spring of life is with you 
(Peshitta Psalm 36:9-10 = 36:8-9) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 [$!�] ? $���� W�� .'��� � 8
� ! \ 8K ���� �]� *[  

[Do not] strive to do evil, because the wicked per[ish] (Peshitta Psalm 37:8-9) 

Sequences: SyrHT 121 follows SyrHT 120 and precedes SyrHT 220 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 371 

 

117. SyrHT 122 [T II B 58 No. 1a = 1705] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 57 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; label on glass plate: Dieser Streifen gehört zu 
T II B 58 No. 3 [SyrHT 126] 

Typescript list: 2 Stück [SyrHT 122 & 123] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra H for the Third Sunday in an unspecified liturgical season, 
with notes in Syriac (ll. 1-11) and Sogdian (l. 12) written in several hands on the originally 
blank recto side, including a reference on l. 10 to the Canticle on the Pharisees and Christ 
(���:� $�?) ..'��X	?), edited in Mingana, Narsai II (1905), 396f. The blank side 
probably indicates the beginning of a quire, cf. other folios from this Hudra: SyrHT 124 
and SyrHT 286 & 287). 

Paper (14.5 x 9.6 cm): partial folio with lower margin missing on side (a), diagonal tear at 
ll. 1-4 and textual lacunae on ll. 13-17. The originally blank side (b) has been filled in with 
marginal notes in several different hands and the right margin has been patched with three 
glued strips of paper, partially obliterating the writing underneath. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
right: 0.5-0.8 cm 
left: 1.0-1.2 cm 

upper: 0 cm 
lower: 1.4 cm 
right: 1.0-1.8 cm 
left: 1.1-1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 17 4 separate blocks: hand 1 = 1 line; 
0.7 cm space; hand 2 = 4 lines; 1.2 
cm space; hand 3 = 6 lines; 2.5 cm 
space; hand 4 = 1 line 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.1 cm 

Line length: 7.3-7.5 cm hand 1 = 3.8 cm 
hand 2 = 7.0 cm 
hand 3 = 6.5 cm 
hand 4 = 6.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink on side (a), brown and black ink on side (b); East Syriac 
Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3, 5, 10, 13, 14, 15 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 13-15 �D��� 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 '���%! :/�1 $%���� :
�!> The cross of Christ killed sin  

Sample text, side (b), hand 2:  

5 �! �	@K�� ��	��R�	
� May we confess and worship his grace  

Sample text, side (b), hand 3:  

10 ���:� $�?) ..'��X	? .D��  Next, the antiphonal hymn ‘Skilful physician’  

Sample text, side (b), hand 4 [Sogdian]:  
12 V($�) (� [��]  ������ ���� ��� [*]())  

[pr ]bγy (n’)m ywxn(w)n šyr( )dpyr( )b(’)[n] = [In] the name of God, (may I,) John, be a 
good scribe! 

Proper names: side (a), l. 16 \/�7�) Jerusalem; side (b), l. 12 ������ John 

Multilingual information: side (b), l. 12 Sogdian note in Syriac script (see above) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E45 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 28 
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118. SyrHT 123 [T II B 58 No. 1b = 1706] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (a), top left corner 

Typescript list: 2 Stück [SyrHT 122 & 123] 

Content: John 3:21-36 from Gospel A. This is not from a lectionary, since one would 
expect a heading between John 3:1-22 and John 3:22-4:3 (or 4), the readings for the Fifth 
and Sixth Sundays in Epiphany (Denḥā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 
287; Diettrich, ‘Bericht’ (1909), 165): side (b) = John 3:21-28; side (a) = John 3:28-36. 

Paper (12.0 x 8.8 cm): folio consisting of two joined fragments, with the main fragment 
missing half of the lower side and textual lacunae on ll. 7-17. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 17 17 

Line spacing: 0.5-0.6 cm 0.5-0.6 cm 

Line length: 5.7 cm 5.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Marginalia: side (b), upper left margin, parallel to ll. 1-4 ��l�� flanked by double 
stylized paragraphi, each paragraphus consisting of 3-4 red dots clustered around 2 black 
circles, indicating the beginning of $%�> (section) 3 of the Gospel of John in the Peshitta 
text; right margin, parallel to ll. 4-6 *�: =, indicating word to be inserted between ' ��R 
and � ��� in l. 4 

Quire marks: remnant of quire mark in large red dot on side (b), in centre of lower margin 

Corrections: �)> 8� written twice on side (a), l. 3 (once on the line in very cramped writing 
and once supralinear for clarification, blurred by darkening of paper); place to insert 
*�: = in marginalia on side (b) marked on l. 4 with supralinear cluster of 4 black dots 
and sublinear cluster of 3 black dots 

Distinguishing marks: remnant of verso mark $��r on side (a) in upper right corner; three 

black dots (∴) on side (b) in upper margin, above marginalia marking new section of the 
biblical text; linea occultans not indicated (cf. the Peshitta text), e.g. side (a), l. 1 
� xR	��1�, l. 2 � xR 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2  8$���� ��� : �

5
7 . ��R $ ���� �'�/C :! ��)� � 8� .�R	�� �1� �$�) 8$% ��/�  
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I am the messenger that (goes) ahead of him. The one to whom the bride belongs is the 
bridegroom, but the friend of the bridegroom (John 3:28-29) 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 -2 �� .�7R	�':!-� ��R

��� 8
= * 8	=��� ����
=  

the light, that his works may be known that are done through God (John 3:21) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 O	�� Jesus, l. 3 :�)��(  Judaea, ll. 4, 9, 10 �0�	� John, l. 5  � �� �=
 8* 8	� Aenon, l. 5 \ ��/ 5� Salim, l. 9 [$���] �:� Jews 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

119. SyrHT 124 [T II B 58 No. 2a = 1707] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (a), top right corner 

Typescript list: Hudra “H”, gehört zu T II B 58 No. 3 [SyrHT 126]; B 60 No. 5 [SyrHT 142]; B 14 No. 1 
[SyrHT 55]; B 58 No. 2a und 2b; B 53 No. 1 [SyrHT 100]; T III B No. 1 [SyrHT 286 & 287] 

Hand-written list: Rücks. syr. u soghd Schrift 

Content: folio from Hudra H with notes in Syriac and Uighur script written in several 
hands on the originally blank verso side (probably indicating the end of a quire, cf. other 
folios from this Hudra: SyrHT 122 and SyrHT 286 & 287): side (b) = unidentified; side (a) 
= Syriac phrases including the ‘Prayer of St. Pethion’ and ‘the holy Gospel of Our Lord 
Jesus Christ, the proclamation of John’ and a Syriac phrase in Uighur script ‘the holy 
Gospel of Our Lord Jesus Christ, according to Luke and Mark.’ 

Paper (17.4 x 10.0 cm): folio with margins visible on side (b), but not on side (a), because 
of the arrangement of notes in Syriac and Uighur; side (a) is oriented 90º to side (b) and 
has been patched with 3 strips of paper (similar to the patching on SyrHT 122), which has 
caused the text to tear; it contains the following clusters of text: 

A) 4 lines of Syriac at the left-hand edge referring to the Gospel of John (line spacing 
= 1.6-1.7 cm); 

B) 1 line of Syriac text referring to the Prayer of Pethion, written 2.5 cm below the 
upper edge; 

C) the word Gospel in Syriac, followed by a phrase in Uighur script, written 2.5 cm 
below (B); 

D) 2 lines of Syriac referring to the Gospel of John, written 1.1 cm below (C) and 1.5 
cm above the lower edge; and 

E) 3 lines of Syriac in Uighur script, referring to the Gospels of Luke and Mark, 
written to the right of (C) and (D). 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: — lower: 1.2 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 ll. Syriac script + 3 ll. Uighur 
script 

21 

Line spacing: — 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: not relevant 7.3-7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink on side (a); brown ink on side (b); East Syriac Estrangela and Uighur script; 
black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 3, 5, 8, 17, 18 

Sample text, side (a), left-hand block (A):  
1-4 � *� 8�� [$���1] *	�/@��)� �	�� ['��6�]�C $%��� [   O�]0 [*]  

[The holy] Gospel of our Lord Je[sus] Christ, the pro[clamation] of John 

Sample text, side (a), upper middle line (B):  

*	���� ��� �	!> The prayer of Saint Pethion  

Sample text, side (a), lower middle line 1 (C):  

*	�/@��) The Gospel  

Sample text, side (a), lower middle lines 2-3 (D):  
2-3 �0�	�� '��6��C $%��� O	�� *��� $���1 *	�/@��) 

The holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, the proclamation of John 

Sample text, side (a), lower right corner (E, Syriac in Uighur script):  

‘wnklywn qty-š’ dmrn ’yšwq kyrwzwt’ dlwq’ m’rqws = The holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus, 
the proclamation of Luke (and?) Mark 
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Sample text, side (b):  

9 '��	
�� $ � = 	%
� Sing praise, O nations  

Proper names: side (a), upper line *	���� Pethion; left-hand block, ll. 2-3 O	�� Jesus, l. 
4, �0�	� John; lower left block, l. 2 O	�� Jesus, l. 4, �0�	� John; lower right block, l. 2 
lwq’ ($1	!) Luke, l. 3 m’rqws (Z	1��) Mark 

Multilingual information: Uighur phrase in Uighur script and Syriac transcribed into 
Uighur script on side (a) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Publication: Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 32 [side (a) only] 

 

120. SyrHT 125 [T II B 58 No. 2b = 1708] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil), on side (a), mid lower margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “H”, gehört zu T II B 58 No. 3 [SyrHT 126]; B 60 No. 5 [SyrHT 142]; B 14 No. 1 
[SyrHT 55]; B 58 No. 2a und 2b; B 53 No. 1 [SyrHT 100]; T III B No. 1 [SyrHT 286 & 287] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra H for the First Friday and First Sunday after the 
Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), with references to the Magi presenting gold, myrrh and 
frankincense (parts of the same text are found on SyrHT 188, side (a), ll. 1-7 and side (b), 
ll. 4-8): side (b), ll. 1-11 = Hudra I, h�1, ll. 9-15; side (b), ll. 12-17 = Hudra I, h�1, ll. 
20-22 (= Hudra I, �01�, ll. 1-3); side (a), ll. 1-7 = Hudra I, N�1, ll. 6-10; side (a), ll. 13-
20 = Hudra I, $K1, ll. 17-21. 

Paper (17.8 x 9.4 cm): folio with textual lacunae on ll. 1-7 and tear across ll. 11-15. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 20 20 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.3-7.5 cm 7.2-7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 7, 10, 11, 12; side (b), ll. 1, 10, 11, 12, 17, 18 

Quire marks: 	? or 	= on side (a), lower margin? (if so, quire number is very high: 66 or 
76) 

Corrections: $ �� corrected to �� �� with sublinear 7 on side (a), l. 17 
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Sample text, side (a):  
9 ����) ^_�)� '��M �(�) 7:�)�  

and he enlightened the faces of the created ones and gladdened them 

Sample text, side (b):  
9-8 $%	� ' .-� ��� 8+! +�/XM! $ 5�	C +�
 ��/� \?�  

And he set your enemies (as) a footstool for your feet. To you, Lord, praise is proper 

Proper names: side (b), l. 16 O	�� Jesus, l. 17 ���� David 

Sequences: SyrHT 125, side (a) precedes SyrHT 55, side (b) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Steven Ring 

 

121. SyrHT 126 [T II B 58 No. 3 = 1709] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (b), mid left margin; label on glass plate: Es gehören zusammen: 
T II B 53 No. 1 [SyrHT 100]; T II B 60 No. 5 [SyrHT 142]; T III B No. 1 [SyrHT 286 & 287]; T II B 58 No. 
2a [SyrHT 124]; T II B 58 No. 2b [SyrHT 125]; T II B 58 No. 3 [SyrHT 126]; T II B 14 No. 1 [SyrHT 55]. 
Reste eines „Hudra“ (Chorbücher) 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 53 No. 1 uff [SyrHT 100], Hudra “H” [followed by بوالييق “Bulayiq” in Arabic 

script] 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra H with rubrics for Compline and Morning Prayer on 
side (a), l. 12 and side (b), l. 19. 

Paper (17.8 x 7.7 cm): partial folio with one side margin. Most of the lower margin is 
missing and there are textual lacunae on ll. 1-21. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.9-1.0 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 21 20 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 6.9 cm (incomplete) 6.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 11, 12, 13, 18, 20; side (b), ll. 1, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 19 

Corrections: �R ����� !� crossed out on side (a), l. 16 

Sample text, side (a):  
3  V�� WC�� 8? !	� �
=�� [:�]  
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He cares for all things and brings to pass by [his] power 

Sample text, side (b):  
7 -8  � '���	
��	
��	
��	
��  W�� �'�/= �� ! $%[	�]�� $ � � A$���)$���)$���)$���) �7	�  

in the Church. Hymn (Tešboḥta). For the reason (that)…. [Pr]aise for the lover of… 
Another Versicle. 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

122. SyrHT 127 [T II B 58 No. 4 = 1710] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (b), left-hand side of lower margin 

Typescript list: unteres Stück zu T II B 13 No. 3 [SyrHT 51] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra P for either the Hallowing of the Church (Quddaš ‘Idta) or the 
Consecration of an Altar (cf. SyrHT 290), including a quotation from John 21:17, but 
matching text is not found in either the printed Hudra or the printed Taksa. 

Paper (8.0 x 8.9 cm): folio. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.2 cm? 
lower: 1.1 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.2-0.7 cm 

upper: 0.2 cm? 
lower: 0.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 10 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.0-7.4 cm 7.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4brb); some final 
characters end in a distinct elongated upward stroke 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), l. 6 

Distinguishing marks: black X on side (a), ll. 8, 10, side (b), l. 9, probably remnants of i 
(black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots); indecipherable mark on side (a) in lower 
margin 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2 '��= ���	E $7 $09�� $%�� W= \?� $� � ( � �! $7 $%	�  

(the throne of) great glory in the highest heavens. And he placed upon the altar a great 
tabernacle in the consecration of the church 

Sample text, side (b):  
1-2  $0=,) �� Y�
��$0�� ��$��	1 ��= .  
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And glorious amongst earthly and heavenly beings is the holy church 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 *	� � Simon 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

123. SyrHT 128 [T II B 58 No. 4a = 1711] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (b), mid upper margin 

Content: unidentified, possibly from a liturgical or prayer text. 

Paper (9.4 x 9.5 cm): folio with three vertical fold lines. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.6-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 0.9 cm 
right: 0.5-0.8 cm 
left: 0.7-2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.5-8.0 cm 6.5-8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b); attributive adjectives lack 
seyame 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-6  '��C� '� � ��� $@�X7 $/! ��R� *:!)� *�� �! '	�)�'�0��1 1'���� 

Make us worthy, O our Lord and our God, who (sing) pleasant hallelujahs and pure 
musical notes and holy chants 

Sample text, side (b):  
5-8  *��/9 '�%
�� ��	���!�! '��	
�� ]K� *�: = +� �M� ��	
��

���  

By your grace and mercy, let us, with them, send up praise to your glorious Trinity 
continually, Lord 

 

124. SyrHT 129 [T II B 58 No. 5 = 1712] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (b), right-hand side of upper margin 

Typescript list: Psalter “D”, gehört zu T II B 17 No. 3 uff [SyrHT 63 & 64] 
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Content: Peshitta Psalm 72:8-73:4 from Psalter D, with rubricated Psalm heading and 
rubricated canon: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 72:8-16; side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 72:17-73:4. 

Paper (15.6 x 11.2 cm): upper part of folio with side margins, one torn upper corner and 
torn lower corners. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 2.2 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 1.7 cm 
right: 0.8-0.9 cm 
left: 2.0-2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 18 17 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.9-8.2 cm 7.8-8.3 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 8-13 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 8-11 �'���M��N=� (Psalm number 
73, new marmitha) 

Distinguishing marks: red ink spot on side (b), in left margin at l. 8; line fillers at end of 
side (b), ll. 14, 15 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2-3 �]1 �� .: � �R���) $� � V�[�:��	% B
�� *�:/C� .$ �  = *�:/C *	C�  

And his name is be[fore] the sun. All nations shall be blessed and all of them shall praise 
him (Peshitta Psalm 72:17) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
1 [$=7)]� 8:�� �	K! $��= '��,:� � ���  

And from the rivers unto the ends of [the earth] (Peshitta Psalm 72:8) 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 4, 12 W��K� Israel; side (b), l. 3 ���7� Tarshish, l. 5 $ �
� 
Sheba, ll. 5, 13 $
? Saba 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 370 

 

125. SyrHT 130 [T II B 58 No. 5 II = 1713] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 58 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: (2 Stück) 

Content: Office for the Commemoration of the Dead from Hudra D (possibly from the 
same scribal hand as MIK III 45); matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. 
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Paper (17.0 x 13.0 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, consisting of two joined 
fragments and substantial textual lacunae on ll. 1-8, 21-24. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 24 23 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.5 cm 9.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 14-17, 23; side (b), ll. 2-6, 10, 13, 14, 18, 20-23 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 16-18 : [   ]�	=[   ]�; side (b), left 
margin, parallel to ll. 12-14 [����]>�[�] 

Distinguishing marks: line fillers at end of side (a), ll. 5, 6 

Sample text, side (a):  
11 	 %��)� 	�	1� '��� ! � 8E�� $��1� $/1  

the sound of the horn which commands the dead, ‘Rise and be revived’ 

Sample text, side (b):  
9 � '�	9/� *	0@ \K��� + �M :�	�)�  

and made it (our race) worthy by your grace, to take delight in the royal bridal chamber 

Proper names: side (b), ll. 8, 13 V�) Adam 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

126. SyrHT 131 [T II B 59 No. 1 = 1714] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 59 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 1 uff [SyrHT 29]; Weitere Nummern fehlen 

Content: liturgy from Hudra K for an unidentified Sunday, possibly for Epiphany (Denḥā), 
because of a reference to the star seen by the Magi on side (b), l. 7. 

Paper (14.2 x 5.2 cm): fragment with one side margin and textual lacunae on ll. 1-12. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.3 cm left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 
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Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.9 cm (incomplete) 3.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 6, 10, 11 

Sample text, side (a):  

7 [   ]:! $%	� Praise to … 

Sample text, side (b):  

7 $
C	9!� ��[   ] … and the star 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

127. SyrHT 132 [T II B 60 = 1715] 

T II (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 2-3; B 60 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 3-4 

SyrHT 132-134 glassed together 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra EE. 

Paper (3.2 x 4.5 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 4.3 (incomplete) 4.5 (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2  � $9/� �[   ] ��UE�� ��UE�� ��UE�� ��UE��[   ]WC … the king. And beating all …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ]�)� ' ��)� *��[   ] … our Lord who came and was …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 4 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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128. SyrHT 133 [T II B 60 = 1715] 

T II B 60 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 3-4 

SyrHT 132-134 glassed together 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra DD, making reference to the crown of martyrdom on 
side (a), l. 2; side (b), 4. 

Paper (3.5 x 3.4 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.2 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]� $/�/C! [   ] … the crown of … 

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ] $/�/C ��[   ] … the crown …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

129. SyrHT 134 [T II B 60 = 1715] 

No signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 132-134 glassed together 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as MIK III 45). 

Paper (2.7 x 2.6 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.1 cm (incomplete) 2.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

3  � ��[   ]$�]�C��$�]�C��$�]�C��$�]�C��   [ … The Commemoration …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   �]R	 �7� $![   ] … of his compassion … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

130. SyrHT 135 [T II B 60 = 1716] 

No signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 135-136 glassed together 

Typescript list: (2 Stück ohne No.) 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Fourth Sunday in an unclear liturgical season, 
possibly that of Moses (Muše). 

Paper (3.7 x 5.6 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 5.1 cm (incomplete) 5.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), ll. 1, 3, 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ]� � ��	
��! ':!)[   ] … God, for your grace …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ][   )]��= 	@ ���) … confer within the church …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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131. SyrHT 136 [T II B 60 = 1716] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 135-136 glassed together 

Typescript list: (2 Stück ohne No.) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J. 

Paper (4.3 x 4.7 cm): fragment with one side margin (and possibly upper margin). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.4 cm (incomplete) 2.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); final �  ends in a 
distinct elongated upward stroke 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

1  ��,�7-� ��,�7-� ��,�7-� ��,�7-�[   ] � How great …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1  � (![   ] $�	01 $�	01 $�	01 $�	01� … to me. Qanona  

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 V�) Adam 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

132. SyrHT 137 [T II B 60 No. 1 = 1717] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra V. 

Paper (8.2 x 6.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 2.5-2.6 cm left: 2.5-2.6 cm 

No. of lines: 9 8 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 
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Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), l. 2 

Corrections: '��6 corrected to '��6� on side (b), l. 6 with sublinear � and supralinear ˇ to 
indicate the insertion point 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 	�Z [   ]W= ��� Have pity, Lord, upon …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2  � R[   ] *��:
� *��:
� *��:
� *��:
�CCCCWWWW    � … Let them all be put to shame  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

133. SyrHT 138 [T II B 60 No. 2 = 1718] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

Content: unidentified, possibly belonging with SyrHT 347 and n329, in light of similar 
rulings. 

Paper (6.0 x 8.8 cm): fragment with upper margin and considerable deterioration on side 
(b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm upper: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.3 cm (incomplete) 8.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: ruling in light grey 1.7 cm apart, 
above l. 1, between ll. 2-3 and 
between ll. 4-5 

too deteriorated to detect rulings 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2    ])[= ([   ]) *�R�E�) D7	� $��� ) … may the Lord magnify their honour …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ])···(��)[)···([   ] … he persuaded …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 (0�? Sinai 
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134. SyrHT 139 [T II B 60 No. 3 = 1719] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: unidentified, possibly liturgical, with a paraphrase of the Annunciation to Mary in 
Luke 1:28, paralleled in the liturgy for the Third Sunday of the Annunciation/Advent 
(Subbārā): side (a), ll. 3-7 = Hudra I, \1, ll. 15-18. 

Paper (6.3 x 10.9 cm): fragment with one side margin and deteriorated text on side (b). 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: left: 1.8-1.9 cm right: 1.8-1.9 cm 

No. of lines: 8 6 

Line spacing: 0.7-1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 8.7 (incomplete) 8.9 (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
6-7 $
X ��X 'R '�	� �� �� [(9 = ���] '�	
�Q �B�/� (9! \/� [��) �C]  

[Saying,] ‘Peace to you, full of grace. [My Lord is with you,] daughter of mortals, for 
behold he has chosen (Luke 1:28) 

Sample text, side (b): 

3  $0� 8)·( $!� '�7	���X [   ] she conceives a wonder that is not …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 \��� Mary 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho 

 

135. SyrHT 140 [T II B 60 No. 4a = 1720] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 12-13 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N for the Commemoration of Cyriacus and Julitta (15 
Tammuz = July): side (b), ll. 3-9 = Hudra III, :�7�, ll. 7-13, 23. 

Paper (15.0 x 11.6 cm): fragment with lower margin and one cropped side margin [side (a), 
left; side (b), right]. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm lower: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 17 16 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 
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Line length: 11.2 cm (incomplete) 11.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 6, 9, 12; side (b), ll. 2, 6, 9, 10, 12 

Sample text, side (a):  
5 	E�7	E��� $�� ��1 �� �:? �	!_[   ]Z $���!	��  

… by the prayer of the holy martyrs Mar Cyriacus and Julitta 

Sample text, side (b) [illegible text reconstructed from Hudra]: 
4  ��R 	��7)�)�� !E (	E�7�Z [$���1�] $�R6 ��:?  

and they threw down Mar Cyriacus, the glorious [and holy] martyr 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 ���� David, c�-� Saul, ll. 5, 7, 8, 11-12 	E�7	E���Z  Mar 
Cyriacus, ll. 5, 8 $���!	� Julitta, l. 9 $�	� Moses; side (b), ll. 4, 8, 11, 13, 16 

	E�7	E���Z  Mar Cyriacus, ll. 8, 11, 13 $���!	� Julitta 

Sequences: SyrHT 140 appears to precede SyrHT 141 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: Hunter, ‘SyrHT 140: Commemorating Mar Cyriacus’ (2013); cited in Hunter, 
‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 83 

 

136. SyrHT 141 [T II B 60 No. 4b = 1721] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N for the Commemoration of Cyriacus and Julitta (15 
Tammuz = July): side (a), l. 1 = Hudra III, $?7�, l. 5. 

Paper (14.7 x 11.2 cm): fragment with upper margin, one cropped side margin [side (a), 
right; side (b), left] and internal textual lacunae on ll. 2-4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm upper: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 14 15 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm (incomplete) 11.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 5, 8, 11; side (b), ll. 4, 8, 9, 15 
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Sample text, side (a):  
5 -6  ��:?)	E�]7	E��� $�� ��1� $� �
X )(Z[ � $��! �	�� )···( '�	0 �: *��//C�)  

the elect and holy [martyrs] Mar Cyriacus and Julitta of… you were crowned in faith 

Sample text, side (b):  
8 � ��> $��M  W 4�! [   ])···(���:? � W1 �  

… above on high unto … Tune: The martyrs 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 3, 5 	E�7	E���Z  Mar Cyriacus, l. 6 $���!	� Julitta; side (b), ll. 
2, 9 	E�7	E���Z  Mar Cyriacus, l. 2 $���!	� Julitta 

Sequences: SyrHT 141 appears to follow SyrHT 140 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

Publication: cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 83 

 

137. SyrHT 142 [T II B 60 No. 5 = 1722] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “H”, gehört zu T II B 58 No. 2a uff [SyrHT 124] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra H for an unidentified Sunday, joins with SyrHT 148. 

Paper (16.8 x 9.2 cm): folio with half of ll. 14-18 missing, tear mid-way along ll. 1-2 and 
internal textual lacuna on l. 3. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.7-0.9 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.6-0.7 cm 

upper: 0.7-0.9 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.6-0.7 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 20 18 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.0 cm 7.0-7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr, 
4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 6, 8, 9, 17, 18; side (b), ll. 3, 4, 5, 14, 16 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-4 ����� 

Distinguishing marks: use of abbreviated words, especially in rubrics, e.g. h�� for 
'��	
�� on side (a), l. 6; V�1�	� for $���1 $�	� on side (a), l. 8; V7) for 
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+���7) on side (a), l. 18; �� for $%��� on side (b), l. 15; ��7) for +���7) on 
side (b), l. 16 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 148, side (b)]: 
18-16 ��� ���R0 �	-!� �! ��] $  [= '�$%	�$%	�$%	�$%	�  ��>]����$���) W1[  

You were the peacemaker [between us and your Father] … Šubbaḥa [You wished. 
Another Tune.] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 148, side (a)]: 
16 -14  � ]:/C � �� $��� [��)� W�� � $��� ]$�	?$�	?$�	?$�	?  � c	= [W1 ���7)��7)��7)��7)  

[Lord. Because you] Lord Christ. All of it. [Compline. Tune:] Enter. I will exalt. 

Joins: SyrHT 142, side (b), ll. 13-18 joins with SyrHT 148, side (a), ll. 1-6 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

138. SyrHT 143 [T II B 60 No. 6 = 1723] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), upper left corner 

Content: rite for renewing the Leaven (now part of the Taksa) from Hudra F; portions 
appear to be from the Commemoration of Peter and Paul, but matching text is not found in 
the printed Hudra (cf. Hudra I, Y=7�-$��): side (a) = Taksa d-quddaše, 115. 

Paper (14.1 x 7.5 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing and the other [side (a), 
left; side (b), right] visible only at ll. 1-4. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 1.6 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 1.6 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.5 cm (incomplete) 6.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6; side (b), ll. 1, 15 

Sample text, side (a):  

4  �� ������ �)� +�) +�00 ��� :=7� [   ]  the gate of your mercy, as you promised  

Sample text, side (b):  
2 [   ��]�= �C��) �0 817	U! '� �)� $%��� ��  

the Son, Christ, who came for our redemption. Remember your church 
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Proper names: side (a), l. 10 Z	!	� Paul; side (b), l. 5 Z���� Peter 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

139. SyrHT 144 [T II B 60 No. 8 = 1724] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra V, with a possible reference to Mar Cyriacus, perhaps 
from the Martyrs’ Anthems(���:?� '����	=). 

Paper (8.0 x 5.2 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 2.2 cm (incomplete) 2.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $�� on side (b) in upper right corner, followed by 
double paragraphus � (4rbr); anomalous plural marking on the name O �	�� on side (b), l. 
7 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 ���0� WC[   ] … every region  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 0� $9/�% [   ] the king …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 5 7	E���]� 	1[Z  Mar Cyriacus; side (b), l. 7 O �	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Publication: cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 83 

 

140. SyrHT 145 [T II B 60 No. 9 = 1725] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (9.8 x 4.0 cm): fragment with lower margin, consisting of a small fragment [side (a), 
ll. 5-6; side (b), l. 5] which has been conjoined to a larger fragment but requires 90° 
rotation to align the text. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.6 cm lower: 1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.9 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) 3.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black circles surrounded by faded red dots, with one elongated to a red 
stroke) and regular paragraphus next to missing quire mark 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 10 

Quire marks: stylised paragraphus to right of missing quire mark on side (b), lower 
margin, similar to quire marks on other folios from Hudra F (cf. SyrHT 81, SyrHT 85, 
SyrHT 231 and possibly SyrHT 307) 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ] ���@? $K�1� 8R[   ] … and the adorable wood (cross) …  

Sample text, side (b):  

6 [   ]=E�� [   ] '�	U0� … they uprooted paganism …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

141. SyrHT 146 [T II B 60 No. 10 = 1726] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: Mid-morning (third hour) Prayer from an office of commemoration for 
Wednesday (likely from mid-Lent, Ṣawmā Rbhā), with instructions to the priest in 
Sogdian, from bilingual service book E16, written in a hand similar to that of Psalter Q. 

Paper (7.0 x 9.7 cm): middle part of folio with side margins and internal textual lacunae on 
ll. 3-4, 6-9. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm 8.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2vb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7; side (b), ll. 5, 6, 7, 8 
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Sample text, side (a):  
5  �0��1 ��� 	9!$���) $�	�$���) $�	�$���) $�	�$���) $�	�  

to you, Lord, we call out. The latter Mawtba 

Sample text, side (b):  
5  :+���	1�����!�������!�������!�������!�� D��E�� �%��)  

before you. The third hour. O let us repent and draw near 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. ctf’r šmdy 
‘on/of Wednesday’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E16 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock, Mar Awa Royel 

 

142. SyrHT 147 [T II B 60 No. 11 = 1727] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified, probably from Hudra DD. 

Paper (4.6 x 4.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 2.2 cm left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.6-0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.1 cm (incomplete) 2.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2hb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), ll. 2, 7 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ]:0U!	� by his instruction …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 	 �%�� )[   ] … they appeared  

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 �7��-��[Z]  Theodore 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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143. SyrHT 148 [T II B 60 No. 12 = 1728] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin, left-hand side 

Content: liturgy from Hudra H for an unidentified Sunday, with a rubric for Compline on 
side (a), l. 3, joins with SyrHT 142. 

Paper (6.3 x 6.4 cm): lower corner fragment, with tear at l. 4. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 

lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.0 (incomplete) 4.0 (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 142, side (b)]: 
4-2   � [:/C � �� $���] ��)� W�� � $���$�	?$�	?$�	?$�	?  � c	= ]W1 ���7)��7)��7)��7)[  

Lord. Because you [Lord Christ. All of it.] Compline. Tune: [Enter. I will exalt.] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 142, side (a)]: 
4 -3 ]$0��� ���R [ �	-!� �! ��)·(]'�= $%	�$%	�$%	�$%	� ��> [����$���) � W1  

[You were the peacemaker] between us and your Father [… Šubbaḥa] You wished. 
Another Tune. 

Joins: SyrHT 148, side (a), ll. 1-6 joins with SyrHT 142, side (b), ll. 13-18 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

144. SyrHT 149 [T II B 64 No. 1 = 1729] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 64 (black pen) on side (b), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra L for Pentecost Sunday or one of the Sundays of the Apostles 
(Šliḥe) following it: side (a), ll. 4-7 = Hudra III, �91, ll. 16-18; side (b), ll. 1-5 = Hudra III, 
�91, ll. 23-25 (= Hudra III, 	C7, ll. 1-3, 7-10 = Hudra III, h�7, ll. 21-23, N�7, ll. 2-4; 
parts of the same text are found on MIK III 45, fragment 1, side (a), ll. 3-7). 

Paper (10.0 x 9.8 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.9-1.1 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 

upper: 0.9-1.1 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
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left: 0.5 cm? left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 8 10 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.2 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.2-8.5 cm 8.2-8.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb), including 
occasional stylised paragraphi (two black points between elongated upper and lower red 
strokes); final letters on ll. 1-3 elongated to justify the margin 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 3; side (b), ll. 5, 6, 9 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]:  
7 -6  ��� �K=7� ��R 8	Q� :0� $ �
X�/ 9� *	�) $B/�� �M��C [)] B  [�]  

and he chose from our race twelve diligent labourers and filled them (with) wisdom 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Hudra]:  
1-2 �)�� ] �?  �) �� �-C 	�?)�)� *�	� �[ �1$/��  8R	�
��  

and our debt(s) were absolved and our pains were healed. O slain ones, who confined 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

145. SyrHT 150 [T II B 64 No. 2 = 1730] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 64 (black pen) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 150-151 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for the First Sunday of the Hallowing of the Church 
(Quddaš ‘Idta): side (a), ll. 1-5 = Hudra III, K1�; , ll. 13-16; side (a), ll. 6-14 = Hudra III, 
;K1�, ll. 17-24 (= 	�1�, ll. 1-7); side (b), ll. 1-9 = Hudra III, 	K1�, ll. 11-17; side (b), ll. 
15-16 = Hudra III, 	�1�, ll. 7-8. 

Paper (14.2 x 10.2 cm): folio with one lower corner missing. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.3 cm 7.3 cm 

Rulings: faint red ruling on right side of faint red ruling on right and left 
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writing area sides of writing area 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; diacritic marks in red on side (b), ll. 2, 3, 5; black and 
red punctuation (2hr, 2vr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5; side (b), ll. 9, 14 

Marginalia: side (a), lower margin �M�	0,; side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 11-12 
+//%
! 

Corrections: ���=� corrected to *��=� on side (a), l. 1 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) on side 
(b) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
1  �1��� $7�  ���=� 8:�?)�� [77]  

our great Saviour. Confirm the foundations of your church 

Sample text, side (b):  
1  8:! [D]:�� $%
�� $��� �% )� (: ��  

The glorious bridegroom who gave to her in his mercy 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 �� [O�]  Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

146. SyrHT 151 [T II B 66 = 1730] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left-hand lower margin 

SyrHT 150-151 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (7.6 x 8.0 cm): lower corner fragment; water damage has obliterated half of the text 
on both sides. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 

lower: 2.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 11 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: possibly side (a), l. 8; side (b), l. 5 
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Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ]$� �	1;! �	�� who showed to the crucifiers …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4    ][�$�C6 �9/� $%�� … Christ our conquering king  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

147. SyrHT 152 [T II B 64 No. 3 = 1731] 

T II B 64 (pencil) on side (b), in centre 

Typescript list: nebst 6 Fragmenten in Umschlag 

Content: Prayer-amulet E, consisting of two vertically aligned words, flanking a drawing 
of a cross. 

Paper (4.5 x 3.9 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is blank, but ink from side (a) has bled 
through. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 — 

Line spacing: — — 

Line length: — — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Illustrations: East Syriac cross (3.6 x 1.9 cm) in centre of side (a); each arm 
divides in half, culminating in ends tipped with circles or ‘pearls’; the lower 
arm culminates in a triangular shape; unattached circles have been drawn in 
the four quadrants between the arms. 

 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 !-���  For your maidservant  

2 [)][(y) )]�E�?  healing  

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-Amulets’ (2014) 
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148. SyrHT 153 [T II B 64 No. 4 = 1732] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 64 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; old label on glass plate: Psalm mit (türk?) 
Zwischenübersetzung; new label on glass plate: T II (violet ink stamp) B 64 (black ink pen) Publ. Festsch. 
Menasce (ballpoint pen) 

Typescript list: (ohne No.) Psalm mit (Türk.?) Zwischenübersetzung 

Hand-written list: Psalterfragm., Biling, syr., sog! 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 146:8-147 heading; 147:3-7 (147:8-11, 14-18) from bilingual 
Syriac-New Persian Psalter (Psalter B), with rubricated Psalm number and rubricated 
Psalm heading, joins with MIK III 112: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 146:8-147 heading 
(147:8-11); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 147:3-7 (147:14-18). 

Paper (13.7 x 17.0 cm): lower part of folio with side margins; one lower corner is missing 
and part of an adjacent folio is conjoined to the upper part, making a total width of 14.7 
cm. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 
adjacent right: 1.9 cm 

lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 2.5 cm  
adjacent left: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.0-10.3 cm 9.9-10.3 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Corrections: uncorrected error '�!	C-� on side (b), l. 6, copied from l. 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [Persian text] .$=7) W= R�/� 7��� �[Persian text]  

He sends his word upon the earth. (Peshitta Psalm 147:4 = 147:15) 

Sample text, side (b):  

3-4  .�,	Q[Persian text] �!	C-� ����
! D: 8� �.'  

the mountains … He gives food to the cattle (Peshitta Psalm 146:8-9 = 147:8-9) 

Joins: SyrHT 153, side (a), ll. 1-2 joins with MIK III 112, side (a), right folio, ll. 9-10, 
located above it [a small portion of MIK III 112, side (a), left & side (b), right is also 
visible on SyrHT 153, side (a) and (b), respectively] 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-New Persian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E7/1b+2b 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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Publication: Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen’ (1974); Sims-Williams, ‘Early New 
Persian’ (2011); cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 25; cited in 
Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 364 

 

149. SyrHT 154 [T II B 65 b = 1733] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 65 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: unidentified, Syriac on one side and Uighur script on the other. 

Paper (12.3 x 13.1 cm): lower corner fragment that appears to have been strengthened by 
gluing it to another blank piece of paper to form a larger piece. Side (b) has six lines of 
Uighur script, written on the blank paper which was glued to the underlying Syriac text, 
thus obliterating all but five partial lines of Syriac (each with only 1 or 2 characters visible) 
at the left edge of the fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: lower: 2.0 cm 
left: 0.3-0.7 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.5 cm (incomplete) 1.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 	���) )[�]7	��� �[   ] … the wonder. They brought  

Multilingual information: Uighur script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

 

150. SyrHT 155 [T II B 66 No. 1 = 1734] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: Taksa 

Typescript list [separate entry]: 2 Stück 

Content: fragment from Hudra J mentioning the Roman soldier martyrs Sergius and 
Bacchus, which may be from a Commemoration for Sergius and Bacchus in use at the time 
(cf. MIK III 45, fol. 13r & 13v). Alternatively, it may be from the concluding antiphonal 
collects ($�7�	�=� $/ �1) from the Office for the Virgin Mary, but matching text is not 
found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (14.9 x 6.9 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing and tear from lower 
margin to l. 14. 
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 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 0.6-1.0 cm 
right: 0.9-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 0.6-1.0 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 19 20 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) 5.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 10, 14; side (b), ll. 4, 17, 20 (?) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1  � +� ��	@K! 7�= $��� ���������[   ]  Lord, help your worshippers. Come …  

Sample text, side (b):  
4-5 [   ]�R��R��R��R��  ���� [�X�? [���   ] $��R� �Z	9  

his … In Rome … [Mar] Sergius and Mar Bacchus 

Proper names: side (b), l. 4 $��R7 Rome, l. 5 [�X�? Sergius, l. 5 Z	9 Bacchus, l. 15 
\��� Mary 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

151. SyrHT 156 [T II B 66 No. 2 = 1735] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 Nr. 2 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; T II B 66 Nr. 2 (pencil) on side (b), upper 
left corner; label on glass plate: hierher gehört B 66: N 64 [lost, according to Typescript list] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra O, probably the Office for the Ninth Hour of Good Friday, 
mentioning the sun, moon and air. Matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. The 
fragment joins with SyrHT 215. 

Paper (17.2 x 7.9 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing; the lower corner is 
obliquely torn and there are several letters by a secondary hand on side (b), lower margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.9 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.9 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.2 cm 1.1-1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.3 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 12; side (b), l. 1 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 ����������� ; side (b), lower margin  ]
  ��[�  (broad brush strokes in Syriac script, but language indeterminate) 

Quire marks: �	�� on side (a), lower margin 

Corrections: ��� �� !� corrected to ��� �� !��� on side (a), l. 9 with sublinear �� 

Distinguishing marks: several letters in broad brush strokes on bottom of side (b) in Syriac 
script, but language indeterminate 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 215, side (a)]: 
11-12  $%	� .'��	
��!  � ����- .  $ /�! [ �(�)� *�� +� �,   ]	01	01	01	01 1    ]

)•  � $)+! ���)+! ���)+! ���)+! ���)[  

hymn (tešboḥta). Praise to [… your mercy, our Lord, who has saved] the world by your 
advent. Qanona [… Father. I will give thanks to you] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 215, side (b)]: 
10-11 ]� 4%!��)�4%!��)�4%!��)�4%!��)     56� 56� 56� 56�  ���7[ % 8�� �9/ 8� $%���] $� ���:� �� � ��; <� �)��  $� � .��[

��=> ' �;��  

[(The earth) was troubled and shaken after] you were mocked by the Jews, [Christ, our 
King and] our [Vivifier]. The sun which saw your shame 

Proper names: side (b), l. 10 $� ���:� Jews 

Joins: SyrHT 156, side (b), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 215, side (b), ll. 1-4 (a narrow strip is 
missing between the two half folios for the remainder of ll. 5-12) 

Multilingual information: broad brush strokes in undetermined language written in Syriac 
script on side (b), lower margin 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

152. SyrHT 157 [T II B 66 No. 3 = 1736] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 92:8-13 (92:7-12); 93:1-5 from Psalter D, with rubricated Psalm 
number and rubricated Psalm heading: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 92:8-13 (92:7-12); side (b) 
= Peshitta Psalm 93:1-5. 

Paper (8.1 x 8.5 cm): upper corner fragment, with a diagonal tear across l. 1. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm upper: 0.9 cm 
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right: 0.8-0.9 cm left: 0.8-0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 9 (or 10?) 10 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.3 cm (incomplete) 7.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink, fading to brown (due to damage) on one side; East Syriac Estrangela; black and 
red punctuation (1b, 3rbr); upper stroke of c culminates in right-hand hook 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 9, 10 

Corrections: ˇ and ˆ above and below side (a), l. 4 indicate missing line from biblical text 
*��-� +�
�/� � 'R� W��, no longer extant, but presumably written in missing left 
margin; �@?, corrected to [��]� ��:?� on side (b), l. 7 

Distinguishing marks: double seyame in $ ���M� on side (b), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
2 \/�! *��-�� .$! �	= � ��
= /=  [��)� ��]  

the perpetrators of iniquity, that they shall perish for ever and ever. [And you] (Peshitta 
Psalm 92:8-9 = 92:7-8) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
2 +?,	C ��R �1�� .O�6� $!� W�[�!]  

the world, that it might not shake. Your throne is set up (Peshitta Psalm 93:1-2) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

153. SyrHT 158 [T II B 66 No. 4 = 1737] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin, right-hand corner 

Content: unidentified daily office with reference to the Martyrs’ Anthems ( '����	=
� ��:?�) and with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, from bilingual service book E15. 

Paper (9.0 x 5.8 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: lower: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.3-0.5 cm 

lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 12 11 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 3.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); distinctive triangular 
head on final * 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 9, 10; side (b), ll. 3, 6 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 '����1 [   ] … holy (f.s.)  

Sample text, side (b):  

7 $���%! *-�[   ] He has pity towards sinners …  

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. prcy, 
‘afterwards’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E15 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 27 

 

154. SyrHT 159 [T II B 66 No. 5 = 1738] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), centre margin 

Content: Hymns (  �
��'�% ) for Compline from Hudra B, with rubrics for Compline on 
side (a), right folio, l. 9 and side (b), right folio, l. 11, along with a heading for Compline 
on Mondays on side (b), left folio, l. 6; side (a), left folio, ll. 1-11 = Hymn for ordinary 
weeks in Lent by Shimun bar Saba‘e, Chicago Qdam, 197, ll. 6-15. 

Paper (left folio = 10.8 x 8.7 cm; right folio = 10.8 x 8.7 cm): bifolium, consisting of the 
upper parts of two conjoined folios, with stitching holes visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.8 cm (incomplete) 7.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 
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Line length: 8.1 cm (incomplete) 7.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), right folio, l. 9; side (b), left folio, l. 5; side (b), right folio, l. 11 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate abbreviations –  s	� for $%	� 
on side a, left folio, l. 4 and side b, left folio, l. 3;  sD	? sD	? sD	? sD	? for $�	?$�	?$�	?$�	? on side b, right folio, l. 
11; line filler at end of side (a), right folio, l. 11 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  
2-3 	01 $/X� $�KC $0�C +! $%	� �� *�	���- [   )]  

Praise to you, the hidden nature that revealed the hypostases … in our human nature 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

2 [   ]. +	� o�U�� +! $%	� … praise to you, that your love is overflowing  

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  
1 �)� *� �	
/ �7R	� Y���� B1)·([   ]  

your light has dawned in our hearts. And establish … 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  
1 $� �� � �� *	R7�� $!� .+! ����[   ]  

… ministering (?) to you. And let them not be alarmed by the evil one 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock, James F. Coakley 

 

155. SyrHT 160 [T II B 66 No. 6 = 1739] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for one of the Lord’s Festivals or Memorials of the Saints, 
evidenced by the double Mawtba (V�1�	�) mentioned on side (a), l. 4, with a reference 
to a parable on side (b), l. 4. 

Paper (6.2 x 5.9 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.7-0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 8 7 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.7 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ] �0��E� we draw near …  

Sample text, side (b):  

5    ][	%���-! V  … to Jericho  

Proper names: side (b), l. 5 ܐ����� Jericho 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

156. SyrHT 161 [T II B 66 No. 7 = 1740] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) twice on side (a), middle and left side 

Hand-written list: wgywrgyo! BogaTutuq? 

Content: listing of names, featuring the heading $�! �	9?) scholars and one Uighur name. 

Paper (12.2 x 12.5 cm): fragment with one side 
margin, possibly a fly-leaf. Two blocks of Syriac text, 
(each 2 lines) are written on the upper and lower 
edges. The two blocks of text are separated by a 
margin 7.7 cm wide, in which various jottings are 
written randomly in different hands. Four incomplete 
lines of Syriac script (including 1 rubric line) are 
written in broad brush strokes on the right-hand edge 
of side (a) (M1-M4). One line of Syriac script 8.0 cm 
long is written diagonally across the middle of the 
page (M5); side (b) is blank (mounted on pasteboard). 

 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: right: 0.9-1.2 cm — 

No. of lines: 5 original + 5 in later hands — 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm (original text) — 

Line length: 7.2 cm (upper text, incomplete) 
4.5 cm (lower text, incomplete) 

— 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4rbr), with names 
separated by large red dots 
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Rubrics: marginal note M4? 

Marginalia: five lines written over the underlying text in various hands, with several 
different pen thicknesses: (M1)  ]   �����[ ; (M2) )[   ] (probably from same hand as 
M1); (M3) D          ) (possibly headings for two columns, written in a smaller hand); 
(M4) ]            �7[�7[�7[�7[  (in rubric); (M5) $� �) $�0!)�, ‘of Alniya, the deacon (misspelled?)’ 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2 ]? �[)�	�(O• W�-����• ]�� O	���
=� [   ]�0��[• [�X7	�X�• K�)�% ][   �  

3-4  $@�	� p/�� � $�! �	9?)����� [   ]  

[Sa]brisho and Daniel and John … And ‘Abdisho and George and Isaa[c]... 

Scholars. And instead of Bögä Totoq … 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 ]? �[)	��(O  Sabrisho, l. 1 W�-��� Daniel, l. 1 ]� �0��[  John, l. 
2 O	���
= ‘Abdisho, l. 2 [�X7	�X George, l. 2 K�)% ][�  Isaac, l. 4  $@�	������  
Bögä Totoq 

Multilingual information: Uighur name in Syriac script on side (a) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Names 

Publication: Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 28-29 [side (a) only] 

 

157. SyrHT 162 [T II B 66 No. 9 = 1741] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

SyrHT 162-163 glassed together 

Content: Office for St. John the Baptist, from the same manuscript as SyrHT 165 (probably 
Hudra D). 

Paper (5.7 x 7.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.9-1.0 cm right: 0.9-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 10 11 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 10; side (b), l. 3 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 6 
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Sample text, side (a):  

8 � [   ]��R7�� '��,� �,	Q  … and the mountains and the hills are troubled  

Sample text, side (b):  

7 [   ]W= � B:? �0�	� : �	X his body. John testified concerning …  

Proper names side (b), l. 7 �0�	� John 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: James F. Coakley 

 

158. SyrHT 163 [T II B 66 No. 9 = 1741] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 162-163 glassed together 

Content: unidentified liturgical text from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as 
MIK III 45), mentioning the vigil priests, who intoned the nocturnes. 

Paper (8.5 x 6.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 1.9 cm left: 1.9 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5; side (b), ll. 1, 3, 5, 9, 10 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-8 ��7:�� $/ �1�$�	01[   ])···([   ]  

Sample text, side (a):  

6 [   ] '� �1 �����)� who promised the resurrection …  

Sample text, side (b):  

8 �[   ] 	0 B�=� ( �	�        My sins that increase in number  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

159. SyrHT 164 [T II B 66 No. 10 = 1742] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), upper left corner 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 1 uff [SyrHT 29] 
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Content: Peshitta Psalm 18:51-19:2; 19:4-7 (18:50-19:1; 19:3-6) from Psalter J with 
rubricated Psalm number, prayer before new marmitha and rubricated canon: side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 18:51-19:2 (18:50-19:1); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 19:4-7 (19:3-6). 

Paper (9.5 x 8.5 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.4 cm 
left: 1.8-1.9 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.6 cm (incomplete) 6.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 7, 9 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 $��= :=7;!� � ��[��!] �[ \/�!]  

[to Dav]id and to his offspring until [forever] (Peshitta Psalm 18:51 = 18:50) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 � � �E� $� � W �=�� [� *�: :0C]  

and for the sun he has pitched [his] tent [in them] (Peshitta Psalm 19:5 = 19:4) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 � ��[��] David 

Sequences: SyrHT 164 follows SyrHT 113 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

160. SyrHT 165 [T II B 66 No. 11 = 1743] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower left corner 

Content: Night Office for Good Friday (celebrated on Maundy Thursday evening), 
including a hymn sung during the washing of the feet which equates the apostles and the 
months of the calendar year on side (a) and Office for St. John the Baptist referring to his 
beheading by Herod on side (b), from the same manuscript as SyrHT 162 (probably Hudra 
D): side (a), ll. 3-16 = Hudra II, 6>�, l. 18 - ^>�, l. 9 (with some variations); side (b), ll. 6-
8 = Hudra I, N?7�, ll. 3-5. 

Paper (12.1 x 9.7 cm): fragment with lower margin, one cropped side margin [side (a), left; 
side (b), right] and internal textual lacunae on ll. 8, 9, 10, 19. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.2 cm lower: 1.8 cm 
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No. of lines: 20 18 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.5-0.6 cm 

Line length: 9.2 cm (incomplete) 9.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 17; side (b), ll. 3, 5, 8, 11, 15 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
10-14 $ !�  �] �K�� �) ���:� 7�)� �)7��) ��) *�[Z 	U�/�� *M�;�Z  6	�� �)

 ( !�� � D[)] ���$ !� ��] ���� �) $��)� c	/�)�  ��6 (0 � *�:�,� �7[
$ !�  �] D	E�� *	0C� *	0C�  $�0�0C *	� �� (U![$ !� $��� ���:� P
�  

Perhaps Adar (March) = Judas (son of James) or Nisan (April) = [Sim]on (Peter) (or) 
Iyyar (May) = Andrew (or) Haziran (June) = Philip or Tammuz (July) = Matthew (or) 
[A]b (August) = Bartholomew? Perhaps Elul (September) = Thomas or (Former) Teshri 
and (Latter) [Tesh]ri (October and November), both of them = the sons of Zebedee (John 
and James)? Perhaps (Former) Kanun and (Latter) Kanun (December and January) = 
James, [son of A]lphaeus and Simon the Zealot/Canaanite? Perhaps Shebat (February) = 
Judas (Iscariot), the month (of sorrows) 

Sample text, side (b):  
11  :K9�����  '���%! $���) *		%� $!��C ��R�C ��R�C ��R�C ��R  

let us go forward in his order, lest men be defeated unto sin. When he 

Proper names: side (a), l. 10 ���:� Judas, l. 11  �]� *�[  Simon, l. 11 �)7��)Z  Andrew, 
l. 11 	U�/��Z  Philip, l. 11 ��� Matthew, l. 12 !�� �(  Bartholomew, l. 12 $��)� 
Thomas, l. 13 ��6 Zebedee, ll. 13-14  �] D	E��� (U![  Jacob (James), son of Alphaeus, l. 
14 $�0�0C *	� � Simon the Zealot/Canaanite, l. 14 ���:� Judas; side (b), ll. 4, 12, 15 
�0�	� John, ll. 6, 13 ��7RZ  Herod 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Tala Jarjour, Mar Awa Royel 

 

161. SyrHT 166 [T II B 66 No. 13 = 1744] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), middle 

Content: unidentified liturgical fragment for a penitential period, from the same scribal 
hand and perhaps the same folio as SyrHT 223. Matching text is not found in the printed 
Hudra, either for the Rogation of the Virgins (Bā‘uthā da-Bhtulāthā) or the Rogation of the 
Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-Ninwāye). 
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Paper (7.5 x 13.4 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is blank except for two lines 
partly visible at the upper edge. During the glassing of the fragment, another two lines 
from side (a) have been folded over onto side (b), left side. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 2.0 cm — 

No. of lines: 8 2 + 2 partial lines folded over 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 1.1 cm? 

Line length: 11.5 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 -5 +���-� )sic(  + !>� *�/
X '����1)sic(  $� B
� � �� �! D6	�� (��: � �
$/���  

that by your holy hand you formed us in your image. You have named me and redeemed us 
from the fearsome rod 

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ]�! +�/�� �R��[   ] … his … And he counselled us  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra? 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

162. SyrHT 167 [T II B 66 No. 14a = 1745] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (faint pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: chant used in consecrating the bread and wine from Hudra J, with reference to the 
coal touching Isaiah’s lips during his vision of the seraphim in the temple (Isaiah 6:4) on 
side (b), l. 6. 

Paper (8.3 x 10.5 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 3.5 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

lower: 3.3 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 7 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.7-0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm (incomplete) 7.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of black and red punctuation (4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 5 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 �1�	�[   ]; side (b), right margin, 
parallel to ll. 1-2 �)[   ], ll. 4-7 �'6,) 

Sample text, side (a):  
6 [   ]$�? 8	� c��� �0�	� ��� :0�>  

[to be baptized according to] his will by John, that he might give pardon 

Sample text, side (b):  

4  $0���) ���� 8) �C[   )]�
! whilst saying, ‘Hosanna to the Son …’  

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 �0�	� John; side (b), l. 2 [O]	�� Jesus, l. 6 $���) Isaiah 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

163. SyrHT 168 [T II B 66 No. 14b = 1746] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), upper left margin 

Content: unidentified, joins with SyrHT 328 and possible dislocated joins with SyrHT 240 
and SyrHT 339. 

Paper (9.8 x 7.5 cm): lower corner fragment, with advanced textual deterioration on side 
(a). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.7 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

lower: 2.2. cm 
right: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 1.2-1.5 cm 1.0-1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) 5.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a) [adjacent text from SyrHT 328, side (b) illegible]:  

4 [   ])···(!� �@K !� Z�  )·(  … and to worship and to …  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 328, side (a)]:  
2-3 1� $7�  ��� '��]D   [   �@��] $017	U!� [  
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the great … of the re[surrection that is from …] and for the redemption [of the body …] 

Proper names: side (b), l. 6 $%� =	�� Jesus Christ (sic) 

Joins: SyrHT 168, side (a), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 328, side (a), ll. 3-5 

 

164. SyrHT 169 [T II B 66 No. 15 = 1747] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 169-171 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J with rubrics for Night Prayer and Morning Prayer on 
side (b), l. 8 and side (a), l. 5. 

Paper (6.8 x 9.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.8 cm left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.7-0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm (incomplete) 7.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5, 7; side (b), ll. 3, 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 	� $� ��Z  � $00� (/= ���> ���> ���> ���>[   ] � life. Pity me, O Merciful One. Morning …  

Sample text, side (b):  
4 -5 0�6	� �](  ��[( = D B�E�� R�	/� ��� $��  

… Deliver me [from] the evil one and his powers that wage war against me 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

165. SyrHT 170 [T II B 66 No. 15 = 1747] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 169-171 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J with a reference to the gospel reading on side (a), in 
the margin. 

Paper (6.0 x 7.0 cm): fragment with one side margin and advanced textual deterioration on 
side (b). 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 2.4 cm left: 2.4 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.3 cm (incomplete) 4.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); stylised paragraphi 
(two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end of 
marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 4; side (b), l. 2 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-6 �*	�/@��)�; side (b), left margin, 
parallel to ll. 2-6 )···(: ? , ll. 3-5, underneath previous marginalia )···(�$���1  

Sample text, side (a):  

2  $�� O76� )··([   ] which the evil one sowed in …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ])··( $� $� $� $�� $�%! �,	� � … Versicles for the Passion.  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

166. SyrHT 171 [T II B 66 No. 15 = 1747] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 169-171 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J. 

Paper (7.5 x 7.0 cm): lower corner fragment, with corner torn off. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 

lower: 2.2 cm 
left: 1.9 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.5 cm (incomplete) 4.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4; side (b), ll. 4, 6 
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Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 1-4 ?) �$C-� �%![   ]� [   ] , ll. 1-4   ]
 �:C� *�:![� [   ] ; side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 4-5 [   ]	% 

Sample text, side (a):  

4  �� �E��6 �� �E��6 �� �E��6 �� �E��6[   ]��-�-C � You are righteous, Lord. Justly …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3    ]� *�Q[ )sic( $�� � �� … keep us from the evil one  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

167. SyrHT 172 [T II B 20 = 1748] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 (black pen) on side (a), upper margin; label on glass plate: T II B 66 No. 16 
[SyrHT 172-175] zu 48, 1ab [SyrHT 92 & 93] 

SyrHT 172-175 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört mit No. 19a u No. 19b [SyrHT 176 & 177] zu T II B 48 No. 1a u b [SyrHT 90 & 91, 
92 & 93], Hudra “J” u zu T II B 1 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 85:6-9 (85:5-8); 86:1-3 from Psalter F, with rubricated canon, 
joins with SyrHT 175 and a dislocated join with n418: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 85:6-9 
(85:5-8); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 86:1-3. 

Paper (5.8 x 10.7 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.8 cm (incomplete) 9.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: margin ruled in grey — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1, 2 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 175, side (a)]: 
4 ) ��
�! ������ )[:!) ��]K + �]::::[  

Save your servant – [you, O God] –who trusts [in you.] (Peshitta Psalm 86:2) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 175, side (b)]: 

4 ��]�	* )sic( [ $���]�/R +017	�� [��	
�Q::::  

[and show us your loving-kindness,] Lord and grant us your salvation (Peshitta Psalm 85:8 
= 85:7) 
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Joins: SyrHT 172, side (b), ll. 4-5 joins with SyrHT 175, side (b), ll. 1-2 and a dislocated 
join with n418, side (a), located further down on the same folio 

Sequences: the folio consisting of SyrHT 172, SyrHT 175 and n418 follows SyrHT 92, 
side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

168. SyrHT 173 [T II B 20 = 1748] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 (black pen) on side (a), right margin; label on glass plate: T II B 66 No. 16 
[SyrHT 172-175] zu 48, 1ab [SyrHT 92 & 93] 

SyrHT 172-175 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört mit No. 19a u No. 19b [SyrHT 176 & 177] zu T II B 48 No. 1a u b [SyrHT 90 & 91, 
92 & 93], Hudra “J” u zu T II B 1 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 90:2-5, 9-14 from Psalter F, joins with SyrHT 176 and SyrHT 177: 
side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 90:2-5; side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 90:9-14. 

Paper (10.5 x 10.8 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.6 cm 

upper: 1.7 cm 
left: 1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm (incomplete) 7.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: margin ruled in grey — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 176, side (b) and SyrHT 177, 
side (b)]: 

8-9 '� 9��] $
/! c	���::::���-! $��= $��� ��]�) [::::[  

that we may enter into a heart [of wisdom.] Return, [O Lord; how long (will it 
be)?](Peshitta Psalm 90:12-13) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 176, side (a) and SyrHT 177, 
side (a)]: 

8-9 �)� $�	� +�)]� /!� '���� +�)�] :�
=� (![� )[::::  

[like yesterday,] that has passed, [and like a watch of the ni]ght. (Peshitta Psalm 90:4) 

Joins: SyrHT 173, side (b), ll. 1-7 joins with SyrHT 176, side (a), ll. 1-7; SyrHT 173, side 
(b), ll. 8-11 joins with SyrHT 177, side (a), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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169. SyrHT 174 [T II B 66 No. 16 = 1748] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin; label on glass plate: T II B 66 No. 16 [SyrHT 
172-175] zu 48, 1ab [SyrHT 92 & 93] 

SyrHT 172-175 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört mit No. 19a u No. 19b [SyrHT 176 & 177] zu T II B 48 No. 1a u b [SyrHT 90 & 91, 
92 & 93], Hudra “J” u zu T II B 1 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 73:25-27; 74:4-7 from Psalter F: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 73:25-
27; side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 74:4-7. 

Paper (6.5 x 6.7 cm): fragment with lower margin and vestige of side margin on side (a), l. 
5. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 

lower: 2.6 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.1 cm (incomplete) 5.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
3  $K�1� $ �
= +�)0 [:$=,� 	%!> $X,]  

like forests of wood; with [axes they have hewn down doors] (Peshitta Psalm 74:4-5) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 � (
! � X�] [)�?((
!� :0�	= �):(  

[and my heart and] my flesh [have failed]. The strength of my heart (Peshitta Psalm 73:26) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

170. SyrHT 175 [T II B 20 = 1748] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 (pencil) on side (b), right margin; label on glass plate: T II B 66 No. 16 [SyrHT 
172-175] zu 48, 1ab [SyrHT 92 & 93] 

SyrHT 172-175 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört mit No. 19a u No. 19b [SyrHT 176 & 177] zu T II B 48 No. 1a u b [SyrHT 90 & 91, 
92 & 93], Hudra “J” u zu T II B 1 
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Content: Peshitta Psalm 85:8-11 (85:7-10); 86:2-5 from Psalter F, joins with SyrHT 172 
and a dislocated join with n418: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 85:8-11 (85:7-10); side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 86:2-5. 

Paper (5.0 x 6.2 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 0.6 cm right: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.4 cm (incomplete) 5.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 172, side (a)]: 
1 �� )]:!) ��[) ��
�! ����]K + �[::::  

[Save your servant] – you, O God – [who trusts] in you. (Peshitta Psalm 86:2) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 172, side (b)]: 

1 ���	* )sic( ]$���[ /R +017	��] ��	
�Q�::::[  

and show us your loving-kindness, [Lord and grant us your salvation] (Peshitta Psalm 85:8 
= 85:7) 

Joins: SyrHT 175, side (b), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 172, side (b), ll. 4-5 and a dislocated 
join with n418, side (a), located further down on the same folio 

Sequences: the folio consisting of SyrHT 172, SyrHT 175 and n418 follows SyrHT 92, 
side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

171. SyrHT 176 [T II B 66 No. 19a = 1751] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin; new label on glass plate: gehört zu B 66 No 16 
[SyrHT 172-175] 

Typescript list: gehört zu No. 16 [SyrHT 172-175]; u. bildet des linke Seitenstück zu B 48, 1a u b [SyrHT 90 
& 91, 92 & 93] wo das Stück eine Lücke ausfüllt 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 90:2-7, 9-16 from Psalter F, joins with SyrHT 173 and SyrHT 177: 
side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 90:2-7; side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 90:9-16. 

Paper (12.3 x 4.4 cm): fragment with one side margin and the remnant of an adjacent folio 
at ll. 1-8 (centre-fold visible at ll. 1-8, 11-14); textual lacunae on ll. 9-10. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 0.7 cm left: 0.7 cm 
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No. of lines: 14 15 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 173, side (b) and SyrHT 177, 
side (a)]:  

8-9 	� +�)� � +�)[� :�
=� (/��)� )]� $�/!� '�7]::::[  

like [yester]day, [that has passed, and] like a wa[tch of the night.] (Peshitta Psalm 90:4) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 173, side (a) and SyrHT 177, 
side (b)]: 

8-9 9�� $
/! c	���]  '�[:::: ��[$! $��= $��� ���)]]�::::[  

[that we may enter into a heart of wis]dom. [Return, O Lord; how] long (will it be)? 
(Peshitta Psalm 90:12-13) 

Joins: SyrHT 176, side (a), ll. 1-7 joins with SyrHT 173, side (b), ll. 1-7; SyrHT 176, side 
(b), ll. 8-12 joins with SyrHT 177, side (a), ll. 1-5 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

172. SyrHT 177 [T II B 66 No. 19b = 1752] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: gehört zu No. 16 [SyrHT 172-175]; u. bildet des linke Seitenstück zu B 48, 1a u b [SyrHT 90 
& 91, 92 & 93] wo das Stück eine Lücke ausfüllt 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 90:4-7, 12-16 from Psalter F, joins with SyrHT 173 and SyrHT 
176: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 90:4-7; side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 90:12-16. 

Paper (6.7 x 8.4 cm): fragment with one side margin at ll. 6-9. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm (incomplete) 6.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 173, side (b) and SyrHT 176, 
side (a)]:  

1-2 	� +�)]� �)� )[�/ ]� +�)� :�
=� �� /!� '�7[� ])::::[  

[like] yester[day, that has passed, and like a wa]tch of the nigh[t.] (Peshitta Psalm 90:4) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 173, side (a) and SyrHT 176, 
side (b)]: 

2-3 /! c	���]
 9�� )[  '�]:::: ���]$! $��= $��� ��[�)::::[  

[that we may enter into a heart] of wis[dom. Return], O Lord; how [long (will it be)?] 
(Peshitta Psalm 90:12-13) 

Joins: SyrHT 177, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 173, side (b), ll. 8-11; SyrHT 177, side 
(a), ll. 1-5 joins with SyrHT 176, side (b), ll. 8-12 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

173. SyrHT 178 [T II B 66 No. 22 = 1753] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: Office for the Solitaries from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as 
MIK III 45), with a reference to Friday at the end of the Fast of the Apostles (Ṣawmā d-
Šliḥe); matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (9.5 x 13.5 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.6 cm 

right: 1.8 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 

Line spacing: 0.5-0.6 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 9.5-10.0 cm 9.5-10.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 6, 7, 8; side (b), ll. 1, 6, 11 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-11 �\�1�[  ]���$901��, l. 15: [   ] � 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 9 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4  Z	��E�� [��	��)� Z	!	� $��� �%� '�: �) $=7) W= 	�� $ @��� $!� $���  

the solitary fathers lived lives that are not occupied upon earth: Paul, Anthony and 
Macarius 
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Sample text, side (b):  

3  8�R *�R�	0 �:! )sic(  8:���)� �7��� ��	 =� '�?)��  

their faith, which is the foundation and pillar of truth 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 Z	!	� Paul, l. 4 [��	��) Anthony, l. 4 Z	��E� Macarius, l. 
4 [�0?7) Arsenius, l. 4 [��X�) Evagrius, l. 5 ��X�) Awgen, l. 5 $���) Isaiah, l. 5 
Z	1�� Mark, l. 5 [��	�) Amun, l. 5 [��	9� Pachomius 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

174. SyrHT 179 [T II B 66 No. 23 = 1754] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Typescript list: Hudra “J”, gehört zu T II B 1 uff [SyrHT 29] 

Content: liturgy from Hudra K for a Night Office, with reference to ‘the precious blood’ on 
side (a), l. 5 and to John (the Baptist?) on side (b), l. 4. 

Paper (8.3 x 4.6 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.4 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 

upper: 0.4 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.3 cm (incomplete) 3.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — margin ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 6 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ] $�:!) $0�C the divine nature  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 7[   ] '� �	/= … oblations  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 4 �0�	� John 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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175. SyrHT 180 [T II B 66 No. 24 = 1755] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: Psalter “D”, gehört zu T II B 17 No. 3 uff [SyrHT 191] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 87:1-88:12 (87:1-88:11) from Psalter D, with rubricated Psalm 
number, rubricated Psalm headings and rubricated canon: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 87:1-
88:2 (87:1-88:1); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 88:3-12 (88:2-11). 

Paper (15.5 x 11.0 cm): partial folio with upper margin missing and advanced deterioration 
on ll. 13-17. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 17 16 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.8 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1-2, 12-16 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 g)^�(�'�� ��M� ; side (b), right 
margin, parallel to ll. 10-12 illegible 

Distinguishing marks: traces of word on side (b), lower margin; line filler at end of side 
(b), l. 10; four vertical dots below final ) in $	@! on side (b), l. 8 – diacritics or ink 
spots? 

Sample text, side (a):  
5 .*:!)� 8R���1 (9 (//��) '�M�E�  

Glorious things have been spoken in you, city of our God (Peshitta Psalm 87:3) 

Sample text, side (b):  
7 (����) .��) +� ���) � �� *	� �R� 

and they have perished at your hands. You have cast me down (Peshitta Psalm 88:6-7 = 
88:5-6) 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 3, 8 *	�R> Zion, l. 4 D	E�� Jacob, l. 6 h�7 Rahab, l. 6 W .
 
Babylon, l. 7 $����/� Philistines, l. 7 7�> Tyre, l. 7 $���	C Cushites 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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176. SyrHT 181 [T II B 66 No. 27 = 1756] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; T II (violet ink stamp) on side (a), right margin 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 84:10-85:3 (84:9-85:2); 85:12-86:5 (85:11-86:5) from Psalter N, 
with partially rubricated Psalm numbers and rubricated Psalm headings: side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 84:10-85:3 (84:9-85:2); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 85:12-86:5 (85:11-86:5). 

Paper (10.5 x 15.5 cm): upper part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 5-6. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

right: 1.5 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 10 9 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.2 cm 1.0-1.2 cm 

Line length: 11.5 cm 11.4 cm 

Rulings: lines and margins very roughly 
ruled in black ink 

lines and margins very roughly 
ruled in black ink 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr); generally neat 
hand, but untidy in places, with text enclosed by freehand margins and occasional 
confusion between c and O 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3-5; side (b), ll. 6-8 

Corrections: letter scribbled out between � and �  in $09K�� on side (a), l. 6; �U [:�]  
written on side (a), between ll. 7-8 above illegible word (:�U�?) that has been crossed out 
and circled 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark r with surrounding black and red dots in upper 
right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
6  $�) $09K�� W�� .(0�0=� 8�$�� (�U0! ���  

and answer me, because I am a poor man and a wretch. Keep my soul (Peshitta Psalm 
86:1) 

Sample text, side (b):  

2-3 pB!
��) � �� ���� V	� �� �:
Q� W�� (sic)��
 � � ! ��> . )sic( ':!)�  

because better is one day in your court than a thousand. I have desired to dwell in the 
house of God (Peshitta Psalm 84:11 = 84:10) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 7 A B7
8	C Cyrus, l. 9 D	E�� Jacob 

Sequences: SyrHT 181 follows n301 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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177. SyrHT 182 [T II B 66 No. 28 = 1757] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Fifth Sunday in an unidentified liturgical season, 
with a rubric for Morning Prayer on side (b), l. 18 and references to the Eucharist on side 
(a), l. 10 and to the baptism of Jesus in the River Jordan by John on side (b), ll. 12-18. 

Paper (19.4 x 13.9 cm): partial folio with upper margin missing, composed of two pieces 
that have been joined at l. 9. There are textual lacunae on ll. 1-16 and tears on ll. 15-16. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.9 cm 
right: 2.4 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

lower: 2.9 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 20 21 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 11.2 cm 11.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 17, 18 (+ 19?); side (b), ll. 9, 16, 18 (+ 3, 11?) 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-6 �'6,), ll. 8-10 �\�1�, ll. 13-15 
�'� �, ll. 17-20 (�	=�; side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-5 �V�1�	�, ll. 11-13 
�$���), ll. 17-19 ����> 

Corrections: sublinear note �U0Q�) written in a smaller hand underneath �UQ�) on 
side (a), l. 20 

Distinguishing marks: small piece of paper that is not part of the fragment is stuck on side 
(b), parallel to ll. 8-9 with the letters P�� or P�� on it 

Sample text, side (a):  

10 :��� $���1 R�@� $ �?	�  and delights, his holy body and his blood  

Sample text, side (b):  
13  $��1	U �[   ]� !�O	�� ' ��R � B =)  

your … by command he baptized our Lord Jesus 

Proper names: side (a), l. 5 �0�	� John; side (b), ll. 4, 17 �0�	� John, l. 13 O	����� Lord 
Jesus, ll. 17, 18 ���7	� Jordan 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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178. SyrHT 183 [T II B 66 No. 30 = 1758] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), written across centre-fold 

Content: liturgy from Hudra AA for the Second Sunday, Second Monday and Third 
Sunday of Elijah (Elia): side (a), right folio, ll. 1-5 = Hudra III, 	C�, ll. 15-17; side (a), left 
folio, ll. 1-5 = Hudra III, ;C�, ll. 4-6 (= ;��, ll. 8-10); side (b), right folio, ll. 2-6 = Hudra 
III, :!�, l. 24 – 	!�, l. 1 (= :��, ll. 23-26). 

Paper (left folio = 5.6 x 9.2 cm; right folio = 5.3 x 9.8 cm): bifolium, consisting of the 
lower parts of two conjoined folios, with centre margins and lower margins intact; stitching 
holes are visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.1 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 

lower: 0.9 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.8 cm (incomplete) 7.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.6 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

lower: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm (incomplete) 8.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 2vr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, l. 6; side (b), left folio, ll. 2, 5; side (b), right folio, l. 1 

Corrections: �
�� written in different hand over scribbled out word on side (a), right folio, 
l. 3 

Sample text, side (a), left folio [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 

3  ��� �/R .�� �	� � ��% ]+0�[  from our sins. My Lord, give us by [your mercy]  

Sample text, side (a), right folio: 

1 Y�� �C� ^	� R��� � Immediately it sprouted. And when there dawned  

Sample text, side (b), left folio: 

2  .�!	C��	C��	C��	C�� [   ]� � '��� .W1 to us who have blessed. Tune: The creation. And …  
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Sample text, side (b), right folio [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
4 $�U� D	0@�� $
0X ' B�-� [$!�=]  

[before] the thief should come and steal the soul 

Sequences: begins on side (b), left folio and ends on side (b), right folio 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

179. SyrHT 184 [T II B 66 No. 31 = 1759] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: Martyrs’ Anthems (���:?� '����	=) for Saturday Morning Prayer from Hudra 
M: side (a), ll. 5-8 = Hudra I, 450*, ll. 22-25. 

Paper (11.7 x 8.6 cm): fragment with one side margin at ll. 1-3, advanced deterioration on 
the right side of side (a) and creases obliterating the text. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 1.2 cm right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.3 cm (incomplete) 7.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4, 11; side (b), ll. 4, 7, 10 

Corrections: $���@�� corrected to ����@�� or vice versa on side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets and illegible text reconstructed from Hudra]: 
5-6 _]�  [�� �� 	0��6]) $/�E! � ��:? �7[)*��( [   ]� *�:�/�/ �C $!�X  

[in the morn]ing, the martyrs [were summoned] to the slaughter [and the right hand of] 
our Lord is plaiting their crowns … 

Sample text, side (b):  

6 [   ] ���E���E���1 [   ] … holy, holy, holy …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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180. SyrHT 185 [T II B 66 No. 32 = 1760] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as (and possibly the same folio as) n312. 

Paper (4.4 x 7.2 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.3 cm lower: 1.2 cm (?) 

No. of lines: 2 5 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm (incomplete) 6.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 	� �C[   ]]�[[   ]+! �0� … when we give thanks to you …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]� ��	�-C �� ��[   ] … from your justice which …  

 

181. SyrHT 186 [T II B 66 No. 33 = 1761] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; T II B 66 № 33 (pen) Begräbnisrituale (pencil) 
on side (b) pasteboard 

Typescript list: Begräbnisrituale 

Content: part of the burial service for a priest or bishop from Taksa B, written in a hand 
similar to (or possibly the same as) that of Hudra G, with rubrics possibly inserted 
afterwards. 

Paper (7.4 x 11.8 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, composed of two pieces that 
have been joined at l. 8; side (b) is blank (mounted on pasteboard). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 11 — 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm — 

Line length: 9.3-9.5 cm — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 
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Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 

Distinguishing marks: paragraphus at the end of the text is followed 
by a stylised paragraphus, consisting of two red circles surrounded 
by four black dots, from one of which stretches a ‘chain’ of 4 
intertwined loops 

Sample text, side (a):  
7  (9! $@K�(9�/= W/�)(9�/= W/�)(9�/= W/�)(9�/= W/�) (��� � ��U�� � 8�) $%��  

shall be multiplied to you. I shall speak about you. The altar says, ‘You served me well’ 

Proper names: side (a), l. 8 *�= Eden , l. 10 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Baby Varghese, Sebastian Brock 

 

182. SyrHT 187 [T II B 66 No. 34 = 1762] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra C for an episcopal service, which is not found in the Takse 
kumraye. 

Paper (8.9 x 7.7 cm): lower part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 1-3, 9. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 9 10 

Line spacing: 0.7-0.8 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 5.3-5.5 cm 5.2-5.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 3, 4, 7, 8; side (b), ll. 6, 7, 8 

Distinguishing marks: last word on side (b), l. 8 is smudged 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-6 	��)� $	� $ ��-� $� '� B9��� � R���! *�� 8:!  

How noble (is) the love and fellowship which our Lord has imparted to his church 

Sample text, side (b):  
4-6 $90 5E! c B-=� $�	EK��) ' B�

5)� $ = �0C���  

The people are gathered and the bishop comes and enters the chancel 
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Proper names side (b), l. 7 \B/�7�) Jerusalem 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

183. SyrHT 188 [T II B 66 No. 35 = 1763] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra K for the First Friday and First Sunday after the 
Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), with the incipit of Peshitta Psalm 110 on side (a), l. 5 
(parts of the same text are found on SyrHT 125, side (b), ll. 3-10 and side (a), ll. 13-17): 
side (a), ll. 1-7 = Hudra I, h�1, ll. 10-14; side (b), ll. 4-8 = Hudra I, $K1, ll. 17-19. 

Paper (8.0 x 11.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: left: 2.0 cm right: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.6 cm (incomplete) 8.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 4 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
5 $�	C +�
 ��/� \?� [���)�]  

[that was created] And he set your enemies (as) a footstool 

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]�R � '6,) ����� � �,	� Versicles: The mysteries are new …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

184. SyrHT 189 [T II B 66 No. 36 = 1764] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra BB for Monday of the Rogation of the Virgins (Bā‘uthā da-
Bhtulāthā) in a hand similar to that of Psalter N and bilingual service book E11: side (a), ll. 
1-8 = Hudra I, l7, ll. 12-18. 

Paper (8.5 x 10.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.7 cm left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 8 7 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm (incomplete) 8.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: margins and lines ruled in grey lines ruled in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 6? 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra]: 
2 -3  	��6]'� � �� �	� 	�@?� �! �	= � B�=� +!���[	/ $�
�� $ �  

you. For our iniquities grew and our sins multiplied, and [they stirred up and troubled] the 
sea and dry land 

Sample text, side (b):  
3 � $� �� *	) ��[)   ] :�	��  

You, our Father who are in heaven. And on the day  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

185. SyrHT 190 [T II B 66 No. 37 = 1765] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) upside-down on side (b), upper margin 

Content: liturgies for the Second and Sixth Sundays in Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) from Hudra F: 
side (b), ll. 2-8 = Hudra II, :�7, ll. 13-17; side (a), ll. 12-17 = Hudra II, 6_�, ll. 7-11. 

Paper (14.2 x 9.4 cm): folio with one side margin missing due to cropping [side (a), right; 
side (b), left] and textual lacunae on ll. 1-4. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.4-1.5 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.4-1.5 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 17 17 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.6-0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.0-7.5 cm 7.0-7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 7, 8, 10-12; side (b), ll. 2, 9, 15 
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Marginalia: side (b), lower margin  8( 8�� 

Sample text, side (a):  
8-10 � $ 8�) [ ��U� +!� )�% ( $ � /=� ��� )�:B��	%? (���)� $/ ��9� $� ��
! �� 8�  

To you, I petition, Christ, Lord of the ages. Overthrow, my Lord, the evil one who has 
destroyed me 

Sample text, side (b):  
11-9  �:��� $0E	� �C $�� 8� ' B- 8�c  $! '���� � �� hK � ! $�) 4-��c $�)  

Lord, when asking for the forgiveness of sins, I do not ask to partake of evil things 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

186. SyrHT 191 [T II B 66 No. 38 = 1766] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: Psalter “D”, gehört zu T II B 17 No. 3 uff [SyrHT 63 & 64] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 118:133-142, 146-153 (119:133-142, 146-153) from Psalter D, 
with rubricated prayer before new marmitha: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 118:133-142 
(119:133-142); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 118:146-153 (119:146-153). 

Paper (13.1 x 11.0 cm): lower part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 1-9. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.9 cm 
right: 2.3 cm 
left: 0.7-0.8 cm 

lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 0.7-0.8 cm 
left: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.8 cm 7.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 12, 13; side (b), ll. 6-8 

Quire marks: �m� on side (a), lower margin 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

10  $�,)� '��� ! (�0�= V .� 81(sic) .��/   

My eyes have anticipated the watch that I might reflect on your word. (Peshitta Psalm 
118:148 = 119:148) 
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Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4-5 +?	 � ���� [$!�] W= (�0�= � �� ��) $� ��� $ B��  

streams of water came from my eyes because they have [not] kept your law (Peshitta Psalm 
118:136 = 119:136) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

187. SyrHT 192 [T II B 66 No. 41 = 1767] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J, with rubrics or marginalia for Compline and Morning 
Prayer on side (a), margin and side (b), l. 20 and margin. 

Paper (17.4 x 14.1 cm): partial folio with upper margin missing and internal textual 
lacunae on ll. 15-20. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 22 23 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.5-11.0 cm 10.2-10.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 7, 17, 18, 21?; side (b), ll. 15, 17, 19 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 15-18 �$�	?�, ll. 20-21 �1 [	�] ; side (b), 
right margin, parallel to ll. 1-5 [   ])···(7)···(��)···([   ] ; below it    ][�)�/= �

)···(��)···([   ] , ll. 15-19 �$�	01�, ll. 20-21 ����>�, l. 23 [   ] �D� 

Sample text, side (a):  
6 [   ] 8:!$0�K�  8:����� $� �� � B:
��  

… mighty to her and may the evil one be put to shame by her exaltation 

Sample text, side (b):  
15 +! $%	� *� �� '�	� ��� $K0X ��> +	%  

by your love unto the race of mortals, our Lord, praise to you 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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188. SyrHT 193 [T II B 66 No. 43b = 1768] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Night Office of the ‘Friday of Gold’ (‘rubhā d-
dahbhā), with references to the 12 labourers who received power from heaven to do 
miracles in front of their oppressors on side (b), ll. 13-14; the blood that came out after the 
spear pierced Jesus’ side on side (b), ll. 17-18; the angel of death on side (a), l. 15 and a 
rubric for Peshitta Psalm 34:11 on side (a), l. 18: side (a), ll. 18-22 = Hudra III, 1N� , ll. 
2-6. 

Paper (22.5 x 14.2 cm): partial folio with upper margin missing and textual lacunae on ll. 
1-6, 12-15. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 3.2 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 0.9-1.0 cm 

lower: 2.8 cm 
right: 0.9-1.0 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 22 22 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 10.8 cm 10.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 9, 17, 18; side (b), ll. 9, 10, 11 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 2-4 �	C��, ll. 5-6 �$9�01�, ll. 9-11 
�*	�/@��), l. 13 [   ]'�, ll. 17-19 �'6,); side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-6 
�$���1 $�	��, ll. 9-11 �$���), ll. 20-22 = �$�	01 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (b), l. 20 

Sample text, side (a):  
8 *�:��C��� $�	� $%	� +! ��6�  

and he sang praise to you on the day of their commemoration. 

Sample text, side (b):  
18-19  ���E� $�� �R���) � BR� $%��7 �� ��_=� �� %)··(�) R)� ( z�	� 	�? *�

�� �-C 	�?)� B)�  

in the wine that was pressed by the lance which was the precious blood … Our sins have 
been forgiven and our illnesses have been healed 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 
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189. SyrHT 194 [T II B 66 No. 44a = 1769] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 53 No. 11 [SyrHT 109 & 110], Taksa Missale 

Content: Pre-Anaphora prayer in the final part of the Order of the Eucharist (Rite of Addai 
and Mari) from Taksa A, joins with SyrHT 109; side (a), ll. 9-10 = Taksa d-kahne, 22, l. 5; 
side (b), ll. 1-10 = Taksa d-kahne, 22, ll. 5-12. 

Paper (15.1 x 13.7 cm): folio with large portions of the lower margin and one side margin 
missing; stitching holes are visible. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 2.0 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.8 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 10 10 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 9.5 cm 9.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 7, 8, 9; side (b), l. 9 

Quire marks: ��� on side (b), lower margin 

Distinguishing marks: 2 verso marks – brown (or faded black?) � on side (a), in upper 
right corner and brown (or faded black?) cross with red outline on side (b), in upper right 
corner; line filler at end of side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 109, side (a)]:  

9  � $%��/��� 8�)� 8�)� 8�)� 8�) [���] �0��	� of the apostles. Say: We confess, [Lord]  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 109, side (b)]:  
9  [*�	!�] $�	01 $�	01 $�	01 $�	01+! ] BK

8�� �  

[that is towards us.] Qanona. And let us raise to you 

Joins: SyrHT 194, side (a), ll. 6-10 joins with SyrHT 109, side (a), ll. 1-5 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Baby Varghese; Mar Awa Royel 
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190. SyrHT 195 [T II B 66 No. 44b = 1770] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower right corner; B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower left 
corner 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 53 No. 11 [SyrHT 109 & 110], Taksa Missale 

Content: Post-Eucharist prayer in the final part of the Order of the Eucharist (Rite of Addai 
and Mari) from Taksa A, joins with SyrHT 110: side (a), ll. 1-7 = Taksa d-kahne, 58, ll. 2-
10 (with variants). 

Paper (11.5 x 13.6 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

lower: 3.0 cm 
right: 2.2 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 7 8 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 9.5 cm 9.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Quire marks: �R� on side (b), lower margin 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 110, side (a)]:  

2 ��-%�_� [+=7�-! �]	U ��� that we may go forth [to meet you] gladly  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 110, side (b)]:  
3 ��! �!�!� $0 [$�?	%! $!) '�=]  

[not] to us for judgment and punish[ment, but for pardon] 

Joins: SyrHT 195, side (a), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 110, side (a), ll. 4-6, which is located 
directly above it 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Baby Varghese; Mar Awa Royel 

 

191. SyrHT 196 & 197 [T II B 66 No. 47 = 1771] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on SyrHT 196, side (a), lower margin 

Content: two non-contiguous folios from Hudra S, comprising part of the liturgy for 
Tuesday in the Rogation of the Virgins (Bā‘uthā da-Bhtulāthā) on SyrHT 196 and a 
Compline service for the First Friday or the Fifth Sunday of Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) on SyrHT 
197, the latter joins with SyrHT 77: SyrHT 196, side (a), ll. 6-11 = Hudra I, m7, ll. 3-5; 
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SyrHT 197, side (b), l. 4 – SyrHT 197, side (a), l. 2 = Hudra II, 	K1, ll. 3-9 (= Hudra II, 
�/�, l. 25 – :/�, l. 2). 

Paper (SyrHT 196 = 16.4 x 12.3 cm; SyrHT 197 = 16.4 x 11.7 cm): bifolium; SyrHT 196 
is intact, while one side margin and half of the upper margin of SyrHT 197 are missing. 

 SyrHT 196, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 197, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
lower: 2.1-2.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

upper: 0.7-1.0 cm 
lower: 2.3-2.7 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 12 13 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.2 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 10.5-11.0 cm 9.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

 SyrHT 197, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 196, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 2.6-2.7 
right: 0.9 cm 

upper: 0.8-1.0 cm 
lower: 2.1-2.3 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 13 12 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.1 cm 1.1-1.2 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm (incomplete) 10.5-11.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: SyrHT 196, side (a), ll. 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, 12; SyrHT 197, side (a), ll. 3, 11; SyrHT 
197, side (b), ll. 1, 3, 4; SyrHT 196, side (b), ll. 2, 5, 6 

Sample text, SyrHT 196, side (a):  
6-8 '�M
�� $ ��	� $?)� $��� +� �, �� �� �:��� �� �	� �	
�  

Dismiss our debts and sins through your love, Lord. And heal our blemishes and wounds.  

Sample text, SyrHT 197, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 77, side (a)]:  

5 ] B]�7� $!� �0�[  � ��@?	 ��+�  [from us, but do not abandon] your worshippers  

Sample text, SyrHT 197, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 77, side (b)]:  

5 [$� ��� *�:/9! )]�1 $%��� Christ calls [all sinners]  

Sample text, SyrHT 196, side (b):  
3-4  �	� ��� D�_= ����� $�?) �0��1� *�M
� $?)� *��  
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We cry out, ‘True physician, bind up, Lord, our sores and heal our wounds.’ 

Joins: SyrHT 197, side (a), ll. 2-13 joins with SyrHT 77, side (a), ll. 1-12 

Sequences: the two folios are non-contiguous and therefore cannot be sequenced, although 
SyrHT 196 precedes SyrHT 197 + SyrHT 77 in the quire 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

192. SyrHT 198 [T II B 66 No. 50 = 1773] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 2-3 and ll. 3-4 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 9, SyrHT 242 and SyrHT 332. 

Paper (4.4 x 6.4 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.2 cm 1.1-1.2 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) 6.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ] [   ] $ �  =� $��R� the abyss of the nations …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 � $ � = W= [   ] … upon the nations  

 

193. SyrHT 199 [T II B 66 No. 51 = 1774] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 199-201 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for one of the weeks after Easter (Qyāmtā), and the week 
after Ascension (Sulāqā), with a rubric for the Sunday after Ascension and Compline on 
side (b), ll. 12-14: side (b), ll. 1-4 = Hudra II, 	K1�, ll. 20-23 (= D7�, ll. 3-5); side (a), ll. 
1-3 = Hudra II, P�7�, ll. 12-14; side (a), ll. 4-8 = Hudra II, $?7�, ll. 12-15 (= P=7�, ll. 
2-5 = l>7�, ll. 3-6); side (a), ll. 8-12 = Hudra II, P=7�, ll. 17-21 (= Y�7�, ll. 6-10); side 
(a), ll. 13-16 = Hudra II, P�7�, ll. 6-8. 
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Paper (14.7 x 10.7 cm): folio, with large areas stained and considerable deterioration, 
especially at ll. 14-16. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 2.1-2.2 cm 
left: 1.0-1.2 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.0-1.2 cm 
left: 2.1-2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4, 8, 13; side (b), ll. 5, 10, 11, 12, 14, 15 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 9-12 •$
����•[   ]�  

Distinguishing marks: black verso mark � on side (a), upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-5 � D��� D��� D��� D�� � $0�! �	�� $�, *�:/C � �� W�! � �� D� ��� B]/? $0� � � $��0C� �$0  

He sat down. He ascended over all the heads, authorities and heavenly assemblies and sat 
down at the right hand 

Sample text, side (b):  
1  \ 81� B\%��)� $
 ��!>� $7 :/�% $01 $� ���  

who rose and was raised and obtained life by the great power of the cross 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 O	�� Jesus, l. 10 V�) Adam; side (b), l. 5 @X'�!	  
Golgotha 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

194. SyrHT 200 [T II B 66 No. 51 = 1774] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 199-201 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for an unidentified Sunday. 

Paper (6.5 x 10.7 cm): middle part of folio with side margins and considerable 
deterioration. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 2.1 cm 
left: 0.7-1.0 cm 

right: 0.8 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), ll. 1, 3, 4 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 4-6 )···(�[   ]'  

Sample text, side (a):  
2-3  $0 !	%! ( B-C B]K=��	B�@? ( �	�  

And my pain was difficult to heal because my sins multiplied 

Sample text, side (b):  

3  � $� � $
���� $
���� $
���� $
�����=� � V� /C �)···(  heaven. Of Sunday. Everything. And …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

195. SyrHT 201 [T II B 66 No. 51 = 1774] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 199-201 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (6.3 x 10.3 cm): middle part of folio with side margins, in advanced deterioration, 
especially on side (b). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 0.8 cm 
left: 2.1 cm 

too damaged to discern 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5; side (b), ll. 4, 5, 7, 8 
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Sample text, side (a):  

3  ! 	̀Ù! <a)� �,����K [   ] of tables. And they taught to …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3]   [)···(WC ��� '� … Lord of all  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

196. SyrHT 202 [T II B 66 No. 52 = 1775] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: unidentified liturgical fragment, probably from a Taksa (possibly from a monastic 
profession). 

Paper (13.2 x 9.8 cm): folio with part of the upper margin and one side margin torn off and 
textual lacunae on ll. 1-8. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
lower: 1.4-1.9 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 1.0-1.2 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.4 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 1.0-1.1 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Distinguishing marks: three dots above crescent shape (representing the Trinity) 
on side (b) in upper right corner (verso mark?); insertion mark ˇ on side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  
9-10 �C ]_! *��U��� ��-�R6� ��-�C� +�� ��1 ��� �� [��  +�][  

whilst ministering before you purely and honourably, and may they please your will 

Sample text, side (b):  
9-10 *�R�9! �R >�7�� ��	
�Q *�:�/= oU�) 8: ���7�  

who are proceeding in it. Pour your grace upon them and direct their steps 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa? 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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197. SyrHT 203 [T II B 66 No. 54 = 1776] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Hand-written list: Psalter 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 118:31-46, 63-75 (119:31-46, 63-75) from Psalter L, joins with 
SyrHT 98. The letters of the Syriac alphabet are flanked by a paragraphus (�R�, ���) to 
mark sections of this (the longest) Psalm: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 118:31-46 (119:31-46); 
side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 118: 63-75 (119: 63-75). 

Paper (11.2 x 10.5 cm): fragment with one side margin and considerable deterioration of 
the text on side (a). 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 1.7-1.8 cm left: 1.7-1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 13 14 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm (incomplete) 8.1-9.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Corrections: ˇ and ˆ above and below side (b), l. 8 indicate insertion point for omitted 
words in marginal note partially visible on SyrHT 98, side (b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 98, side (a)}]:  
2 � �1	� ������] $��� +� �, [.+��� )! (]}!) $=7) $�U {[(0�  

[who keep your commandments. The earth is full] of your mercy, Lord; [teach me] 
(Peshitta Psalm 118:63-64 = 119:63-64) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 98, side (b)}]:  
2 ]}� �9!R� {� c� [$�7�) $��� (0�U!]) � R � .(����[  

[I have walked because] you have gladdened me. Hallelujah. T[each me, Lord, the way] 
(Peshitta Psalm 118:32-33 = 119:32-33) 

Joins: SyrHT 203 side (a), ll. 2-12 joins with SyrHT 98, side (a), ll. 2-12 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

198. SyrHT 204 [T II B 66 No. 56 = 1777] 

T II (violet ink stamp) on side (b), right margin; B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra H. 

Paper (8.2 x 9.5 cm): middle part of folio with side margins and diagonal creases and tears. 
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 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

right: 1.4 cm 
left: 0.5-0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm 7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr), with 
the Uighur character mīm substituted for the Syriac character in ������
 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 6, 12; side (b), ll. 5, 6 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-5 [�]�	
��� +� �,� '-X	K� �0�%
�� *�: = '��	
�� +!  

to you praise, with them we offer praise, that by the multitude of your mercies and by your 
grace 

Sample text, side (b):  

5 ��7�)� ( '�	�� �K0@! R'�67)�'�67)�'�67)�'�67)�    who exalted our mortal race. Of the mysteries  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

199. SyrHT 205 [T II B 66 No. 57 = 1778] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B (pencil) 66 (pencil) on side (b), between ll. 1-2 and ll. 2-3 

Content: Liturgy from Hudra EE for the Feast of the Resurrection/Easter Sunday (Qyāmtā) 
or one of the Sundays of the Resurrection. 

Paper (6.3 x 7.2 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 10 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.3 cm (incomplete) 6.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5; side (b), l. 3, 4, 10 

Sample text, side (a):  

4  W= �Y�� �7R	�� �[   ]�'��[   ] … and your light shone forth over Creation …  
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Sample text, side (b):  
5 [   ]'����7 $%��� 7�� : �	0[   ]   

… by his resurrection Christ the firstfruits, assured … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

200. SyrHT 206 [T II B 66 No. 58 = 1779] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, with a reference to the rivers of Paradise in 
Genesis 2:10-14, which joins with SyrHT 235 and SyrHT 316 to form a complete folio. 

Paper (9.0 x 7.4 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8-1.0 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 7 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0-1.1 cm 

Line length: 5.0-5.4 cm 5.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 235, side (a) and SyrHT 316, 
side (b)]: 

1-6  8� :0� ]�7��R,	C� $=M� ))( $0!	9�!:�� '���M=� '���)� )sic( $50�=� 
$ �-C�] $� �� *�:/C� '���[  � ���) ���) ���) ���)�  

and may you remove from him illnesses and diseases, fevers and shiverings, melancholy 
and the Evil Eye, and all sufferings [and sickness], Amen. 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 235, side (b) and SyrHT 316, 
side (a)]: 

2-6 $=	
� � �/1�� *	% ��X� *	��� '��,:� $�7) :0� �B���� $7� ]�7[  ��% ����
] <���/= ����0�[  

the great spring and from it were divided four rivers: the Pishon, Gihon, Tigris and 
Euph[rates] and resting [and entering and departing] 

Proper names: side (b), l. 1 *�= Eden, l. 4 *	��� Pishon, l. 5 *	% ��X Gihon, l. 5 �/1� 
Tigris, l. 5 � [�7]  Euphrates 
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Joins: SyrHT 206, side (a), ll. 6-8 joins with SyrHT 235, side (a), ll. 1-3, which in turn 
joins with SyrHT 316, side (b), ll. 1-3 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 85-86 [side (a) only] 

 

201. SyrHT 207 [T II B 66 No. 59 = 1780] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra K from either the Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā) or 
Epiphany (Denḥā), based on references to Herod on side (a), l. 6 and to the Magi on side 
(b), l. 4, with a rubric for Morning Prayer on side (b), l. 5. 

Paper (8.4 x 11.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: left: 2.8 cm right: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm (incomplete) 8.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 5, 7, 8; side (b), ll. 3, 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 ��7R� :/9� :0�!	�[   ]Z … in his dominion, the deceit of Herod  

Sample text, side (b):  
4-5  � $��� ��/� Y�
� [   ]���! $=7- $�	@ ��� W B�!���>����>����>����>�[   ]  

above, and the Magi on earth beneath … Your birth is praised, Lord. Morning … 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 ��7RZ  Herod 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

202. SyrHT 208 [T II B 66 No. 60 = 1781] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), upper left corner 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra E. 

Paper (7.6 x 10.8 cm): upper corner fragment. 
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 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.8-2.0 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
right: 2.1 cm 

No. of lines: 7 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 7.7 cm (incomplete) 8.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2; side (b), l. 5 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $�� on side (b) in upper right corner  

Sample text, side (a):  
1 [   ]:	%� *:!)� ��
! $%	�  

… praise to the Son of our God who by his love 

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ]� $ � /= V�1 :%	� O��)� and he manifested his glory before the ages…  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

203. SyrHT 209 [T II B 66 No. 61 = 1782] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra H, with a rubric for Compline on side (a), l. 6 and 
references to the bread and wine on side (a), l. 8 and the mocking of Christ and the 
crucifixion between the robbers on side (b), ll. 13-14. 

Paper (17.4 x 8.1 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing, textual lacunae on ll. 1-
19, a tear across l. 1 and tears on the lower part of the folio. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.5-0.7 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.5-0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 19 19 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.0 cm (incomplete) 7.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 12; side (b), ll. 4, 10, 12 
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Corrections: zlama vocalisation under $ B %/� crossed out on side (a), l. 8; $�0�!� crossed 
out on side (a), l. 15 end 

Sample text, side (a):  
8-9    ]�� �� $ x %/� '�[   ]� ��:��[ $���-! $���  

… and in bread and wine … life is given to men 

Sample text, side (b):  
13-14  7� ��� ��;�)� ]�:� ��[   ]p1�;� $ �K�X \= D�� [$���  

After you were mocked by the [Jews,] again (you) were crucified with robbers … 

Proper names: side (b), l. 13 [$���]�:� Jews 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

204. SyrHT 210 [T II B 66 No. 62 = 1783] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; T II (violet ink stamp) not visible 

Content: liturgy from Hudra U for Epiphany (Denḥā), or one of the Sundays following it, 
with references to Christ’s baptism and 40-day fast in the desert, but matching text is not 
found in either the printed Hudra or the Epiphany rite published in Conybeare, Rituale 
Armenorum (1905). 

Paper (13.8 x 6.7 cm): folio with one cropped side margin [side (a), left; side (b), right] and 
textual lacunae on ll. 1-3, 11-13. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 0.6 cm 
left: 0.4 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 0.4 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.5-6.0 cm (incomplete) 5.2-5.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2vb) 

Corrections: W= crossed out on side (b), l. 7 

Distinguishing marks: i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) x 2 on side (b), l. 12 

Sample text, side (a):  

7 (0��1� {R���	 �  And he sanctified me by his baptism  
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Sample text, side (b):  
9 -7 W=  W= Z	�)) �� (W=� ��@� 	%�6� $� $0� � ��  

upon Have mercy upon the men who have lifted up your body and upon the deacons 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 4, 6 ���7	� Jordan 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

205. SyrHT 211 [T II B 66 No. 63 = 1784] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra H, with a rubric for Morning Prayer on side (a), l. 5. 

Paper (10.6 x 9.4 cm): lower part of folio with side margins and diagonal crease across the 
middle of the folio. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 13 12 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm 7.3-7.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 4, 9; side (b), l. 9 

Sample text, side (a):  
9 -7 	
��� 8R�� 	� .R�	��) �@U� �R	) �� �R���))^( VR�)� :=76  

The Lord of glory was from his father, but in the body of his manhood the seed of Abraham 
sprouted 

Sample text, side (b):  
6-5 ��	7� $�-� $%	�! $��) �	�/@ �/C �R	�;%�  

May all of us see with confidence the proper glory of your greatness 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 ���� David, l. 9 VR�) Abraham 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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206. SyrHT 212 [T II B 66 No. 65 = 1785] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for the Sixth Sunday of Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā), including 
extracts from the parable of the ten virgins on side (b), ll. 6-7 (Matthew 25:6, 12): side (b), 
ll. 1-10 = Hudra II, 	��, ll. 18-25. 

Paper (12.7 x 10.3 cm): upper part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 11-
17. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 17 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.3 cm 

Rulings: traces of margin ruling on right side traces of margin ruling on left side 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 6, 9, 10, 11; side (b), ll. 1, 10 

Sample text, side (a):  

1-2 ?�0$  D�>� �7:	� \= $���)(sic)  '�	9�9�� '�	0 �R� ��
? � 8
'�	��
 ��K�  

and hated men, he and (his) vainglory. And plant in us hope and faith and humility, 
patience 

Sample text, side (b):  
1-2 -�-�-�-� �6 �6 �6 �6�!�!�!�!    � '���%� '���%� '���%� '���% � ��-U / ' B�

8)� $���� :=7�-! � ��R ] �U� �! ��� �K=��:  

They (f.pl.) will go in joy. Ten virgins were going forth to meet the bridegroom who was 
coming, with their lamps 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 W��K� Israel 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

207. SyrHT 213 [T II B 66 No. 67 = 1786] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra M for the Feast of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), joins with So 
13033: side (a), ll. 2-4 = Hudra III, >7�, ll. 20-21 (= Hudra III, �h � , ll. 19-20); side (a), 
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ll. 5-8 = Hudra III, >7�, l. 26 – '>7�, l. 1; side (a), ll. 9-11 = Hudra III, '>7�, ll. 14-16; 
side (b), ll. 3-5 = Hudra III, '>7�, ll. 2-4; side (b), ll. 9-12 = Hudra III, '>7�, ll. 5-7. 

Paper (12.0 x 7.5 cm): upper corner fragment with textual lacunae on ll. 1-4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.2 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 12 13 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) 5.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); final R extended to 
justify margin on side (b), l. 6 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 5, 8; side (b), ll. 6, 9, 12 

Distinguishing marks: red ink blob on side (b), between ll. 10-11 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra and {So 13033, side (b)}]:  
2-4  +/�) +
�!>  $� �]}�) +
�!>�/ {�!>� $=7- �[
  �]}*	�) W/C{[ 

��)� � ��:K!� [�]  

Your cross has reigned in [heaven and your cross has reigned] on earth and [your] cross 
[has crowned them,] the martyrs who confessed. 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Hudra and {So 13033, side (a)}]:  
3-5 ]}$
�!>{  �	��)� �7R[	��! ]}	0��0�?	1Z{  ] D7 +�) $� �[}c6 8) $/��{ 

� ' ��R[� �)�� (��7)R( ]}$�E!{[  

[The cross of] light that was shown to [Constantine in] heaven [went to war] like a 
commander at the head of his army. 

Joins: SyrHT 213, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with So 13033, side (b), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

208. SyrHT 214 [T II B 66 No. 68 = 1787] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: antiphons from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as MIK III 45); cf. 
SyrHT 130). 

Paper (5.5 x 9.1 cm): upper corner fragment. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 7 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.7 cm (incomplete) 6.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 5, 6 

Sample text, side (a):  
3 � ����� ��	
��� ��� ���	�[   ]  

Have pity on us, Lord, and by your grace may we be redeemed … 

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ]$���	 8�: :�	01� ��@U  … in his own body by that trial  

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 ���7	� Jordan 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

209. SyrHT 215 [T II B 66 = 1788] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra O, probably for the Saturday following Good Friday, 
mentioning Sheol and the raising of the dead. Matching text is not found in the printed 
Hudra. The fragment joins with SyrHT 156. 

Paper (14.9 x 9.6 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing and a diagonal tear on ll. 
3-12; side (a), upper right corner is patched with a thin strip of paper, leading to the loss of 
the ends of ll. 1-3. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 0.8 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 8.2 cm (incomplete) 8.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 12; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 10 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 156, side (a)]: 
11-12 ] � ����- .  $ /�!] ��)� *�� +� �,[   c $%	� .'��	
��	01	01	01	01    �

)[•  � $)+! ���)+! ���)+! ���)+! ���)  

[hymn (tešboḥta). Praise to … ]your mercy, our Lord, who has saved [the world by your 
advent. Qanona …] Father. I will give thanks to you 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 156, side (b)]: 
10-11  4%!��) 4%!��) 4%!��) 4%!��)����     56� 56� 56� 56�  �� ]�7  8�� �9/ 8� $%��� [$� ���:� �� � ��; <� �)�% ]� $� � .�0

[��=> ' �;��  

(The earth) was troubled and shaken af[ter you were mocked by the Jews,] Christ, our 
King and [our] Vivifier[. The sun which saw your shame] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 c	�� Sheol 

Joins: SyrHT 215, side (b), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 156, side (b), ll. 1-4 (a narrow strip is 
missing between the two half folios for the remainder of ll. 5-12) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

210. SyrHT 216 [T II B 66 = 1789] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Last Friday of an unclear season, possibly Lent 
(Ṣawmā Rbhā), with a rubric for Compline on side (b), l. 9. 

Paper (13.4 x 14.3 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 3.0 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 3.2 cm 

upper: 2.7 cm 
right: 3.0 cm 
left: ?? cm 

No. of lines: 13 12 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.2 cm 10.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); stylised paragraphi 
(two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end of 
marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2, 11, 12; side (b), ll. 8, 9, 10 
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Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-4 �...�, ll. 10-13 �$�	01�; side (b), right 
margin, parallel to ll. 8-12 ��1�	��W1�$�	?� 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

11 (···)= Z	� *�� (� � (/ $�	01 $�	01 $�	01 $�	01(/= � W1 �  

… me Our Lord. Have mercy upon me. Qanona. Tune: Upon me 

Sample text, side (b):  

9-10  � W�� $���R  � $�	? $�	? $�	? $�	? $�)�= �� )(···  � $�)� �;�� �;�� �;�� �;�  '����
� '����)� )···(  

Lord because. Hallelujah. Compline. While I am … See on the last Friday of … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

211. SyrHT 217 [T II B 66 = 1790] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 217-219 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (2.0 x 1.5 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 0.8 cm (incomplete) 0.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  
2 [   ] BQ �
 [   ]  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   $�] ��1	�[   ] … commands …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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212. SyrHT 218 [T II B 66 = 1790] 

T II (pencil) on side (a), left margin; B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

SyrHT 217-219 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (3.7 x 3.7 cm): fragment with side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.8 cm right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.7 cm (incomplete) 2.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Distinguishing marks: extended O as a line filler at end of side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 o
Q�� $!� [   ] … lest it/we be sealed/drowned  

Sample text, side (b):  

4  ���= a�-��'� [   ] is going to come …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

213. SyrHT 219 [T II B 66 = 1790] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 217-219 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (5.7 x 2.3 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.3 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 

lower: 2.3 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 1.1 cm (incomplete) 1.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ]'�/��� of fear …  

Sample text, side (b):  

5 $=7�� [   ] … and the arm  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

214. SyrHT 220 [T II B 66 = 1791] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 1-2 

Hand-written list: Psalter? 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 37:20-23, 34-38 from Psalter K: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 37:20-
23; side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 37:34-38. 

Paper (5.9 x 8.3 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.2 cm (incomplete) 8.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5 trace of character 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2 -3 ] Bg; 8�� $!� $���7� 8�W�� .D: 8�� \��� $E��6� .O[  

[the wicked person borrows and does not repay,] but the righteous (person) is merciful 
and gives. Because (Peshitta Psalm 37:21) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2-3 �] !� R��=[� �Q .R� 8% 89�) $� [(
X� '�	 �]  

[and] I sought him and did not find him. Keep in[nocence and choose] (Peshitta Psalm 
37:36-37) 

Sequences: SyrHT 220 is from the folio following SyrHT 121 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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215. SyrHT 221 [T II B 66 = 1792] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 66 (faded pencil) on fol. 6(b), upper left margin 

Hand-written list: Büchlein 

Content: Prayer-booklet H, invoking God’s blessing on an unnamed individual or 
individuals and his/their household, lands and property, as well as the church, with 
references to the Eucharist. 

Paper (max. dimensions 14.2 x 9.9 cm on fol. 5): booklet consisting of six folios, with 
thread binding visible on some folios and loss of substantial portions of text due to 
advanced deterioration of the lower part and one side [side (a), left-hand side; side (b), 
right-hand side] of the folios. 

 Fol. 5, side (a) Fol. 5, side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 0.8 cm 
right: 0.4 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 1.4 cm 
right: 0.6 cm 
left: 0.4 cm 

No. of lines: 17 16 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.6 cm 9.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2hb); folio 3, side (b) is in a 
different hand from the rest of the booklet 

Corrections: first Z in =7� �K'���K  on fol. 4, side (b), l. 6 crossed out; last two letters in 
%!���:0  on fol. 5, side (b), l. 5 crossed out, with the word surrounded by small dots and 

the corrected word written on the next line (the first part is missing in the lacuna) 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate abbreviations –  s	�M��  •
 s	���0� for $��!	�M��  •�R	���0�  on fol. 1, side (b), l. 4; black X at the end of fol. 6, 
side (b), l. 6 

Sample text, fol. 1, side (a): 
2-3 �� (0�� *��� '_�7� $0�X R�
%! [��] • �� �R	���0��]�   [  

and may he administer upright judgment between a [man] and his neighbour. And may 
Mar … protect him 

Sample text, fol. 1, side (b): 
3 -5  W��K� ��� D��)]� [ s	�M�� $�	EK�  •��� �R	� �E�� )[   ] s	���0�$  

Again, Mar Israel, the metropolitan bishop. May he protect him … and may he establish 
him at the head 
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Sample text, fol. 2, side (a): 

6-8 *�R
�
�!-� $B0U��  • *�R�=,)�� [*� �R]�/E��� *�R�?MC� [�,-� �]�
��

MC�� ]�[*�:   

and may he answer their petitions and bless [the fruit] of their wombs and of [their] fields 
and of their lands and [their] vineyards 

Sample text, fol. 2, side (b):  
3-5 [   ])···($U/ �%�� )  •����]���
=�[  $��� [   ] $?-� '���� $��, ��

\B/ 8%� R�	
��  

… various … and of po[session] by evil spirits, may the Lord heal … may he cure by his 
grace 

Sample text, fol. 3, side (a):  
5-7  $����7� $����) ['�]�@?� ��E�)� '������!  $���!� ��
!� [$)]

[$�]�	1�  

and thanksgiving and glory and wor[ship], power and exaltation [to the Father] and to the 
Son and to the Holy Spirit 

Sample text, fol. 3, side (b):  
4-6  '67- ���	�� [   ]�R�@� ?7�� V	�/C� $�R )[   ] :���[  Y�� W=

]1 ��[$� ��R '���  

and he made us partake in the mystery of his body and his blood … this … that every day is 
sprinkled upon the sanctuary of [ho]liness in this church 

Sample text, fol. 4, side (a):  
5-6 '���0�� :/C $ /=  •��� )·('���� � @! [   ]  •�� $�01�)·([   ]  

all the world and the regions and … sin completely, and the dread of … 

Sample text, fol. 4, side (b):  
9-11 )···R(	� ��� ��@� \! ( )(··[   ]  *	9! $�) BD: 8��R	�'�[   ](··)  $� ��

'�����  •$ �	�  

… saying, ‘This is my body and my blood … that I give to you (as) a gift … life, 
inheritance, in blessings’ 

Sample text, fol. 5, side (a):  
1 -4 '�0 ��  •'� �
� '�M� '�:�  • [   ]�'� ����=� • • W�9��) � ���) ]'��= [

 8�:! '�	U0� �� ��=)�  •! ](C[ '� ��!��!� (9��0
!� •  

portions. May we be heirs of the good things and … of things to come. From henceforth, 
praise, O [church], him who snatched from paganism [you] and your children and 
descendants 
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Sample text, fol. 5, side (b):  
8 -11 W B
 8E�� � )'��(]. R�	��)[ $?	 � $B/

8 �� D�E� • +�) R��:!- W
E�� 
$?	 �(� $�)	�?  •�7R� 	�)  

And he accepts the sacrifice. He offers (it) [in] his manhood in order to fulfil the law, and 
he accepts (it) in his divinity as the author of the law. Oh, the wonder 

Sample text, fol. 6, side (a):  
12-13  $�R �7�- : *��:�$�0UC  $�� �	�� $= ��6�'�/ ����  •��,	?�  

there will be in this country famines, earthquakes, plagues, frights, and terrors 

Sample text, fol. 6, side (b):  
7-8   ] [  � B7	�� :/��� :EU ]R	���[�  c	�� '�	C;  

… in his going out and his coming in and may he lengthen [his life] in victory, because 

Proper names: fol. 1, side (b), l. 3 W��K� Israel; fol. 5, side (a), l. 7 O	�� Jesus, l. 11 
VR�) Abraham, l. 12 ���� David 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter & Dickens, ‘SyrHT 221 from Turfan’ (forthcoming); cited in Maróth, 
‘Die syrischen Handschriften’ (1991) 

 

216. SyrHT 222 [T II B 66 = 1793] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: Martyrs’ Anthem (���:?� '���	=) for Saturday Morning Prayer from Hudra J, 
followed by the Night Office, with references to the names of the apostles being written in 
the heavenly Jerusalem on side (a), ll. 5-6 and to the apostles going out to the four corners 
of the earth on side (b), ll. 15-17: side (a), ll. 6-7 = Hudra I, 452*, ll. 13-14. 

Paper (15.5 x 13.4 cm): middle part of folio with side margins, tear at l. 10 and textual 
lacunae on ll. 11-12. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 0.8 cm 
left: 2.1 cm 

right: 2.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 20 20 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.4 cm 10.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4, 6, 8, 11, 14, 15; side (b), ll. 8, 10, 13, 14 
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Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 4-5 �$�	01, ll. 6-7 ����>�, ll. 8-11  �	C�
�� [  ] , ll. 14-16 �*	�/@��), l. 20 [   ]); side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 7-9 

�'�����, ll. 13-14 �$�/!�, ll. 18-19 [�]$�	01 

Corrections: possible interlinear word on side (a), between ll. 4-5; small x above side (a), l. 
8 marks where +!, written below line, should be inserted 

Sample text, side (a):  
5-6 '��/ B= \/�7�- W ��! $��� 	 B�C� B) *	9�: � �� ��� $%��/� 

the apostles rejoiced that your names were written in the upper height, in the heavenly 
Jerusalem 

Sample text, side (b):  

16-15  	 �EU� $�� ��1 $%��/��6�C)�(�) $ �= 	�0�)� '��0U�,- '��	E (sic)  

The holy apostles went forth and proclaimed you in truth in the four corners (of the earth) 
and converted the nations 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 \/�7�) Jerusalem, l. 8 W��
X Gabriel, l. 10 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

217. SyrHT 223 [T II B 66 = 1794] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified liturgical fragment for a penitential period, from the same scribal 
hand and perhaps the same folio as SyrHT 166. Matching text is not found in the printed 
Hudra, either for the Rogation of the Virgins (Bā‘uthā da-Bhtulāthā) or the Rogation of the 
Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-Ninwāye). 

Paper (7.2 x 12.0 cm): lower corner fragment; part of lower margin on side (b) is folded 
over, partially obscuring several characters. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

lower: 1.8 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 10.3 cm (incomplete) 10.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Distinguishing marks: tail of final � on side (b), l. 6 
culminates in a three petal design 
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Sample text, side (a):  
6 [   ] '�	�� �7�-! � / B�

8) :�_ 8� �� $��  

the evil one, through his contention, has delivered us to the realm of death 

Sample text, side (b):  
6 ��	�-C� $�
� �� 8�7� $! � +� �7[   ]  

… your mercy. Do not chastise us with the rod of your justice. 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra? 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

218. SyrHT 224 [T II B 66 = 1795] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right folio, right margin 

Two non-adjacent fragments from the same manuscript glassed together (possibly a 
bifolium): 

1. SyrHT 224 (I) = side (b), left folio & side (a), right folio 

2. SyrHT 224 (II) = side (a), left folio & side (b), right folio 

 

SyrHT 224 (I): 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 89:35-42, 48-53 (89:34-41, 47-52) from Psalter D, with rubricated 
Psalm heading: side (b), left folio = Peshitta Psalm 89:35-42 (89:34-41); side (a), right 
folio = Peshitta Psalm 89:48-53 (89:47-52). 

Paper (8.5 x 11.3 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 9 10 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.9 cm 7.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b); final letters elongated to 
justify the margin 

Rubrics: side (a), right folio, l. 10 
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Corrections: omitted word $��0�0 written supralinear on side (a), right folio, l. 2, with 
sublinear ˆ marking the insertion point; � �� corrected to � ���  on side (a), right folio, l. 
5 with sublinear �  

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (b), left folio, l. 5 

Sample text, side (a), right folio [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 ]� ��[ �� �	
�Q ����) $9�) .c	��� ���)  

[from] the hand of Sheol. Where are your loving-kindnesses (Peshitta Psalm 89:49-50 = 
89:48-49) 

Sample text, side (b), left folio [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4  ��:? .\/�! �1�� �7:? +�)�� [$��]  

and like the moon it shall be established forever, a witness in [heaven] (Peshitta Psalm 
89:38 = 89:37) 

Proper names: side (a), right folio, l. 4 c	�� Sheol, l. 5 ���� David; side (b), left folio, l. 2 
���� David 

Joins: SyrHT 224 (I), side (b) (left folio) forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 64, side (b), 
located below it 

Sequences: SyrHT 224 (I) and SyrHT 64 follow SyrHT 119 

 

SyrHT 224 (II): 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 95:4-7; 96:1-2 from Psalter D, with rubricated Psalm heading and 
canon: side (a), left folio = Peshitta Psalm 95:4-7; side (b), right folio = Peshitta Psalm 
96:1-2. 

Paper (4.1 x 11.3 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

right: 2.5 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.8 cm 7.9 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr); final letters 
elongated to justify the margin 

Rubrics: side (b), right folio, ll. 1-3 

Marginalia: side (b), right folio, right margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 ]�� �V,[  – possibly an 
elliptical reference to the new marmitha which begins here 
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Sample text, side (a), left folio:  
2 .�,	Q� $��7� $=7)� 8:� �?)�� ����)  

are the foundations of the earth and the height of the mountains (Peshitta Psalm 95:4) 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  
4 	%
� .$=7) 8:/C $�� ! 	%
�  

Praise to the Lord all the earth. Praise (Peshitta Psalm 96:1-2) 

Proper names: side (b), right folio, l. 2 O	�� Jesus 

Joins: SyrHT 224 (II), side (a) (left folio) forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 63, side (b), 
located below it 

Sequences: SyrHT 224 (II) and SyrHT 63 follow SyrHT 239 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 370 

 

219. SyrHT 225 [T II B 66 = 1796] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J, mentioning the crucifixion in Jerusalem. 

Paper (6.7 x 9.0 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 3.0 cm lower: 3.0 cm 

No. of lines: 5 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm (incomplete) 8.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2; side (b), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a):  
2  $��� �[   ] $��� �[   ] $��� �[   ] $��� �[   ]�7�- h�Q>) $
�!> �/ [   V]  

of the Lord. The crucified one was crucified in Jerusale[m …] 

Sample text, side (b):  

2 � R[   ])···( � �/C p!� $%	�� $%	�� $%	�� $%	� ��� ][   ) … all of us. Šubbaḥa. Lord …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 �7�)/ ]V[  Jerusalem, l. 4 $� ���:� Jews 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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220. SyrHT 226 [T II B 66 = 1797] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 236 and SyrHT 352. 

Paper (7.6 x 6.1 cm): fragment with lower margin and considerable textual deterioration, 
particularly on side (b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm lower: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) 6.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 4, 5 (faded) 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 [   ]� \��� g[   ] … Mary …  

Sample text, side (b):  

5 $ � =[   ])···([   ] … the nations …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 \��� Mary 

 

221. SyrHT 227 [T II B 66 = 1798] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (7.1 x 6.6 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 10 9 

Line spacing: 0.6-0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) 3.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 
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Rubrics: side (a), l. 2, marginalia; side (b), l. 1 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 2-4 ..(0��� .� $!..(0��� .� $!..(0��� .� $!..(0��� .� $! 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red 
dots) on side (b) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  

7 V B�
89�� B$ 8> '�	/9 �?�[   ] … and offences, he wishes to defile  

Sample text, side (b):  

7 [   ]� �� �1�� R�	�� and his death redeemed us from …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

222. SyrHT 228 [T II B 66 = 1799] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 137:8-Psalm 138 heading (138: 8); 138:4-8 (139:4-8) from Psalter 
C, with rubricated Psalm heading, joins with SyrHT 379: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 137:8-
Psalm 138 heading (138: 8); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 138:4-8 (139:4-8). 

Paper (6.6 x 8.2 cm): fragment with one side margin; text on side (b) is in deteriorated 
condition. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.5 cm (incomplete) 6.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 (deteriorated) 

Sample text, side (a): [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 379, side (b)}] 

1-2 )]� }:/C .��) O� 8� $��� � 8� {�1] ��� *[� }��%!� V{ 8(��/
X .)[  �� � ?�(sic)  

[you, Lord, you know all of them] from [the first to the last]. You have formed me and you 
have laid (Peshitta Psalm 138:4-5 = 139:4-5) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 379, side (a)}]: 
1-2  �,]� }/�! � .\=� � 5
� +� ���){] $! [} ..$ B�7

8
��!�� '-���!�� '-���!�� '-���!�� '-������    {**** [))))����((((����)))) .$0� .$0� .$0� .$0�(���)(���)(���)(���)    

]}��������    �>���>���>���>��$�$�$�$�{[  
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[your mercy forever. and] do not [desert the work of your hands. The one hundred and 
thirty] eighth. Spoken [in the person (of)] (Peshitta Psalm 137:8-Psalm 138 heading = 
138: 8) 

Joins: SyrHT 228, side (a), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 379, side (b), ll. 4-5 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

223. SyrHT 229 [T II B 66 = 1800] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 233. 

Paper (3.6 x 7.8 cm): fragment with side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: left: 2.1 cm right: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 5.7 cm (incomplete) 5.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

3    ][))))············((((� V� V� V� V �/��) $%��� … Christ was born  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]$�) $!� ��X W B�! above, without a mother …  

 

224. SyrHT 230 [T II B 66 = 1801] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 230-231 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 9:20-10:14; 10:17-11:1 (9:19-10:14; 10:17-11:1) from Psalter P, 
with words at the end of each half verse (pethgāmā) omitted due to the short lines: side (a), 
right column = Peshitta Psalm 9:20-10:1 (9:19-10:1); left column = Peshitta Psalm 10:2-8; 
side (b), right column = Peshitta Psalm 10:8-14; left column = Peshitta Psalm 10:17-11:1. 

Paper (6.8 x 7.1 cm): folio with text arranged in two columns and textual lacunae on ll. 1-7 
on side (a), right-hand column and side (b), left-hand column. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.3 cm 
lower: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
centre: 0.3-0.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

upper: 0.4 cm 
lower: 0.7 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
centre: 0.3-0.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 13 (right col.), 6 (left col.) 5 (right col.), 12 (left col.) 

Line spacing: 0.5 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 2.5-3.0 cm per column 2.8-3.0 cm per column 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a), left column:  

4 ���� $! 8	= The unrighteous are blessed … (Peshitta Psalm 10:3)  

Sample text, side (a), right column:  

5 $��� $0 ! Why, Lord … (Peshitta Psalm 10:1)  

Sample text, side (b), left column:  

5 ��
? $��  In the Lord I have put my trust … (Peshitta Psalm 11:1) 

Sample text, side (b), right column:  

7  	�	1(sic) $��� Rise up, Lord … (Peshitta Psalm 10:12)  

Sequences: begins on side (a), right column and ends on side (b), left column 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

225. SyrHT 231 [T II B 66 = 1801] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 230-231 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (4.7 x 5.3 cm): fragment with lower margin and advanced deterioration on side (b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm lower: 2.4 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 4.2 cm (incomplete) 4.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 2, 4 

Quire marks: [��])·(�� 6  on side (b), lower margin, similar to quire marks on other folios 
from Hudra F (cf. SyrHT 81, SyrHT 85, SyrHT 145 and possibly SyrHT 307) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3  $�-� 8 $!)[   ](sic) [   $�]�� $C7R … but I beseech here Lo[rd …]  

Sample text, side (b):  

1  $�-� 8 )[   ](sic) [   ]	 8� … I beseech …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

226. SyrHT 232 [T II B 66 = 1802] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (6.5 x 3.5 cm): fragment with side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 1.4 cm right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 7 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) 1.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 6 

Sample text, side (a):  
5 ��QR[   ]  

Sample text, side (b):  

7 ���� ]*   [ flying …  

 

227. SyrHT 233 [T II B 66 = 1803] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 229. 

Paper (4.8 x 3.2 cm): upper corner fragment. 
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 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 1.7 cm (incomplete) 2.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 3, 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]	@ within …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3  �[   ] �,	� �,	� �,	� �,	�� … Versicles.  

 

228. SyrHT 234 [T II B 66 = 1804] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.7 x 5.0 cm): fragment with side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.8 cm left: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]) 8:1��U!� and for its (f.s.) redeemer …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 Y��� '67)[   ] … the mystery which was made manifest  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 ���7	� Jordan 
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229. SyrHT 235 [T II B 66 = 1805] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, which joins with SyrHT 206 and SyrHT 316 to 
form a complete folio. 

Paper (4.3 x 4.9 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.4 cm lower: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.5 cm (incomplete) 4.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 206, side (a) and SyrHT 316, 
side (b)]:  

1-3 [ �$C�] $ �] ���) ���) ���) ���))� ��  $0C[]_��D  ����� ':!) $�[��K [)]  

[and sick]ness, [Amen. And as the Lo]rd God planted Paradis[e] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 206, side (b) and SyrHT 316, 
side (a)]:  

1-3  ��% ����] <�[��/= ]����0� :���	�[�[$!]� � ��%9�� [$!]� *�  

[and resting] and entering and [departing th]eir borders [without] being able. And [not] 

Joins: SyrHT 235, side (a), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 206, side (a), ll. 6-8 and SyrHT 316, 
side (b), ll. 1-3 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 

 

230. SyrHT 236 [T II B 66 = 1806] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 226 and SyrHT 352. 

Paper (4.1 x 4.8 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.1 cm lower: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8 cm 
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Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 3.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ]$ 	�_�� � ��:?[   ] … the martyrs who were victorious in …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]$%�
�� [   ] … and glorious …  

 

231. SyrHT 237 [T II B 66 = 1807] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) upside-down on side (b), right margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra K. 

Paper (3.2 x 5.0 cm): fragment with (patched) side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 0.8 cm right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]� '��	
�� :!� �� … and to him a hymn (tešboḥta)   

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ]�
K�� 7�� He sent that we might believe …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

232. SyrHT 238 [T II B 66 = 1809] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin, on paper strip (patch) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra V. 

Paper (7.2 x 4.0 cm): fragment with side margin, consisting of a patching strip folded over 
from side (a) to side (b). 
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 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: right: 1.7 cm left: 1.7 cm (including patch) 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.2 cm (incomplete) 2.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 2? 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin (on patch), below l. 4 [   �]R	/= 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]$%�� ! to/for Christ  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ])·( 	@ … within  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

233. SyrHT 239 [T II B 67a = 1810] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), lower left corner; label on glass plate: C2 Titusbru 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 94:12-15; 94:23-95:1 from Psalter D, with rubricated Psalm 
number, rubricated Psalm heading and canon: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 94:12-15; side (b) 
= Peshitta Psalm 94:23-95:1. 

Paper (6.6 x 11.4 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 0.9-1.0 cm 
left: 2.3-2.5 cm 

lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 2.3-2.5 cm 
left: 0.9-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 7.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2hr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 2-5 

Distinguishing marks: mark in black ink on side (b), right margin, l. 2 
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Sample text, side (a):  
4 R�����!� .: �! $��� $ B��� $!�  

the Lord does not forsake his people, and his inheritance (Peshitta Psalm 94: 14) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2 -4  8�� |�  .*:!) $���] * �	�)������������������������ [W

� $� ���:� W= ..� ��W

� $� ���:� W= ..� ��W

� $� ���:� W= ..� ��W

� $� ���:� W= ..� ��    $
���$
���$
���$
���  

Silence them, [O Lord, Our God]. [The ninety]-fifth. It prophesies about the Jews in 
Babylon (Peshitta Psalm 95 heading) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 $� ���:� Jews, l. 3 W
 Babylon 

Sequences: SyrHT 239 precedes SyrHT 63 and SyrHT 224 (II) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

234. SyrHT 240 [T II B 67b = 1811] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: 2 Stück [SyrHT 240 & 241] 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 168, SyrHT 328 and SyrHT 339. 

Paper (11.1 x 4.5 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 7 9 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6 

Marginalia: indecipherable writing in large brush strokes on side (b), left margin, parallel 
to ll. 3-6 A	� 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ] ��
!� and to the Son …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 (R)[   ] *��� ���E� … honourable of our Lord  
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235. SyrHT 241 [T II B 67b = 1812] 

Lucas (pencil) T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 2-3; label on glass plate: T II B 
67b Lk. 1,1-13 

Typescript list: 2 Stück [SyrHT 240 & 241] 

Content: Luke 1:1-21, the Gospel reading for the First Sunday of the Annunciation/Advent 
(Subbārā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287; Diettrich, ‘Bericht’ (1909), 
164) from Lectionary B, with recitation accents for cantillation of the text. This fragment 
joins with SyrHT 277 and SyrHT 300 and forms a dislocated join with n327 to produce an 
almost-complete folio (cf. n212 [entry 414 below], containing Luke 1:1-4 from a bilingual 
Syriac-Sogdian gospel lectionary): side (a) = Luke 1:1-10; side (b) = Luke 1:10-21. 

Paper (23.7 x 12.2 cm): fragment with lower margin and textual lacunae on ll. 15-18. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.7 cm lower: 1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 18 18 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 11.5 cm (incomplete) 11.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: lines ruled in light red lines ruled in light red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1-4 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 277, side (b)]:  
9 )]C  

8
�[ D�+! $% ��_� [$/ ��� �7��] O 8� B�� .$

<
a/ ���

8�) B�  

I shall write to you, illustrious Theophilus, that you may know [the truth of the words] 
(Luke 1:3-4) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 277, side (a)]:  
9  .[*�R:!) $���]� �R�  8��1 c6-B�� �R	)$/�%� $��(  

[the Lord, their God] and he will go before him in the spirit and power (Luke 1:17) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 $1	! Luke, l. 9 $
<
a/ ���

8�) B� Theophilus, l. 11 $��C6 Zechariah, l. 
12 *�7R) Aaron, l. 13 �!)]� o[  Elizabeth; side (b), l. 2 $��C6 Zechariah, l. 4 o
��!) 
Elizabeth, l. 5 �50� 8	� John, l. 8 W��K�) Israel, l. 14 W�-��
X Gabriel 

Joins: SyrHT 241, side (a), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 300, side (b), ll. 2-3; SyrHT 241, side 
(a), ll. 3-6 form a dislocated join with n327, side (b), ll. 1-4; SyrHT 241, side (a), ll. 9-16 
join with SyrHT 277, side (b), ll. 1-8 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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236. SyrHT 242 [T II B 67 No. 1 = 1813] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), upside down in left margin 

Content: unidentified, palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 9, SyrHT 198 and SyrHT 332. 

Paper (7.2 x 5.9 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 7 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) 5.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 3, 5, 6 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate abbreviations –  s	
�Q for 
'�	
�Q on side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ]\/�! �  … forever …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ]$�� ! Y
�[   ] … praise the Lord …  

 

237. SyrHT 243 [T II B 67 No. 2 = 1814] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra X, with references to the cross and the resurrection on 
side (b), ll. 6-10. 

Paper (9.4 x 14.0 cm): middle part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 1-2. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 1.3 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

right: 0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 11 10 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 12.2 cm 12.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 
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Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4; side (b), ll. 8, 9 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 5-6, possible traces of marginal note; side 
(b), right margin, parallel to ll. 7-9 ]   )[ [:
�!]_ � ; below this † and the trace of a 
marginal note 

Corrections: ‡h�  on side (a), l. 1 crossed out, with the correction written above (bottom 
of characters visible) and two faint crosses before the word indicating the insertion point; 

†*��� :
�!>�† ��  on side (b), l. 6 marked by two crosses, one above :
�!>� and 
another above *���, presumably marking where words in the margin, not visible on the 
fragment, are to be interpolated 

Sample text, side (a):  
5-6  +� ���) � �� ��-�KC (�U� g	�%�� ][�/=(
  $/
%� $�7) +�) �E0$� 
=� 8E [)]  

that my enemy should secretly snatch my soul from your hands like a devouring lion in the 
dens of adversity … 

Sample text, side (b):  

6-7     )[   ] )[   ] )[   ] )[   ] �†*��� :
�!>�† � �;� � A��� '� �1 7�� ��7�� '��  

… of the cross of Our Lord, etcetera. See on the Second Friday after Easter. 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

238. SyrHT 244 [T II B 67 No. 3 = 1815] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra K for the Second Friday in an unspecified liturgical season, 
possibly Epiphany (Denḥā), referring to the baptism of Jesus on side (b), l. 3 and joins with 
SyrHT 33. 

Paper (4.5 x 14.6 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 0.6 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

right: 2.4 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.3 cm 11.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3brb, 3rbr, 4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2; side (b), l. 2 
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Sample text, side (a):  
2  �;� �;� �;� �;� � '���� '���� '���� '���� � ��7�� ��7�� ��7�� ��7�� � �M��� �M��� �M��� �M���*�� �  

See on Friday, the second. Additional (stanzas?). Our Lord  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 33, side (a)]:  
3-4  $�7�) O	��� R� � 4�7��)� [*:!-! ����1 ]D�1�) B�R� $ � =� $�� 5	U!  

By the baptism of Jesus, the way was opened for the restoration of the nations and he was 
offered first [to our God] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 3 O	�� Jesus 

Joins: SyrHT 244, side (a), ll. 4-5 joins with SyrHT 33, side (b), ll. 1-2, located directly 
below it 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

239. SyrHT 245 [T II B 67 No. 7 = 1816] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (b), upside down on left folio, left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra Z for the Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā), the 
Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā) or possibly one of the commemorations of the Virgin 
Mary, with references to the angelic visitation to Mary (Luke 1:26-31) on side (a), right 
folio, ll. 3-6, and the star guiding the Magi on side (a), left folio, l. 8. No other examples 
from this Hudra have been found. Apart from the quotation from the Magnificat ( $K!	1
\��� �����, Luke 1:52-55) on side (b), right folio, ll. 1-5 (cf. Hudra I, 6_1�, ll. 17-20), 
matching text is not found in the printed Hudra, although similar texts can be found in 
Hudra I, $U1�, ;U1�, YU1�, ��7�. A rubric for Compline occurs on side (b), left folio, ll. 
5-6. 

Paper (left folio = 10.7 x 9.6 cm; right folio = 10.7 x 9.6 cm): bifolium with upper and side 
margins. Textual lacunae on left folio, ll. 7-12 and right folio, ll. 12-13, have resulted in the 
loss of the bottom of the folio; stitching holes are visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 12 13 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.8-8.0 cm 7.5-8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 
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 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.8-8.0 cm 7.8-8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb); 
distinctive formation of letters R, g and ligature '� 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 1, 2, 12; side (a), right folio, ll. 1, 2, 11, 12; side (b), left 
folio, ll. 5, 6, 7; side (b), right folio, ll. 3, 5, 10 

Marginalia: side (a), left folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 .: � '�:� 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  

7  8R�7�� $�	@ �� $
 5C	C �� [   ]  by means of the stars the Magi believed  

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

5-7 (! ��/
1� )sic(  ��
X $!� ���!)�� $0����1�� $1��� �R���)� O	�� : �  

you will conceive and bear (a child), without man, and you will call his name “Jesus,” 
which is “Redeemer” 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  

9-7 (9�?�C� .'�C�
� $�) \��� �) (9�	Q )sic( � B�R $0B��Q O	�� $%�� !  

Blessed are you, O Mary, blessed mother, whose womb was bearing the Christ, Jesus 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  
2-3 � $�	/!R :! ��;�� $�-� .$ �C-/� \=� �0� �:�  

we believe, and with the angels it is seemly that we should sing Hallelujah to him. 

Proper names: side (a), left folio, l. 2 \��� Mary, l. 5 V�) Adam; side (a), right folio, l. 3 
\��� Mary, l. 3 W��
X Gabriel; side (b), left folio, l. 5 VR�) Abraham, l. 7 \��� 
Mary; side (b), right folio, ll. 7, 9 \��� Mary 

Sequences: begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio, although the two 
folios do not seem to be contiguous 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho 
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240. SyrHT 246 [T II B 67 No. 8 = 1817] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (5.5 x 7.3 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

right: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 6.2 cm 6.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr, with red ink faded) 

Distinguishing marks: two vertical black strokes on side (b), l. 2, between � and $� � 
(one stroke parallel with D, the second in the space between ll. 2-3) 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4 � ��
=� R���K 8C .��) O�� ��� ��)  

You, Lord, you know the secrets of your servant. 

Sample text, side (b):  
2-3 � WC ���� WC ���) $=7-� $� � � ':!)  

God. In heaven and on earth he holds all and governs all 

 

241. SyrHT 247 [T II B 67 No. 9 = 1818] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: excerpts from the Psalms, presumably from a liturgical text; the palaeography 
suggests that the fragment is the product of the same hand as SyrHT 336: side (a), ll. 1-5 = 
Peshitta Psalm 30:11-13 (30:10-12); ll. 6-7 = Peshitta Psalm 33:22; side (b), ll. 1-5 = 
Peshitta Psalm 67:6-8 (67:5-7); ll. 6-7 = Peshitta Psalm 70:2-3 (70:1-2). 

Paper (8.2 x 9.9 cm): portion of a bifolium, consisting of the upper part of one folio and an 
internal fragment from an adjacent folio, with internal textual lacunae on ll. 1-2. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 3 7 
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Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 0.5 cm (incomplete) 6.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 7 3 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm 0.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) at the end of each line 
(words from the biblical text that do not fit are either abbreviated or omitted) 

Distinguishing marks: i (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) on side (b), 
beginning of l. 6 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  
5 � ���) \/�! �:!) $���  

Lord my God, I will praise forever (Peshitta Psalm 30:13 = 30:12) 

Sample text, side (b), left right folio:  

6 i � 7�	�! $��� (�_� ':!)  

God, deliver me; Lord, to (my) aid (Peshitta Psalm 70:2 = 70:1) 

Genre: Liturgy 

 

242. SyrHT 248 [T II B 67 No. 10 = 1819] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: post-communion hymns ('�� �	
��) from Hudra B: side (b), ll. 1-4 = end of 
Lord’s Prayer ($� �� *	)); side (b), ll. 5-7 = Gloria Patri; side (b), l. 8 – side (a), l. 6 
= post-communion hymn $9/� O	�� *�� = Hudra III, P�1, ll. 8-18 (= Hudra I, �7, l. 22 
– R7, l. 5 = Hudra II, ���, ll. 12-22, Engl. tr. in Brock, ‘Some Early Witnesses’ (2004), 33-
34); side (a), ll. 8-16 = post-communion hymn � ���) *�� W�� = Hudra III, P�1, l. 21 – 
+91, l. 1 (= Hudra I, �U1�, ll. 6-11 = Hudra II, ���, ll. 8-13, Engl. tr. in Brock, ‘Some 
Early Witnesses’ (2004), 32). 

Paper (15.1 x 11.0 cm): lower part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 8-
16. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr, 4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 6, 7; side (b), ll. 4, 7, 8 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to l. 10 �/�[ ] 

Corrections: Small D written under $�0��) on side (b), l. 14 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a). l. 7 

Sample text, side (a):  
5-4 ���� !� ���:!-! �	@K�� ��	�� �/9! '	�)  

Make us all worthy, that we might profess and worship your divinity and your dominion 

Sample text, side (b):  

6-7 )··( $���1 $���!� ��
!� $-! s	� .$���1 )�!\ )sic(  ���) �� /= � � � �
))))············((((����)����)����)����)  

… holy. Praise to the Father and to the Son and to the Holy Spirit forever and ever. Amen. 
… Saying 

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 O	�� Jesus; side (b), l. 8 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

243. SyrHT 249 [T II B 67 No. 11 = 1820] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra W for Palm Sunday (‘Idā d-Awša‘nā), which joins with 
SyrHT 254, but matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. Two marginal notes have 
been added in separate hands, one in Syriac (split between the two fragments) and one in 
Sogdian. 

Paper (9.1 x 9.8 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 2.7-2.9 cm lower: 1.7 cm 
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right: 3.0 cm (ll. 1-3) 
 3.8 cm (ll. 4-7) 
left: 1.0-1.8 cm 

right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 7 8 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.9-1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.1-6.2 cm 7.8-9.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2vb) 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin (SyrHT 249 and SyrHT 254), written in brown (faded 
black?) ink in a different hand from the text itself (see text and translation below); side (a), 
lower margin (SyrHT 249 only), Sogdian note written in black ink in a third hand  	
��
���� �� ��� There is none of us … 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-5 $� �	0� 	��� : )··(  :'��	
�� 	=�� '���%�� )··(  

The Ninevites rejoiced  … and with joy they rendered praise … 

Marginal note, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 254]:  
�) ��X ��!	� �: �0� �� $ B�Q��� :0� [�� 8= $! $�	� ^�U�� $/��� )] 

For there is none of us on that [awful day from whom eloquence will not flee] and hide 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 254]:  
2-4 ��� 8	% ��� ��) ��0  :$%
�� $9/� ]U� '���! ['�]\/�7�-! W=� $/�= h BC7�  

From the accursed city of Jericho the glorious king went forth and he rode a colt and 
entered Jerusalem 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 ��	� Jonah; side (b), l. 2  8	% ��� ��) Jericho, l. 4 \/�7�) 
Jerusalem, l. 7 ���� David 

Joins: SyrHT 249, side (b), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 254, side (b), ll. 10-11, located directly 
above it 

Multilingual information: Sogdian marginal note in Syriac script on side (a) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E46 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 

 

244. SyrHT 250 [T II B 67 No. 12 = 1821] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J, with reference to the gift of forgiveness on side (a), l. 
3. 
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Paper (6.2 x 8.0 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.7 cm lower: 3.1 cm 

No. of lines: 5 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.6 cm (incomplete) 6.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

3  �	�� $�?	%! '�R	� *[   ] [   '�] … the gift for the atonement of sins …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ]������� *	� 8:!� o�6) :)·([   ] … he/it shakes and to those who keep …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

245. SyrHT 251 [T II B 67 No. 14 = 1822] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the Second and the Fourth Sundays after Pentecost, joins 
with SyrHT 74. 

Paper (3.7 x 5.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 0.9 cm right: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2hb) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 74, side (a)]: 
3-4  � +� ��	@K!] ��� *�� +
�!_ � 	
�� 	
�� 	
�� 	
������! +
�!_[ ��� �Q �  

By your cross, our Lord, you have kept [your worshippers. Hymn (Tešboḥta). Keep, O 
Lord,] by your cross your Church 
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Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 74, side (b)]: 
1-2  �� :�% ] 8:1��� $%����(�=	Q  $!� $ �	Q� ]$� ��� '�	9/� 8:! [�����)�

� ��,���[  

of Christ who has saved her, [by his suffering, from error and has promised] her the 
kingdom and life [and blessings that are imperishable] 

Joins: SyrHT 251, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 74, side (a), ll. 3-6 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

246. SyrHT 252 [T II B 67 No. 15 = 1823] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra K. 

Paper (6.9 x 5.4 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: left: 1.2 cm right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) 4.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 $0�� � B

8=� [   ] … and he makes peace  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]   (/X� B) �! to us it/he was revealed …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

247. SyrHT 253 [T II B 67 No. 16 = 1824] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 1 uff, Hudra “J” [SyrHT 29] 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra E. 

Paper (6.3 x 8.4 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.7 cm left: 1.5 cm 
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No. of lines: 6 7 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.5 cm (incomplete) 6.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]$B0U�� $ � = A�E� may he sanctify the nations and may he turn …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ])���� '�( W�� �7:�� of sin. And the world was enlightened  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

248. SyrHT 254 [T II B 67 No. 17 = 1825] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra W for Palm Sunday (‘Idā d-Awša‘nā), which quotes from 
Zechariah 9:9 and joins with SyrHT 249 but matching text is not found in the printed 
Hudra; a marginal note, split between the two fragments, has been added in a separate 
hand. 

Paper (9.2 x 9.8 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 2.8 cm 
left: 0.5-1.7 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 11 

Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 5.8-6.5 cm 7.6-9.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2vb) 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin (SyrHT 249 and SyrHT 254), written in brown (faded 
black?) ink in a different hand from the text itself (see text and translation below); side (b), 
upper margin *�:/C 	C� 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-3 � )	�( �� ��7� � ��R ��)$( $�M�) :$�7�? )$C ��( �� ��7� � ��R ��EK�  
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they were spreading and placing (their garments) on the way. Others were cutting off 
branches and placing 

Marginal note, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 249]:  
	� �: �0� ��) ��X ��!]� [$ B�Q��� :0�] �� 8= $! $�	� ^�U�� $/��� )[ 

[For there is none of us on that] awful day from whom eloquence will not flee [and hide] 

Sample text, side (b):  
8-9 $%
�� $��C6 � 8
 �K� *	�R> �� W�9� hQ �>��  

Exult exceedlingly henceforth, Daughter of Zion. The illustrious Zechariah declared 

Proper names: side (b), l. 6 D	E�� Jacob, l. 9 *	�R> Zion, l. 9 $��C6 Zechariah 

Joins: SyrHT 254, side (b), ll. 10-11 joins with SyrHT 249, side (b), ll. 1-2, located directly 
below it 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

249. SyrHT 255 [T II B 67 = 1826] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; forms a partial folio with n419, n417, SyrHT 285, 
n420 and n415, including a dislocated join with n415 and a possible join with SyrHT 285. 

Paper (8.8 x 7.8 cm): lower corner fragment; side (b) is blank (mounted on pasteboard). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: lower: 4.2 cm 
left: 3.3 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 4 + 2 mirror image lines — 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm — 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: ink transfer from SyrHT 285, side (a), 
ll. 1-4 has caused a mirror image on the bottom of SyrHT 
255, side (a), as a result of the original folio being folded 
together when the ink on the upper part (SyrHT 285, n417 
and n419) had not dried 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from n415, side (a) and n420, side (b)]: 
2 -4  s���! ����1 s���! . s���) $ � �].��s�) ����1[ sR .'��E���	�)� '��E��U�1]
� � $! ��! V�� �	!� ��!:�] D�� .$ ��[ �� [ .'�	/X� $/�) ��  
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[affirmative and negative, i.e. ]it is cold, [it is hot; it is not cold, it is not] hot. And also 
[with these (things) that are relative there is neither tru]th nor falsehood. 

Joins: SyrHT 255, side (a), ll. 1-4 forms a dislocated join with n415, side (a), ll. 2-5, 
located to its right and possibly joins with SyrHT 285, side (a), located above it 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

250. SyrHT 256 [T II B 67 = 1827] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

SyrHT 256-258 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N for the Friday after Pentecost, also known as the ‘Friday of 
Gold,’ with a reference to the healing of the lame man by the apostles Peter and Paul in 
Acts 3:3 on side (a), ll. 2-3, but matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (14.6 x 15.1 cm): upper part of folio with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 2.0 cm 
left: 3.5 cm 

upper: 2.0 cm 
right: 3.5 cm 

No. of lines: 13 13 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 11.5 cm (incomplete) 11.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10; side (b), ll. 1, 12 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 5-11 ��	���)��$[   ]'��/�  

Corrections: small x under � in  ��1 on side (a), l. 8, perhaps indicating insertion point for 
marginal correction; small R written underneath \� on side (b), l. 7, to correct it to 
: � 

Distinguishing marks: �i�  (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots between two 
paragraphus) on side (a), l. 5; verso mark $�r on side (b) in upper right corner; use of 
line above letters to indicate abbreviations – � s�� !� for �R��� !� on side (b), l. 6 

Sample text, side (a):  
3 -2 :! $%	� O	��� : �� $0 !	� �$%�/� 	 8:� ���@%!  

the apostles gave healing to the lame man in the name of Jesus, praise to him 

Sample text, side (b):  
2-3  ]!�?)� .$06 V�1 � �� .�� �) *	� � B�R[)] . 8�R	)� �	! *�� $ B%���  

Simon said, ‘Even before the time when Christ our Lord was taken up to his Father…’ 
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Proper names: side (a), l. 2 O	�� Jesus, l. 6 W��K� Israel; side (b), l. 2 *	� � Simon 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

251. SyrHT 257 [no signature number = 1827] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 256-258 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J. 

Paper (5.2 x 7.3 cm): internal fragment, with advanced deterioration of side (a), leaving 
only faint traces of sporadic characters discernable. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6? 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm? 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.0 cm (incomplete) 7.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (b):  

7 [   ])·( ! ��@/U��U [   ] … and dividing the …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

252. SyrHT 258 [T II B 60 = 1827] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 256-258 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N for the Commemoration of St. George (23 Nisan = April), 
with a reference to St. Sergius (cf. Hudra II, ܬ��, ll. 21-25). 

Paper (14.6 x 15.2 cm): upper part of folio with side margins; a thin binding strip (0.7 x 5.7 
cm) pasted on side (a), right margin, partly obscures the initial characters on ll. 9-15. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 0 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 
left: 0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 17 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.8 cm 
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Line length: 12.3 cm (incomplete) 12.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10; side (b), ll. 4, 6, 11, 13 

Corrections: � written below �� and above �R� �� �
= on side (b), between ll. 8-9; $! 
written below $ �,) and above *	K���� on side (b), between ll. 9-10 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $�r on side (b) in upper right corner; use of line above 
letters to indicate abbreviations –  s��:? for �R��:? on side (b), l. 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

12 $��	1-��7[   ] )sic( � ���_! $��= $��7 ��� [   ]  

the Holy Spirit from evening until morning and … 

Sample text, side (b):  
8 �X7	�X ��� ��
=� ��-= :[ �>�<[   ] $0UC� )  

in which (they keep) the feast of your servant, Mar George, hail and famine …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 9 �X�K���[  Mar Sergius, l. 10 �X7	�X[  George; side (b), l. 
2, �X7	�X[  George, l. 8 �X7	�@���[  Mar George 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

253. SyrHT 259 [T II B 69 No. 3 = 1828] 

T II B 69 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 259-264 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (7.1 x 3.5 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm lower: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 7 8 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 7 

Distinguishing marks: floral decorative motif on side (b), l. 8 
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Sample text, side (a): 

6    ]�  ��?[��00 ] ��$   [ … the scorn of men …  

Sample text, side (b):  

6    ]X ����
�[ [   ]� … your strength …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

254. SyrHT 260 [T II B 69 No. 3 = 1828] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 69 (pencil) on side (a), in faded rubric on l. 3 

SyrHT 259-264 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (4.5 x 7.3 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.1 cm (incomplete) 7.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2; side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ] )···(  �=	�0�(� � )···( [   ] … from error …  

Sample text, side (b):  
2  :� � ��:? 	C6 :[   ]_�� �)� ]�   [  

… by him the martyrs were victorious and by him [they] triumphed … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

255. SyrHT 261 [T II B 69 No. 3 = 1828] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 259-264 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J; side (b) is essentially illegible. 

Paper (3.9 x 7.5 cm): internal fragment. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm (incomplete) 7.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 3, 4 

Sample text, side (a):  
3 � �! $ BK%��[   ])···(,	� �]�   [  

… who makes atonement for us. … Versicles … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

256. SyrHT 262 [T II B 69 No. 3 = 1828] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 69 (pencil) on side (a), in faded rubric on l. 2 and below l. 2 

SyrHT 259-264 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (3.6 x 3.7 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.7 cm (incomplete) 3.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ]] ��:? *�C��)   [  … the commemoration of the martyrs …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]$=�6� $�0�[   ]  … a frenzy of impulse …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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257. SyrHT 263 [T II B 69 No. 3 = 1828] 

T II B 69 (pencil) on side (b), between ll. 3-4 

SyrHT 259-264 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (3.2 x 4.8 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.1 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3 (trace) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ])·( [   ] $�M? … seraphim …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 �	@K�[   ] … he/we might worship  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

258. SyrHT 264 [T II B 69 No. 3 = 1828] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 69 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

SyrHT 259-264 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, possibly calendrical, with part of a series of numerals running along 
one side and a reference to the month of Former Teshri and the number of days in it. 

Paper (3.2 x 4.8 cm): fragment with upper margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm — 

No. of lines: 3 — 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 4.8 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Sample text, side (a):  

2 ��E���� D   $! Beth (= 2) Former Teshri: 31  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 271-272 

 

259. SyrHT 265 [T II B 69 No. 4 = 1829] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 69 (pencil) twice on side (a), between ll. 3-4 and ll. 5-6 

Content: miscellaneous texts, possibly scribal exercises: 

Side (a) = 6 lines of text (9.5-10.0 cm long), written in two hands – ll. 1-6 seem to be 
exemplars written by a scribe, whereas ll. 1a, 2a and 4a are interlinear attempts at 
copying ll. 1, 2 and 4, with errors. 

Side (b) = 3 blocks of horizontal text (1 upside down) and 3 lines of vertical text (2 
acrostics, 1 upside down), arranged as follows: 

1. Vertical Line I: line of acrostics repeating the sequence 7.0( ܙ-ܐ  cm long), written 
down the right edge of side (b) in the same hand as Block II and Vertical Line IV; 

2. Block II: 6 lines (5.5 cm long), written to the left of Vertical Line I in the same 
hand as Vertical Line I and Vertical Line IV (1 cm between ll. 1-5, 1.5 cm between 
ll. 5-6); 

3. Vertical Line III: single line (6.5 cm long), written between Block II and Vertical 
Line IV in a thicker pen and seemingly the same hand as Block V; 

4. Vertical Line IV: line of acrostics repeating the sequence 7.0( ܙ- ܐ  cm long), written 
1.0-2.0 cm to the left of Block II in the same hand as Vertical Line I and Block II; 

5. Block V: 4 lines (3.5+ cm long), written to the left of Vertical Line III in a thicker 
pen and seemingly the same hand as Vertical Line III (2.0 cm between ll. 1-2; 1.1 
cm between ll. 2-3; 2.2 cm between ll. 3-4); 

6. Block VI: 3 lines (2.0+ cm long), written upside down above and below l. 1 of 
Block V, seemingly in the same hand as the interlinear corrections on side (a) and 
probably after Block V was written. 

There are four different scribal hands: 

Hand 1 = exemplar lines on side (a) 

Hand 2 = copied lines on side (a) and Block VI on side (b) 

Hand 3 = Block II, Vertical Lines I and IV on side (b) 

Hand 4 = Block V and Vertical Line III on side (b) 
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Paper (7.3 x 11.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. Horizontal fold lines are visible on 
side (a) between ll. 1-1a and through l. 4a; vertical fold lines are visible on the right side of 
side (a). Four horizontal folds and three vertical folds are visible on side (b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.8-0.9 cm — 

No. of lines: 6 + 3 interlinear lines 13 horizontal lines arranged in 3 
blocks of horizontal text + 3 vertical 
lines 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm not relevant 

Line length: 10 cm (incomplete) varying lengths of different text 
blocks 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2a 

Sample text, side (a):  
2    ]	� $�[ -! � 5�	� �/C� R�	�! ] BK

<
a� ]R�[�  

2a [   ]    o/?�o/?�o/?�o/?� )sic(  �7	� �/C� R�	�!�)sic(  

2 … we might offer up praise to his greatness and all of us might profess his Father 

2a … that he rose [error for ]/?] and to his greatness and all of us light [error for ��	�] 

Sample text, side (b), Block II:  

5 '�!��� $��> The fast of the Virgin  

Sample text, side (b), Vertical Line III:  

5 ':!) $��� Lord God  

Proper names: side (b), ll. 2, 3 �0�	� John 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Scribal exercises? 
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260. SyrHT 266 [(T II) B 52 = 1830] 

B 52 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

SyrHT 266-271 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra H. 

Paper (5.0 x 4.8 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 1.2 cm right: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 8 6 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 :! 	�1� R�![   ] … and they cried out to him  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 �)Q ([   ]� ��	
� of your grace and …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

261. SyrHT 267 [T II B 66 = 1830] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

SyrHT 266-271 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (5.5 x 5.4 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.9-1.1 cm 

Line length: 4.2 cm (incomplete) 4.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ] 	 K�)� and they took delight …  
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Sample text, side (b):  

2 .$0�!	� +! R[   ] … to you dominion.  

262. SyrHT 268 [T II B 66 = 1830] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 266-271 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (5.2 x 4.0 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm lower: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.2 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 3.9 cm (incomplete) 3.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]$�	� �[   ] … your … on the day …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ]  (0��= [   ]  … my eyes …  

 

263. SyrHT 269 [no signature number = 1830] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 266-271 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (2.3 x 1.9 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 1.8 cm (incomplete) 1.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Sample text, side (a):  

1   ]� *	�R \=[   ] [ … with those …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ](�)Q� �
 [   ]  … and good …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

264. SyrHT 270 [no signature number = 1830] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 266-271 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (3.3 x 2.9 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.7 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]]���:!-! Y��   [ … suitable for your Godhead …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3  $%�  *[   ]�,$ �[   ] … us/our with the oil of compassion …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

265. SyrHT 271 [T II B 60 = 1830] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 266-271 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (3.5 x 3.5 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm lower: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 
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Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.6 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela] 

Sample text, side (a):  

2    ]!  �	�� )[Q [   ]  … may he not (?) despise …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ][   ] �R �	U/ �� $�R … this instead of him …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

266. SyrHT 272 [T II = 1831] 

T II (violet ink stamp) on upper margin, side (a); label on glass plate: T II (black ink) 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra V, citing an unnamed saint (possibly ����� ܐ�
Anatolius, mentioned in SyrHT 362?). 

Paper (5.4 x 5.2 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.8-0.9 cm 0.8-0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.2 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4 (faded) 

Distinguishing marks: verso mark $�� on side (b) in upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 -2 [   ]!�[ $0	Q	%��[   ]Z (/=  

… the blessed …lis … that he might have pity upon me  

Sample text, side (b):  

5 :? �� �1 [   $���]  The holy martyrs …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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267. SyrHT 273 [T II D = 1832] 

No old signature number on fragment; label on glass plate (handwritten in ink): T II D aus Chotscho zu B 66 
48b [lost] 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 66 No. 48 b a [n354] und b [lost] u zu T II B 22 No. 2 [SyrHT 67-70]. aus 
Chotscho 

Content: small fragment of a calendrical table designed to determine the beginning of Lent 
in any year, possibly from the same original table as SyrHT 67 (cf. SyrHT 67, SyrHT 68, 
n354 and So 15850). 

Paper (5.4 x 2.3 cm): internal fragment; side (a) is badly deteriorated and side (b) has 4 
lines, each with a rubric character written in a ruled rubric box. The horizontal lines above 
l. 1, between ll. 2-3 and between ll. 3-4 (but not between ll. 1-2, because of ink smudges 
and paper crease) intersect with a vertical line, 0.2 cm from the edge and extending the full 
length of side (b), which encloses the boxes. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 or 5? 4 

Line spacing: unable to discern 1.5 cm 

Line length: 0.5 cm (incomplete) 1.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — ruled red lines separating table cells 

Black and red ink; East Syriac Estrangela; boxes ruled in red 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1-4 

Sample text, side (b): 

����        

llll        

DDDD        

))))        

4 … 3 … 2 … 1 … 

Joins: possible dislocated join with SyrHT 67 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 282 

 

268. SyrHT 274 [T II D 319 = 1833] 

T II (violet ink stamp) D 319 (pencil) on yellow pasteboard, to right above SyrHT 274 

SyrHT 274-276 glassed together 
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Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet D, referring to knots and the evangelists Luke, 
Matthew and Mark, forming a dislocated join with SyrHT 275 and SyrHT 276. 

Paper (6.2 x 7.4 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is blank (mounted on pasteboard). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 — 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm — 

Line length: 6.8 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 ��/X, ��7� ����� '�	�[   ] … and the four-legged beast  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 � $1]	!� [Z	1��� ��  Lu[ke and Mat]thew and Mark 

Genre: Prayer 

 

269. SyrHT 275 [T II D 319 = 1833] 

T II (violet ink stamp) D 319 (pencil) on yellow pasteboard, to right above SyrHT 274 

SyrHT 274-276 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet D, referring to incantations and the loosening of 
wells and dry land, forming a dislocated join with SyrHT 274 and SyrHT 276. 

Paper (5.9 x 5.5 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is blank (mounted on pasteboard). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 — 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm — 

Line length: 4.7 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  
2-4 M�� .$�
� ��M��[   ]� $ �	X ��M��[   )]�	�M��[   ]� [   �]  

… of incantations … and loosenings of wells and … and loosenings of the dry land and 
loosenings of … 

Genre: Prayer 
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270. SyrHT 276 [T II D 319 = 1833] 

T II (violet ink stamp) D 319 (pencil) on yellow pasteboard, to right above SyrHT 274 

SyrHT 274-276 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet D, referring to ‘my daughter’ and forming a 
dislocated join with SyrHT 274 and SyrHT 275. 

Paper (2.9 x 3.4 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is blank (mounted on pasteboard). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 — 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm — 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 (possible trace?) 

Sample text, side (a): 

1-2 [   ] [   ] : � [   ] ��� my daughter … by his name …  

Genre: Prayer 

 

271. SyrHT 277 [T II D 114 = 1834] 

T II (violet ink stamp) D 114 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Hand-written list: Lekt? 

Content: Luke 1:4-8, 15-20, the Gospel reading for the First Sunday of the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287; 
Diettrich, ‘Bericht’ (1909), 164) from Lectionary B, with recitation accents for cantillation 
of the text. This fragment joins with SyrHT 241 and forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 
300 and n327 to produce an almost-complete folio (cf. n212 [entry 414 below], containing 
Luke 1:1-4 from a bilingual Syriac-Sogdian gospel lectionary): side (b) = Luke 1:4-8; side 
(a) = Luke 1:15-20. 

Paper (11.0 x 5.9 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 2.5 cm left: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 9 8 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.3 cm 
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Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: lines (single line) and margin 
(double line) lightly ruled in red 

ruling of lines in red barely visible 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin, next to l. 6 •_�_=•  inserted (?); next to l. 8 •(�)7•  

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 241, side (b)}]:  
2 ]*�R:!) $���} .� �R� $��� �R	 8��1 c6-B�{ [$/�%�  

the Lord their God. [And he will go before him in the spirit and power] (Luke 1:16-17) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 241, side (a)}]:  
1 )]C } D�

8
�+! $% ��_� O 8� B�� .$

<
a/ ���

8�) B�{$/ ��� �7�� [  

[I shall write to you, illustrious Theophilus, that you may know] the truth of the words 
(Luke 1:4) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 $�!) Elijah, l. 5 $��C6 Zechariah; side (b), l. 2 Z��, BR Herod 

Joins: SyrHT 277, side (b), ll. 1-8 joins with SyrHT 241, side (a), ll. 9-16 and forms 
dislocated joins with SyrHT 300, side (b) and n327, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

272. SyrHT 278 [T II K = 1835] 

T II (violet ink stamp) K (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J. 

Paper (5.0 x 8.2 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 3.1 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

lower: 3.1 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 2 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.7 cm (incomplete) 4.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Corrections: �@? corrected to ��@? on side (a), l. 2 with supralinear � above c in ��%! 
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Sample text, side (a):  

1 	/� 8� �� . =[   ]  … they sank and ceased  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 '��� X [   ]� ��E=� perfect. And they uprooted and …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

273. SyrHT 279 [T II S 25 No. 1 = 1837] 

T II (violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b), lower margin; 1 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b) 

SyrHT 279-284 glassed together 

Content: folio from Prayer-booklet G, invoking Mary, ‘the Holy Virgin, the Mother of 
Christ,’ with rubrics indicating hymns to chant. 

Paper (6.4 x 6.8 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, from a booklet consisting of six 
folios (SyrHT 279-284). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.1 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 7 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.8 cm 5.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

5-7 !��� 8:��C�� V	�$%���� :�) '����1 '�  

on the day of the commemoration of the Holy Virgin, the Mother of Christ 

Sample text, side (b):  

4-6 $%	� :! :�	/� Y�
�� ���1 .:! ��� 81 �C  

while crying out to him, ‘Holy and glorious is his sender, praise to him’ 

Suggested Sequence: 281(a) � 281(b) � 280(a) � 280(b) � 279(a) �279(b) � 284(a) 
� 284(b) � 283(a) � 283(b) � 282(a) � 282(b) 

Genre: Prayer 
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274. SyrHT 280 [T II S 25 No. 1 = 1837] 

T II (violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b), lower margin; 2 (pencil) on SyrHT 280, side (b) 

SyrHT 279-284 glassed together 

Content: folio from Prayer-booklet G, invoking Mary, the Mother of Christ, with rubrics 
indicating hymns to chant. 

Paper (7.0 x 6.8 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, from a booklet consisting of six 
folios (SyrHT 279-284). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 0.6 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5-1.0 cm 

lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm 5.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5; side (b), ll. 2, 4 (ink transfer from adjacent folio?), 6 

Sample text, side (a):  

6-8 $%���� :�) (9�	Q '����1 '�!�� 

holy virgin, blessed are you, Mother of Christ 

Sample text, side (b):  

5-6  WC � �� (C�	!>� $�7�	����� *��	7*��	7*��	7*��	7  

with the aid of your prayer, from all evils. Great is our Lord.  

Suggested Sequence: 281(a) � 281(b) � 280(a) � 280(b) � 279(a) �279(b) � 284(a) 
� 284(b) � 283(a) � 283(b) � 282(a) � 282(b) 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 85 

 

275. SyrHT 281 [T II S 25 No. 1 = 1837] 

T II (violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b), lower margin; 3 (pencil) on SyrHT 281, side (b) 

SyrHT 279-284 glassed together 

Content: folio from Prayer-booklet G, containing an Office for the Virgin Mary, referred to 
as the ‘Daughter of the King,’ with rubrics indicating hymns to chant: side (b), ll. 3-7 = 
Hudra I, N�7�, ll. 15-16. 
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Paper (6.9 x 6.7 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, from a booklet consisting of six 
folios (SyrHT 279-284). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.4-1.5 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 1.0-1.4 cm 

lower: 1.4 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.4-4.6 cm 5.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 4, 5, 6; side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

5-7  �� �:K���R���R���R���R � � � ����)���)���)���)    $9/� ��$9/� ��$9/� ��$9/� �� \��� (9�	Q  

by the martyrs. Then chant ‘Daughter of the King.’ Blessed are you, Mary 

Sample text, side (b):  

5-7  (C�	!_ $?	X ���)� $ /= W= $ �, � B
��� $%�� !  

to Christ that he may effect mercy upon the world that takes refuge in your prayer.  

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 \��� Mary 

Suggested Sequence: 281(a) � 281(b) � 280(a) � 280(b) � 279(a) �279(b) � 284(a) 
� 284(b) � 283(a) � 283(b) � 282(a) � 282(b) 

Genre: Prayer 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

276. SyrHT 282 [T II S 25 No. 1 = 1837] 

T II (violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b), lower margin; 4 (pencil) on SyrHT 282, side (b) 

SyrHT 279-284 glassed together 

Content: folio from Prayer-booklet G, invoking Mary, with rubrics indicating hymns to 
chant. 

Paper (7.1 x 6.9 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, from a booklet consisting of six 
folios (SyrHT 279-284); part of SyrHT 282 has stuck to SyrHT 283, resulting in part of 
SyrHT 282, side (b), ll. 3-4 being visible on SyrHT 283, side (b), ll. 4-5. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 

lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
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left: 0.6-1.2 cm left: 1.0-1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.2-5.0 cm 4.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), ll. 3, 4, 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

6-7 �B0� � $��	1� $��7� $/�� ��  

from the power of the Holy Spirit, she conceived 

Sample text, side (b):  

6-7  � c	�� � W1	Q	Q	Q	Q    $�7 � �� .'�
Q� [(9�]$�7 � �� .'�
Q� [(9�]$�7 � �� .'�
Q� [(9�]$�7 � �� .'�
Q� [(9�] '�C�
� '����1 \��� (9�	Q  

Tune: May he enter. ‘Blessed [are you] and excellent’ from the beginning Blessed are 
you, Mary, holy and blessed 

Proper names: side (b), l. 6 \��� Mary 

Suggested Sequence: 281(a) � 281(b) � 280(a) � 280(b) � 279(a) �279(b) � 284(a) 
� 284(b) � 283(a) � 283(b) � 282(a) � 282(b) 

Genre: Prayer 

 

277. SyrHT 283 [T II S 25 No. 1 = 1837] 

T II (violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b), lower margin; 5 (pencil) on SyrHT 283, side (b) 

SyrHT 279-284 glassed together 

Content: folio from Prayer-booklet G, invoking Mary, including a paraphrase of Matthew 
1:23, and with rubrics indicating hymns to chant. 

Paper (7.5 x 6.8 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, from a booklet consisting of six 
folios (SyrHT 279-284). Part of SyrHT 282 has stuck to SyrHT 283, resulting in part of 
SyrHT 282, side (b), ll. 3-4 being visible on SyrHT 283, side (b), ll. 4-5; part of SyrHT 283 
has stuck to SyrHT 284, resulting in part of SyrHT 284, side (a), l. 2 being visible on 
SyrHT 283, side (a), l. 4. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.4-0.7 cm 

lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 
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Line length: 5.0-5.5 cm 5.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 4-5 contain rubrics on small piece of SyrHT 282 stuck to SyrHT 283 

Sample text, side (a):  

4-7 � )! ('�  W�	0 = : �� �� ��/5�� $0� 5 '�!�� 'R� $���) �� �)�
\X7����  

the word (was fulfilled) that Isaiah spoke, ‘Behold a virgin conceives and bears a son 
whose name (shall be) Immanuel, which is translated’ 

Sample text, side (b):  

5-7  8:/9 8:��C�� = )'��(  '�0 �:�� )� $��( $�C-/� \=  

her commemoration in the whole faithful Church and in heaven with the angels 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 $���) Isaiah, l. 7 W�	0 = Immanuel 

Suggested Sequence: 281(a) � 281(b) � 280(a) � 280(b) � 279(a) �279(b) � 284(a) 
� 284(b) � 283(a) � 283(b) � 282(a) � 282(b) 

Genre: Prayer 

 

278. SyrHT 284 [T II S 25 No. 1 = 1837] 

T II (violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on SyrHT 279, side (b), lower margin; 6 (pencil) on SyrHT 284, side (b) 

SyrHT 279-284 glassed together 

Content: folio from Prayer-booklet G, invoking Mary and referring to ‘songs of the Holy 
Spirit,’ with rubrics indicating hymns to chant. 

Paper (5.8 x 6.5 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, from a booklet consisting of six 
folios (SyrHT 279-284), but written in a coarser hand than the other folios. Part of SyrHT 
283 has stuck to SyrHT 284, resulting in part of SyrHT 284, side (a), l. 2 being visible on 
SyrHT 283, side (a), l. 4. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 
left: 0 cm 

lower: 1.2 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.5-5.5 cm 4.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 3rbr, 4brb); formation of 
letter ܦ seems to be influenced by Syro-Sogdian f 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 3, 5, 6 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 5-6 [)]��0	Q(�) 

Corrections: '�� crossed out at beginning of side (a), l. 3 (perhaps the original misspelt 
ending of '�% �
�� on l. 2) 

Sample text, side (a):  

4-6 $��	1 ^�7� '�M��; (9�U� g) $/!:�  

Praising, even your soul with the songs of the Holy Spirit 

Sample text, side (b):  

4-6  � Y
� 'R � W1 $ /� .'�:� $ /� .'�:� $ /� .'�:� $ /� .'�:� �(C� �
� $ B�)(C� �
� $ B�)(C� �
� $ B�)(C� �
� $ B�)  

Tune: Behold, praise. May there be peace. I shall ask, by your favours. 

Suggested Sequence: 281(a) � 281(b) � 280(a) � 280(b) � 279(a) �279(b) � 284(a) 
� 284(b) � 283(a) � 283(b) � 282(a) � 282(b) 

Genre: Prayer 

 

279. SyrHT 285 [T II S 25 No. 2 = 1838] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) S 25 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; forms a partial folio with n419, n417, n420, n415 
and SyrHT 255, including dislocated joins with n419 and n417 and a possible join with 
SyrHT 255. 

Paper (8.9 x 11.7 cm): upper corner fragment; advanced deterioration on side (b) has led to 
a substantial loss of text. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.9 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.9 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm (incomplete?) 9.8 cm (incomplete?) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate abbreviations –  s���) for 
�R���) on side (a), l. 5; for information on ink transfer from SyrHT 285 to SyrHT 255, 
see the catalogue entry for the latter fragment 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from n417, side (b)]: 
6 [   '�	�) � �� 	!])·(  W=� ��� '��;�/X W=.'�	�01  

[It is not from affinity …] about not having and having, however 

Sample text, side (b): 

3 )···( N/��� )···([   ] … let it be divided …  

Joins: SyrHT 285, side (a) forms dislocated joins with n419, side (a) and n417, side (b), 
located to its right and a possible join with SyrHT 255, side (a), located below it 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

280. SyrHT 286 [T III B No. 1 = 1839] 

SyrHT 286-287 glassed together 

Typescript list: Hudra “H”, gehört zu T II B 14 No. 1 [SyrHT 55]; 53 No. 1 [SyrHT 100]; 58 No. 2a [SyrHT 
124] u. 58 No. 3 [SyrHT 126]; 60 No. 5 [SyrHT 142] 

Content: Office for the Martyrs from Hudra H, forming a dislocated join with SyrHT 287, 
with the blank (?) recto side and rubrics probably indicating the beginning of a quire (cf. 
other folios from this Hudra: SyrHT 122 and SyrHT 124). 

Paper (4.0 x 5.8 cm): upper corner fragment. Advanced deterioration on side (a) has led to 
the substantial loss of text; side (b) is either blank or has possible Uighur jottings in a 
secondary hand. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = blank? 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 5 — 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm — 

Line length: 4.5 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1-5 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-3 [   ])·( $%��� O	��$%��� O	��$%��� O	��$%��� O	�� [   ])·( :0�_�:0�_�:0�_�:0�_�    $0	Q�$0	Q�$0	Q�$0	Q� [   ])·(  ��R ��R ��R ��R����	//C�)	//C�)	//C�)	//C�)  

… Jesus Christ … The triumph of the blessed one… who were crowned (sic) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 32-33 
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281. SyrHT 287 [T III B No. 1 = 1839] 

T III (violet ink stamp) B (pencil) on SyrHT 287, side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 286-287 glassed together 

Typescript list: Hudra “H”, gehört zu T II B 14 No. 1 [SyrHT 55]; 53 No. 1 [SyrHT 100]; 58 No. 2a [SyrHT 
124] u. 58 No. 3 [SyrHT 126]; 60 No. 5 [SyrHT 142] 

Content: Office for the Martyrs from Hudra H, forming a dislocated join with SyrHT 287, 
with sporadic lines of Syriac written in Uighur script by a later, different hand (or hands) 
on the originally blank verso side (probably indicating the end of a quire, cf. other folios 
from this Hudra: SyrHT 122 and SyrHT 124): 

• Side (b), l. 1 = Syriac writing in one hand on the left (patched) strip, measuring 1.0 
cm along the margin edge, largely illegible and possibly upside-down relative to 
other notes on this side; 

• Side (b), l. 2 = traces of a Syriac word (unclear if the same or a different hand), 1.2 
cm above l. 3; 

• Side (b), l. 3 = three legible Syriac words followed by the same phrase transcribed 
into Uighur script in a hand similar to that on SyrHT 124. 

Paper (16.2 x 9.8 cm): middle part of folio with side margins; side (a) has textual lacunae 
because of an internal diagonal crease/tear from upper right to lower left, with the lower 
section stained and in deteriorated condition. A binding strip is visible on the original inner 
margin of side (b). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 21 3 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 8.0 cm 11.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 8, 9, 13, 14 

Sample text, side (a):  
13-11 ��6� *�:��M@! �� �� '��= $%�;� 'R�))( � $%	� +! $�	

*�:��C���  

And behold, the church celebrates the dwelling place for their bones and sings praise to 
you on the day of their commemoration 

Sample Syriac text and transcribed Uighur script text, side (b): 
3 )�0�	�( (/= .	!> $���  ywxn x[ty]’ sl’w ’ly  
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(John), the sinner; pray (pl.) for me  John, the s[inn]er; pray (pl.) for me 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 32-33 [side (b) only] 

 

282. SyrHT 288 [T III 98a = 1840] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 98 (pencil) upside down on blank side (b) 

Content: midday prayer from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as MIK III 45) 
for an unspecified Friday, possibly from an unknown Commemoration of the Saints, with a 
reference to Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) on side (a), l. 5. 

Paper (10.3 x 7.1 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 2.0 cm — 

No. of lines: 15 — 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (2vb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 4, 5, 15 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-6 �$[  ]� :@/���, ll. 14-15 � (trace) 

Illustrations: trace of either writing or drawing on left side of side (b), cf. SyrHT 386. 

Sample text, side (a):  
8-9 [   ] $%�/ �� �! 	
�Q $0�� �[   ] $ 8%�/ �� *�C��  

… by the commemoration of the apostles … the apostles have prepared heavenly things for 
us 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

283. SyrHT 289 [T III 98b = 1841] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 98 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Typescript list: vermutlich Lektion 
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Content: unidentified fragment in seven-syllable verse, possibly from the same scribal 
hand as Hudra W. 

Paper (6.4 x 9.6 cm): fragment with one side margin and a diagonal tear across ll. 3-4, 
extending into the margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 8 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 8.2 cm (incomplete?) 8.2 cm (incomplete?) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2vb) 

Corrections: first ^ crossed out in ��%��	  on side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a): 

4  ��@?[   ]�� �!�) :�7	6� $% '��	(sic) 

… many … and a jar/vessel. He brought forth a measure/metre 

Sample text, side (b): 
5-6 � �! '	%� ���> :*	 �/��  )� ([   ] [   ]�� 8: :]U? W9!� ���U !  

of Solomon. The morning manifests the sun to us … the lamp which suffices for all. By it is 
… 

Proper names: side (b), l. 5 *	 �/� Solomon 

 

284. SyrHT 290 [T III 98 No. 2 = 1842] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 98 (pencil) on side (a), written vertically in left margin 

Content: rite for the consecration of liturgical vessels from Taksa C (cf. Takse kumraye, 
41, 44. 

Paper (15.8 x 12.4 cm): folio, with internal textual lacunae on ll. 3-5 and loss of much of 
the lower part, including half of ll. 8-16. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.8-2.0 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 15 16 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.9 cm 
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Line length: 9.0 cm 9.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4rbr), with large red dots 
demarcating the individual items listed on side (a), ll. 1-3 and highlighting words and 
phrases on side (a), ll. 7-12; side (b), l. 2 (cf. SyrHT 66) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 7; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 6, 7, 11, 12, 13, 16 

Corrections: A�� crossed out on side (a), end of l. 5, followed by '�� ��� on l. 6 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-3  V-?•  *�: =•  *	�/@��)• !>�� )  )(•  $0/ �
E��•  ���	C�•  $K/���• 

 $ �KC�•  '��0�9��•  �_��•  [$%]� !•  *�:/9•  $��-�•  ���� � )[�]  

placing with them the Gospel and the cross and the humeral veils and the towel and the 
paten and the cups and the fan and adorning the altar with all of the vessels of ministration 

Sample text, side (b):  
5 � *��/9 $���1 + �! ����� ��	
�Q  

your grace, that it may praise your holy name always 

Genre: Liturgy – Taksa 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

285. SyrHT 291 [T III B 99 No. 1 = 1843] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: Syriac calendrical fragment, consisting of a list of months in reverse order, 
together with the number of days in each month and a reference to the ‘sign’ of each month 
(cf. SyrHT 70 and U 3858). 

Paper (8.9 x 5.8 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is blank (mounted on 
pasteboard). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 1.0 cm — 

No. of lines: 8 — 

Line spacing: 0.6-1.0 cm — 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb), with  �
R���) at the end of each line 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1-8 
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Sample text, side (a):  

8  ���)[ �����   ] c c c c �R���) … Latter [Teshri] 30: its sign  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Identification: Sacha Stern 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 270-71; 
cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 84 

 

286. SyrHT 292 [T III B 99 No. 2 = 1844] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 99 Bul. (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 292-293 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra A for the Fifth Sunday and Fifth Friday of Summer (Qayṭā): 
side (b), ll. 1-5 = Hudra III, N9�, ll. 5-9; side (b), ll. 7-16 = Hudra III, h9�, ll. 19-26; 
side (a), ll. 12-15 = Hudra III, ;9�, ll. 5-8. 

Paper (12.6 x 9.6 cm): middle part of folio with side margins, considerable loss of text in 
both upper and lower parts and internal textual lacunae on ll. 6-7. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

right: 0.6 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 8.0 cm 8.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 8, 10, 11; side (b), ll. 6, 7 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-5  $��[   ]�)� (] $C �-!C [ *�:!'�	��- ����) �C ��%
��  

of all the angels in harmony, praising whilst saying  

Sample text, side (b):  
5  � '�	�-C� $0�� � �� Y
�� Y
�� Y
�� Y
��� :�7	� �  

from the judgment of justice. And praise. In the beginning of. 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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287. SyrHT 293 [T III B 99 No. 2 = 1844] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 99 Bul. (pencil) on side (a), lower part 

SyrHT 292-293 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, possibly from Hudra J, with a rubric for Morning Prayer on side (b), 
l. 3. 

Paper (5.2 x 10.0 cm): internal fragment, with side (a) in advanced state of deterioration. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.3 cm (incomplete?) 9.3 cm (incomplete?) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 2, 3, 5 

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ])···( � ����>���>���>���> �*	) �)··([   ]>  … Morning. Our Father …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

288. SyrHT 294 [T III B 99 No. 3 = 1845] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 99 Bul (pencil) on side (a), left margin and on side (b), upper margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for the First Sunday of the Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā): 
side (a), l. 3 – side (b), l. 4 = Hudra I, ;�1, ll. 7-21 (with variants). 

Paper (14.5 x 10.4 cm): folio, with radial smudges obscuring side (a) and paper folded over 
on side (b) obscuring the mid-section of the final line (l. 16). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.7 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.1 cm 7.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 
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Rubrics: side (a), l. 2; side (b), l. 5 

Corrections: �� crossed out on side (b), l. 11, with a supralinear downwards arrow (↓) 
indicating the scribal error 

Distinguishing marks: portion of folded paper obscures text on side (b), l. 16 

Sample text, side (a):  
5 -3  �� ��7 �� ��= � 8R	) \= R�� ���- $KC� *�� $��� R�	�KC $/X $C-/

'�!��
!  

Lord, Our Lord, concealed in his essence with his father. The watcher, the chief of angels, 
revealed his hiddenness to the virgin 

Sample text, side (b):  

8-9  �	! '��0��� B�7_0! ���= 7��� B�� ��9� '�9�9�  $0� 8 8R�
?� p?	 8�
'�7	����  

and he sent a watcher to the city of Nazareth, to a humble one, the betrothed of Joseph. 
And he announced to her a wondrous conception 

Proper names: side (a), l. 7 \��� Mary; side (b), l. 8  B�7_� Nazareth, l. 9 p?	 8� Joseph, l. 
10 o
� ��!) Elizabeth, l. 11 � ���:  Judaea, l. 15 �0�	� John, l. 16 \��� Mary 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

289. SyrHT 295 [T III 100 = 1846] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 100 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 65:13-66:3 (65:12-66:3); 66:15-Psalm 67 heading from the same 
folio of Psalter N as SyrHT 4-7, with partially-rubricated Psalm numbers and (faded) 
rubricated Psalm headings: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 65:13-66:3 (65:12-66:3); side (b) = 
Peshitta Psalm 66:15-Psalm 67 heading. 

Paper (8.0 x 7.4 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.6 cm left: 1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 8 6 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) 6.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 7-8 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 4, side (b)}]:  
7  � ��/ ���[�] 8= 8= 8= 8=+� ��
+� ��
+� ��
+� ��
]$X	K .}	�C�� +0�	=� ){[*  

(how) fearsome (are) your deeds. By the greatness [of your power, may they be 
confounded] (Peshitta Psalm 66:3) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 4, side (a)]]:  

6  �R +��]� }� 8
= $!� $�7 >{�	![ )sic( ......(0� R�	
�Q�  

[Blessed is the Lord, who has not passed over] (my) prayer or his loving-kindness from me 
(Peshitta Psalm 66:20) 

Joins: SyrHT 295, side (a), ll. 6-7 joins with SyrHT 4, side (b), ll. 1-2, and dislocated joins 
with SyrHT 5, side (a), located to its left, and SyrHT 6, side (b) and SyrHT 7, side (b), both 
located above SyrHT 5, side (a) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

290. SyrHT 296 [T III No. 100a = 1847] 

T III (faded violet ink stamp) No. 100 (black pen) on side (b), lower margin, right-hand corner 

Content: liturgy from Hudra X for the Fourth Sunday of Elijah (Elia) = the First Sunday of 
the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), joins with SyrHT 297. 

Paper (10.4 x 14.1 cm): lower part of folio with side margins and textual lacunae on ll. 6-9 
leading to loss of margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 3.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

lower: 4.0 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 9 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.5 cm 10.1 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 6, 7, 8, 9; side (b), ll. 2, 3, 4 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 4-8 �$
�����; side (b), right margin, 
parallel to ll. 5-7 �[ ]:/C[ ]:/C[ ]:/C[ ]:/C� ; underneath the previous marginalia is another illegible rubric 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 297, side (a)]:  

2  7:�)� $��] \ B�Q R�Q	�� $���0�=� (�R ��) )sic([  

With the tip of his staff he tasted [honey and his eyes shone] 
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Sample text, side (b):  
7 ;����%  ��
X� $� �:C '��� :!�-!E ]R7   [  

carrying it in solemn procession in the church, the priests whom you chose for the honour 
of … 

Joins: SyrHT 296, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 297, side (a), ll. 8-11 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

291. SyrHT 297 [T III 100 No. 2 = 1848] 

T III 100 (black pen) on side (a), between ll. 6-7 

Content: liturgy from Hudra X for the Fourth Sunday of Elijah (Elia) = the First Sunday of 
the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), joins with SyrHT 296. 

Paper (9.2 x 12.8 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.0-1.2 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 11 9 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 10.2 cm 10.9 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 6, 8; side (b), l. 8? 

Marginalia: illegible rubric on side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-4; side (b), right 
margin, parallel to l. 7 [   ]) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 296, side (a)]:  

9  7:�)� $�� [\ B�Q R�Q	�� $���]0�=� (�R ��) )sic(  

[With the tip of his staff he tasted] honey and his eyes shone 

Sample text, side (b):  

6  $ � =� + 8
�!_ *��(sic)  g) $�/ ���$� �:C  

our Lord, by your cross, and the peoples and the supplies (?), also the priests 

Proper names: side (a), l. 7 O	�� Jesus, ܢ���� Jonathan; side (b), l. 3 \/�7�) Jerusalem, 
l. 4 *	�R> Zion 

Joins: SyrHT 297, side (a), ll. 8-11 joins with SyrHT 296, side (a), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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292. SyrHT 298 [T III 100 No. 3 = 1849] 

T III (violet ink stamp, vertical) No 100 (black pen, horizontal, upside-down) on side (b), lower margin; T 
III.100 (black pen) on side (b), left margin 

Content: liturgy from Hudra J for the First Sunday of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), including 
the chant recited when the bread and the wine are taken to the altar, comparing the altar to 
the tomb in which Jesus was laid, and the bread and wine to his body in the tomb, with 
rubrics for Morning Prayer on side (a), l. 14 and for Friday on side (b), l. 12: side (b), ll. 4-
8 = Hudra Vol. III, :��, ll. 18-22. 

Paper (16.5 x 14.4 cm): lower part of folio with side margins; patching on side (b), left 
margin has obliterated the initial characters of lines in places. Small portion of an adjacent 
folio are attached, with traces of three letters visible on side (b), ll. 5-7. There are textual 
lacunae on side (a), ll. 1-6, 18-19. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 19 17 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.5 cm 10.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr); stylised paragraphi 
(two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end of 
marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 10, 13, 17, 18; side (b), ll. 3, 4, 8, 10, 12, 13 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin, parallel to ll. 9-11 �$�	01, ll. 13-15 �)(����> , ll. 16-18 
�$9�01�; side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 6-7 $�1, ll. 8-10 �\���, ll. 13-16 
�'���=�� 

Corrections: line over and small cross above ��
1 on side (b), l. 7, probably indicating it 
should be in rubric, given the marginal note $�1 indicating a rubric in the text 

Distinguishing marks: i�i� (black St. Andrew’s cross with four red dots) 
on side (b), l. 13 

Sample text, side (a):  

11 -10 $K� $ �	� WC ��� )sic(  ' �:����� 8�? (/= \�7�  

Pardon, Lord all the debts and sins that I have committed and have mercy upon me. 

Sample text, side (b):  
4-6 o ��o ��o ��o �� ) $%�� � ��R '67)]�
1 �[:  �� �� $ %! �1���� R�@� \�?��)

$�:C� ��
E� *��� :K�	Q ��M��?�  
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May he/we hear. The altar is a symbol, the grave in which was laid the body of our 
Saviour. The bread and wine that are arrayed (are) the type of our Lord in the grave. And 
the priest… 

Proper names: side (b), l. 7 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Khoshaba Malco Giwargis 

 

293. SyrHT 299 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Hand-written list: Lektionar 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.9 x 3.3 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.3 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 �7�! )[   ])··([   ] … to generation …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ][   ]�	�
! � … to/for intercession …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 W
 Babylon 

 

294. SyrHT 300 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

T III (violet ink stamp) B (pencil) on side (b), upper margin 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: lectionary heading and Luke 1:10-12, the Gospel reading for the First Sunday of 
the Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287; 
Diettrich, ‘Bericht’ (1909), 164) from Lectionary B, with recitation accents for cantillation 
of the text. This fragment joins with SyrHT 241 and forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 
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277 and n327 to produce an almost-complete folio (cf. n212 [entry 414 below], containing 
Luke 1:1-4 from a bilingual Syriac-Sogdian gospel lectionary): side (b) = lectionary 
heading; side (a) = Luke 1:10-12. 

Paper (5.6 x 7.2 cm): fragment with upper margin and vertical tear ll. on 1-2. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.8 cm upper: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.4 cm 1.4 cm 

Line length: 7.1 cm (incomplete) 7.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: lines lightly ruled in red lines lightly ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 2hr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 2, 3 

Quire marks: �]�l[  or �m[�] on side (b), upper margin 

Corrections:  B= [$��]  corrected to  B� ][$��  on side (a), l. 1 with supralinear insertion of D 
and small sublinear x 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 241, side (b)}]:  
1-3 [�]$ =  �
! ' ��R $! <a_� B� ] $C-/� $��C;! [:! �;��)� .$ �K� $��

.]$����}$ 51�{]'� .$ � K B[� $%��� $0� � �� V}�C $��C6 � BX��{ ['�/��� .�:�;�  

[of] the people was praying outside at the [time of incense burning. And there appeared to 
him], to Zechariah, an angel of the Lord[ standing to the right of the altar of] incense. And 
[ Zechariah was troubled when he saw him, and fear fell upon him] (Luke 1:10-12) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 241, side (a) and n212, side (a)]:  
1-3 ]]]]:0/C��:0/C��:0/C��:0/C��� $%��� O	�� *��� [� $%��� O	�� *��� [� $%��� O	�� *��� [� $%��� O	�� *��� [����     �0� ��7] �0� ��7] �0� ��7] �0� ��7]!!!!�9 �9 �9 �9 DDDD 1111MMMMU� $0�U� $0�U� $0�U� $0�MMMM$�$�$�$�    *	�/ B@�� B)�*	�/ B@�� B)�*	�/ B@�� B)�*	�/ B@�� B)�[    

��� ���1��� ��/�)��� ���1��� ��/�)��� ���1��� ��/�)��� ���1��� ��/�)])))) $
� ��%$
� ��%$
� ��%$
� ��%    $�MC��� � ��-��$�MC��� � ��-��$�MC��� � ��-��$�MC��� � ��-��$
���� � [ [$���1]  

[In the trust] of our Lord Jesus Christ,[ we begin to write separate lections of the 
Gospel], which are to be read in the Church [on Sundays, on feast days and on Saints’ 
days]. For the first Sunday (heading for lectionary reading from Luke 1) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 $��C6 Zechariah; side (b), l. 1 O	�� Jesus 

Joins: SyrHT 300, side (b), ll. 2-3 joins with SyrHT 241, side (a), ll. 1-2 and dislocated 
joins with n327, side (b) and SyrHT 277, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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295. SyrHT 301 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

B (pencil) on side (b), between ll. 3-4 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra EE. 

Paper (7.3 x 6.3 cm): internal fragment, formed by joining three pieces, possibly from two 
different texts (cf. palaeography of ll. 1-5 and ll. 6-10, particularly O, g, 7, c, � and D). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 10 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.3 cm (incomplete) 6.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2; side (b), ll. 1, 3 

Corrections: black x below final � in illegible word on side (a), l. 1, presumably indicating 
a correction in the missing margin to be inserted here 

Sample text, side (a):  
3 [   ]\/�)� $K� �	Q� '6,) ��[   ]  

through the symbols and types which he delivered 

Sample text, side (b):  

3    ][(?)�  � *�:�:�MC[   ]�1[   ]�1[   ]�1[   ]�1    … who healed their sick. …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

296. SyrHT 302 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.3 x 4.0 cm): internal fragment, composed of two pieces. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 
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Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 3.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2  ��R��)�[   ]? )�([   ] … that you suppose …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ] � �� '��	! � �� '��	! � �� '��	! � �� '��	!)·([   ] … company/companion from …  

 

297. SyrHT 303 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: Liturgy from Hudra EE with rubrics for the Night Office and Dawn Prayer for an 
unspecified day on side (a), l. 5 and side (b), l. 3. 

Paper (3.7 x 4.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 3.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5; side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ] ��0��Q $�MC� )[   ] … of the cherubs bearing …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 �   ]@ �; B� � :��� R7[ )·([   ] … his [body] and his blood. See …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

298. SyrHT 304 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 
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Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 12. 

Paper (1.5 x 3.2 cm): internal fragment, possibly lower corner, with internal lacuna on l. 1. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 2.8 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]+/�)[   ] … He reigned …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 � �	��)� )·([   ] who was made manifest …  

 

299. SyrHT 305 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.5 x 1.8 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 0.8 cm (incomplete) 0.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 ]	��O?   [ Jesus (?) …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 *�R[   ] … their …  
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Proper names: side (a), l. 4 ]	��Oy   [  Jesus? 

 

300. SyrHT 306 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

T III (violet ink stamp) T.V.B (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra DD. 

Paper (2.8 x 4.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.5 cm left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.4 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), ll. 4, 5 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 +���7)+���7)+���7)+���7)    ))))····(((([   ] I will exalt you …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ])·(+��7� $1� … of your Spirit  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

301. SyrHT 307 [T III B T III T.V.B. = 1850] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 299-307 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, possibly from Hudra F, based on quire mark. 

Paper (3.3 x 2.3 cm): internal fragment; side (a) is blank. 

 Side (a) = blank Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: — 3 (1 of which possibly quire mark) 

Line spacing: — 1.0 cm? 

Line length: — 1.7 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; stylised paragraphi (four red dots interspersed with four 
black dots, each elongated into a stroke) flank a probable quire mark 

Quire marks: Letter � surrounded by stylised paragraphi (see above) on side (b), similar to 
quire marks on other folios from Hudra F (cf. SyrHT 81, SyrHT 85, SyrHT 145 and SyrHT 
231) 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra? 

 

302. SyrHT 308 [T III B = 1851] 

T III (violet ink stamp) (B) (pencil) on side (a), below l. 4 

SyrHT 308-310 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 103:2-4, 15-16 from Psalter D: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 103:2-4; 
side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 103:15-16. 

Paper (5.0 x 3.6 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

lower: 2.2 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.6 cm (incomplete) 2.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
4  (9! ����� ['�	
�� (9! + K� $/
� *]  

and he saves you from [destruction, upholding you with loving-kindness] (Peshitta Psalm 
103:4) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
3 ]$� 8�.�R���![ $��7 : �
��� $�� .  

[it sprouts. Whensover the wind blows on it,] it is gone (Peshitta Psalm 103:15-16) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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303. SyrHT 309 [T III B = 1851] 

(T III B) (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 3-4 

SyrHT 308-310 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.3 x 2.6 cm): internal fragment, with internal textual lacuna on l. 4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 or 5 4 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.6 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ])···(! �!�/\[   ]  … forever …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 � �
<
a� X O[   ]� [   ] … she perfected …  

 

304. SyrHT 310 [T III B = 1851] 

(T III B) (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 3-4 

SyrHT 308-310 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra B. 

Paper (3.5 x 4.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.3 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 +�) .$0�=� � [   ] of the eye, like …  
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Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ])·(� $!� ./��	 … and they did not fear  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

305. SyrHT 311 [T III B No. X = 1852] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 311-316 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra S. 

Paper (5.4 x 4.6 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 

lower: 2.6 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-3 M+� � � $ �	�� [   ] [   ] in your mercy … debts and … 

Sample text, side (b):  

2 $%	� )[   ] … praise 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

306. SyrHT 312 & 313 [T III B No. X = 1852] 

T III (violet ink stamp) T.V. B (pencil) on SyrHT 312, side (a), right (centre) margin; Nr. X a (pencil) on 
SyrHT 313, side (a), left (centre) margin 

SyrHT 311-316 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 22:21-24, 27-29 (22:20-23, 26-28); 23:1-3; 23:6-24:2 from Psalter 
O, with rubricated Psalm headings: SyrHT 313, side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 22:21-24 (22:20-
23); SyrHT 313, side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 22:27-29 (22:26-28); SyrHT 312, side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 23:1-3; SyrHT 312, side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 23:6-24:2. 

Paper (SyrHT 312 = 7.4 x 11.1 cm; SyrHT 313 = 6.5 x 10.3 cm): portion of bifolium, 
consisting of the middle parts of two conjoined folios, with centre margins intact and 
stitching holes visible. 
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 SyrHT 312, side (a) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 313, side (a) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: right: 1.7 cm left: 1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 9.3 cm (incomplete) 8.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

 SyrHT 313, side (b) = left folio = 
recto 

SyrHT 312, side (b) = right folio = 
verso 

Margins: right: 1.7 cm left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 8.7 cm (incomplete) 9.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: SyrHT 312, side (a), ll. 1, 2; SyrHT 312, side (b), ll. 2, 3, 4 

Distinguishing marks: ink transfer from SyrHT 312, side (a) onto SyrHT 313, side (a), 
between ll. 2-3, ll. 3-4 & ll. 4-5 

Sample text, SyrHT 312, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3-4 � $! V��� (0�=�� $���% (! [�?]  

The Lord shall tend me and I shall la[ck] nothing (Peshitta Psalm 23:1) 

Sample text, SyrHT 312, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
5-6 [. 8:�,	 = *�:/C� W�]� . 8R-/  $=7[)]  

the earth in its fullness, the w[orld and all of its inhabitants] (Peshitta Psalm 24:1) 

Sample text, SyrHT 313, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 -2 $=[7)�] 8:�M
= *�:/C $�[�� �	!] *	0���� *��C���  

All the ends [of the ear]th shall remember and be turned [to the Lo]rd (Peshitta Psalm 
22:28 = 22:27) 

Sample text, SyrHT 313, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 -3 9C	� ['��7] $��1 � ��� .$�7)�]()[� .? ] [(�] �$! + � 7[  

of the lion and my humble self from the [exalted] horn, that I may proclaim your name to 
my brothers (Peshitta Psalm 22:22-23 = 22:21-22) 

Proper names: SyrHT 312, side (a), l. 2 W
 Babylon; SyrHT 312, side (b), l. 3 W
 
Babylon 
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Sequences: begins on SyrHT 313, side (b) and ends on SyrHT 312, side (b); SyrHT 314, 
side (a) follows SyrHT 312, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

307. SyrHT 314 [T III B No. X = 1852] 

T III (violet ink stamp) B Nr. X b (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 311-316 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 24:7-9; 25:2-5 from Psalter O: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 24:7-9; 
side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 25:2-5. 

Paper (7.2 x 11.5 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.6 cm left: 1.3-1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 9.3 cm (incomplete) 9.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 -2 \/= [��]� $=,� 	 �7��) .*	9���, ..�ME�)� $9/� c	��  

your heads. Be lifted up, everlasting gates. May the King of honours enter (Peshitta Psalm 
24:7) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 ] ]$��� ���,�) .*�R�	E��?[� .(0�=��) +�/� �
�� .(��[  

[in] their vanity. Show me your ways, Lord, and teach me your paths (Peshitta Psalm 25:3-
4) 

Sequences: SyrHT 314, side (a) follows SyrHT 312, side (b); SyrHT 314, side (b) precedes 
SyrHT 315, side (b) and SyrHT 333, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

308. SyrHT 315 [T III B No. X = 1852] 

d (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 311-316 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 25:10-12, 18-21 from Psalter O, joins with SyrHT 333: side (b) = 
Peshitta Psalm 25:10-12; side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 25:18-21. 
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Paper (5.9 x 3.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) 1.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 333, side (a)}]:  

2 ]� }o 	B�@?� � B;�� .���Q{.(
 �[�!  

[my sin, and see how my ene]mies [have increased] (Peshitta Psalm 25:18-19) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 333, side (b)}]:  

3 �1 �]}�1 ���� 8�� ��/�-! .'��  {[R  

and tr[uth to those who keep his covenant] (Peshitta Psalm 25:10) 

Joins: SyrHT 315, side (b), ll. 2-3 joins with SyrHT 333, side (b), ll. 3-4 

Sequences: SyrHT 315, side (b) and SyrHT 333, side (b) follow SyrHT 314, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

309. SyrHT 316 [T III B No. X = 1852] 

c (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

SyrHT 311-316 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, joins with SyrHT 206 and SyrHT 235 to form a 
complete folio. 

Paper (4.8 cm x 2.8 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.2 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 1.8 cm (incomplete) 1.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 206, side (b) and SyrHT 235, 
side (b)]:  

2-4  ��% ����] <���/= [����0� $![� � ��%9��] $![� *�:���	��]  

[and resting and entering and] departing [their borders] without [being able. And] not 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 206, side (a) and SyrHT 235, 
side (a)]:  

1-3  � $] �$C� ���) ���) ���) ���))� [�� ]_�� $0CD[$K ����� ':!) $�]�� [  

and sick[ness, Amen.] And as the Lo[rd God planted Paradise] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 ��� Euphrates 

Joins: SyrHT 316, side (b), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 235, side (a), ll. 1-3, which in turn 
joins with SyrHT 206, side (a), ll. 6-8 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Prayer-amulets from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 

 

310. SyrHT 317 [T III Kurutka] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 317-320 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra Y for an unspecified Sunday of either the Apostles (Šliḥe) or 
the Finding of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), joins with SyrHT 318 and dislocated joins with 
SyrHT 319 and SyrHT 320. 

Paper (2.9 x 3.6 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) 1.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1; side (b), ll. 1, 2 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 318, side (a)]:  
1  D��   ] D��   ] D��   ] D��   ] 51 51 51 51$/$/$/$/    $���1$���1$���1$���1  ':![) ':![) ':![) ':![)�  

[… Again, the tune ‘The Holy One,] God’ 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 318, side (b)]:  
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1  B��6� B$�]$� B��6� B$�]$� B��6� B$�]$� B��6� B$�]$�A�E��A�E��A�E��A�E��            [[[[  

it is meet [and right that we should sanctify …] 

Joins: SyrHT 317, side (a), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 318, side (a), ll. 1-2 and may form a 
dislocated join with SyrHT 319, side (a), located below it 

Genre: Liturgy 

 

311. SyrHT 318 [T III Kurutka] 

T III (violet ink stamp) Kurutka (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

SyrHT 317-320 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra Y for an unspecified Sunday of either the Apostles (Šliḥe) or 
the Finding of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), joins with SyrHT 317 and dislocated joins with 
SyrHT 319 and SyrHT 320. 

Paper (3.6 x 5.0 cm): fragment with upper margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm upper: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.7 cm (incomplete) 4.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2; side (b), ll. 1, 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 317, side (a)]:  

1  ] ] ] ]         D��[ D��[ D��[ D��[ 51 51 51 51$/$/$/$/    $���1$���1$���1$���1 (sic)  ':!]) ':!]) ':!]) ':!])�[[[[  

… Again, the tune ‘The Holy One, [God’] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 317, side (b)]:  
1 �E�� B��6� B$�[$�]�E�� B��6� B$�[$�]�E�� B��6� B$�[$�]�E�� B��6� B$�[$�]))))AAAA(((([   ][   ][   ][   ]  

[it is] meet and right that we should sanctify … 

Joins: SyrHT 318, side (a), ll. 1-2 joins with SyrHT 317, side (a), ll. 1-2 and may form 
dislocated joins with SyrHT 319, side (a), located below it and with SyrHT 320, side (a), 
located to its right 

Genre: Liturgy 
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312. SyrHT 319 [T III Kurutka] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 317-320 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra Y for an unspecified Sunday of either the Apostles (Šliḥe) or 
the Finding of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), forming dislocated joins with SyrHT 317, SyrHT 
318 and SyrHT 320. 

Paper (3.9 x 4.5 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 0.8 cm right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 5 — 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm — 

Line length: 3.2 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ])·( � ��% �
�� … your praises.  

Joins: SyrHT 319, side (a) may form a dislocated join with SyrHT 317, side (a) and SyrHT 
318, side (a), which are located above it 

Genre: Liturgy 

 

313. SyrHT 320 [T III Kurutka] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 317-320 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra Y for an unspecified Sunday of either the Apostles (Šliḥe) or 
the Finding of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), forming dislocated joins with SyrHT 317, SyrHT 
318 and SyrHT 319. 

Paper (4.5 x 4.4 cm): fragment with upper margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 2.0 cm upper: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 2; side (b), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 ]R> $=7) �[   ]'��   [ … the th[irsty] land …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 ]            ����    � $
��[� $
��[� $
��[� $
��[����    ]]]]   [ … Sunday …  

Joins: SyrHT 320, side (a) may form a dislocated join with SyrHT 318, side (a), located to 
its left 

Genre: Liturgy 

 

314. SyrHT 321 [T III Kurutka = 1855] 

T III (violet ink stamp) Kurutka (pencil) on side (a), upper right-hand corner 

SyrHT 321-323 glassed together 

Content: random jottings, possibly scribal exercises, with sporadic horizontal lines 
mentioning St. George (twice), the Apostle(s?), Easter (Qyāmtā), the Confessor and St. 
Awgen, arranged next to the repeated vertical sequence )-6, possibly representing the 
numbers 1-7. If so, these could in turn represent the days of the week, in which case this 
might be a calendrical calculation, perhaps to mark upcoming days of liturgical 
importance. 

Paper (6.8 x 5.4 cm): middle part of folio with side margins, ragged edges and internal 
lacuna. 5 lines randomly spaced on side (a), 4 lines randomly spaced and 1 vertical line on 
side (b). Acrostic sequences of non-ligatured letters )-6 are written vertically along the 
right-hand edge of sides (a) and (b), appearing to join with SyrHT 323. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.2 cm  
left: 1.4 cm 

right: 0.2 cm 
left: 0.4 cm 

No. of lines: 5 + 1 vertical 4 + 2 vertical 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm between l. 1 & l. 2 
1.4 cm between l. 2 & l. 3 
1.7 cm between l. 3 & l. 4 
0.9 cm between l. 4 & l. 5 

0.8 cm between l. 1 & l. 2 
1.8 cm between l. 2 & l. 3 
0.8 cm between l. 3 & l. 4 

Line lengths: varied varied 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample texts, side (a) [V1 = vertical line 1]: 

V1 � l D ()) 6 � R � l D ()) [6] [7] 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4  

3 ?7	9�  [   R] on [his] throne  
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Sample texts, side (b) [V1 = vertical line 1]: 

V1 D ) 6 � [R] � l D ) 6 7 1 2 3 4 [5] 6 7 1 2  

3 $0��	� the confessor  

Proper names: side (b), l. 4 [X7	�X George; vertical ��X�) Awgen 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Scribal exercises? 

 

315. SyrHT 322 [T III Kurutka = 1855] 

T III (violet ink stamp) Kurutka (pencil) on side (a), upper right-hand corner 

SyrHT 321-323 glassed together 

Content: random jottings mentioning Peter and Paul, the Evangelist(s?) and (the Rogation 
of?) the Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-Ninwāye). As with SyrHT 321, this might be a calendrical 
calculation to mark upcoming days of liturgical importance, although the vertical sequence 
)-6, representing the days of the week, is missing due to the deteriorated state of the 
fragment. 

Paper (9.0 x 3.8 cm): fragment with one side margin, ragged edges and internal lacuna. 8 
horizontal lines randomly spaced and 1 vertical line written along left edge on side (a), 2 
lines of Syriac over-written by 2 lines of Uighur script on side (b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.2 cm — 

No. of lines: 8 + 1 vertical 2 Syriac + 2 Uighur 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm between l. 1 & l. 2 
1.1 cm between l. 2 & l. 3 
0.4 cm between l. 3 & l. 4 
0.6 cm between l. 4 & l. 5 
0.8 cm between l. 5 & l. 6 
0.4 cm between l. 6 & l. 7 
0.5 cm between l. 7 & l. 8 

— 

Line length: varied varied 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample texts, side (a):  

1 ����[   ]Z 	!	�Z … Peter Paul  

7 $� �	0���[   ] … of the Ninevites  

Proper names: side (a), ll. 1, 5 ����Z  Peter, l. 1 	!	�Z  Paul, l. 7 $� �	0�� Ninevites 

Multilingual information: Uighur script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 13,22, entry 662; Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 
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Genre: Miscellaneous – Scribal exercises? 

 

316. SyrHT 323 [T III Kurutka = 1855] 

T III (violet ink stamp) Kurutka (pencil) on side (a), upper right-hand corner 

SyrHT 321-323 glassed together 

Content: random jottings mentioning Peter and Paul and the splendour of the Lord 
(possibly referring to the Transfiguration?), arranged next to the repeated vertical sequence 
)-6, possibly representing the numbers 1-7. As with SyrHT 321 and SyrHT 322, these 
might represent the days of the week, resulting in a calendrical calculation to mark 
upcoming days of liturgical importance. 

Paper (6.5 x 5.6 cm): middle part of folio with side margins. Side (a) consists of 2 lines, 
side (b) of 4 lines. Repetitive acrostic sequences of non-ligatured letters )-6 written 
vertically on the right-hand edge of sides (a) and (b), appearing to join with SyrHT 321. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.2 cm  
left: 1.7 cm 

right: 0.2 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 2 + 1 vertical 4 + 1 vertical 

Line spacing: 3.2 cm between l. 1 & l. 2 0.8 cm between l. 1 (trace) & l. 2 
1.8 cm between l. 2 & l. 3 
0.8 cm between l. 3 & l. 4 
1.8 cm between l. 4 & l. 5 (trace) 

Line length: varied varied 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample texts, side (a):  

V1 l D ) 6 � R � l D ()) 6 � R 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3  

2 $���� $%�>)···( the splendour of the Lord …  

Sample texts, side (b):  

V1 � l [D] ) 6 � R � l D ) 6 � R 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 [2] 3 4  

3 ����Z � �]! �[Z Peter Paul  

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 ����Z  Peter, l. 2 � �]! �[Z  Paul 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Scribal exercises? 
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317. SyrHT 324 [T III T 297 = 1856] 

T III T 297 (pencil) on SyrHT 324, side (b); label on glass plate: Syrisch 

SyrHT 324-325 glassed together 

Typescript list: Syrisch 

This is the last number in the sequential numerical series before 1899 represented on the Typescript list 

Content: Matthew 16:5-6 from Gospel B rather than a lectionary, since this passage is not 
part of the regular lectionary readings, cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287; 
Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 331). 

Paper (4.0 x 5.0 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 — 

Line spacing: 1.4 cm — 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

2 [   $�1� ��]6�� $��[M��   ]  

[… of the Phar]isees and of the Sa[dducees …] (Matthew 16:6) 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

318. SyrHT 325 [T III T 297 = 1856] 

No old signature number on fragment; label on glass plate: Syrisch 

SyrHT 324-325 glassed together 

Typescript list: Syrisch 

Content: Matthew 17:1-3 from Gospel B rather than a lectionary, since this passage is not 
part of the regular lectionary readings. Quire mark on side (b), and remnants of two lines in 
a different hand on side (b). 

Paper (4.8 x 12.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 2 

Line spacing: 1.5 cm — 
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Line length: 12.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Quire marks: �l� on side (b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3 / � �C $�!)� $�	� *�:![ 	�;��)�]/ [.: = ��]  

[And there appeared] to them Moses and Elijah, talking [with him] (Matthew 17: 3) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 $�	� Moses, l. 3 $�!) Elijah 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

319. SyrHT 326 [1858] 

No old signature number on fragment; label on glass plate: Nestor./syrisch 

Content: Mark 6:27-33, 36-41 from Gospel C. The text is not from a lectionary, since the 
known lectionary readings involving this passage terminate at either verse 29 (for Monday 
in the Week of Rest, Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 332) or verse 
30 (for the Feast of St. John the Baptist, Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287); 
the text contains two instances of haplography, where phrases have been omitted due to the 
double occurrence of words: side (a) = Mark 6:27-33; side (b) = Mark 6:36-41. 

Paper (11.7 x 11.5 cm): lower part of folio with one side margin. Most of ll. 1-4 are 
missing and there are internal textual lacunae on ll. 5-9. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 3.9 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 

lower: 3.5 cm 
left: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 10.0 cm (incomplete) 10.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

5-6 [.]W�/1 	%����) ���	%/ ���! c[6]$� *	9! �� .*�:! ��)  

He said to them, ‘Come let us go to the country alone. Rest a little’ (Mark 6:31) 

Sample text, side (b):  

7 )···( *	9 BK�� … that they should make (everyone) recline (Mark 6:39) 
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Proper names: side (a), l. 4 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

320. SyrHT 327 [1859] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for an unidentified Sunday. 

Paper (14.8 x 10.4 cm): folio, with textual lacunae on ll. 1, 16, 17. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.7 cm 
lower: 2.7 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.4 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 16 17 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.2 cm 7.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr); stylised 
paragraphi (two black points with three elongated red strokes) flank the beginning and end 
of marginalia 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 6, 7, 8; side (b), ll. 1, 6, 15, 16 

Marginalia: side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-11 $ ��	��•$/�/ ��•��U �	�  

Quire marks: possible traces of quire mark on side (b), lower margin 

Sample text, side (a):  

4-2  W=� 8R�  8:�,�= 
8

��) $
Q $ 8�?) *) $�) p�C� <
a� (sic)  ��	/�% !7�\� (/=  

And because of this I pray, if you are the good physician, help my infirmity and have mercy 
upon me 

Sample text, side (b):  
7-8 )···(� ��  � ���/�� ��� '� ����� $�M=	? *�:/C�0� $0�!� $// � � �� $B/C� ��� �� B�6  

… More than all the deeds of sin that are begotten by us, it is right that we should be 
restrained from the speech of a … tongue 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 
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321. SyrHT 328 [1860] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, joins with SyrHT 168 and possible dislocated joins with SyrHT 240 
and SyrHT 339; illegible Sogdian or Uighur script on side (b). 

Paper (5.9 x 4.2 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = Sogdian or Uighur script 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 — 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm — 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 168, side (b)]:  
4-5 1� $7]�  ��� '��[) (]   [   ]�@�� [$017	U!�  

[the great … of the re]surrection that is from … [and for the redemption] of the body … 

Joins: SyrHT 328, side (a), ll. 3-5 joins with SyrHT 168, side (a), ll. 1-3 

Multilingual information: Sogdian script or Uighur script on reverse 

 

322. SyrHT 329 [1862] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (5.8 x 6.4 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: lower: 1.3 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 4.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: side margin ruled in red (double 
lines) 

side margin ruled in red (double 
lines) 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 Y����� .$���� :=[   ] … of the Lord. And he used  
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Sample text, side (b):  
3-4 �� .V

8
�� ��) $��[   ]� ) $0	Q . �$0�=�[   ]·([   ]  

… it was sealed and … in mind. The blessed … 

 

323. SyrHT 330 [1863] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet B, with a citation of John 1:1-5 and forming a 
dislocated join with SyrHT 99. 

Paper (2.3 x 8.8 cm): internal fragment, with internal lacunae on ll. 1-2; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 — 

Line spacing: 0.5-0.6 cm — 

Line length: 8.7 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; cursive East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 �K0�� ���� R�	!_[ (sic) ? [   ��R]  

… by the prayer of Mar Tamsis the m[artyr …] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 �K0��[  (sic) Tamsis 

Joins: SyrHT 330, side (a), ll. 1-4 forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 99, side (a), ll. 1-4, 
located to its left 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Traversing time’ (2013); Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-Amulets’ (2014); 
cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 86 

 

324. SyrHT 331 [1864] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, joins with SyrHT 340. 

Paper (3.7 x 4.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 
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No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.4 cm (incomplete) 3.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 340, side (a)]:  
3 [   *7�� $
�!> ]�0�� $
�!>[   ]  

… the cross reconciled us, [the cross set us free …] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 340, side (b)]:  

2    ]=\ [   ]+��� ��1[ *�:/C [… with all ]your saints …  

Joins: SyrHT 331, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 340, side (a), ll. 1-4 

 

325. SyrHT 332 [1865] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 9, SyrHT 198 and SyrHT 242. 

Paper (4.4 x 2.7 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3  [   ]=�  [   ]   …until …  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 [   ] � D[   ]  
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326. SyrHT 333 [1866] 

e (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 3-4 [compare with SyrHT 313-316, numbered T III B No. X a-d] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 25:10-12, 18-21 from Psalter O, joins with SyrHT 315: side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 25:18-21; side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 25:10-12. 

Paper (6.5 x 9.1 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm (incomplete) 8.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Corrections: (��-0? possibly corrected from :��-0? on side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 315, side (a)}]:  

2 ]�  	B�@?� � B;�� .���Q[� �!]{.!��̈ }[  

my sin, and see how my ene[mies] have increased (Peshitta Psalm 25:18-19) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 315, side (b)}]:  

���� 1�{ܘ��}[ 3 8�� ��/�-! .'��[  [R]  

[and tr]uth to those who keep his covenant (Peshitta Psalm 25:10) 

Joins: SyrHT 333, side (b), ll. 3-4 joins with SyrHT 315, side (b), ll. 2-3 

Sequences: SyrHT 315, side (b) and SyrHT 333, side (b) follow SyrHT 314, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

327. SyrHT 334 [1867] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 334-335 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, which may possibly be joined with SyrHT 335. 

Paper (3.0 x 5.1 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 
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Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 4.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

1  $9/� �[   ])·([   ] … the king … 

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ])·(  R�/� [   ] … by his birth …  

Joins: SyrHT 334, side (a), ll. 1-3 may join with SyrHT 335, side (a), ll. 2-4 

Genre: Prayer 

 

 

328. SyrHT 335 [1867] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 334-335 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, which may possibly be joined with SyrHT 334. 

Paper (4.9 x 6.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 4.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 = ���  [   ] My Lord …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ])··( :=76 ��� … who was from his seed.  

Joins: SyrHT 335, side (a), ll. 2-4 may join with SyrHT 334, side (a), ll. 1-3 

Genre: Prayer 
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329. SyrHT 336 [1869] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 247. 

Paper (2.7 x 5.6 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 5.6 cm (incomplete) 5.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

 

 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]�017	� ��R )[   ] … He is our salvation …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2  *�R7�K
! *	C[   ])··([   ] … behind them …  

 

330. SyrHT 337 [1870] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N, probably from the Commemoration of Mary ( $K!	1
 �����\��� ) which follows Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā), with reference to Mary, the 

mother of Christ on side (a), l. 11. 

Paper (13.0 x 11.5 cm): internal fragment, in advanced deteriorated condition on side (a), 
right side and side (b), left side. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 14 15 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 11.2 cm (incomplete) 11.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 
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Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 10, 14 

Sample text, side (a):  
11-12 )[   ])···([   ]�K0X �� (9
X� 	9�� $%
��[   ]> $%���� :�) \���  

… Mary, the mother of Christ … glorious, blessed is he that chose you from our race 

Sample text, side (b):  

12 $�U� �9/� $%���[   ])···([   ]$%	� … Christ our king, the soul … praise …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 6 [\�]�� ���� Mart Mary, l. 11 \��� Mary; side (b), l. 8 
O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

331. SyrHT 338 [1871] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra J. 

Paper (3.4 x 6.2 cm): lower corner fragment; side (b) has deteriorated to the extent that the 
text is illegible. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = illegible 

Margins: lower: 0.6 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 4 — 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm — 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a): 

3  	X�X7� �):�5��; �%� 8�]�   [ they longed to see him …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

332. SyrHT 339 [1872] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 168, SyrHT 240 and SyrHT 328. Illegible Sogdian or Uighur script on side 
(b). 
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Paper (6.6 x 4.3 cm): internal fragment, with advanced deterioration on side (a). 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = Sogdian or Uighur script 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 — 

Line spacing: 1.2-1.5 cm — 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 ��� �	![   ]
 )� ([   ] … and let us praise …  

Multilingual information: Sogdian script or Uighur script on reverse 

 

333. SyrHT 340 [1873] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, joins with SyrHT 331. 

Paper (3.3 x 5.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 331, side (a)]:  
3 *7�� $
�!> [�0�� $
�!>   ]]   [  

[… the cross reconciled us,] the cross set us free … 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 331, side (a)]:  

2    ]= ]V  *�:/C][   +��� ��1 … with all [your saints …]  

Joins: SyrHT 340, side (a), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 331, side (a), ll. 1-4 
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334. SyrHT 341 [1874] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N, with references to the Virgin Mary. 

Paper (10.7 x 5.0 cm): internal fragment, with advanced deterioration on side (a), right 
side. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a):  

3-4  � B
= $%���[   ]= [   ]� '�!�� '��7[   ] Christ makes … the virgin and …  

Sample text, side (b):  

6 = (9
X� 8�:! [   ]K [   ] … to him who chose you …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

335. SyrHT 342 [1875] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 2:7-11; 3:9-4:3 (3:8-4:2) from Psalter Q, with rubricated Psalm 
heading: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 2:7-11; side (b) = Peshitta 3:9-4:3 (3:8-4:2). 

Paper (6.8 x 7.5 cm): internal fragment, with advanced deterioration on both sides. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 7.0 cm (incomplete) 7.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 4, 5, 6 (?); side (b), ll. 2, 3 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 7)� 8:�M
=]=  ))[7� ()= ( *	�) )� [.$!6��� $�]  

[the ends of the earth.] You will rule them with [a rod of iron.] (Peshitta Psalm 2:8-9) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 [(�_!� �- .��	E�]�6� $ 81���� �:!) .[(���0=]  

[you answered me], my God and the Saviour of my right[eousness. In my distress] 
(Peshitta Psalm 4:2 = 4:1) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

336. SyrHT 343 [1876] 

Content: Sogdian text in Syriac script; see VOHD 18,4, entry E39. 

 

337. SyrHT 344 [1877] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A. 

Paper (5.6 x 7.5 cm): fragment with one side margin, advanced textual deterioration and 
textual lacunae on ll. 3-5. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 0.9-1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm 6.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2    ]� � '���7[)··([   ]$0? … instruction and …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2  .�R� ��
=[   ]	@?�( ��)]�R�   [ … his servants and worship[pers] …  

Genre: Prayer 
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338. SyrHT 345 [1878] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.1 x 6.4 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) 5.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 % 8: ���[   ]0 [   ] … he began …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 �� ��	E! � B
=[   ] 8: )sic( [   ] … he did before it …  

 

339. SyrHT 346 [1879] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (5.9 x 4.8 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm lower: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 4.7 cm (incomplete) 5.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 [   ]! )·( W= $0�!	� )·([   ] … authority over …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ] '��M
![   ] … the creatures …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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340. SyrHT 347 [1880] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified; possibly belongs with SyrHT 138 and n329, because of similar 
rulings. 

Paper (5.0 x 3.6 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.3 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: ruling in light grey 1.7-1.9 cm apart, 
through l. 1, through l. 3 and 
through l. 5 

too deteriorated to detect rulings 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ]$��M� ��[   ] … amongst the distinguished …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]]��) $![   ] … appeared …  

 

341. SyrHT 348 [1881] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 73:1 + prayer, 73:8-9 from Psalter C, with partially rubricated 
prayer and joins with SyrHT 72, fol. 1: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 73:1 + prayer; side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 73:8-9. 

Paper (3.5 x 3.5 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm lower: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 2 (faded) 
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Quire marks: possible quire mark on side (a), lower margin 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 72, fol. 1 side 
(b)}]:  

3  ].$=7- [+!:�]}�	�:� $�R W��{[  

[walks] on the earth. [Because of this, (my people) will turn] (Peshitta Psalm 73:9-10) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 72, fol. 1 side 
(a)}]:  

3 ]}�K�! h 8Q ':!){[$
! �]M��
!� W�[  

[God is good to Isra]el and to the sincere [of heart] (Peshitta Psalm 73:1) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 W�[�K�!] Israel 

Joins: SyrHT 348, side (b), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 72, fol. 1, side (a), ll. 13-15 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

342. SyrHT 349 [1882] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 349-351 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.5 x 3.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 4 (?) 

Corrections: ˇ and ˆ above and below A in 	�� on side (a), l. 3, to indicate insertion point for 
omitted word or character, presumably written in missing margin 

Distinguishing marks: $���1 $�	�, ‘First Mawtba’ abbreviated to V�1�	�, also 
found in various fragments from Hudra J (SyrHT 74, 75, 118, 167, 182 and 216) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   V]�1�	� [   ][   V]�1�	� [   ][   V]�1�	� [   ][   V]�1�	� [   ]    … First Mawtba …  
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Sample text, side (b):  

3 �0 ��%
��[   ] … we praise  

 

343. SyrHT 350 [1882] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 349-351 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.4 x 3.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 5 (?); side (b), ll. 1, 6 (?) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2    ]� ���
=��[[   ] … being enslaved …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3  \�7�[   ])··([   ] … and he had mercy …  

 

344. SyrHT 351 [1882] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 349-351 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.0 x 2.2 cm): internal fragment; side (b) is badly deteriorated, but a single character 
D is visible in lower right-hand corner. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = blank? 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 — 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm — 

Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) — 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 [   ])··( 	�Z    ][ … have mercy …  

 

345. SyrHT 352 [1883] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 226 and SyrHT 236. 

Paper (4.9 x 7.6 cm): internal fragment, with black smudges in upper right corner of side 
(a). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 7.0 cm (incomplete) 7.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 5 

Marginalia: possible word in upper margin side (a), deteriorated condition 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 � R7� � � � �R[�    ] […] his […] 4. After it/him.  

Sample text, side (b):  
3-4 ]	�0�9� � �� *����� ���R   [   )]� �	/�� *�:/C � ��� [  

May they be protected from injury … and from all the powers … 

 

346. SyrHT 353 [1884] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (6.0 x 3.3 cm): fragment with lower margin, badly deteriorated. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.6 cm lower: 1.3 cm 
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No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]$/! ��R 8:[   ] … in it (f.s). Hullale …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ] �R� ��/� ]��VR�y   [ … the children of A[braham? …[  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

347. SyrHT 354 [1885] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, possibly the Anathema of Paradise. 

Paper (5.6 x 8.2 cm): possible upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.4 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.4 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.2 cm 6.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-4  '�U��C�� '�	��� '� �	! �_)�($? �	U? )sic(  $%X,	X�  

By the prayers, requests, supplications, … and prostrations  

Sample text, side (b):  
1-2 ��	��)[  $)�)�� ]�[$  ��1 '�: �) *�:/C�� [$�]  

Anthony and Abba Isai[ah] and all of the ho[ly] fathers 

Proper names: side (b), l. 1 ��	��)[  Anthony, l. 1  $)�)��$  Abba Isaiah 

Genre: Prayer 
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348. SyrHT 355 [T II B 60 = 1899] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on blank side (b) 

Content: list of names; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand (and possibly from the same folio) as SyrHT 391 and SyrHT 392. 

Paper (2.5 x 15.0 cm): horizontal strip with side margins; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: right: 0.6 cm 
left: 0 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 3 — 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm (ll. 1-2); 0.4 cm (ll. 2-3) — 

Line length: 14.0 cm (complete?) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; red punctuation (2vr) in between names 

Sample text, side (a):  

1  �7	�? �0�	��: W��K ���:  O	���: ! $�!)  )·(� :  

And John the chorepiscopus, and Israel, and Jesus, Elijah …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 �0�	� John, l. 1 W��K �� Israel, l. 1 O	�� Jesus, l. 1 $�!) 
Elijah, l. 2 $�00� Ananias 

Joins: SyrHT 355 forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 391 and SyrHT 392, but there is 
inadequate text to determine how these three fragments relate to each other or even if they 
are from the same folio 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Names 

 

349. SyrHT 356 [T II B 66 No. 42 = 1900] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: liturgy from Hudra U for the Dormition of the Virgin Mary, but matching text is 
not found in the printed Hudra or the Breviarium Chaldaicum. 

Paper (15.0 x 6.9 cm): folio, with textual lacunae on ll. 1-8. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.4 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.6-1.0 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 15 15 
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Line spacing: 0.8-1.0 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.7-5.5 cm 4.2-5.2 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 15; side (b), ll. 10, 11 

Sample text, side (a):  

8-11  $��0C�]�[���	= (9
X� � 8:! $%	� ��-�	� ���1 $�MC  

and the hosts [of] cherubs cry out together, ‘Praise to him who chose you, the dwelling-
place’ 

Sample text, side (b):  
11-14 	=� $�	� ��R Y�
�� '�C�
� $�) (9��C�� ��E�� N�X7� (9�[�]  

Praised is the day of your departure, and your commemoration, blessed mother, is 
pleasant and honourable 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

350. SyrHT 357 [T III T.V.B. = 1901] 

T III (violet ink stamp) T.V. B (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 4-5 

SyrHT 357-358 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 38:8-12 (38:7-11); Psalm 39 heading-39:3 (39:1-2) from Psalter K, 
with rubricated heading: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 38:8-12 (38:7-11); side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 39 heading-39:3 (39:1-2). 

Paper (5.0 x 4.9 cm): internal fragment with vertical tear on ll. 3-5. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 2 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
2 � R��:� [��]!  +���1 $��� .(]� �R[  
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[from] the disquietness of my[heart. Lord, before you is] (Peshitta Psalm 38:9-10 = 38:8-9) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
3  $B��) $![� (�7�) �Q)�]/ [�� (�	� �Q) (0�]  

[that I will guard my way and] I will not sin with [my tongue; I will keep my mouth from] 
(Peshitta Psalm 39:2 = 39:1) 

Sequences: SyrHT 357 is from the folio following SyrHT 220 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

351. SyrHT 358 [T III T.V.B. = 1901] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 357-358 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 141:5-Psalm 142 heading (142:4-7); 143:15-144:4 (144:15-145:4) 
from Psalter K, with rubricated headings: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 141:5-Psalm 142 
heading (142:4-7); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 143:15-144:4 (144:15-145:4). 

Paper (4.3 x 5.3 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 5.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 5; side (b), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
3 ]� ��)� WQ[9 [.hQ �C]  

[Be]cause I have been brought [exceedingly low.] (Peshitta Psalm 141:7 = 142:6) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
4 [+ � Y
�]'� +C�[) V	� W9]  

[Every day] I will bless you and I [will praise your name] (Peshitta Psalm 144:2 = 145:2) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 
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352. SyrHT 359 [T II B 66 No. 45 = 1902] 

No old signature number on SyrHT 359; T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on SyrHT 360, side (a), right 
margin 

SyrHT 359-360 glassed together 

Typescript list: Georgios, gehört zu T II B 31 No. 2 u 3 [SyrHT 361 & 362]; 51 No. 1 [SyrHT 95] u 53 
[SyrHT 364 & 365] 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, but not included in Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte 
Version’ (1991); the fragments making up this text have been dated by Maróth to the 10th 
or 11th centuries, based on palaeography. 

Paper (3.4 x 2.5 cm): internal fragment, with a loose fragment that has been superimposed, 
possibly folded back, onto the main fragment, obscuring side (a), ll. 3-4. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 6 + 1 6 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.0 (incomplete) 2.3 (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]' �� W9![   ] … to all and …  

Sample text, side (b):  

5 [   ] \B/�)[   ] … he healed …  

Sequences: because of its fragmentary state, it is unclear where SyrHT 359 fits into the 
sequence of this text 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

 

353. SyrHT 360 [T II B 66 No. 45 = 1902] 

No old signature number on SyrHT 359; T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on SyrHT 360, side (a), right 
margin 

SyrHT 359-360 glassed together 

Typescript list: Georgios, gehört zu T II B 31 No. 2 u 3 [SyrHT 361 & 362]; 51 No. 1 [SyrHT 95] u 53 
[SyrHT 364 & 365] 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, 
based on palaeography. 

Paper (17.6 x 8.7 cm): folio with one side margin missing and internal textual lacunae on 
ll. 8-9. Side (b), ll. 6-10 are obscured by folded paper. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
right: 1.6 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 1.9 cm 
left: 1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 24 25 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.0 cm (incomplete) 7.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b) 

Marginalia: side (b), upper left-hand margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 :�	X 

Sample text, side (a):  

17-18  �� .$0CR7� ��R  �E�'� )sic( �?)���  '�)sic(  8$0	Q  

In like manner after this, he commanded that the blessed one should be bound. 

Sample text, side (b):  
24-23 ] $��Q�� $0 8 !���) �  u(��[ $%���� (=� .(9! $��C $0 !�  

Why are you afflicted, my soul? And why are you grieving? Know that Christ 

Sequences: SyrHT 360 follows SyrHT 362 and precedes SyrHT 365 & 381 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 

 

354. SyrHT 361 [T II B 31 No. 3 = 1903] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 31 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Typescript list: Fragment einer Georgslegende gehörig zu 51, No. 1 [SyrHT 95]; 53 [SyrHT 364 & 365]; 66, 
No. 45 [SyrHT 359 & 360] 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, 
based on palaeography. 

Paper (5.5 x 10.3 cm): lower part of folio with side margins; a small piece from side (b) 
has been folded over onto side (a), l. 2. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 6 7 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 
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Line length: 7.8 cm 7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  
3-4 }*�R	X (�- �� $0EU�� $0 8:� $ �
/9! � ������ V���  

and I will remove their entrails and whatever remains, I will give to the dogs 

Sample text, side (b)  
6-7  8(����Q �X7	�X �[  �! 8'R� ������ �� �= <a> $09 �K !� +�)  

You have deceived me, haughty George, and behold, you have dishonoured us like poor 
people 

Proper names: side (b), l. 2  8O	�� Jesus, l. 6 �X7	�X �[  George 

Sequences: SyrHT 361 follows SyrHT 364 and precedes SyrHT 95 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 

 

355. SyrHT 362 [T II B 31 No. 2 = 1904] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 31 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Typescript list: Fragment einer Georgslegende gehörig zu 51, No. 1 [SyrHT 95]; 53 [SyrHT 364 & 365]; 66, 
No. 45 [SyrHT 359 & 360] 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, 
based on palaeography. 

Paper (14.0 x 9.2 cm): partial folio with upper margin and one side margin missing; 
internal lacunae on ll. 3-4. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 21 20 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm (incomplete) 7.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (b), l. 11 
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Sample text, side (a):  
9-11 /C�)�/ )�(  ��!R$%��_�/� ' �� �E� .9 ���� [   )])*�( }$�%�� $?�= *	!]��� [
	�!)	X $0(�X7 8[ � :0� W�!(··)[   ]  

who were crowned, these victorious ones. The king commanded … that they should bring a 
brass bed, that they should sus[pend] the blessed George upon it …  

Sample text, side (b):  
6-8  $�)!( �X7	�X}[  ��K�� . 8$	@ (������ *	�[   ]$/@�@ (��EK�� 7� ���

$%�� !  

I am George. After you mutilated me on the wheel … and you threw me into the pit, and 
you reviled Christ… 

Proper names: side (a), l. 7 �!	��)[  Anatolius, l. 8 $���) Isaiah, l. 11 �X7	X 8[  
George; side (b), ll. 4, 5 $0��� Dadianus, l. 7 �X7	�X[  George, l. 16 �X7	X[  George, l. 
18 �/��?7)[  Aristotle 

Sequences: SyrHT 362 follows SyrHT 95 and precedes SyrHT 359 & 360 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 

 

356. SyrHT 363 [T II B 53 = 1905] 

T II (violet ink stamp) on side (a), lower margin 

SyrHT 363-365 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 31 No. 2 u No. 3? [SyrHT 361 & 362] u T II B 66 No. 45? [SyrHT 359 & 
360] 

Typescript list [separate entry]: nebst einem nicht dazu gehörigen Stück 

1905 is the last number in the sequential numerical series which starts with 1625 = T II B 1 = SyrHT 28 

Content: unidentified, possibly from Hudra J. 

Paper (6.2 x 6.7 cm): fragment with lower margin; side (b) is either blank or very badly 
deteriorated. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = blank? 

Margins: lower: 3.2 cm — 

No. of lines: 4 — 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]7�[   ])·( $=	
� � ��� … and from the fount  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

357. SyrHT 364 [T II B 53 = 1905] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; T II (violet ink stamp) on side (a), upside down 
in right margin 

SyrHT 363-365 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 31 No. 2 u No. 3? [SyrHT 361 & 362] u T II B 66 No. 45? [SyrHT 359 & 
360] 

Typescript list [separate entry]: nebst einem nicht dazu gehörigen Stück 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, 
based on palaeography. 

Paper (14.7 x 9.2 cm): partial folio with upper margin and one side margin missing. There 
are considerable textual lacunae on ll. 1-8; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 20 — 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 7.3 cm — 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1-4 

Sample text, side (a):  
15-16  [   ] ��� $�) .$ � = 8���@? \��� ��B/��:!� *	/�-!� .$�� 8E�)C7/ (� 8[  �[   ]  

whom Mary had borne, the nations are worshipping. But I … command that Apollo and 
Heracles and … 

Proper names: side (a), l. 10 $0��� Dadianus, l. 15 \��� Mary, l. 16 *	/�) Apollo, l. 16 
�/C7R 8[  Heracles, l. 18 $ ���

��:� Jews 

Sequences: SyrHT 364 precedes SyrHT 361 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 
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358. SyrHT 365 [T II B 53 = 1905] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (?) (pencil) on side (b), left margin; B 53 (pencil) below it in left margin 

SyrHT 363-365 glassed together 

Typescript list: gehört zu T II B 31 No. 2 u No. 3? [SyrHT 361 & 362] u T II B 66 No. 45? [SyrHT 359 & 
360] 

Typescript list [separate entry]: nebst einem nicht dazu gehörigen Stück 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, 
based on palaeography. SyrHT 381 – not included in Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ 
(1991) – joins with SyrHT 365. 

Paper (7.5 x 10.3 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.7 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm 7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms); black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: possible symbol (verso mark?) on side (a), upper right corner? 

Sample text, side (a) 
 8 -7�X7	�X ��X $0	Q 8[ :��� W=� �R	0��= �� W=� $
�!>� :��� �
=  

But the blessed George made the sign of the cross both between his eyes and on his breast 

Sample text, side (b)  
10-11 }(�M@!� ( �! 8DR 8�:! 8) /C�   *]� [ $��C�� (! �
=]�[���][   �C  

My God, give to my name and my bones, that who[ever may] make a commemoration to 
me [and] may remem[ber] 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 7, 11 �X7	�X 8[  George 

Joins: SyrHT 365, side (b), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 381, side (a), ll. 1-3 

Sequences: SyrHT 365 & 381 follow SyrHT 359 & 360 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

Publication: Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 
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359. SyrHT 366 [no signature number] 

oh. Nr. (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 2-3; label on glass plate: Syr. A (upside down relative to Syriac text) 
[others in this series = SyrHT 367 (Syr. B); SyrHT 383-385 (Syr. D); SyrHT 386 (Syr. E)] 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.6 x 4.0 cm): fragment with one side margin, composed of three smaller fragments 
pieced together, with internal textual lacuna on l. 3 and bleeding of letters from side (b) 
visible on side (a) and vice versa. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.5 cm left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 2.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ] 8�7��� $) Father of truth …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2  �)[   ])··( $0�_ … in/by the will  

 

360. SyrHT 367 [T II B 60] 

T II B 60 (pencil) on side (b), left margin; label on glass plate: Syr. B [others in this series = SyrHT 366 (Syr. 
A); SyrHT 383-385 (Syr. D); SyrHT 386 (Syr. E)] 

Content: unidentified, possibly from Psalter F, based on matching palaeography. 

Paper (2.1 x 2.6 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.3 cm left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 1.0 cm (incomplete) 1.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]W=� and about/upon …  
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Sample text, side (b):  
1 :)[   ]  

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

361. SyrHT 368 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

Oh. Nr. (smudged pen or pencil?) on side (a), right margin; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 
53 No. 8 is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.5 x 4.2 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is patched with a folded 
binding strip. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: right: 1.6 cm left: 1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 X +0/C��
 [   ] your trust …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 �;/9�[   ] … always  

 

362. SyrHT 369 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

No old signature number on fragment; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra F. 

Paper (3.0 x 3.7 cm): internal fragment, with side (b), l. 2 partially obscured by a small 
piece of side (a) that has been folded over. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 
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Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2    ]� [   ]� ��� +! $%�[ … praise you, Lord, who …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3  V	� $�7�-[   ]� [   ] … in the way on the day of …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

363. SyrHT 370 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

No old signature number on fragment; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, from Lectionary A or Lectionary B, with possible recitation accents 
for cantillation of the text. 

Paper (3.1 x 2.6 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.6 cm right: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 1.7 cm (incomplete) 1.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Distinguishing marks: possible recitation accents for cantillation of the text on side (b), ll. 
1, 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 � 8R [   ] … he  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 �7	��7	��7	��7	� [   ] Versicle …  

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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364. SyrHT 371 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

No old signature number on fragment; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra E. 

Paper (5.9 x 4.0 cm): fragment with lower margin and ink imprint on side (a), diagonal to 
text and particularly noticeable on lower margin. The arrangement of the text on side (a) 
suggests couplets. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.5 cm lower: 3.3 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm (ll. 1-2, 3-4); 1.2 cm (ll. 2-3) 0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ])·(  81� B]=;�� [   )] … crying out and calling …  

 

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   *]�R567) $� ��[   ] … water. Their (?) mystery …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

365. SyrHT 372 [T II B 53 No. 8, T III T.V.B.] 

T III (faded violet ink stamp) T.V.B (pencil) on side (a), upper margin; according to new labels on glass 
plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, mentioning the consecration of oils. 

Paper (4.9 x 4.9 cm): fragment with upper margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm upper: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 5 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.9 cm (incomplete) 4.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Corrections: P��� corrected to P/�� on side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

4  � �� ��0� 8�� ��/�)�[   ][   ]) … of those who are departing from …  

Sample text, side (b):  
3-2 [   ] .:0� ��%����[   ]� .$�R $%�  P/��[   ]  

… mixed with this oil. And … they are being anointed by it … 

 

366. SyrHT 373 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

No old signature number on fragment; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Romans 15:9-11; 11:17-18, readings for the Sixth Friday of Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) 
and Palm Sunday (‘Idā d-Awša‘nā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; 
Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 335) from Lectionary A, with 
recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = Romans 11:17-18; side (b) = 
Romans 15:9-11. 

Paper (3.5 x 3.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 2.8 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2hb, 2vb) 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3] ~'��6�! $C �	? W= ]7:�� �� )[[  

[the olive tree.] You should not boast[ over the branches] (Romans 11:17-18) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3 ][) ~��)	 K� $ � =][ [it says,] ‘Delight, [O nations]’ (Romans 15:10)  

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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367. SyrHT 374 [T II B 53 No. 8, T III 99] 

99 Bul (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M, with references to Mary. 

Paper (5.0 x 3.8 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm lower: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]� R��/� [   ] … She bore him …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 ]   [ [   ]$�E�� … and may he/we cry out …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

368. SyrHT 375 [T II B 53 No. 8, T III 99] 

T III 99 Bul (smudged pen or pencil?) on side (a), between ll. 2-3 and ll. 3-4; according to new labels on 
glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M, mentioning Daniel. 

Paper (5.6 x 4.1 cm): fragment with possible lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 0.8 cm lower: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 5 6 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.8-1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.1 cm (incomplete) 3.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ] �1���[   ] … our Saviour …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3  W�-���![   ])·([   ] … to/for Daniel …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 3 W�-��� Daniel 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

369. SyrHT 376 [T II B 53 No. 8, T II B 60] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; according to new labels on glass plates, 
T II B 53 No. 8 is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra DD. 

Paper (3.6 x 5.2 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.1 cm lower: 2.1 cm 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 �/� '��
? 6�C)� )[   ]� ! [   ] … and he proclaimed a gospel full of …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2    ]$�[ �[   ]�7�>� $�� … and the blood of your neck …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

370. SyrHT 377 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

Oh. Nr. (pen or pencil?) on side (a), between ll. 2-3; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 
is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 74:21-23; 75:8-10 (75:7-9) from Psalter D: side (b) = Peshitta 
Psalm 74:21-23; side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 75:8-10 (75:7-9). 

Paper (3.7 x 5.1 cm): internal fragment. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 4.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
2 R��-[ $KC� W��] � .$����� ) B!$(  

[Because the cup] (is) in the hand of the Lord and it is full (Peshitta Psalm 75:9 = 75:8) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
2 ]� �[
 )*	�( [*��� ':!)] V	1 .+ �!  

[Let them] praise your name. Rise up, [God and judge] (Peshitta Psalm 74:21-22) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

371. SyrHT 378 [T II B 53 No. 8, T II B 60] 

B 60 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 101:2-3; Psalm 102 heading-102:2 (102:1) from Psalter O, with 
rubricated Psalm heading: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 101:2-3; side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 102 
heading-102:2 (102:1). 

Paper (3.8 x 6.2 cm): fragment with one side margin and internal lacuna at the beginning of 
l. 3. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.7 cm left: 1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 3 4 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) 3.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 2 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3  [�
=�!]] ��0? '�� ��   [  
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[the one who does] evil I have hated (Peshitta Psalm 101:3) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 ���X� .��[	!> o � $���]  

[Lord, hear my] prayer, and my cry (Peshitta Psalm 102:2 = 102:1) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

372. SyrHT 379 [T II B 53 No. 8] 

oh. Nr. (pen or pencil?) on side (a), lower margin; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is 
the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 137:7-Psalm 138 heading (138:7-8); 138:3-5 (139:3-5) from 
Psalter C, with rubricated Psalm heading and joins with SyrHT 228: side (a) = Peshitta 
Psalm 137:7-Psalm 138 heading (138:7-8); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 138:3-5 (139:3-5). 

Paper (4.6 x 8.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: left: 0.7 cm right: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 6 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 7.0 (incomplete) 7.0 (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 228, side (b)}]:  
4-6  �,]� \/�! �[ .� � 5
=� ] +� ���)}$!{  ..$ B�7

8
�[�!�� '-���!�� '-���!�� '-���!�� '-������    ]**** }��) .$0�����) .$0�����) .$0�����) .$0�������{[    

(�>�� ��)(�>�� ��)(�>�� ��)(�>�� ��)]$�$�$�$�[  

your [mercy] forever. and [do not] desert the work of your hands. The one hundred and 
thirty [eighth. Spoken] in the per[son (of)] (Peshitta Psalm 137:8-Psalm 138 heading = 
138: 8) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 228, side (a)]]:  
4 -5 )]� :/C .��) O� 8� $��� �[ 8� ]}��� *{ �1� '��%!� V[  

[you], Lord, you know all of them [from the first] to the last (Peshitta Psalm 138:4-5 = 
139:4-5) 

Joins: SyrHT 379, side (b), ll. 4-5 joins with SyrHT 228, side (a), ll. 1-2 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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373. SyrHT 380 [T II B 53 No. 8, T III T.V.B.] 

T III TVB? (pen or pencil?) on side (a) between ll. 2-3; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 
8 is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Romans 12:13-16; II Corinthians 12:19-20, readings for 1) Tuesday of the 
Rogation of the Ninevites (Bā‘uthā d-Ninwāye) and the Fifth Sunday in Lent (Ṣawmā 
Rbhā) (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289) or the Sunday before Lent 
(Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 335) and 2) the Fifth Sunday of 
Summer (Qayṭā) (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289) from Lectionary A, 
with recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = Romans 12:13-16; side (b) = II 
Corinthians 12:19-20. 

Paper (4.5 x 5.8 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.6 cm (incomplete) 5.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

2 *	9����M![ 	C�] [   ]  [Bless] those who persecute you. (Romans 12:14)  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3 ]   [ W� 8�  $ !� ��X $�)['�])  

However I fear lest I shall come (II Corinthians 12:19-20) 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

374. SyrHT 381 [T II B 53 No. 8, T II B 60] 

B 60 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 No. 8 is the old 
signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: part of the Legend of St. George, not included in Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte 
Version’ (1991), which joins with SyrHT 365; the fragments making up this text have been 
dated by Maróth to the 10th or 11th centuries, based on palaeography. 

Paper (2.3 x 6.3 cm): fragment with upper margin and advanced deterioration on side (b). 
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 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm upper: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) 5.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela (see comment under SyrHT 1 regarding 
similarities to Serta forms) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 365, side (b)]:  

3  ( � �C���� $��	/Q� $0 ��� ' B�:�� �� WC� (�]M@!� ( �! [DR }':!) $���]
[�	U�  

[O Lord God, grant] to my name and to my bones[, that everyone who shall be in a lawsuit 
and (suffering) injustice and shall remember my name, shall come out of] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 365, side (a)]:  
2 ] �� ��!:! �1	��/ 	��� $C[)···([   ]  

[and may it consume these kin]gs who were seated … 

Joins: SyrHT 381, side (a), ll. 1-3 joins with SyrHT 365, side (b), ll. 1-3 

Sequences: SyrHT 365 & 381 follow SyrHT 359 & 360 

Genre: Hagiography; Miscellaneous – Polemic 

 

375. SyrHT 382 [T II B 53 No. 8, T III B 99] 

B 99? (smudged pen or pencil?) on side (a), right margin; according to new labels on glass plates, T II B 53 
No. 8 is the old signature for all fragments from SyrHT 368 to SyrHT 382 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 22:26-30 (22:25-29); 23:6-24:4 from Psalter N: side (a) = Peshitta 
Psalm 22:26-30 (22:25-29); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 23:6-24:4. 

Paper (8.7 x 4.7 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 

lower: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red (faded) punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 2, 3 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2 [���� ��/�) $�� ! *	%
���] *	� 8
K ���  

and they shall be satisfied [and they shall praise the Lord, those who seek] (Peshitta Psalm 
22:27 = 22:26) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
6  8:501�)[ '��,:0� . 8:�? �)�� \?]  

[he has set its foundations. And on the rivers] he has established it (Peshitta Psalm 24:2) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

376. SyrHT 383 [T II B 53] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 53 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; label on glass plate: Syr. D [others in this 
series = SyrHT 366 (Syr. A); SyrHT 367 (Syr. B); SyrHT 386 (Syr. E)] 

SyrHT 383-385 glassed together 

Content: John 7:4-6, 8-10 from either Lectionary C or Gospel D, but unable to be 
determined since the text does not include the boundary between lectionary readings. If the 
former, it is the Gospel reading for the Fourth Thursday in Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) or 
Wednesday in mid-Lent (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287; Diettrich, 
‘Bericht’ (1909), 166; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 334): side 
(b) = John 7:4-6; side (a) = John 7:8-10. 

Paper (4.3 x 5.5 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 0.9 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

lower: 0.6 cm 
right: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 4.7 cm (incomplete) 4.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3-4 }��=��! �R �	�) 8	 BE/? [���] �C .$/�/@ :! �� 8�  

and he remained in Galilee. [But] when his brothers went up to the festival (John 7:9-10) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3-4  �R � �R	�) ��X $! g)0 ��) .O	 ��� : � ��R [�]  
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For not even his brothers had believed in Jesus. He said (John 7:5-6) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 $/�/X Galilee; side (b), ll. 4, 5 ��O	  Jesus 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

377. SyrHT 384 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin; label on glass plate: Syr. D [others in this 
series = SyrHT 366 (Syr. A); SyrHT 367 (Syr. B); SyrHT 386 (Syr. E)] 

SyrHT 383-385 glassed together 

Content: unidentified liturgical text from Hudra DD, with an allusion to Matthew 3:16. 

Paper (3.6 x 7.2 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 0.7 cm right: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 6.4 cm (incomplete) 6.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ])·(�C $��	1� $���! '; ��� ) … and he saw the Holy Spirit  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 :/E:/E:/E:/E  ��R� ��
= 	%
��R� ��
= 	%
��R� ��
= 	%
��R� ��
= 	%
� [   ]� according to its tune: Praise, (you) servants of his …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 5 Z	0U�?) Stephen 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

378. SyrHT 385 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; label on glass plate: Syr. D [others in this 
series = SyrHT 366 (Syr. A); SyrHT 367 (Syr. B); SyrHT 386 (Syr. E)] 

SyrHT 383-385 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra Q, possibly for a Commemoration of the martyrs Sergius and 
Bacchus, but matching text is not found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (6.4 x 4.1 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 0.9 cm 
right: 0.9 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
lower: 0.9 cm 
left: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.1 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: margin lightly ruled in grey, lines 
ruled in red 

margin lightly ruled in grey, lines 
ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr), final letters sometimes 
elongated to justify the margin 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]	� W�� 	/�1�)� that they were killed on account of …  

Sample text, side (b):  
2-3 [   ])·( '�!��
! $@�X7 [   ])·( �7-� 	9��  

… desirable for the Virgin … blessed is the fruit 

Proper names: side (a), l. 5 [�X�? Sergius 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

379. SyrHT 386 [T II D20i 5+6] 

Old label on glass plate: T II D20i 5+6; new label on glass plate: Syr. E [others in this series = SyrHT 366 
(Syr. A); SyrHT 367 (Syr. B); SyrHT 383-385 (Syr. D)] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 148:1-3; verses written in reverse order in a coarse, rudimentary 
hand. 

Paper (14.5 x 10.6 cm): folio with 6 lines of text occupying the lower 5.5 cm of side (a). 
The upper part is blank except for sporadic letters or combinations thereof that are written 
perpendicular to the main text; side (b) is blank, except for the outline of a face drawn 
around a lacuna in the upper part of the folio. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: upper: 8.2 cm 
lower: 1.2 cm 
right: 0 cm 
left: 0 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 6 — 
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Line spacing: not relevant — 

Line length: 10.0 cm — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Marginalia: side (a), written vertically in upper left-hand corner >	� (but if read sideways, 
could be Y 1, representing Peshitta Psalm 148 in Syriac numerals) 

Illustrations: a circle which suggests a face, with multiple strokes 
on the upper part suggesting hair and two circular loops on each 
side suggestive of ears, has been drawn around a pre-existing 
hole on side (b). When the folio is folded over along the existing 
fold lines, the hole frames two letters upside-down (R�) which 
are suggestive of an eye and a nose. The illustration is similar to 
that of Uighurs on other fragments in the Turfan Collection. 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 �7:?� $� � �R	%
� Praise him, sun and moon (Peshitta Psalm 148:3)  

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 87-88; Dickens, ‘Biblical 
Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

380. SyrHT 387 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 387-392 glassed together 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand as SyrHT 18. 

Paper (8.2 x 5.0 cm): lower corner fragment in advanced state of deterioration; side (b) is 
blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 8 — 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm — 

Line length: 4.2 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

4  'R�)···([   ] and behold …  
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381. SyrHT 388 [T II B 66] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

SyrHT 387-392 glassed together 

Content: fragment of a pharmaceutical recipe book, joins with SyrHT 1. 

Paper (3.0 x 7.9 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm — 

No. of lines: 5 — 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm — 

Line length: 6.5 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 5; use of line above letters to indicate 
abbreviations –  s	/= for �R	/= on side (a), ll. 3, 5 

Sample text, side (a):  
4-5 )[   ] (� W�/1 �,��� '�$�MQ s	/= $UQ� ���?[   ] $ �1 ��  

… a little … of bulls, and from the ash … hair and apply leaves upon it 

Joins: SyrHT 1, side (a), l. 1 joins with SyrHT 388, side (a), l. 5 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Pharmaceutical 

Publication: cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 84 

 

382. SyrHT 389 [T II B 66] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

SyrHT 387-392 glassed together 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the 
product of the same hand as SyrHT 255, SyrHT 285, n415, n417, n419 and n420, but it 
does not join or form a dislocated join with any of them. 

Paper (7.2 x 7.8 cm): lower corner fragment; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 4.1 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 4 — 
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Line spacing: 1.5 cm — 

Line length: 3.4 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate abbreviations –  s[�	�) for 
[�K�	�) on side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-4  [   ] $����[   ]� . s[�	�)�[   ]� ���)� of man … and when … the decision  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

383. SyrHT 390 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 387-392 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.8 x 6.5 cm): lower corner fragment; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 4 — 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm — 

Line length: 5.4 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3hb, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 

Distinguishing marks: line filler at end of side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

3    ]]$E! �	?  … ascents  

 

384. SyrHT 391 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 387-392 glassed together 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand (and possibly from the same folio) as SyrHT 355 and SyrHT 392. 
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Paper (2.0 x 14.0 cm): horizontal strip with one side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 0 cm — 

No. of lines: 3 — 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm — 

Line length: 13.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 �R	 �M� R�	
�� *�R[   ] … their … by his grace and his mercy  

Joins: SyrHT 391 forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 355 and SyrHT 392, but there is 
insufficient text to determine how these three fragments relate to each other or even if they 
originate from the same folio 

 

385. SyrHT 392 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 387-392 glassed together 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand (and possibly from the same folio) as SyrHT 355 and SyrHT 391. 

Paper (3.4 x 13.5 cm): horizontal strip with one side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = blank 

Margins: left: 1.0 cm — 

No. of lines: 1 — 

Line spacing: — — 

Line length: 9.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; red punctuation (2vr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ])···(  ��R� (�)[   ]�  ::::    … you were …  

Joins: SyrHT 392 forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 355 and SyrHT 391, but there is 
inadequate text to determine how these three fragments relate to each other or even if they 
are from the same folio 
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386. SyrHT 393 [T III K 268 = 1836] 

Content: Uighur Turkic text in Syriac script; see Zieme, Altuigurische Texte. 

 

387. SyrHT 394 [no signature number] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 394-395 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as MIK III 45). 

Paper (2.0 x 1.7 cm): fragment with lower margin; a small piece folded over from side (a) 
obscures side (b), l. 2. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 0.7 cm (?) lower: 0.7 cm (?) 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) 1.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2; side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   $�]	01 [   ][   $�]	01 [   ][   $�]	01 [   ][   $�]	01 [   ] OR 901901901901    [   )][   )][   )][   )]        Cano[n …] OR Chan[cel …]  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 [   ])[   ][   ])[   ][   ])[   ][   ])[   ]  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

388. SyrHT 395 [no signature number] 

No old signature number on fragment 

SyrHT 394-395 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as MIK III 45). 

Paper (2.6 x 3.0 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 0.5 cm (?) 
right: 0.9 cm 

lower: 0.5 cm (?) 
left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 
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Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) 2.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 �� $
Q� [   ] good that …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3    ]1 \� V�[ [… be]fore the judgement seat  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

 

Texts housed in the Museum für Asiatische Kunst 

389. MIK III 45 (manuscript) [T II B 26] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 26 (pencil) on fol. 61v 

Typescript list: fehlt Etwa 60 Blätter 22 ½ x 14 ½ cm 2 Seiten davon veröffentlicht durch E. Sachau in 
Sitzungsberichten der Kgl. Preuss. Akademie d. Wissenschaften zu Berlin, 1905, XLVII, S. 970ff 

Museum card: Nestorianisches Buch aus Bulayiq. 29 X 22,5 cm, MIK III 45. Material: Papier. Inhalt: 60 
Blätter einer “Hudhrā”. Choralbuch der Nestorianer. Sammlung heiliger Texte für alle im Laufe des Jahres 
wiederkehrenden Sonn-, Fest- und Gedenktage mit Beschreibung der betreffenden Kulthandlung. Publ: E. 
Sachau, Litteratur-Bruchstücke aus Chinesisch Turkistan, SPAW, Berlin 1905, pp. 970-973. Sprache: 
Syrisch. Schrift: Nestorianisch/Syrisch. Nr. 405 (1976) (1986). 

Content: liturgical miscellany, dated by Sachau to the 9th or 10th century based on 
palaeography and compared by Engberding with Add. 12138 in the British Library (dated 
to 899 CE). This miscellany, consisting of 61 leaves in five quires, is either a remnant of a 
large Hudra manuscript from which the first 14 quires have perished, or else an 
independent volume containing supplementary texts. The five quires were originally of 14, 
14, 14, 16, and 14 leaves, the first quire now lacking 5 leaves at the beginning and the last 
quire 6 leaves at the end. Fols. 9 and 53 (both originally blank) may be early replacements 
for lost leaves. For reasons not clear, the scribe appears to have left the outer pages of each 
quire blank. A later hand has written crude quire signatures on them, of which ܨ ,ܦ ,ܥ 
and ܩ survive on quires 2-5 (and suggest the loss of 14 previous quires). Presently, there 
are several completely (fols. 52r, 53v) and partially (fols. 48v, 51v, 55v, 56r, 56v, 57v, 58r, 
59v, 60v) blank pages; other pages (fols. 9r-10r, 23v-24r, 37v-38r, 53r, 54r) formerly blank 
now bear sporadic Syriac texts written by different hands, as well as one instance of 
Sogdian script (fol. 24r) and several of Sogdian in Syriac script (fol. 37v). The hand is 
either identical with or very similar to that of Hudra D. An edition and fuller description of 
this manuscript, which is one of the earliest surviving manuscript witnesses to the liturgy 
of the Church of the East, is forthcoming. Extant contents of the manuscript can be divided 
into five sections: 
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1) fol. 1r – 7r: offices for a penitential season, incomplete at the beginning, with 
rubrics for the Third, Fourth and Fifth Friday of the season. 

2) fol. 7r – 21r: Offices for various saints, including Mart Shir (7r-13r), Mar Sergius 
the martyr (13r-19r) and all saints (19r-21r), the latter including special verses for 
Mart Maryam, John the Baptist, apostles, martyrs, prophets, priests, solitaries, any 
one person, the departed, and the holy cross. This section also includes references 
to Mar Barshabba and Mart Zarvandokht (fol. 8r), a commemoration of the 
solitaries (fol. 12r) and a commemoration of the Catholicoi (fol. 18r). This section 
ends with the subscription (��� *̇+,ܘܕ��̈��� ܕ��ܕܪ. ܕ � �+4 �2�3�) ܕ01̈
‘end of the volume of the rites and canons of the cycle of the whole year’ (fol. 21r).  

3) fol. 21r – 27v: Rite for the consecration of a new church ( ����̈ܘ� �̈01
�5ܬ) ܕ��ܕ�56ܬ) ). 

4) fol. 27v – 33r: Anthems for ordinary days (�7��̈� (�
 .(��8̈��) ܕ��̈

5) fol. 33r – 53r: Burial services for all orders ( 9, 98 ���
��
� ܕ5�̈�8. ܕ̈01
01� ܕ98 ��̈��� ܘ
�including a rite for priests and deacons (���̈7 ,(ܬ:��7) 
and another for ‘Sons of the Covenant’ (�7�̈�� �7�� !�̈ܕ� �0̈1), referring here 
to those who have taken monastic vows; also included are metrical homilies 
(memre) and prayers for the dead. 

6) fol. 54v – 61v: Prayers on various occasions, probably incomplete at the end, 
including prayers for relief from drought and earthquake, for the consecration of a 
church, for liturgies related to the Finding of the Cross, the Annunciation, the 
Nativity, Mart Maryam, and the Epiphany. 

Paper (fol. 31r [left folio] = 22.3 x 13.9 cm; fol. 30v [right folio] = 22.5 cm x 13.9 cm): 
manuscript consisting of 61 folios (kept open at fol. 30v and 31r) with string binding intact 
and stitching holes visible. Leaves are damaged at the beginning and especially end of the 
surviving manuscript. Significant text is lost on fols. 1-6 and 34-61. 

 fol. 31r = left folio = recto fol. 30v = right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.3 cm 
right: 1.7 cm 
left: 1.7 cm 

No. of lines: 28 29 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.0-10.5 cm 10.0-10.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela, in at least two different hands, a second one starting at 
the end of fol. 33a; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: fol. 31r (left folio), ll. 2, 6, 11, 12, 14, 16, 20, 23, 26, 27; fol. 30v (right folio), ll. 
1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 15, 17, 18, 21, 24, 28 
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Marginalia: fol. 31r (left folio), left margin, parallel to ll. 10-13 �$/1�, ll. 16-18 1�/ [�)] ; 
fol. 30v (right folio), right margin, parallel to ll. 17-19 1�/ �[)] , ll. 27-29 1�/ [�)]  

Corrections: $/�� on fol. 30v, l. 7 is followed by another short word in black ink ( ��R?), 
crossed out in red ink 

Distinguishing marks: line fillers at end of fol. 30v, ll. 4, 14, 19; fol. 31r, ll. 8, 14 

Sample text, fol. 31r (left folio):  
5-6 W9! * 8-�� $%��� ( �	� (! �	
�� (00�)� (/= $�K� $!� :0�!	� W��  

And make void his authority – lest he should assail me – and restore me and forgive me my 
sins, Christ who has pity on all. 

Sample text, fol. 30v (right folio):  
1-2 $�-� +!$�-� +!$�-� +!$�-� +!  :! c	�� $/9� $!� $	% $� �� �R���) $K�	Q $�R '��

 ��-0��)(
! ' B�)(
! ' B�)(
! ' B�)(
! ' B�)  

It befits you. This house is a type of heaven. Let us always enter it through unfeigned love. 
My heart has come 

Proper names (selection): fol. 3r, l. 12 O	�� Jesus; fol. 3v, l. 26 $�!) Elijah; fol. 5r, l. 2 
O	�� Jesus; fol. 6v, l. 5 W��K� Israel; fol. 7a, l. 14 ��� Shir; fol. 8r, l. 20 \��� Mary; fol. 
9r, l. 1 W��
X Gabriel, l. 3 O	�� Jesus, l. 19 \/�7�) Jerusalem; fol. 10v, marginalia 
����Z  Peter; fol. 12r, l. 24 $
�� Barshabba, l. 24 ��� Shir, l. 25 �C����76 

Zarvandokht; fol. 12v, l. 27 �7����Z  Diodore; fol. 13r, l. 16 ����Z  Peter, l. 23 ��� Shir, 
ll. 24, 28 �X�?��[  Mar Sergius; fol. 13v, l. 3 �X�?��[  Mar Sergius, l. 3 Z	9 
Bacchus, l. 4 �X7	�X[  George, l. 12 $�	� Moses; fol. 18r, l. 6 �0�	� John; fol. 19r, l. 
15 \��� Mary, l. 19 �0�	� John, l. 27 �X�?[  Sergius; fol. 19v, l. 11 �)\/�7  Jerusalem, 
l. 17 �X�?[  Sergius; fol. 20r, l. 19 \��� Mary, l. 23 �0�	� John; fol. 20v, l. 9 $�:X 
Gehenna, l. 27 V�) Adam; fol. 21r, l. 6 V�) Adam; fol. 21v, l. 23 �X�?��[  Mar 
Sergius; fol. 22v, l. 2 W��K� Israel, ll. 14, 16, 19, 20 $�	� Moses, l. 21 )\/�7�  
Jerusalem, l. 25 �X�?��[  Mar Sergius; fol. 24r, l. 1 �X7	�X[  George, l. 3 O	�� Jesus; 
fol. 24v, l. 13 ������ Mart Shir, l. 17 W��K� Israel; fol. 25v, l. 4 W�7�) (sic) Jerusalem; 
fol. 25v, l. 29 $��>� Barsauma, l. 29 ��
�_� Nisibis; fol. 28r, l. 18 �W��K  Israel; fol. 
37v, l. 1 O	�� Jesus; fol. 40v, l. 20 c	�� Sheol; fol. 41r, l. 20 c	�� Sheol; fol. 53r, l. 7 
c	�� Sheol; fol. 51v, l. 16 W��K� Israel; fol. 59v, l. 2 \��� Mary 

Multilingual information: writing in Sogdian script (fol. 24r) and Sogdian in Syriac script 
(fol. 37v) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E44 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel, James F. Coakley 

Publication: Sachau, ‘Litteratur-Bruchstücke’ (1905), 970-973 [text of folios 20v & 21r 
only]; Saeki, Nestorian Documents (1951), 343-347 [translation of folios 20v & 21r only]; 
Engberding, ‘Fünf Blätter’ (1965) [translation of folios 1-5 only] 
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390. MIK III 45 (fragments) [T II B 26] 

No old signature number on fragments 

Museum card: see description under MIK III 45 (manuscript) above 

Five dislocated fragments glassed together; despite their signatures none are demonstrably 
from MIK III 45. 

 

MIK III 45, fragment 1 

Content: Liturgy from Hudra CC for the sixth Sunday of Pentecost, with rubrics for the 
Night Office and Dawn Prayer on side (a), l. 2 and side (b), l. 7; side (a), ll. 3-7 = Hudra 
III, 50�, ll. 16-21 (parts of the same text are found on SyrHT 149, side (a), ll. 4-7). 

Paper (4.9 x 11.5 cm): upper corner fragment with textual lacunae on side (a), beginning of 
ll. 2-8 and side (b), end of ll. 2-8. On both sides, l. 1 is largely obliterated because of loss 
of the upper margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.6 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.6 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.5 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 10.7 cm (incomplete?) 10.6 cm (incomplete?) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4rbr) 

 

MIK III 45, fragment 2 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra D (possibly from the same scribal hand as MIK III 45). 

Paper (3.0 x 3.7 cm): v-shaped fragment with damaged upper margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm upper: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.5-0.6 cm 0.5-0.6 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 
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MIK III 45, fragment 3 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (1.4 x 1.5 cm): fragment with side margin visible on side (b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — right: 0.3 cm 

No. of lines: 2 3 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 1.2 cm (incomplete) 1.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

 

MIK III 45, fragment 4 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (1.4 x 2.2 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right (?): 1.0 cm (oriented 90°) left (?): 0.8 cm (oriented 90°) 

No. of lines: 1? 1? 

Line spacing: — — 

Line length: 0.3 cm (incomplete) 0.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

 

MIK III 45, fragment 5 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (1.2 x 0.7 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 0.5-0.6 cm 0.5-0.6 cm 

Line length: 0.5 cm (incomplete) 0.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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MIK III 45, fragments 1-5 

Rubrics: fragment 1, side (a), ll. 2, 3; side (b), ll. 5, 7; fragment 3, side (a), l. 2; side (b), ll. 
2-3; fragment 4, trace of one rubric, but line number unclear 

Marginalia: fragment 1, side (a), left margin, possible remnant of marginalia; fragment 1, 
side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 5-8  ����� [�P0�� ��� $]  

Corrections: omitted words *	�) 	U!)� written in a smaller hand on fragment 1, side (a), 

below l. 5, with small black crosses (‡) above and below the line to indicate the insertion 
point 

Sample text, fragment 1, side (a):  
4 [   ](�=	� ��R	Q� :0� $
X� .'�	U0��  

… in the error of paganism. And he chose from our race 

Sample text, fragment 1, side (b):  
3 _��� :� $��	1 ^�7� '�R	��� [   ]  

the gift of the Holy Spirit, by which they [were] victorious … 

Sample text, fragment 2, side (a):  

2  �0�9! :0�[   ]� [   ] … from him/it to our nature …  

Sample text, fragment 2, side (b):  

2 [   ])·( [   ]'�	��� R�@� … his body, mortals …  

Sample text, fragment 3, side (a):  

2 [   ]$� �R6 )[   ] … glorious …  

Sample text, fragment 3, side (b):  
2  8�)� 8�)� 8�)� 8�)�    [   ]  

Sample text, fragment 4, side (a):  
2 [   ]	�  

Sample text, fragment 4, side (b):  
2    ]�[�[�[�[  

Sample text, fragment 5, side (a):  
1 [   ]*[   ]  

Sample text, fragment 5, side (b):  
2 � [   ]  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra (fragments 1-2 only) 

Identification (fragment 1): James F. Coakley 
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391. MIK III 58 [T II B 10] 

B 10 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Museum card: Herkunft: Bulayik. MS-Blatt, 10,4 x 15,5 cm. Schrift: uigurisch. Sprache: mittel iranisch (?) 
Uigurisch. 

Content: fol. 5 from the ‘Uighur Psalter’: 

side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 86:11-17, first marmitha recited in the Ferial Evening Service for 
the First Friday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 41); 

side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 86:17-87:7, first and second marmayatha recited in the Ferial 
Evening Service for the First Friday (Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 41). 

Paper (15.7 x 10.5 cm): folio with on upper corner torn off. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.4 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 14 14 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 8.0-8.5 cm 8.0-8.5 cm 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in grey right margin lightly ruled in grey? 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black and red punctuation (2hb, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 3 

Marginalia: side (a), 1 line in right margin, parallel to ll. 4-10 

Distinguishing marks: roughly drawn crosses in light black ink on side (a), right margin at 
l. 3 and side (b), right margin at l. 2, all written by same hand as marginalia; ink transfer 
from rubric on l. 2 of SyrHT 21, side (b), visible just above l. 1 of MIK III 58, side (a) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (a): 

5v1: -vẍdwn � tʾt mʾryʾ xtʾrtʾn �] B�  b�x�
<a)� � * a��̀ x:̀[ 5� 5��$ (�

5
�7 <

a�
<
a= 

[may] they be ashamed, that you, Lord, have helped me (Peshitta Psalm 86:17) 

Sample transcribed text with equivalent underlying Syriac text, side (b): 

5r1: wyxlyx pẍwštʾ ¨ nʾxty lvy  +̀B!
<
aR .)� a	E 

5
��' ( b
.! � B b�%B� � 

And I will walk in your truth. May my heart rejoice (Peshitta Psalm 86:11) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 syxywn (* <	�RB>) Zion, l. 6 yʾxẍwv ( D̀ <	E� <a�) Jacob, l. 7 rʾxv 
( h̀ 5�

5
7) Rahab, l. 8 pʾ pyl (  5̀W .
 ) Babylon, l. 8 plyšty ($.�

5
���B/�) Philistia, l. 9 swr ( > <�7 ) Tyre, l. 

9 xwšyʾ ($.�� 5� a	C̀) Cush, l. 10 syxwn (* <	�RB>) Zion 

Sequences: MIK III 58 follows SyrHT 22, side (a) & precedes SyrHT 21, side (b) 
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Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament; Liturgy 

Publication: Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014); cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian 
and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 82 

 

392. MIK III 109 [T II B 22] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 22 (pencil) on side (b), upper margin; B 22 (pencil) on side (b), mid right margin 

Museum card: Herkunft: Bulayik. Lit: cf Acta der II Exped. Stark beschädigtes Fragment eines Buchblattes 
(9,8 x 10,4 cm). Schrift: syrisch. Text: christlich. 

Content: liturgy from Hudra T for Palm Sunday (‘Idā d-Awša‘nā), but matching text is not 
found in the printed Hudra. 

Paper (10.7 x 10.1 cm): partial folio with lower margin missing, consisting of two joined 
fragments joined at ll. 7 -13, with tear and crease at l. 17, textual lacuna in the upper corner 
at ll. 1-4 and extensive water damage on side (a), left-hand side, ll. 10-24 and side (b), 
right-hand side, ll. 6-19. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 24 19 

Line spacing: 0.4 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm 7.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; brown/black punctuation (1b, 2hb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1, 3, 5, 8, 10, 17, 19, 20, 23; side (b), ll. 2, 5, 8, 9, 12, 15 

Corrections: $0��) corrected to $0���) with small sublinear � on side (a), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a):  
7 )···(]) R� �E $��� '��=� W�1�[)>�< � �R +�� .$0��� )···(  

… was killed. And the church rejoices in his resurrection, Hosanna. Blessed is he … 

 

Sample text, side (b):  
5  R���9 ! V��7� ��R +����������    ����    (···) ) ) ) )(···)  

Blessed is he who has exalted his betrothed. From … 
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Proper names: side (a), l. 4 ��7_� Egypt, l. 6 W
 Babylon; side (b), l. 3 	�R>*  Zion, l. 15 
���� David 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

393. MIK III 110 [T II B 99] 

Bul 99 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Museum card: Herkunft: Bulayik. Lit: cf Acta der II Exped. Reste eines christl.-syr. Buchblattes (9.0 x 6.0 
cm). 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 24:3-4; 25:3-6 from Psalter M: side (b): Peshitta Psalm 24:3-4; 
side (a): Peshitta Psalm 25:3-6. 

Paper (6.3 x 9.1 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.9 cm lower: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.5 cm 

Line length: 8.7 cm (incomplete) 8.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela (with open he, unlike closed he found in most Turfan 
texts); black punctuation (1b, 2vb) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3 [.V	�/9 ��9?] +!� .(1���� �:!) �[R ��)� W��]  

[because you are] my God and my Saviour, and for you [I wait every day.] (Peshitta Psalm 
25:5) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2 � $0�)] �) ���C��  $!�] ::
/ $
 BX� �R��[$ 8�[  

[He whose] hands [are pure] and (who) is approved in his heart, [and does not swear] 
(Peshitta Psalm 24:4) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Identification: Aho Shemunkasho 

 

394. MIK III 111 [T II B 37] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 37 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin 

Museum card: Herkunft: Bulayik. Kleines christl.-syr. Buchblatt (11,6 x 6,2 cm) an dem Ecken beschädigt. 
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Content: liturgy from Hudra Q for the Feast of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā): side (b), ll. 3-4 = 
Hudra III, D>7�, ll. 20-21. 

Paper (6.3 x 11.7 cm): folio with text horizontally orientated; one upper corner and one 
lower corner are torn off. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm 9.0 cm 

Rulings: side margins and lines ruled in red side margins and lines ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 5, 7; side (b), ll. 3, 5, 7 

Sample text, side (a):  

1-2 	���)� : �7	� .$
�!>� $�� )sic( *�!	U� \ ��1)� O	��� :
�!_  

pain and the cross. Behold it and believe in the cross of Jesus who raised our fall. 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 ]$
�!_[  $��	��� � ��:? *����R $
�!_ .*���_��) $
�!_ .*��//C�)

� ��� �R �	�%  

by the cross you were crowned, by the cross you were victorious, by the cross you became 
martyrs and participants in the Son’s sufferings 

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 O	�� 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

395. MIK III 112 [T II B 57] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 57 (pencil) on side (b), right folio, right margin 

Museum card: T II B 57, Herkunft Bulayik. Fragment eines MS Doppelblattes. Syrischer Psalmentext mit 
syrischen Inhaltsangaben und neupersischer Übersetzung der Psalmen und interlinearen Inhaltsangaben. 
Schrift: Syrisch. 9 x 28,7 cm. Lit: Ein syr.- neup. Psalmenbruchstück aus Chin.-Turkestan. in: Fs. Sachau, 
Berlin 1915, pp. 215-222, 1 Tafel. 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 131:18-132:1; 133 heading-133:2; 146:5-8; 147 heading-147:3 
(132:18-133:1; 134:1-2; 147:5-8; 147:12-14) from bilingual Syriac-New Persian Psalter 
(Psalter B), with rubricated Psalm numbers and rubricated Psalm headings, joins with 
SyrHT 153: side (a), left = Peshitta Psalm 131:18-132:1 (132:18-133:1); side (b), right = 
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Peshitta Psalm 133 heading-133:2 (134:1-2); side (b), left = Peshitta Psalm 146:5-8 (147:5-
8); side (a), right = Peshitta Psalm 147 heading-147:3 (147:12-14). 

Paper (left folio = 9.3 x 14.5 cm; right folio = 9.1 x 14.3 cm): upper half of bifolium; folios 
are conjoined but not adjacent; stitching holes are visible. 

 Side (a), left folio = recto Side (a), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.9 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.4 cm 
left: 1.9 cm 

No. of lines: 11 10 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 10.0-10.3 cm 9.8-10.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

 Side (b), left folio = recto Side (b), right folio = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.9 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 2.2 cm 
left: 1.9 cm 

No. of lines: 11 11 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 10.0-10.3 cm 10.3-10.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 1r, 4rbr), with marginalia 
flanked by large red dots 

Rubrics: side (a), left folio, ll. 3, 4, 5, 7, 8; side (a), right folio, l. 3; side (b), right folio, ll. 
1, 2, 4, 5 

Marginalia: side (a), left folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 7-9 •��•�•  (abbreviation for 
$ X��); side (a), right folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 1-3 •��•^• ; side (a), right 
folio, right margin; parallel to ll. 1-3 •V��•  (abbreviation for '�����); side (b), right 
folio, left margin, parallel to ll. 5-9 $���� �R� ��
= (scribal correction, see below); side 
(b), right folio, right margin, parallel to ll. 3-6 •��•R•  

Corrections: + at end of side (b), right folio, l. 5 marks insertion point for omitted words 
$���� �R� ��
= in left margin, to be inserted in place of $ �  =, crossed out on l. 6; ���6 
crossed out and corrected to 	%
� on side (b), left folio, l. 6; $ %! crossed out on side 
(b), left folio, l. 10 and corrected to ���� on SyrHT 153, side (b), l. 2 

Distinguishing marks: 2 verso marks – black cross on side (a), right folio, upper right 
corner and partial red cross on side (b), right folio, upper right corner 

Sample text, side (a), left folio:  

2 [Persian text] .(��	1 $ BU�� �R	/=� �  
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And upon him my holiness will increase (Peshitta Psalm 131:18 = 132:18) 

Sample text, side (a), right folio:  

4  .$�� ! \/�7�) (%
�[Persian text]  

Jerusalem, praise the Lord! (Peshitta Psalm 146:12 = 147:12) 

Sample text, side (b), left folio:  

4 [Persian text]  u	�! + B9 �� �.$=7-! $��= $!  

And casts down the unrighteous to the earth (Peshitta Psalm 146:6 = 147:6) 

Sample text, side (b), right folio:  

2 � � ��� $ �!� � ��� $ �!� � ��� $ �!� � ��� $ �! W
 � ��� *�:��	� 7 W
 � ��� *�:��	� 7 W
 � ��� *�:��	� 7 W
 � ��� *�:��	� 7 �[Persian text]  

to the people after their return from Babylon (Peshitta Psalm 133 heading) 

Proper names: side (a), left folio, l. 5 W
 Babylon, l. 7 W��K� Israel, l. 7 ���:� Judah; 
side (a), right folio, l. 4 \/�7�) Jerusalem, l. 6 �R>*	  Zion; side (b), right folio, l. 2 W
 
Babylon 

Joins: MIK III 112, side (a), right folio, ll. 9-10 joins with SyrHT 153, side (a), ll. 1-2, 
located below it [a small portion of MIK III 112, side (a), left & side (b), right is also 
visible on SyrHT 153, side (a) and (b), respectively] 

Sequences: begins on side (a), left folio and ends on side (a), right folio 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-New Persian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E7/1a+2a 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Publication: Müller, ‘Syrisch-neupersisches Psalmenbruchstück’ (1915), 215-222; 
Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen’ (1974); Sims-Williams, ‘Early New Persian’ (2011); 
cited in Dickens, ‘Importance of the Psalter’ (2013), 364 

 

 

Texts housed in the Turfanforschung, BBAW 

396. n91 [T III 52] 

No old signature number on fragment; 3 labels on glass plate: (1) C3 (crossed out and replaced by syr. in 
pencil); (2) T III 52; (3) n 91 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra G. 

Paper (3.1 x 2.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.0 cm left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 5 4 
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Line spacing: 0.5 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 1.0 cm (incomplete) 1.1 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Distinguishing marks: traces of ink on margin side (a); extensive smudging in margin side 
(b) extending across l. 2 and space between ll. 2-3 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ] .R�
! to/for his Son …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3  �: 8)[   ] … in/with it (m.)  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

397. n92 [T III B. T III T.V.B.] 

B (pencil) on side (a), left margin; 3 labels on glass plate: (1) C15 3 (15 crossed out, replaced by 3, crossed 
out and replaced by syr. in pencil); (2) T III B. T III T.V.B.; (3) n 92 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra G, with references to Zechariah being filled by the Holy 
Spirit (cf. Luke 1:67) as well as to the Holy Spirit and the Jordan River; these seem to refer 
to Jesus’ baptism or subsequent temptation in the wilderness (cf. Luke 3:1-22; 4:1-2). 

Paper (3.9 x 6.6 cm): fragment with one side margin and extensive textual lacunae on ll. 1-
3 and internal textual lacunae on ll. 5-6. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm right: 1.4 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

5    ][�7^ $��C6 W= $��	1 … the Holy [Spirit] upon Zechariah  

 

Sample text, side (b):  
4-5  '�Q	! �� WC?
 )··(  ] �7	� ��[   ] $C �-/� [� [   *]  

all from the curse … the angels … Jordan 
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Proper names: side (a), l. 5 $��C6 Zechariah; side (b), l. 5 ���7	� Jordan 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

398. n120 [T II B 66 = C3] 

No old signature number on fragment; 5 labels on glass plate: (1) C3; (2) T II B 66; (3) n 120-122; (4 & 5) 2 
Fragm. neu verglast, die zu ST I [Müller, 1913, Soghdische Texte I] gehören, eins gesondert eins bei T II B 
17a [n164 = pp. 12-16 in Müller] 

n120-n122 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra G. 

Paper (3.0 x 4.1 cm): internal fragment with textual lacunae on ll. 5-7. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 7 7 

Line spacing: 0.5 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ])·( [   ]$9/ 8� � B
= 8�R :! � 8�) … He says to him, ‘The king has done that …’  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ]$� �� .��9K� <
a�  ��R! )···([   ] … evil. And they were waiting for …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

399. n121 [T II B 66 = C3] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; 5 labels on glass plate: (1) C3; (2) T II B 66; 
(3) n 120-122; (4 & 5) 2 Fragm. neu verglast, die zu ST I [Müller, 1913, Soghdische Texte I] gehören, eins 
gesondert eins bei T II B 17a [n164 = pp. 12-16 in Müller] 

n120-n122 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra G. 

Paper (3.5 x 3.9 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm lower: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 
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Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.5 cm 

Line length: 3.8 cm (incomplete) 3.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

4    ]� [   ]$�M?� ��/!R[ … praising and the seraphim …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 �)� $����� )[   ][   �]R�� … the everlasting … that is …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

400. n122 [T II B 66 = C3] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower right corner; 5 labels on glass plate: (1) C3; (2) T II B 
66; (3) n 120-122; (4 & 5) 2 Fragm. neu verglast, die zu ST I [Müller, 1913, Soghdische Texte I] gehören, 
eins gesondert eins bei T II B 17a [n164 = pp. 12-16 in Müller] 

n120-n122 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra G. 

Paper (3.9 x 4.8 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 2.8 cm (incomplete) 2.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 2 

Distinguishing marks: decorative line filler at end of side (b), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ]*�	��- � � =� and he dwelt in our human nature …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 ����E�[   ] … sanctifying  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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401. n159a, c, d, e & f [no signature number = C72] 

No old signature number on fragments; 3 labels on glass plate: 1) C72; 2) C5, 13 oben Mitte; 3) n 159 a-e 

Content: five small unidentified fragments, glassed together with a Sogdian fragment 
(n159b). 

 

n159a 

Paper (4.0 x 1.2 cm): fragment of unclear format; illegible, with traces of black ink. 

 

n159c 

Paper (5.2 x 4.1 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 2.7 cm left: 2.7 cm 

No. of lines: 3 4 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) 1.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  
2 /=](   [ 

 upon me …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ])·( V$� ��) … mansions  

 

n159d 

Paper (2.2 x 3.0 cm): fragment with possible trace of one character on side (a). 

 

n159e 

Paper (2.1 x 1.8 cm): fragment with one side margin (1.5 cm) and one illegible line on each 
side. 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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n159f 

Paper (2.1 x 3.0 cm): internal fragment, illegible other than side (a), l. 1. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 3 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 [   ] )X �
 [   ]  

 

402. n176 [T II K = C9] 

T II (violet ink stamp) K (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; 2 labels on glass plate: (1) C9 soghd. u. syr. T II 
K; (2) n 176 

Content: liturgy for an Evening Office, with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, from 
bilingual service book E10, written in a hand similar to that of Hudra G, including the 
incipit of Peshitta Psalm 28. 

Paper (4.0 x 6.6 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 5.7 cm (incomplete) 5.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-3 [Sogdian text]  � $!_� �[Sogdian text]  $�����1�  

… Let us pray … O Lord, I have called 

Sample text, side (b):  

3  ���	9! ���	9! ���	9! ���	9! �[Sogdian text] For the priest …  
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Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. w’bt, ‘he says’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E10/1 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: cited in Hansen, ‘Christliche Literatur’ (1968), 94 n. 2 (as a Syriac-Sogdian 
bilingual); cited in Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 170 (as a Sogdian text 
containing Syriac words) 

 

403. n177 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a); 2 labels on glass plate: (1) n 177-178; (2) C13 

n177-178 glassed together 

Content: Matthew 1:5-7, part of the Gospel reading for the Fourth Sunday of the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) (attested in T II B 38, a lost folio from Sogdian lectionary 
E5, but not in Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 286 or Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 331), from a bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text of the four 
gospels or a bilingual lectionary (E1), with recitation accents for cantillation of the text, 
forming a dislocated join with n178. 

Paper (5.2 x 6.1 cm): fragment with one (cropped) side margin; side (b) is blank. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = blank 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 — 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm — 

Line length: 5.8 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

2-3 !*	 �/� ) � ��[   R���]*	 �/� �!�)  8���!
 V] (sic)   [  

Solomon from the [wife of] … Solomon begot Rehoboa[m] (Matthew 1:6-7) 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 2, 3 *	 �/� Solomon, l. 3  8��7
 ]V[  (sic) Rehoboam  

Joins: n177 forms a dislocated join with n178, located below it 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E1/1a 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 
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Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 210-212 (Text 33); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

404. n178 [T II B 58(a) = C13] 

No old signature number on fragment; 2 labels on glass plate: (1) n 177-178; (2) C13 

n177-178 glassed together 

Content: Matthew 1:10-13, part of the Gospel reading for the Fourth Sunday of the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) (attested in T II B 38, a lost folio from Sogdian lectionary 
E5, but not in Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 286 or Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 331), from a bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text of the four 
gospels or a bilingual lectionary (E1), with recitation accents for cantillation of the text, 
forming a dislocated join with n177. 

Paper (9.8 x 6.2 cm): lower corner fragment with cropped margins; side (b) has 3 lines of 
cursive Arabic script (currently unpublished). 

 Side (a) Side (b) = Arabic script 

Margins: lower: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.3 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 7 — 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm — 

Line length: 6.0 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2, 4 $5�0 8C <	�! ]�!�R �	�-   �!�) $�0C	� [[   ]  

Jeconiah and [his brothers …] Jeconiah begot … (Matthew 1:11-12) 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 2, 4 $5�0 8C <	� Jeconiah, l. 6 �	�) Abihud  

Joins: n178 forms a dislocated join with n177, located above it 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script), with Arabic 
script on the recto 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E1/1b 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 210-212 (Text 33); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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405. n190 [T II S 25, T III D 61 = C17] 

T II (violet ink stamp) T II S 25 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; T III (violet ink stamp) D (or B?) 61 (pencil) 
on side (b), lower right margin; 2 labels on glass plate: (1) C17; (2) n 190 

Content: Luke 2:10-20 and Matthew 2:1-3, the Gospel readings for the Nativity/Christmas 
(Beyt Yaldā) and the First Sunday after Christmas (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 286-287; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 331-332), from 
bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E3, the sole surviving folio from this lectionary, with 
recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = Luke 2:10-16; side (b) = Luke 2:17-
20; Matthew 2:1-3. 

Paper (28.7 x 22.3 cm): folio consisting of two fragments joined at l. 16, with internal 
lacunae on ll. 15-16 and the upper corner torn off. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 
left: 4.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 4.0 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 23 23 

Line spacing: 1.1-1.3 cm 1.1-1.3 cm 

Line length: 17.3 cm 17.3 cm 

Rulings: right and left margins lightly ruled 
in grey 

right and left margins lightly ruled 
in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), with large black dots separating 
Syriac and Sogdian text 

Corrections: :	C corrected to :
C	C on side (b), l. 21, with supralinear C  between � and 
D 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a):  

8-9 [Sogdian text] •  ���(/�  \= 	�;��)$C-/�  •[Sogdian text]  '-��@? '� �	/��
$� ��  

And suddenly there appeared with the angel great hosts of heaven (Luke 2:13) 

Sample text, side (b):  

11-10 	9�R� ,'�	= *	� 8R • [Sogdian text] ����%
  8:� <
a�� ��/! ':!-! •  

And those shepherds returned praising and singing hallelujahs to God (Luke 2:20) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 �(���) David, l. 23 \��� Mary, l. 23 p?	� Joseph; side (b), l. 
7 (\���) Mary, l. 15 ��� Matthew, l. 17  .RZ��7  Herod, l. 18 \B/�7�) Jerusalem, l. 20 
$� ���:� Jews 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 
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Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E3 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 198-203 (Text 28); cited in Dickens, 
‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 24; cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ 
(forthcoming) 

 

406. n200 [T II B 67(a) = C23, C77] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

Content: Titus 3:2-7 and Romans 11:13-15, from the Epistle readings for Epiphany 
(Denḥā) and Palm Sunday (‘Idā d-Awša‘nā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices 
(1894), 289-290; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 335), from 
bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with lectionary reading heading and recitation 
accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = Titus 3:2-5; side (b) = Titus 3:6-7; Romans 
11:13-15. 

Paper (23.3 x 15.8 cm): folio with one bottom corner torn off, water-damage on both sides, 
and visible fold lines. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 1.3 cm 
left: 2.4 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 2.5 cm 
right: 2.4 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 22 22 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 12.0 cm 11.8 cm 

Rulings: right and left margins lightly ruled 
in grey 

right and left margins lightly ruled 
in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2hb), consisting of large single or 
double black dots separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 8 (faded) 

Marginalia: Sogdian text on side (a), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-15 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a):  

9-10 [Sogdian text] •] '�	��
 <
a� [$ 5K% <a� ��)���R ��9�R �( ���R � ��- ��0?

[Sogdian text]   

and in wickedness and envy [we were going around and] were hateful (Titus 3:3) 
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Sample text, side (b):  
9-10 D •• X  ••$0���)� $
� ���  ••$�7[	�]  •*[�]�� $��� • •$%�/� • •

$���R, •• ^_ •• 6 ••  

2 •• X •• For Palm Sunday •• Versicle • May the Lord judge •• The Apostle •• (to) 
the Romans •• in section •• 7 •• (lectionary heading for Palm Sunday) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 2 O	�� Jesus, l. 10 $���R, Romans 

Sequences: n200 follows n201 and precedes n202 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/5 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 178-183 (Text 21); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

407. n201 [T II B 46, T II B 66, T II B 66 (No. 15) = C23, 

C93] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 46 (pencil) on side (b), 
right margin; B 66 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: Galatians 3:25-4:6, part of the Epistle reading for the Nativity/Christmas (Beyt 
Yaldā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 335), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with 
recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = Galatians 3:25-4:1; side (b) = 
Galatians 4:1-6. 

Paper (23.2 x 15.9 cm): folio, comprising three original fragments joined together, with the 
margin cropped at ll. 18-21 and internal lacunae on ll. 1-2, 7-8, 9-10. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 1.5 cm 
left: 2.3 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
lower: 2.4 cm 
right: 2.3 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 21 21 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 12.2 cm 11.6-12.1 cm 

Rulings: right and left margins lightly ruled 
in grey 

right and left margins lightly ruled 
in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2hb), consisting of large single or 
double black dots separating Syriac and Sogdian text 
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Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text; line filler at end of side 
(a), l. 8 

Sample text, side (a):  

3-4  *	9/C X'�	0 �: ':!)� *���) $��0 ��  =	���$%�� • [Sogdian text]  

For all of you are sons of God through the faith of Jesus Christ (Galatians 3:26) 

Sample text, side (b):  

3-4 )$!  � ����$��M� .�
5) ] '� � (,� �R���)•[[Sogdian text]  

but is under administrators and stewards (Galatians 4:2) 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 4, 13 O	�� Jesus, l. 9 $���:� Jew, l. 9 $� 5�[7)] Aramaeans 
(Gentiles), l. 17 VR�) Abraham 

Sequences: n201 precedes n200 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/3 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Müller, ‘Neutestamentliche Bruchstücke’ (1907), 263-266; Müller, 
‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 82-84; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 173-178 
(Text 20); cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

408. n202 [T III B 61(g) = C23, C93] 

T III (violet ink stamp) B 61 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: Romans 11:18-20, 22-23, part of the Epistle reading for Palm Sunday (‘Idā d-
Awša‘nā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 335), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with 
recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = Romans 11:18-20; side (b) = 
Romans 11: 22-23. 

Paper (9.9 x 9.6 cm): lower corner fragment with internal textual lacuna on l. 6. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 

lower: 1.3 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 10 9 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.3 cm 8.3 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 
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Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a):  

7 � .�R��C� ��  z)\�Q�  •[Sogdian text]  

in their place I might be grafted (Romans 11:19) 

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ] [Sogdian text]  • *)�$!  g)��) Y 8��� B�  

And if not, you also will be broken off (Romans 11:22) 

Sequences: n202 follows n200 and precedes n203 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/6 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 183-185 (Text 22); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

409. n203 [(T III) B = C23] 

B (pencil) on side (b), left margin; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) T II B (?) 1. Kor. 11,24-25 (upside-down) 1. 
Kor. (?) 28,25; (2) C 23 1. Kor. 5 (?) Matth. 26,28 (upside-down); (3) C23/4; (4) n 203 

Content: I Corinthians 5:7-8; 11:23-25, part of the Epistle reading for Maundy Thursday 
(cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary 
System’ (1921-1923), 335), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with recitation 
accents for cantillation of the text: side (b) = I Corinthians 5:7-8; 11:23; side (a) = I 
Corinthians 11:24-25. 

Paper (9.2 x 15.2 cm): lower part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 2.4 cm 
left: 1.1 cm 

lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 2.4 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 11.5 cm 11.6 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2hb), consisting of large single or 
double black dots separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Marginalia: traces on side (a), left margin, including the lower stroke of a final * 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 
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Sample text, side (a):  

-76 [Sogdian text]  •$�R �R���) $KC  $x1� 8��(� .� '
8

��� [Sogdian text]  

This cup is the new covenant in my blood (I Corinthians 11:25) 

Sample text, side (b):  
5  •$!� '��� ���

<
a��� '�	� ��� �� �� %•  

and not with the leaven of wickedness and of bitterness (I Corinthians 5:8) 

Sequences: n203 follows n202 and precedes n204 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/7b 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 185-188 (Text 23); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

410. n204 [T II B 69 No. 1, (T III B) = C23, C73] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 69 Nr. 1 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

Typescript list: fehlt [if this is the T II B 69 No. 1 on the Typescript list] 

Content: I Corinthians 1:24-25, 27-28, part of the Epistle reading for Easter Sunday 
(Qyāmtā, cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 335), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with 
recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (a) = I Corinthians 1:24-25; side (b) = I 
Corinthians 1: 27-28. 

Paper (8.7 x 12.4 cm): upper corner fragment; consisting of two fragments joined at l. 6. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.1 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 

upper: 1.1 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm (incomplete) 11.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3-4 [Sogdian text] �� W���  [R�	�] ':!)� �9�$  � �� ��R$�0��0  •[Sogdian text]  

Because the fo[lly] of God is wiser than (that of) men (I Corinthians 1:25) 
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Sample text, side (b):  

6 [Sogdian text]  •$ �
X�  ��/�-!_� a�� *�: x�R	Q  

And he chose those of lower stock (I Corinthians 1:28) 

Sequences: n204 follows n203 and precedes n398 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/12 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 188-190 (Text 24); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

411. n205 [T II B 62, T II B 66 = C23, C93] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; T II 
(violet ink stamp) B 66 (?) on side (b), upper margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 62 (pencil) on side (b), left 
margin; label on glass plate, side (b): Bleistift no. 1808 

n205, n206 & n411 glassed together 

Content: I Corinthians 12:13-15, 17-19, probably part of the Epistle reading for Pentecost 
(cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary 
System’ (1921-1923), 336), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with recitation 
accents for cantillation of the text. Fragments n205, n206 and n411 together form 
somewhat less than half a folio, measuring 22.4 x 16.3 cm: side (a) = I Corinthians 12:13-
15; side (b) = I Corinthians 12:17-19. 

Paper (10.0 x 8.0 cm): upper corner fragment, composed of 5 small fragments, with 
extensive textual lacunae on ll. 4-5. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.8 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.8 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 10 10 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.8 cm (incomplete) 6.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
7 X  �� ' B�R $! [��]V 5�R [   $!])  

for it is not one member, but … (I Corinthians 12:14) 
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Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

2 ]	!)�[)]� �R '�� <
a � <

a� :/C [  

And if all of it were the sense of hearing… (I Corinthians 12:17) 

Joins: n205, side (a), ll. 1-5 forms dislocated joins with n411, side (a), ll. 1-5 and with 
n206, side (a), located below it 

Sequences: n205 + n411 + n206 follows n398 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/20a 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 192-195 (Text 26); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

412. n206 [T II B 40(a), T II B 64, T II B 66 = C23, C79] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 40 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), 
left margin; T II (violet ink stamp) B 64 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin; label on glass plate, side (b): 
Bleistift no. 1808 

n205, n206 & n411 glassed together 

Content: I Corinthians 12:15-17, 20-21, probably part of the Epistle reading for Pentecost 
(cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary 
System’ (1921-1923), 336), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with recitation 
accents for cantillation of the text. Fragments n205, n206 and n411 together form 
somewhat less than half a folio, measuring 22.4 x 16.3 cm: side (a) = I Corinthians 12:15-
17; side (b) = I Corinthians 12:20-21. 

Paper (11.3 x 14.9 cm): lower part of folio with side margins, composed of 3 smaller 
fragments, with considerable loss of contents on ll. 1-8. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 2.2 cm 
right: 1.1 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

lower: 2.8 cm 
right: — 
left: 1.1 cm 

No. of lines: 9 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 11.3 cm 9.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

7-8 [   ]��@� � �� :0� [Sogdian text] • C] ��X [	!])/  R[��@�[   ]  

part of the body … but all of the body (I Corinthians 12:16-17) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

6    ]� �����[ … necessary (I Corinthians 12:21)  

Joins: n206, side (a), forms dislocated joins with n205, side (a) and n411, side (a), both of 
which are located above it 

Sequences: n205 + n411 + n206 follows n398 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/20c 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 192-195 (Text 26); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

413. n212 [T II B 64(a) = C35] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 64 (pencil) on side (b), halfway down; 3 labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 64 a 
(upside-down in pen, with Line 1 in pencil underneath); (2) C 35 (upside-down, crossed out and replaced by 
ST I 28ff); (3) n 212 

Content: Luke 1:1-4, the Gospel reading for the First Sunday of the Annunciation/Advent 
(Subbārā), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E4, the first and sole surviving folio 
from this lectionary, with recitation accents for cantillation of the text (compare SyrHT 
241, SyrHT 277, SyrHT 300 and n327, together containing Luke 1:1-21 from Lectionary 
B). This reading is not found in Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287, Diettrich, 
‘Bericht’ (1909), 164 or Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 333, all of 
which start the reading at verse 5. 

Paper (18.5 x 12.3 cm): partial folio with lower margin missing. Side (b) contains 4 lines 
written in a different hand, oriented 180° to side (a), with l. 1 located 9.5 cm below the 
upper edge and 7.3 cm below a possible word or mark. The text occupies 5.2 cm from top 
to bottom, with the last line located 4.0 cm above the lower edge of the fragment; 
repetition of the phrase � R� �C! (�)A  suggests jottings or a scribal exercise. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.6 cm 

— 

No. of lines: 18 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.4 cm 

Line length: 10.0 cm (incomplete) 9.8 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 1-5 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-5 ]]]]:0/C�[�:0/C�[�:0/C�[�:0/C�[�    �� O	�� *����� O	�� *����� O	�� *����� O	�� *�������    ))))�0� ����� $��0� ����� $��0� ����� $��0� ����� $�((((    ]]]]D�9 !D�9 !D�9 !D�9 ! MU� $0�M1MU� $0�M1MU� $0�M1MU� $0�M1����    [[[[))))     *	�/@� <a� B)� *	�/@� <a� B)� *	�/@� <a� B)� *	�/@� <a� B)�

�1��� ��/�)�1��� ��/�)�1��� ��/�)�1��� ��/�)))))'��� ��'��� ��'��� ��'��� ��((((    ]]]]� ��%� ��%� ��%� ��%



    )[)[)[)[     $�MC��� � �� B-�� $�MC��� � �� B-�� $�MC��� � �� B-�� $�MC��� � �� B-����� � )$���1 $
�( 
 � \��1 *	0C� *	x�/

8@ 8�� B) *	x�/
8@ 8�� B) *	x�/
8@ 8�� B) *	x�/
8@ 8�� B)*��� $���1*��� $���1*��� $���1*��� $���1    ))))$%��� O	��$%��� O	��$%��� O	��$%��� O	��((((     $1	!� $1	!� $1	!� $1	!� � ^> ^> ^> ^> � ) ) ) ) �[Sogdian 

text]  

[In the t]rust of our Lord Jesus Christ, we begin [to write separate lections] of the 
Gospel, which are to be read in the Church [on Sundays] and on feast days and on 
Saints’ days. For Sunday the first of Former Kanun. The holy Gospel of our Lord Jesus 
Christ from Luke, section 1 (lectionary heading for the First Sunday of Advent) 

Sample text, side (b):  
1 � R� �C! )�( A)�C( D)7(� R! [   ]  

The four lines seem to be a repetition of the sequence  �C
� R�! (�)A  of uncertain meaning 

Proper names: side (a), l. 1 O	�� Jesus, l. 5 $1	! Luke 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all 
in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E4 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 195-198 (Text 27); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

414. n213 [T II B = C37] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 6-7 

Content: Matthew 6:20-23, 29-32 from a bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text of the four gospels 
or a bilingual lectionary (E1), part of the Gospel reading for the First Wednesday or First 
Thursday in Lent (Ṣawmā Rbhā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 286; 
Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 331), with recitation accents for 
cantillation of the text: side (b) = Matthew 6:20-23; side (a) = Matthew 6:29-32. 

Paper (9.7 x 11.0 cm): internal fragment, torn diagonally at ll. 1-6. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: — — 
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No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 11.0 cm (incomplete?) 10.8 cm (incomplete?) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

6 [Sogdian text] � $0 .�c]	C-   [ What shall we eat? (Matthew 6: 31)  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

5-6 [Sogdian text]  g)��@� :/C  ��[�   ��]: ��0�=+ $� �� '�R� [Sogdian text]  

also your whole body is light … but should your eye be evil (Matthew 6:22-23) 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E1/2 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 203-206 (Text 29); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

415. n214 [T II D 14 = C37] 

T III (violet ink stamp, upside down and crossed out, replaced with T II, violet ink stamp, right side up) II D 
14 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

Content: John 14:28-30; 16:4-7, possibly the Gospel reading for Pentecost (cf. Maclean, 
East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 288; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ (1921-
1923), 334), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E2, with recitation accents for 
cantillation of the text: side (a) = John 14:28-30; side (b) = John 16:4-7. 

Paper (13.0 x 8.8 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: lower: 1.8 cm 
right: 3.0 cm 

lower: 1.8 cm 
left: 3.3 cm 

No. of lines: 9 9 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.3 cm 

Line length: 5.3 cm (incomplete) 5.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 
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Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text; mirror image of 
characters from adjacent pages due to ink transfer 

Sample text, side (a):  

7 W�9�)···([   ] From henceforth … (John 14:30)  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
6-7  ]   B)[�   ] *	9! �[��) � B�'�	��C  

I have said to you … sorrow has come (John 16:6) 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E2/1 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 206-208 (Text 30); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

416. n222 [C45] 

No old signature number on fragment; label on glass plate: C45 (upside down) 

Content: unidentified text with characters suggestive of both Syriac and Sogdian words, 
possibly with recitation accents for cantillation of the text, which may indicate a 
manuscript intended for liturgical use, possibly a bilingual lectionary. 

Paper (31.0 + 8.5 = 39.5 x 0.7-1.0 cm): two fragments forming a long thin vertical strip; 
the smaller fragment having a lower margin. It appears to have been cut from the edge of a 
large folio, possibly to be used as a binding strip. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: right: 0.3 cm left: 0.3 cm 

No. of lines: 27 (?) 28 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.3 cm 

Line length: 0.5 cm (incomplete) 0.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: right margin lightly ruled in red left margin lightly ruled in red 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Distinguishing marks: possible recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a):  
9-12 > [   ])())[   ] C [   ] � [   ]  

Sample text, side (b):  
25-28  m)[   ][   ])·(��a  [   ]�) ([   ] � )))($� 

Multilingual information: possible bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 
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Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E54 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

417. n223 [T II D 67(a) = C37] 

T II B 67 (pencil) on n223, side (b), between ll. 3-4; 3 labels on glass plate: (1) T II O 67 (b); (2) C 37/3-4; 
(3) n 223 u.r. – 224 o.l. 

n223-224 glassed together 

Content: Matthew 19:10-11, 17-18, part of the Gospel reading for an unidentified day, 
from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E2, with recitation accents for cantillation of the 
text: side (a) = Matthew 19:10-11; side (b) = Matthew 19: 17-18. 

Paper (9.8 x 8.9 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.3 cm 

Line length: 8.9 cm (incomplete) 8.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text; mirror image of 
characters from adjacent pages due to ink transfer 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [Sogdian text] • 0/C $!� [   ] Not everyone … (Matthew 19:11)  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

6 [Sogdian text]  •]�[7	X� $!  •[Sogdian text]  

And do not commit adultery (Matthew 19:18) 

Joins: n223, side (a), ll. 1-3 forms a dislocated join with n224, side (a), ll. 3-5 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E2/2b 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 208-209 (Text 31); Pittard & Sims-
Williams, ‘Fragments’ (2013), 43-45; cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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418. n224 [T II D 67(b) = C37] 

T II B 67 (pencil) on n224, side (b), between ll. 4-5; 3 labels on glass plate: (1) T II O 67 (b); (2) C 37/3-4; 
(3) n 223 u.r. – 224 o.l. 

n223-224 glassed together 

Content: Matthew 19:10-11, 17-18, part of the Gospel reading for an unidentified day, 
from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E2, with recitation accents for cantillation of the 
text: side (a) = Matthew 19:10-11; side (b) = Matthew 19: 17-18. 

Paper (6.4 x 3.6 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.3 cm 

Line length: 3.6 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text; mirror image of 
characters from adjacent pages due to ink transfer 

Sample text, side (a): 

3 [   ] (0�X )�()[   ] … between a man … (Matthew 19:10)  

Sample text, side (b): 

3 [   ]��! [   ]$
Q … there is none good … (Matthew 19:17)  

Joins: n224, side (a), ll. 3-5 forms a dislocated join with n223, side (a), ll. 1-3 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E2/2a 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 209-210 (Text 32); Pittard & Sims-
Williams, ‘Fragments’ (2013), 43-45; cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

419. n227 [T II B 66 = C54] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) C 54 T II B 66; (2) 
n 225-236; (3 & 4) vgl. (T II) B 66 ohne C-Nr. [n320] und C84 = o.S. [n266] 

n225-236 glassed together 

Content: fragment from the Anathema of Paradise from Prayer-amulet A, mentioning 
several Syriac saints, including possibly Ishoyahb. 
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Paper (5.9 x 7.4 cm): upper part of folio with side margins. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.9 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

right: 0.6 cm 
left: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 6.0 cm 5.8 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Distinguishing marks: D 8:� written in a cartouche on side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2  $)� � '�
? 7[ ])·(]   =
 ��	� $)� .O	���[  

… the old (f.s.) … and Abba [‘Ab]disho and Abba Jonah 

Sample text, side (b):  
1-2  �7� $E���)�� ](�= �[ 8:D (7)	1 �7�[Z	E�]  

the afflicted and Rabban [Isho]yahb and Rabban Cyr[iacus] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 =]
 O	���[  ‘Abdisho, l. 2 ��	� Jonah; side (b), ll. 2, 3 
)�� �](= D 8:�[ , �] �[ =[�]� �:  Ishoyahb, l. 2 (7)	1[Z	E�]  Cyriacus 

Genre: Prayer 

 

420. n234 [T II B 66 = C54] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) C 54 T II B 66; (2) 
n 225-236; (3 & 4) vgl. (T II) B 66 ohne C-Nr. [n320] und C84 = o.S. [n266] 

n225-236 glassed together 

Content: fragment from the Anathema of Paradise from Prayer-amulet A. 

Paper (10.0 x 4.0 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.3 cm 
right: 0.7 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.3 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 2.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  
4 -7    ]��:K![�?� �[   ]$0� � [   ]$%�� ! [   ]�  

the martyr … (to) Christ … on the right side 

Sample text, side (b):  

1-2    ]C �MQ	1[   ]�M?) *�:![ … all those bindings … knots  

Genre: Prayer 

 

421. n236 [T II B 66 = C54] 

No old signature number on fragment; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) C 54 T II B 66; (2) n 225-236; (3 & 4) vgl. 
(T II) B 66 ohne C-Nr. [n320] und C84 = o.S. [n266] 

n225-236 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A. 

Paper (4.3 x 6.6 cm): upper part of folio; possibly with side margins. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.4 cm 
right: 0.4 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

upper: 0.4 cm 
right: 0.4 cm 
left: 0.4 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm 5.7 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  
1-2 /1��� $��[   ]�    )] [W@=  � ��� !��0X)·([   ]  

… of the Paraclete … quickly the disciples … the garden …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]� \�?��)� ��
E[   ] … in the tomb that was laid …  

Genre: Prayer 
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422. n266 [no signature number = C84] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n259-266 glassed together 

Content: fragment from the Anathema of Paradise from Prayer-amulet A. 

Paper (4.2 x 4.1 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 ���� .)[   ] … and Mar  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   Z]	E���7��) Andronicu[s] …  

Proper names: side (b), l. 1 [Z]	E���7��) Andronicus 

Genre: Prayer 

 

423. n296 [T II B 66 No. 18 = 1750] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 66; (2) 
1750; (3) Manichäisch, über die Eigenschaften der 5 Seelenkräfte. Rs. chinesisch.; (4) n 296 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Second prayer that opens the ferial Office of Morning Prayer, with instructions to 
the priest in Sogdian rubrics, from bilingual service book E11, written in a hand similar to 
that of Psalter N (the relationship between the two texts is unclear). The other side of both 
SyrHT 3 and n296 contains a text in Chinese: side (a) = Hudra I, ;�, ll. 12-16 (with 
variations). 

Paper (13.2 x 13.5 cm): lower part of folio with side margins and vertical join between two 
sheets of paper 4.5 cm from the right edge of side (a); side (b) has 8 lines of Chinese 
characters written vertically. See the description of SyrHT 3 regarding how the two 
fragments may have originally related to each other. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = Chinese 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm — 
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right: 0.8 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 10 — 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm — 

Line length: 12.5 cm — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr, 4brb) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 4, 5, 8 

Sample text, side (a):  
6-8  '�%
�� ��	���!�� ���E� ���@? $ � V��7��� [/1��� Y���� �X�K�

 � WC� ��� *��/9  

May the adorable precious name of your praiseworthy Trinity be worshipped and praised 
and extolled and exalted continually, Lord of all. 

Sequences: n296 follows SyrHT 3 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script; unrelated Chinese 
text on reverse, described by Tsuneki Nishiwaki as follows: n 296 13.0×13.3 cm, 
(1)+6+(1)Zeilen. Taoistisches Sutra; Tai xuan zhen yi ben ji jing 太玄眞一本際經 Kapitel 
3, Sheng xing pin 聖行品 Abschnitt 3. Vgl. Pelliot 2795 (siehe Ōfuchi Ninji 大 淵忍爾, 
Tonkō dōkei zuroku hen『敦煌道經圖錄篇』pp. 309-1, 130-138). Folgende 
Textrekonstruktion ist möglich: SyrHT 3 v (Ōfuchi Ninji, pp. 309-1, 119-127) + Lücke von 
einigen Zeilen + n 296 (pp. 309-1, 130-138). 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E11; Chinese text was not included 
in VOHD 12,3, since it was not identified until after publication of that catalogue 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

 

424. n300 [T II B 66] 

T II (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 5-6; B 66 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 2-3 

n300-303 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra F for the Sunday of the Entry to Lent (Ḥadhbshabhā d-M‘ali), 
joins with SyrHT 86: side (a), l. 7 = Hudra II, +91, l. 18. 

Paper (4.3 x 4.0 cm): v-shaped fragment with one (cropped) side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 0.2 cm left: 0.4 cm 

No. of lines: 7 7 
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Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 6 

Corrections: 3;ܢ corrected to !��;3 (or vice versa) on side (a), l. 4 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra and {SyrHT 86, side (b)}]: 
4-7  $! �)(0�_� ] � ��}� ��R����){   = \�7[/ ]} ��	��� h 8� + 8 !>{   [7� �R7� �R7� �R7� �R]} � � � �

+%	��+%	��+%	��+%	�� �!� +! $%	� �{:���C[ �]}$0�?{[  

but save me from [his hands and …] have mercy on [me, who in the likeness of your image 
… Your] glory[ and your praise. Praise to you, who (brought an end to) the strife] of 
[Satan] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 86, side (a)]: 
4 -5 	K�   ]!  �   ]� 8���7 :1[':!) ���)':!) ���)':!) ���)':!) ���) �R�[ ���- �  

[… and in his ascens]ion he has lifted us up […You are God. In his han]ds… 

Joins: n300, side (b), ll. 3-7 joins with SyrHT 86, side (a), ll. 1-5 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

425. n301 [T II B 62] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 62 (pencil) on side (a), left margin 

n300-303 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 83:8-14; 84:3-8 (83:7-13; 84:2-7) from Psalter N: side (a) = 
Peshitta Psalm 83:8-14 (83:7-13); side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 84:3-8 (84:2-7). 

Paper (9.4 x 9.9 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: left: 2.0 cm right: 2.0 cm 

No. of lines: 8 9 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 7.5 cm (incomplete) 7.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: left margin lightly ruled in black right margin lightly ruled in black 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2hb) 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 

5  +�)� .��K�K!�]!�0��
  * 8	� �1� $/%0[(sic) 7�� �0� �� B	���)�  

[(as) to Sisera and as to Jabin] at the valley of Kishon, who were destroyed at Endor 
(Peshitta Psalm 83:10-11 = 83:9-10) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 
5 -6  .���
 ��� 8=�!+�	%
�� �!/ �R ��)� $���
! �R		Q .V] � [.:0��?  

who dwell in your house. They will praise you forever. [Blessed is the man whose 
supporter is you] (Peshitta Psalm 84:5-6 = 84:4-5) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 ���� Midian, l. 5 * 8	� �1 (sic) Kishon, l. 5 7�� �0� �= Endor, l. 7 
o0 ! <a> Zalmunna 

Sequences: n301 precedes SyrHT 181 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

426. n306 [no signature number] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n304-309 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.7 x 3.0 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 2.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 5 

Sample text, side (a):  

4  *�	��)[   ]! ]   [  … our human nature to …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4  $��) )[   ] [   ]  … coming …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 �� [O�]  Jesus 
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427. n310 [(T II) B 66] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.3 x 4.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 2.8 cm left: 2.8 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 1.0 cm (incomplete) 1.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  
2 ,� [   ]  

Sample text, side (b):  
2 [   ])·(�0� 

 

428. n311 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Lectionary A. 

Paper (3.4 x 2.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.2 cm left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 3 2 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 0.8 cm (incomplete) 0.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a): 

1 [   ] . W= about/over …  

Sample text, side (b): 
1 [   ]�  .  
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Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

 

429. n312 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified; palaeography suggests that the fragment is the product of the same 
hand (and possibly from the same folio) as SyrHT 185. 

Paper (3.0 x 3.2 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 3.2 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]$� �� )[   ] … the evil one …  

Sample text, side (b):  
2 [   ]7� +�[   ]  

 

430. n314 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.8 x 4.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 1.5 cm right: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 3 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 
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Sample text, side (a):  

2 $�)� )[   ] … that I  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 � � ��	X? (R)[   � ��] the companies of the mar[tyrs?]  

 

431. n317 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.9 x 4.4 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]())[   ] *	� … they …  

Sample text, side (b):  
2 !�[   ]90: [   ]�  

 

432. n318 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.0 x 3.6 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.2 cm left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.4 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 	1�[   ]  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 $�[   ]  

 

433. n319 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M. 

Paper (2.2 x 2.8 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.8 cm (incomplete) 2.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]$) '�[   ] … father …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1    ]'��0 �U�[7)[   ]  … the four corners …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

434. n320 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: fragment from the Anathema of Paradise from Prayer-amulet A. 

Paper (2.6 x 3.4 cm): internal fragment. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 �7� )·([   ] and Rabban …  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 [   ])·( )·([   ]  

Genre: Prayer 

 

435. n321 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.7 x 5.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 2.3 cm right: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]' 5:� $��1  … hard …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 �)(�) ��E[   ] glory …  
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436. n322 [(T II) B 66] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (b), left margin 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified text containing both Syriac words (e.g. $��7) and Sogdian words 
(e.g. $?), which could be a bilingual text, a Syriac text with Sogdian rubrics or a Sogdian 
text with Syriac loan-words or phrases. 

Paper (3.7 x 3.7 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 2.2 cm left: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) 1.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; red punctuation (1r) 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 	��)yO([   ]  Jesus (?) …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 $ ��7[   ] … sign  

Multilingual information: possible bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E50 

 

437. n324 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.0 x 3.4 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 3.4 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 
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Rubrics: side (a), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

2   ]$! 5	= �[   ] [ … iniquitous one …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ] � : �![   ] … to/for his name …  

 

438. n325 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.6 x 3.7 cm): internal fragment; side (b) has black smudges and possible character 
R. 

 Side (a) Side (b) = blank? 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 — 

Line spacing: 1.1 cm — 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) — 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ]�� �
=�[   ] … and the servant …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 �	�0 [*]  John 

 

439. n327 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: Luke 1:1-2, 12-14, the Gospel reading for the First Sunday of the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) (cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 287; 
Diettrich, ‘Bericht’ (1909), 164) from Lectionary B, with recitation accents for cantillation 
of the text. This fragment forms dislocated joins with SyrHT 241, SyrHT 277 and SyrHT 
300 to produce an almost-complete folio (cf. n212 [entry 414 above], containing Luke 1:1-
4 from a bilingual Syriac-Sogdian gospel lectionary): side (b) = lectionary heading, Luke 
1:1-2; side (a) = Luke 1:12-14. 

Paper (5.1 x 4.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 
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 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: right: 1.5 cm left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.3 cm 1.3 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: margin lightly ruled in red — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 1 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 241, side (b)}]: 
2  W��� .� .��	!> �����]}'� o
��!) ����)�{[+! �!  

Because [your prayer has been heard. And your wife Elizabeth will bear to you] (Luke 
1:12-13) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta and {SyrHT 241, side (a)}]: 
2 ] $%��� $%��� $%��� $%���} $1	!� �'��6��C $1	!� �'��6��C $1	!� �'��6��C $1	!� �'��6��CW�� �{  [	> '-��@?�*	�9 8��  

[Christ, the proclamation of Luke. Because many have wished] to write (Luke 1:1) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 1 ]� O	�[  Jesus 

Joins: n327, side (b), ll. 1-4 forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 241, side (a), ll. 3-6 and 
dislocated joins with SyrHT 300, side (b)and SyrHT 277, side (b) 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

440. n328 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.6 x 3.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.8 cm left: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) 1.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 
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Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]*��	� they might profess …  

Sample text, side (b):  
4 [   ].��  

 

441. n329 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified; possibly belongs with SyrHT 138 and SyrHT 347, because of 
similar rulings. 

Paper (2.4 x 4.0 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 0.9 cm lower: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 2 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: ruling in light grey between ll. 1-2 — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 �[   ] ]$%���   [  … Christ …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 	�� [   ](�) � [   ] … of the likeness (?) …  

 

442. n330 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.4 x 3.2 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 3 3 
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Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 3.4 cm (incomplete) 3.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Marginalia: side (a), left margin (illegible) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 W= 	�[   ] … about/over  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ] �4��R�[ ][   ]��  … became …  

 

443. n333 [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.7 x 4.8 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.0 cm 
right: — 

lower: 2.0 cm 
left: — 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 ���7 )···([   ]  who was amazed …  

 

444. n334a [(T II) B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n310-334a glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (2.9 x 2.1 cm): fragment with one side margin. 
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 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: right: 1.3 cm left: 1.3 cm 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 0.7 cm (incomplete) 0.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin (illegible) 

Sample text, side (a):  
1 [   ]6�  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 $?[   ]  

 

445. n336 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment; 2 relevant labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 60 usw. [226-238]; (2) n 
335-347 

n335-347 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M. 

Paper (4.2 x 1.9 cm): internal fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 1.7 cm (incomplete) 1.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3; side (b), ll. 1-2 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]g)� (0?[   ] … and also/even …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]*�:� ���[   ] … their hands (?) …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 
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446. n341 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin; 2 relevant labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 60 
usw. [226-238]; (2) n 335-347 

n335-347 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M. 

Paper (4.6 x 2.9 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 

lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 4 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.3 cm (incomplete) 2.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

3 [   ]+��C�� your remembrance …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 � ��:?[   ] … the martyrs  

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

447. n342 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment; 2 relevant labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 60 usw. [226-238]; (2) n 
335-347 

n335-347 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.3 x 2.3 cm): fragment with one side margin; side (a) is blank. 

 Side (a) = blank Side (b) 

Margins: — left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: — 4 

Line spacing: — impossible to discern 

Line length: — 0.5 cm (incomplete) 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (b):  
2 [   ]*  

 

448. n344 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b), lower margin; 2 relevant labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 60 
usw. [226-238]; (2) n 335-347 

n335-347 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (4.2 x 6.1 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 3.0 cm lower: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.8 cm (incomplete) 4.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ]�� $�-� $%	�[   ] … fitting praise that …  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 [   ]$��7�� ���� [   ] … and of the Son and of the Spirit …  

 

449. n346 [T II B 66] 

T II B 66 (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 2-3; 2 relevant labels on glass plate: (1) T II B 60 usw. [226-238]; 
(2) n 335-347 

n335-347 glassed together 

Content: fragment from Prayer-amulet A, referring to the binding of Satan. 

Paper (5.5 x 7.0 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 1.2 cm right: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 
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Line length: 5.4 cm (incomplete) 5.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 $ ���[   ] … by the sign  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ]$0�? V�%�� ��?) Satan is bound and anathematized …  

Genre: Prayer 

 

450. n354 [T II B 66 No. 48a, T II B 22 No 2 = 1772] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 22 (pencil) on side (b) [verso], in right margin, 90° to text; T II (violet ink stamp) B 
22 (pencil) on side (b) [verso], in centre, 90° to text; T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (b) [verso], 
on bottom (margin?); 4 labels on glass plate: (1) Text aus 1660 = T II B 22 No 2 [SyrHT 67-70]; (2) + 1772 
= T II B 22 No 2; (3) + 1772 = T II B 66 No. 48a; (4) n 354 

Typescript list: gehört zu mit einer Seite am ein Stück bei T II B 22 No. 2 [SyrHT 67-70] und zu T II D 
[SyrHT 273] 

Content: fragment of a calendrical table designed to determine the beginning of Lent in any 
year, with a Sogdian text in Syriac script on the reverse concerned with the calculation of 
dates in the liturgical year (cf. SyrHT 67, SyrHT 68, SyrHT 273 and So 15850). See note 
under SyrHT 67 regarding similar calendrical tables published by Chabot. 

Paper (14.5 x 12.3 cm): fragment with lower margin, composed of three smaller fragments 
joined together. The calendrical table is divided into cells partially delineated by rubricated 
lines (8 columns x 9 rows) with a single line (in Manichaean script) in the lower margin. 

 Side (a) = Syriac Side (b) = Sogdian in Syriac script 

Margins: lower: 1.5 cm — 

No. of lines: 9 rows x 8 columns x  — 

Line spacing: 1.5 cm — 

Line length: not relevant (table format) — 

Rulings: — — 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black and red ink, boxes drawn free-hand in black and 
red ink 

Rubrics: various characters in rows 3-9 

Sample text, side (a):  

6   	� D NC 	� D NC D 

 

16 2 23 16 2 23 2 
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Multilingual information: Sogdian in Syriac script on reverse; 1 line in Manichaean script 
in margin below table 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E42 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 278-
279; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 196, 203; cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Christian 
Literature’ (2009), 285 with n. 83; cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ 
(2009), 30; cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 84 

 

451. n364 [T III T.V.B = C21] 

T III (violet ink stamp) T.V.B (pencil) on side (b), lower margin; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) T III TVB on side 
(a); (2) C21 on side (a); (3) n364 n365 on side (a); (4) T III T.V.B. on side (b) 

n364-365 glassed together 

Content: three separate texts, including a prayer-amulet, on the same folio: 

1. side (b) [recto], ll. 1-9 = part of Prayer-amulet F, forming a dislocated join with 
n365, with heading and punctuation marks in red ink and a neat outer margin, 
probably the oldest text on this fragment; 

2. side (b), ll. 10-11 = a Sogdian text (or texts) added later, perhaps as a draft; 

3. side (b), ll. 12-18 = a separate Syriac text in a second hand (unclear whether it is 
from the book in its original state or a later addition); 

4. side (a) [verso] = a Sogdian text (or texts) added later, seemingly in the same hand 
as side (b), ll. 10-11. 

Paper (14.7 x 8.0 cm): partial folio with one side margin missing, internal lacuna on l. 8, 
together with diagonal creasing at ll. 2-5 and ll. 11-15 suggests that the fragment was 
folded. 

 Side (a) = verso (Sogdian) Side (b) = recto 

Margins: — upper: 0.7 cm 
lower: 1.2 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: — 18 

Line spacing: — 0.7 cm (upper text) 
0.9 cm (lower text) 

Line length: — 5.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1r, 4brb, 4rbr); paragraphi 
terminate the rubric title on side (b), l. 1 and l. 2; large red dots separate each word on side 
(b), ll. 2-9, including the end of ll. 3-9 

Rubrics: side (b), l. 1 
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Distinguishing marks: black cross below $� � on side (b), l. 5 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets reconstructed or from {n365, side (b)}]:  
1 -2 �[��]�[��]�[��]�[��]        1111UUUU    $���1 $0�[7]$���1 $0�[7]$���1 $0�[7]$���1 $0�[7]  \�] �}$)•�{ ^�7� )1 $���[•�� /�!•����)  

… the holy [Mar] Cyprian. [In the name of the Father, the Son and the] Holy [Spirit], 
forever and ever, Amen. 

Proper names: side (b), l. 1 1U 7]$0�[  Cyprian, l. 4 O	�� Jesus 

Joins: n364, side (b), ll. 1-6 forms a dislocated join with n365, side (b), ll. 1-6 

Multilingual information: Sogdian writing in Syriac script on both sides 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E34b 

Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 87; Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-
Amulets’ (2014) 

 

452. n365 [T III T.V.B = C21] 

No old signature number on fragment; 4 labels on glass plate: (1) T III TVB on side (a); (2) C21 on side (a); 
(3) n364 n365 on side (a); (4) T III T.V.B. on side (b) 

n364-365 glassed together 

Content: part of Prayer-amulet F, forming a dislocated join with n364. 

Paper (4.5 x 4.0 cm): fragment with upper margin. 

 Side (a) = verso (Sogdian) Side (b) = recto 

Margins: — upper: 0.6 cm 

No. of lines: — 6 

Line spacing: — 0.7 cm 

Line length: — 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; red punctuation (1r), large red dots separate each word 
on side (b) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets reconstructed or from {n364, side (b)}]:  
1-2 ��]��]��]��]}}}}����        $���1 $0��U1$���1 $0��U1$���1 $0��U1$���1 $0��U1 �{ $)[ \�•� ^�7� )]�1 }$���•�� /�!•����){[  

[… the holy Mar Cyprian. In the name of] the Father, the Son [and the Holy Spirit, 
forever and ever, Amen.] 

Joins: n365, side (b), ll. 1-6 forms a dislocated join with n364, side (b), ll. 1-6 

Multilingual information: Sogdian writing in Syriac script on both sides 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E34a 
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Genre: Prayer 

Publication: Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 87; Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-
Amulets’ (2014) 

 

453. n392 [no signature number = C42] 

oh. Nr. (pencil) on side (b), centre margin; 2 relevant labels on glass plate: (1) C 42; (2) n 387-393 

n387-393 and n403 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, possibly liturgical. 

Paper (3.5 x 4.3 cm): internal fragment of a bifolium with fold line visible on side (b). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: centre: 1.7 cm (1.0 cm on left, 0.7 
cm on right) 

centre: 1.5 cm (0.7 cm on left, 0.8 
cm on right) 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 1.2 cm (incomplete) 1.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (3rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]� W1 Tune …  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 [   ]) B= (c  

 

454. n394 [T II B 66 = C43] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: Vespers & Compline from an Office for Martyrs, with instructions to the priest in 
Sogdian, from bilingual service book E9. 

Paper (12.7 x 8.5 cm): folio, with both upper corners and one lower corner missing, 
diagonal tear across ll. 3-9 and horizontal tear on l. 12. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 0.9 cm 
right: 0.4 cm 
left: 0.3-1.3 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
lower: 1.1 cm 
right: 0.5-0.7 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

No. of lines: 16 16 
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Line spacing: 0.7 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 7.0-7.5 cm 7.2-7.4 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a):  

7 [Sogdian text] � $��� ���� � $�7	� � Versicle: Redeem, O Lord  

Sample text, side (b):  

8 $/�/ *���U� ��� )sic(  �-�  [)] Protect our souls by night and by day  

Proper names: side (b), l. 6 [�X�? Sergius 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. pyw’q, 
‘response’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E9/1 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-Sogdica III’ (1988) [see entries for ����� and 
���:?]; cited in Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012), 85 

 

455. n395 [T II B 20 (No. 2) = C43a] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 20 (pencil) on side (b), right margin 

Content: Responses of the Dawn Prayer and the Midday Prayer from the Common of 
Saints (recited on Wednesdays), with instructions to the priest in Sogdian, along with a 
reference to the Virgin Mary as the Mother of Christ on side (a), ll. 10-11, from bilingual 
service book E9. 

Paper (12.5 x 8.2 cm): folio, with horizontal tears at ll. 11, 14. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 0.6 cm 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

No. of lines: 17 17 

Line spacing: 0.6 cm 0.6 cm 

Line length: 6.6 cm 7.0 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 
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Sample text, side (a):  
4-6 �� $�C� $
! � �)	�� $�	? � (�U� �UE� � $�7	� � '�!��  

of the Virgin. Versicle: My soul cleaved. Compline response [Sogdian]. The pure heart 

Sample text, side (b):  
1-3  $� +�) $?) $�,�	= �B�/� ��/  $0 ���� $
Q $�?) '�[  ]

?)��)···(  

… good and merciful physician, by your word, full of help, heal, as when you healed … 

Proper names: side (a), l. 10 \��� Mary 

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. nymyt nm’cy 
pyw’q, ‘response of the midday prayer’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E9/2 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-Sogdica III’ (1988) [see entries for $�	? 
and $%	�] 

 

456. n397 [T II B 66 [1] = C50] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), bottom (lower margin?) 

Content: liturgy, possibly for the Hallowing of the Church (Quddaš ‘Idta), with 
instructions to the priest in Sogdian, from bilingual service book E10, written in a hand 
similar to that of Hudra G. 

Paper (4.1 x 5.4 cm): fragment with lower margin. Part of an adjacent folio has stuck to 
side (b), obscuring the beginning of ll. 1-2. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 1.0 cm lower: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.8 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 4.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1-3 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 [   ] ����� ��[Sogdian text] … come, let us marvel …  

Sample text, side (b):  
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4 [   ] [   ]$/9�R ���1 … holy is the temple …  

Multilingual information: Sogdian instructions to priest in Syriac script, e.g. w’bt, ‘he says’ 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E10/2 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

457. n398 [T III B = C23, C51] 

T III B (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 5-6 

Content: I Timothy 2:9-10, 14-15, probably part of the Epistle reading for Ascension Day 
(Sulāqā, cf. Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 336), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with 
recitation accents for cantillation of the text: side (b) = I Timothy 2:9-10; side (a) = I 
Timothy 2: 14-15. 

Paper (7.3 x 10.0 cm): internal fragment, with vertical tear/fold at ll. 2-5. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 8.5 cm (incomplete) 9.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), with large black dots separating 
Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

3 $��] ��  8:� ��/� �� *[  •[Sogdian text]  

For [she is saved] through her children (I Timothy 2:15) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

7 [Sogdian text] •  � ��
� $!)Q
  �)] •[ But with good deeds (I Timothy 2:10)  

Sequences: n398 follows n204 and precedes n205 + n411 + n206 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/18 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 190-192 (Text 25); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 
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458. n399 [T III = C53] 

T III (violet ink stamp) C 53 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin [the C 53 designation refers to a later system 
used by Olaf Hansen to classify Sogdian fragments in Syriac script and was not used at the time the fragment 
was collected and marked with the T III stamp] 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 22:8-10, 18-20 (22:7-9, 17-19) from Psalter E, joins with SyrHT 
71, fol. 1: side (b) = Peshitta Psalm 22:8-10 (22:7-9); side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 22:18-20 
(22:17-19). 

Paper (5.1 x 2.3 cm): upper corner fragment with the side margin torn off from the top to l. 
2. 

 Side (a) = verso Side (b) = recto 

Margins: upper: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.0 cm 

upper: 1.5 cm 
right: 0.8-1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 1.2 cm (incomplete) 1.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: left margin and lines ruled in grey right margin and lines ruled in grey 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 71, fol. 1, side (b)]:  
1  	/B/�

<a)� .(/X,� � ���) 	=;].(�MX [*�:!	C  

[they have pierced my hands and my feet. And all of my] bones [lament] (Peshitta Psalm 
22:17-18 = 22:16-17) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 71, fol. 1, side (a)]:  
1 [W BC�� �) .*�:���� �� ���)� *�R]�	�UK  

with their lips [and wag their heads. ‘He put his trust …’] (Peshitta Psalm 22:8-9 = 22:7-8) 

Joins: n399, side (b), ll. 1-4 joins with SyrHT 71, fol. 1, side (a), ll. 1-4 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

459. n401 [T III = C53] 

T III (violet ink stamp) C 53 (pencil) on side (b), side margin [see note under n399 regarding the C 53 
designation] 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (3.7 x 5.5 cm): fragment with one side margin and trace of marginal comment on 
side (a). 
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 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: right: 2.0 cm left: 1.6 cm 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.4 cm (incomplete) 3.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 4; side (b), l. 2 

Sample text, side (a):  

2 [   ] $�0=,)� and earthly …  

Sample text, side (b):  

4 [   ]) $!� V	1)� … that I should rise without  

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 $��7) Aramaean (Gentile) 

 

460. n411 [T II B 67 = C23, C56] 

T II (violet ink stamp) b 67 (pencil) on side (a), left margin; C 56 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin, left-
hand corner; label on glass plate, side (b): Bleistift no. 1808 

n205, n206 & n411 glassed together 

Content: I Corinthians 12:13-14, 17, probably part of the Epistle reading for Pentecost (cf. 
Maclean, East Syrian Daily Offices (1894), 289; Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac Lectionary System’ 
(1921-1923), 336), from bilingual Syriac-Sogdian lectionary E6, with recitation accents for 
cantillation of the text. Fragments n205, n206 and n411 together form somewhat less than 
half a folio, measuring 22.4 x 16.3 cm: side (a) = I Corinthians 12:13-14; side (b) = I 
Corinthians 12:17. 

Paper (6.6 x 7.3 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: upper: 1.3 cm 
left: 2.5 cm 

upper: 1.3 cm 
right: 2.5 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.3 cm (incomplete) 4.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b), consisting of large black dots 
separating Syriac and Sogdian text 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
2 [��:�   ]$�� $��,) *)� •  

… Jews or Aramaeans (Gentiles) (I Corinthians 12:13) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  

1 [Sogdian text] • $9�) [   ��]R Where is … (I Corinthians 12:17)  

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 [$��[��:� Jews, l. 2 $��,) Aramaeans (Gentiles) 

Joins: n411, side (a), ll. 1-5 forms dislocated joins with n205, side (a), ll. 1-5 and with 
n206, side (a), located below it 

Sequences: n205 + n411 + n206 follows n398 

Multilingual information: bilingual Syriac-Sogdian text (all in Syriac script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E6/20b 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981), 192-195 (Text 26); cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

461. n415 [T II B 66] 

T II B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

n415-420 glassed together 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; forms a partial folio with n419, n417, SyrHT 285, 
n420 and SyrHT 255, including a join with n420 and dislocated joins with SyrHT 255 and 
probably SyrHT 285. 

Paper (8.0 x 6.0 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 3.1 cm lower: 3.9 cm 

No. of lines: 5 4 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) 5.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b, 2vb) 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate abbreviations [   ] sR for 
unknown word on side (b), l. 3;  s���! for �R���! on side (a), l. 4; ink transfer from upper 
part of original folio – located between n417, side (a) and SyrHT 285, side (a) – has caused 
a mirror image on n415, side (a), between ll. 3-4 and ll. 4-5, as a result of the original folio 
being folded together when the ink on the upper part (SyrHT 285, n417 and n419) was not 
dry 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 255, side (a) and n420, side (b)]:  
2 -4 .��s�) ����1] sR .'��E���	�['� '��E��U�1] . s���) $ � �!  s���! ����1 s���[

 $! ��! V��[ �	!� ��!:� D�� .$ � �]� ] �� [.'�	/X� $/�) ��  

[affirmative and ne]gative, i.e. [it is cold, it is hot;] it is not cold, it is not [hot. And also 
with these (things) that are relative] there is neither tru[th nor falsehood.] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from n420, side (a)]:  
4  ��!: :*�R[   ]?  $�M=�]���! [*�:  

… them, with these [matters in which there is no] 

Joins: n415, side (a), ll. 2-5 joins with n420, side (b), ll. 2-5, located to its right and forms a 
dislocated join with SyrHT 255, side (a), ll. 1-4, located to its left, as well as possibly 
SyrHT 285, located on the upper part of the folio. 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

462. n416 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

n415-420 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (5.0 x 7.5 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 4.0 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

lower: 4.0 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 1 1 

Line spacing: — — 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 3.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 1 (trace) 

Quire marks: possible trace on side (b)? 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]·)( $��= … until  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 � 5� )··R��((···)[   ]  
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463. n417 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n415-420 glassed together 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; forms a partial folio with n419, SyrHT 285, n420, 
n415 and SyrHT 255; n417 was originally located above n420, with the fold between them 
subsequently becoming a tear. In addition to the join with n420, it forms dislocated joins 
with n419 and SyrHT 285. 

Paper (6.0 x 7.3 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: left: 3.0 cm right: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 6 6 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm? 1.0 cm 

Line length: 4.7 cm (incomplete) 4.6 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Marginalia: side (b), right margin, parallel to ll. 3-6 � � �)  [   '��] ; underneath 
previous marginalia  ' B�:��� [   ]  

Distinguishing marks: for information on ink transfer from n417 to n415 and n420, see the 
catalogue entries for the latter two fragments 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 [   ] ��R�=_�  between them (f.pl.)  

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 285, side (a)]:  
4 [.'�	�01 W=� ��� '��;�/X W=   ]'�	�) � �� 	!  

It is not from affinity [… about not having and having, however] 

Joins: n417, side (b), l. 6 joins with n420, side (b), l. 1, located below it, and forms 
dislocated joins with n419, side (a), located above it, and SyrHT 285, side (a), located to its 
left 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

464. n418 [T II B 66] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n415-420 glassed together 

Content: Peshitta Psalm 85:11-12 (85:10-11); 86:5-8 from Psalter F, forming a dislocated 
join with SyrHT 172 and SyrHT 175: side (a) = Peshitta Psalm 85:11-12 (85:10-11); side 
(b) = Peshitta Psalm 86:5-8. 
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Paper (3.3 x 4.2 cm): fragment with one side margin. 

 Side (a) = recto Side (b) = verso 

Margins: left: 1.0 cm right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 0.7 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Brown (faded black?) ink; East Syriac Estrangela; remnants of red punctuation (2vr) at end 
of each line 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
3  �E��) '�	E��6�]� :$� � � *[  

[And righteousness has looked forth from] heaven (Peshitta Psalm 85:12 = 85:11) 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Peshitta]:  
4 [:(���0=� ����1 (�_!]�)� $�	� :  

In the day of my [distress, I called to you and you answered me] (Peshitta Psalm 86:7) 

Joins: n418, side (a) forms a dislocated join with SyrHT 172, side (b) and SyrHT 175, side 
(b), located above and to the right of it, respectively. 

Sequences: the folio consisting of SyrHT 172, SyrHT 175 and n418 follows SyrHT 92, 
side (b) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

 

465. n419 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

n415-420 glassed together 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; forms a partial folio with n417, SyrHT 285, n420, 
n415 and SyrHT 255. Fragments n417, side (b) and SyrHT 285, side (a) form dislocated 
joins with n419, side (a); these three fragments together comprise the upper half of the 
folio. 

Paper (4.4 x 7.5 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 2.9 cm 
right: 2.0 cm 

upper: 1.7 cm 
left: 3.3 cm 

No. of lines: 1 4 

Line spacing: — 1.0 cm 
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Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 3.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Faded black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

1  �7	�� $ ��_� $!��(�))[   ](·  It is not possible for fire to…  

Joins: n419, side (a) forms dislocated joins with n417, side (b), located below it, and 
SyrHT 285, side (a), located to its left 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

466. n420 [T II B 66] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

n415-420 glassed together 

Content: unidentified philosophical text; forms a partial folio with n419, n417, SyrHT 285, 
n415 and SyrHT 255. Fragment n420 was originally located below n417, with the fold 
between them subsequently becoming a tear. Fragment n415, side (a) joins with n420, side 
(b) and a dislocated join with SyrHT 255, side (a); these three fragments together comprise 
the lower half of the folio. 

Paper (6.3 x 7.2 cm): lower corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.4 cm 
left: 1.3 cm 

lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 4 5 

Line spacing: 1.5 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 5.8 cm (incomplete) 5.4 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Marginalia: mirror image of marginalia from n 417 on side (b), left margin, parallel to ll. 1-
3 

Distinguishing marks: use of line above letters to indicate 
abbreviations –  s[U�1 for [�KU�1 on side (a), l. 3;  s���) 
for �R���) on side (b), l. 4; ink transfer from n417, side (b), 
ll. 3, 4 and the marginal note has caused a mirror image on 
n420, side (b), between ll. 2-3 and ll. 1-2 and in the margin, 
as a result of the original folio being folded together when 
the ink on the upper part (SyrHT 285, n417 and n419) was 
not dry 
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Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from n415, side (b)]: 
4  ��!: :*�R   ]?  $�M=�[��!� *�:  

[… them, with these] matters in which there is no 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from SyrHT 255, side (a) n415, side (a)]:  
3 -5 '� '��E��U�1]��s�) ����1 sR .'��E���	� [. . s���) $ � �!  s���! ����1 s���]

� $! ��! V��] �	!� ��!:� [D�� .$ � � �� [.'�	/X� $/�) ��  

affirmative and ne[gative, i.e. it is cold,] it is hot; [it is not cold, it is not hot. And also] 
with these (things) that are relative [there is neither truth nor falsehood.] 

Joins: n420, side (b), l. 1 joins with n417, side (b), l. 6, located above it; n420, side (b), ll. 
2-5 joins with n415, side (a), ll. 2-5, located to its left 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Philosophical 

 

467. n421 [T II] 

T II (violet ink stamp) on side (b), between ll. 5-6 

Content: liturgy from Hudra N, probably for the liturgical season of the 
Annunciation/Advent (Subbārā) or the Nativity/Christmas (Beyt Yaldā). 

Paper (12.0 x 9.6 cm): fragment with upper margin, internal textual lacunae on ll. 3-6, and 
tear on ll. 6, 8. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm upper: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 12 12 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm (incomplete) 9.2 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 5, 8, 9; side (b), ll. 5, 6, 9, 10 

Sample text, side (a):  

6 [   ]�U9� �) [   ]·)( [   ]'��/� $� �) O chaste one … mother, the bearer …  

Sample text, side (b):  
10-11 � *���-�[   ] (···) � (9�	Q  :� �) (C[   ]��� �]�  $�[Q )(···]   [  

… let them say … praise you and … you, mother of Christ … 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 
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468. n425 [no signature number] 

No old signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra N. 

Paper (7.2 x 5.0 cm): internal fragment in advanced deteriorated condition; largely 
illegible. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 8 8 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 5.0 cm (incomplete) 5.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 7 

Sample text, side (a):  

5 � $K0@! \���[   ](···)]   [ … Mary to the people of …  

Sample text, side (b):  

8 [   ](···) ��;� )	� [   $�]  … let us sing, ‘Glory…’  

Proper names: side (a), l. 5 \��� Mary 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

469. n437 [T II B 60 = C74] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

n437-447 glassed together 

Content: unidentified. 

Paper (6.7 x 6.0 cm): upper corner fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 3.5 cm 
right: 2.3 cm 

upper: 3.5 cm 
left: 2.3 cm 

No. of lines: 2 2 

Line spacing: 1.2 cm 1.2 cm 

Line length: 2.5 cm (incomplete) 2.7 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 
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Sample text, side (a):  

1 [   ]) � 8�) saying …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 $Q	� .)[   ] … whip (?)  

 

470. n438 [T II B 60 = C74] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n437-447 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Lectionary A, with recitation accents for cantillation of the 
text. 

Paper (3.1 x 2.1 cm): internal fragment, glassed upside-down. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 2.0 cm (incomplete) 1.8 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Distinguishing marks: recitation accents for cantillation of the text 

Sample text, side (a):  
4    ][·)(  	�� ))([   ] 

 … Moses …  

Sample text, side (b):  

3 [   ]� '��[   ] … house (?) …  

Proper names: side (a), l. 4 $�	� Moses 

Genre: Bible – New Testament; Lectionary 

Publication: cited in Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

471. n439 [T II B 60 = C74] 

T II (faded violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), upper side margin 

n437-447 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M. 
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Paper (6.5 x 4.0 cm): portion of a bifolium, the two folios connected by a pasted binding 
strip (1.0 cm wide), running the length of the fragment. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.0 cm 
left folio, right margin: 0.6 cm  
right folio, left margin: 0.8 cm  

lower: — 
right: — 
right folio, left margin: 1.8 cm 

No. of lines: 2 (right folio) + 1 (left folio) 2 or 3 (right folio) 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm (right folio) impossible to discern 

Line length: 1.5 cm (incomplete) only traces of characters visible 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

2    ]� .� ��1�[ OR �   ] .� ��1�[  [b]urdens OR [p]oints  

Sample text, side (b):  
1 [   ](�)  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

472. n446 [T II B 60 = C74] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 60 (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

n437-447 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra E. 

Paper (4.0 x 3.7 cm): fragment with lower margin. 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: lower: 2.1 cm| lower: 2.1 cm| 

No. of lines: 3 3 

Line spacing: 1.0 cm 1.1 cm 

Line length: 3.5 cm (incomplete) 3.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-3  ��
1[   ])� ( 5 �?� )[   ][   ]�� B]/ … the grave … who ascends from  

Sample text, side (b):  

2 � 	� 8R� B)[   ]
 [   ] … this is …  
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Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

473. n453 [T III T.V.B.] 

T III (faded violet ink stamp) T.V.B (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

n452-455 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M. 

Paper (5.6 x 4.0 cm): upper corner fragment with traces of a thin pasted patching strip on 
side (a), ll. 2, 4, 5 (0.5 cm wide). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
left: 0.5 cm 

upper: 1.0 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 

Line spacing: 0.9 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 2.9 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3 

Sample text, side (a):  

4 '� ��� ) [   ] … in the churches  

Sample text, side (b):  

1 [   ]�! ������ are set apart for us …  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

474. n455 [T III T.V.B.] 

No old signature number on fragment 

n452-455 glassed together 

Content: unidentified, from Hudra M. 

Paper (5.0 x 5.5 cm): upper corner fragment, with traces of a thin pasted patching strip (1.1 
cm wide) on side (a), ll. 1-4. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 1.2 cm 

upper: 0.5 cm 
left: 1.2 cm 

No. of lines: 5 5 
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Line spacing: 1.0 cm 0.9 cm 

Line length: 4.0 cm (incomplete) 4.0 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), l. 3 

Corrections: small supralinear mark like � between first two letters in $�C� on side (a), l. 1 

Sample text, side (a):  

2-3 � p/� ��  � ���> [   ])[R]����    ]]]]   [ on account of sins … the morning …  

Sample text, side (b):  

1-2 [   ])� ( +��[   ]'�	9/� … kingdom … blessed  

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

 

475. So 13033 [T II B 66] 

B 66 (pencil) on side (a), upper margin 

So 13030-13033 glassed together 

Content: liturgy from Hudra M for the Feast of the Cross (Škhātā, Ṣlibā), joins with SyrHT 
213: side (b), ll. 3-4 = Hudra III, >7�, ll. 20-21 (= Hudra III, h ��, ll. 19-20); side (a), ll. 
2-5 = Hudra III, '>7�, ll. 2-4. 

Paper (4.9 x 3.4 cm): fragment with upper margin, upon which part of a thin binding strip 
(0.9 cm wide) is visible on side (a). 

 Side (a) Side (b) 

Margins: upper: 0.9 cm upper: 0.9 cm 

No. of lines: 5 4 

Line spacing: 0.8 cm 1.0 cm 

Line length: 3.0 cm (incomplete) 3.3 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black and red punctuation (1b, 4rbr) 

Rubrics: side (a), ll. 2, 5 (illegible); side (b), ll. 1, 2 

Sample text, side (a) [text in square brackets from Hudra and {SyrHT 213, side (b)}]:  
2-5 	��] $
�!>} �	��)� �7R! {	0��0�?	1[Z ] }D7 +�) $� �{] c6 8) $/�� [} ' ��R
��R����� �{]�E! [ )[  

The cross [of light that was shown to] Constantine [in heaven] went to war [like a 
commander at the head of his army.] 

Sample text, side (b) [text in square brackets from Hudra and {SyrHT 213, side (a)}]:  
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2-4 ]} +/�) +
�!> {�) +
�!>� [$� �/ ]}�!>� $=7- �
 { *	�) W/C [�
]}��)� � ��:K!� {[�  

[Your cross has reigned in heaven] and your cross has reigned [on earth and your cross] 
has crowned them, [the martyrs who confessed.] 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 	0��0�?	1Z  Constantine 

Joins: So 13033, side (a), ll. 1-5 joins with SyrHT 213, side (b), ll. 1-5 

Genre: Liturgy – Hudra 

Identification: Sebastian Brock 

 

476. So 15850 [T III T.V. B] 

T III (violet ink stamp) T.V. B (pencil) on side (a), between ll. 1-2 

Content: unidentified, from a calendrical table that does not correspond to either the Lenten 
or Easter calendrical tables and seems to have been left unfinished due to a scribal error, 
with Sogdian script on the reverse (cf. SyrHT 67, SyrHT 68, SyrHT 273 and n354). See 
note under SyrHT 67 regarding similar calendrical tables published by Chabot. 

Paper (3.3 x 5.0 cm): internal fragment with ruled rubric boxes enclosing combinations of 
characters written in black or red ink; cell height = approx. 1.5 cm, cell width = 1.2 cm. 
Sogdian script on verso is oriented 90° to Syriac text on recto. 

 Side (a) = Sogdian script Side (b) = Syriac 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: — 2 cells high x 5 cells wide 

Line spacing: — 1.1 cm 

Line length: — not applicable (table format) 

Rulings: — — 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black and red ink, boxes drawn free-hand in red ink 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1, 2 

Distinguishing marks: Y� written vertically in black ink on side (b), l. 2, perhaps to save 
space 

Sample text, side (b):  

2    Y�  ����        $�$�$�$�        � 

18 6 11 4 

Multilingual information: Sogdian script on reverse 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 282-
283; cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 
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477. So 20131 [T III 99 Bul] 

T III (violet ink stamp) 99 Bul (pencil) on side (a), right margin 

Content: unidentified Syriac text transcribed into Uighur script. 

Paper (15.3 x 10.9 cm): folio with one lower corner and both upper corners missing. 

 Side (a) = recto? Side (b) = verso? 

Margins: upper: — 
lower: 1.0 cm 
right: 0.5 cm 
left: 0.7 cm 

upper: 0.9 cm 
lower: 0.8 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 
left: — 

No. of lines: 13 12 

Line spacing: 1.3-1.5 cm 1.2-1.4 cm 

Line length: 9.0 cm 10.5 cm 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; Syriac written in Uighur script; black punctuation (1b) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 7 pʾwlws ( 	!	�Z ) Paul; side (b), ll. 6, 7 ywxn’n (�0�	�) John, l. 8 
vʾwlws ( 	!	�Z ) Paul; l. 10 vynyʾmyn (��7���) Benjamin 

Multilingual information: Syriac transcribed into Uighur script 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

 

478. U 323 [no signature number] 

No signature number on fragment 

Content: unidentified Syriac text, possibly a prayer, mentioning ‘Immanuel the deacon.’ 
Five extant lines of the Syriac text are followed by three lines in Uighur script, then a 
further two illegible lines that are probably Syriac; the other side contains a prayer in 
Uighur script. 

Paper (17.5 x 14.3 cm), partial folio with upper and lower margins missing, in deteriorated 
condition. 

 Side (a) = Uighur Side (b) = Syriac and Uighur 

Margins: upper: — 
lower: — 
right: 0.7 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

upper: — 
lower: — 
right: 3.5 cm 
left: 2.2 cm 

No. of lines: 15 (Uighur) 5 Syriac + 3 Uighur + 2 illegible 
(Syriac?) 

Line spacing: — 1.0-1.2 cm 
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Line length: — 8.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, side (b): 
3-4 $0� �� W�)	0 =(···)[   ] _! (�) *�:/C �1 )···([   ] 

Immanuel the deacon … By the prayer of all those … 

Proper Names: side (b), l. 3 W�)	0 = Immanuel 

Multilingual information: Uighur on one side, Syriac and Uighur on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

 

479. U 338 [T II B 41] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 41 (pencil) on side 20 

Typescript list: fehlt 

Content: Prayer-booklet I, with two Syriac texts (pages 3, 8-15) and two Uighur texts, one 
written in Syriac script (pages 1-2, 4-5, 20), the second in Uighur script (pages 6-7, 16-19). 
The Syriac text (pages 8-15) is the prayer of the imposition of hands from the East Syriac 
Euchologion recited before the dismissal of the catechumens (Taksa d-kahne, 12-13). The 
two lines of Syriac text on page 7 may be a reference to I Peter 2:9. 

Paper (max. dimensions 6.4 x 7.3 cm): booklet consisting of 10 folios, with thread binding 
and stitching holes intact, numerous smudges and ink stains and internal lacunae on pages 
11 and 12. The original order of the texts is: 

• pages 8-15 (Syriac prayer) – corrected to pages 1-8; 

• pages 16-19 (Uighur prayer in Uighur script) – corrected to pages 9-12; 

• pages 20, 1-5 (Uighur prayer in Syriac script, including 2 lines of Syriac) – 
corrected to pages 13-18; 

• pages 5-7 (Uighur colophon in Uighur script) – corrected to pages 18-20. 

The Uighur text in Syriac script and the Syriac text on page 3 appear to be in the same 
hand. The Syriac passage on pages 8-15 seems to be written in another hand or with a 
much finer pen. Margins are essentially non-existent, with the text filling the entire page; 
the writing typically starts at the right edge of the folio and extends to the left edge. 

 Page 9 (corrected to page 2) Page 8 (corrected to page 1) 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: 4 4 

Line spacing: 1.3-1.5 cm 1.1-1.5 cm 

Line length: 5.5-6.5 cm 5.8-6.8 cm 
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Rulings: — — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela 

Sample text, page 3 (corrected to page 16):  

1-2  $�0X $E��� $  =(sic) $%�
� a redeemed people, a glorious race (?)  

Sample text, page 8 (corrected to page 1):  

1-4 )� (� $��/�� ':!) $�7)+/�( $%���� $7 :�%� '����1 ���= �R  

O Lord God Almighty, yours is your holy church and by the great passion of Christ 

Sequences: the booklet originally began on what is now labelled page 8 (verso side), with 
the colophon written on pages 5-6 extending onto page 7 (recto side), the originally blank 
front cover of the booklet 

Multilingual information: booklet written in Syriac and Uighur (in both Uighur and Syriac 
script) 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 

Genre: Prayer 

Identification: Mar Awa Royel 

Publication: Zieme, ‘Notes on a bilingual prayer book’ (2009); Dickens, ‘Syro-Uigurica II’ 
(2013); cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 30 

 

480. U 3858 [(T II) B] 

B (pencil) on side (a), lower margin 

Content: calendrical fragment, consisting of a list of months in reverse order, with the 
number of days in each month and a text in Sogdian script on the reverse which may also 
be calendrical in nature (cf. SyrHT 70 and SyrHT 291). 

Paper (8.1 x 6.6 cm): internal fragment with ruled rubric boxes enclosing combinations of 
characters written in black or red ink; middle cell height = 1.3-1.6 cm, cell width = 1.8 cm; 
right cell height = 1.3-1.8 cm, cell width = 4.0+ cm. 

 Side (a) = Sogdian script Side (b) = Syriac 

Margins: — — 

No. of lines: — 6 rows x 3 columns 

Line spacing: — 1.4 cm 

Line length: — not relevant (table format) 

Rulings: — — 

East Syriac Estrangela; characters in black and red ink, boxes drawn free-hand in red and 
black ink 

Rubrics: side (b), ll. 1-6 
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Sample text, side (b):  

2  7[�)]7[�)]7[�)]7[�)]        $!  )]R���[  

[Ada]r 31 [its sign] 

Multilingual information: Sogdian script on reverse 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Calendrical 

Identification: Sacha Stern 

Publication: Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012), 272-73; 
cited in Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 29 

 

481. U 7252 [T II B 66 (No. 49) = C7] 

T II (violet ink stamp) B 66 (pencil) upside down on side (b), lower margin; 2 labels on glass plate, side (a): 
(1) T II B 66; (2) U 7252; label on glass plate, side (b): “Schrank 27 oben” 

Content: folio with miscellaneous texts, possibly originally a blank sheet from the same 
manuscript as the Sogdian Nicene Creed (MIK III 59 = So 12601), which in turn belonged 
to the Sogdian Psalter: see the entries for So 15490, So 20225, and So 12950(1) in the 
Appendix Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with Syriac citations. The folio 
contains the following: 

side (a) = 4 lines of Syriac (ll. 1-4) + 7 ½ lines of Uighur in Uighur script (ll. 5-12) + ½ 
line of Uighur in Syriac script (l. 12) 

side (b) oriented 90° to side (a) = 6 columns of numerals in Syriac and Sogdian (in 
Syriac script), possibly to help scribes make the correct correspondences between 
Syriac numerical letters and Sogdian ordinal numbers in various manuscripts: 

• Column 1: Syriac letters from ) to P�, representing the numbers 1-19; the 
Syriac letters +C and W!, representing the numbers 20 and 30 respectively, are 
inserted between the numbers 10 and 11; 

• Columns 2 and 3: the names of the numbers are spelt out in Sogdian and Syriac; 

• Column 4: listing of words which do not correlate to the numerals in columns 1, 
2 and 3, possibly used as mnemonic devices; read vertically ll. 7-11, 13 form 
the sentence  $�0�0� $C-/���%
�� R ����) �C$�	/!R $�	/!  ‘… 
angels and men praise, saying Hallelujah, Hallelujah …’ 

• Column 5 lists the Syriac letters >, �, 7, A, � and p!), representing the 
numbers 90, 100, 200, 300, 400 and 1000; 

• Column 6 spells out the equivalent Syriac numerals to the numbers in column 5. 

The lower left side of side (b) is covered with individual words written in large brush 
strokes, including $) Father, $�	/!R Hallelujah, $%��� Christ and $�:!) divine. 
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Paper (27.2 x 17.5 cm): middle part of folio with side margins showing rulings on side (a), 
upper, lower and left margins; side (b) right, left and lower margins. All four corner are 
missing and there are extensive internal lacunae, resulting in significant loss of contents. 

 Side (a) = verso? Side (b) = recto? 

Margins: upper: 1.0 cm 
lower: 1.5 cm 
left: 1.8 cm 

lower: 1.7 cm 
right: 1.0 cm 
left: 1.5 cm 

No. of lines: 12 21 

Line spacing: 1.7 cm between ll. 1-2 
1.5 cm between ll. 2-3 
1.1 cm between ll. 3-4 

1.0 cm 

Line length: 20.0 cm max. 16.5 cm max. 

Rulings: upper, lower and left margins ruled 
in black 

right, left and lower margins ruled 
in black 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (2vb) between columns on side (b) 

Sample text, side (a):  

1 ���1 +!]   [ to you, holy … 

Sample text, side (b):  
7 :6 :$� $�
��  $C-/�[   ]   

8 :^ :$�� ��� �]� :)[  $�0�0�)···( >  

9 :m '	�):( ��)� (:$= ��%
�� �C � ())$� 

10 :� $?�):( ��K= ����) 7 ���-�� 

11 +C $)* $�	/![R] $�	/!R A �!� $� 

* These words ($�	/!R $)) are written in large brush strokes by a different hand, 
obscuring the original line underneath. 

 

7. zayn: seven (Sog. βt’, Syr. wšb‘’) angel(s?)   

8. ḥeth: eight (Sog. št’, Syr. wtmny’) and men ṣode  

9. ṭeth: nine (Sog. nw’, Syr. wtš‘’) praise qoph 100 (m’’) 

10. yod: ten (Sog. δs’, Syr. ‘sr’) saying resh 200 (m’tyn) 

11. kaph Father, Hallelujah Hallelujah šin 300 (m’ tlt) (sic) 

 

Multilingual information: Syriac and Uighur (in both Uighur and Syriac script) on one 
side, Syriac and Sogdian in Syriac script on reverse 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E47; Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 
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Genre: Miscellaneous – Scribal exercises? 

Publication: Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 30-32 (partial text and 
translation); cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Literature’ (2009), 285 with n. 84 
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APPENDICES 

The following Appendices refer to the fragments which have been described in the main part of the 
Catalogue but exclude those fragments for which full descriptions are supplied in Appendix XV: 

Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with Syriac citations. Throughout the appendices, 
bilingual fragments are indicated in superscript as follows: (Syr-Sog) = bilingual Syriac-Sogdian; 
(Syr-NP) = bilingual Syriac-New Persian; (Syr-Uig) = Syriac-Uighur. Uncertain identification is 
indicated by question marks. Fragments no longer extant are indicated by * (to be distinguished 
from Hudra pages with *, on which see Appendix IX: Hudra references below). Proper names 
from Syriac excerpts in Sogdian fragments are indicated by ^. 

 

Appendix I: Identified fragments in numerical sequence 

Listed below are those fragments where the genre has been identified, either from their content (as 
with the biblical and many of the liturgical texts) or on the basis of palaeography. Unidentified 
fragments are listed in Appendix II. 

SyrHT 1 Pharmaceutical recipe book 

SyrHT 2 Draft letter & Proverbs text 

SyrHT 3 Service book E11 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 4 Psalter N 

SyrHT 5 Psalter N 

SyrHT 6 Psalter N 

SyrHT 7 Psalter N 

SyrHT 9 Psalter? 

SyrHT 11 Hudra A 

SyrHT 13 Hudra B 

SyrHT 14 Psalter F 

SyrHT 15 Psalter F 

SyrHT 17 Psalter F 

SyrHT 19 Christian-Jewish Dialogue 

SyrHT 20 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 21 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 22 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 23 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 24 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 25 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 26 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 27 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 28 Hudra J 

SyrHT 29 Hudra J 

SyrHT 30 Hudra J 

SyrHT 31 Hudra J 

SyrHT 32 Hudra K 

SyrHT 33 Hudra K 

SyrHT 34 Hudra J 

SyrHT 35 Hudra A 

SyrHT 36 Hudra J 

SyrHT 37 Hudra K 

SyrHT 38 Hudra V 

SyrHT 39 Hudra J 

SyrHT 40 Hudra K 

SyrHT 41 Hudra E 

SyrHT 42 Hudra E 

SyrHT 43 Hudra E 

SyrHT 44 Hudra A 

SyrHT 45 Legend of Barshabba 

SyrHT 46 Legend of Barshabba 

SyrHT 47 Hudra G 

SyrHT 48 Lectionary A 

SyrHT 49 Lectionary A 
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SyrHT 50 Hudra J 

SyrHT 51 Hudra P 

SyrHT 52 Hudra F 

SyrHT 53 Hudra N 

SyrHT 54 Hudra N 

SyrHT 55 Hudra H 

SyrHT 56 Hudra A 

SyrHT 57 Hudra A 

SyrHT 58 Hudra M 

SyrHT 59 Hudra A 

SyrHT 60 Hudra A 

SyrHT 61 Hudra J 

SyrHT 62 Psalter H 

SyrHT 63 Psalter D 

SyrHT 64 Psalter D 

SyrHT 65 Hudra C 

SyrHT 66 Service-book E12 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 67 Calendrical table 

SyrHT 68 Calendrical table 

SyrHT 69 Calendrical 

SyrHT 70 Calendrical 

SyrHT 71 Psalter E 

SyrHT 72 Psalter C 

SyrHT 73 Hudra G 

SyrHT 74 Hudra J 

SyrHT 75 Hudra J 

SyrHT 76 Taksa? 

SyrHT 77 Hudra S 

SyrHT 78 Hudra P 

SyrHT 79 Psalter C 

SyrHT 80 Hudra R 

SyrHT 81 Hudra F 

SyrHT 82 Hudra F 

SyrHT 83 Service book E14 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 84 Service book E14 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 85 Hudra F 

SyrHT 86 Hudra F 

SyrHT 87 Service book E13 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 88 Service book E12 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 89 Hudra DD 

SyrHT 90 Psalter F 

SyrHT 91 Psalter F 

SyrHT 92 Psalter F 

SyrHT 93 Psalter F 

SyrHT 94 Christian-Jewish Dialogue 

SyrHT 95 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 96 Psalter G 

SyrHT 97 Hudra J 

SyrHT 98 Psalter L 

SyrHT 99 Prayer-amulet B 

SyrHT 100 Hudra H 

SyrHT 101 Calendrical 

SyrHT 102 Prayer-amulet C 

SyrHT 103 Hudra? 

SyrHT 104 Hudra? 

SyrHT 106 Hudra F 

SyrHT 107 Hudra F 

SyrHT 108 Psalter I 

SyrHT 109 Taksa A 

SyrHT 110 Taksa A 

SyrHT 111 Hudra L 

SyrHT 112 Hudra L 

SyrHT 113 Psalter J 

SyrHT 114 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 115 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 116 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 117 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 118 Hudra J 

SyrHT 119 Psalter D 

SyrHT 120 Psalter K 
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SyrHT 121 Psalter K 

SyrHT 122 Hudra H 

SyrHT 123 Gospel A 

SyrHT 124 Hudra H 

SyrHT 125 Hudra H 

SyrHT 126 Hudra H 

SyrHT 127 Hudra P 

SyrHT 129 Psalter D 

SyrHT 130 Hudra D 

SyrHT 131 Hudra K 

SyrHT 132 Hudra EE 

SyrHT 133 Hudra DD 

SyrHT 134 Hudra D 

SyrHT 135 Hudra J 

SyrHT 136 Hudra J 

SyrHT 137 Hudra V 

SyrHT 140 Hudra N 

SyrHT 141 Hudra N 

SyrHT 142 Hudra H 

SyrHT 143 Hudra F 

SyrHT 144 Hudra V 

SyrHT 145 Hudra F 

SyrHT 146 Service book E16 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 147 Hudra DD 

SyrHT 148 Hudra H 

SyrHT 149 Hudra L 

SyrHT 150 Hudra F 

SyrHT 151 Hudra F 

SyrHT 152 Prayer-amulet E 

SyrHT 153 Psalter B (Syr-NP) 

SyrHT 155 Hudra J 

SyrHT 156 Hudra O 

SyrHT 157 Psalter D 

SyrHT 158 Service book E15 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 159 Hudra B 

SyrHT 160 Hudra J 

SyrHT 161 List of names 

SyrHT 162 Hudra D 

SyrHT 163 Hudra D 

SyrHT 164 Psalter J 

SyrHT 165 Hudra D 

SyrHT 166 Hudra? 

SyrHT 167 Hudra J 

SyrHT 169 Hudra J 

SyrHT 170 Hudra J 

SyrHT 171 Hudra J 

SyrHT 172 Psalter F 

SyrHT 173 Psalter F 

SyrHT 174 Psalter F 

SyrHT 175 Psalter F 

SyrHT 176 Psalter F 

SyrHT 177 Psalter F 

SyrHT 178 Hudra D 

SyrHT 179 Hudra K 

SyrHT 180 Psalter D 

SyrHT 181 Psalter N 

SyrHT 182 Hudra J 

SyrHT 183 Hudra AA 

SyrHT 184 Hudra M 

SyrHT 186 Taksa B 

SyrHT 187 Hudra C 

SyrHT 188 Hudra K 

SyrHT 189 Hudra BB 

SyrHT 190 Hudra F 

SyrHT 191 Psalter D 

SyrHT 192 Hudra J 

SyrHT 193 Hudra J 

SyrHT 194 Taksa A 

SyrHT 195 Taksa A 

SyrHT 196 Hudra S 
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SyrHT 197 Hudra S 

SyrHT 199 Hudra F 

SyrHT 200 Hudra F 

SyrHT 201 Hudra F 

SyrHT 202 Taksa? 

SyrHT 203 Psalter L 

SyrHT 204 Hudra H 

SyrHT 205 Hudra EE 

SyrHT 206 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 207 Hudra K 

SyrHT 208 Hudra E 

SyrHT 209 Hudra H 

SyrHT 210 Hudra U 

SyrHT 211 Hudra H 

SyrHT 212 Hudra F 

SyrHT 213 Hudra M 

SyrHT 214 Hudra D 

SyrHT 215 Hudra O 

SyrHT 216 Hudra J 

SyrHT 217 Hudra F 

SyrHT 218 Hudra F 

SyrHT 219 Hudra F 

SyrHT 220 Psalter K 

SyrHT 221 Prayer-booklet H 

SyrHT 222 Hudra J 

SyrHT 223 Hudra? 

SyrHT 224 Psalter D 

SyrHT 225 Hudra J 

SyrHT 227 Hudra F 

SyrHT 228 Psalter C 

SyrHT 230 Psalter P 

SyrHT 231 Hudra F 

SyrHT 235 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 237 Hudra K 

SyrHT 238 Hudra V 

SyrHT 239 Psalter D 

SyrHT 241 Lectionary B 

SyrHT 243 Hudra X 

SyrHT 244 Hudra K 

SyrHT 245 Hudra Z 

SyrHT 247 Liturgy? 

SyrHT 248 Hudra B 

SyrHT 249 Hudra W 

SyrHT 250 Hudra J 

SyrHT 251 Hudra J 

SyrHT 252 Hudra K 

SyrHT 253 Hudra E 

SyrHT 254 Hudra W 

SyrHT 255 Philosophical? 

SyrHT 256 Hudra N 

SyrHT 257 Hudra J 

SyrHT 258 Hudra N 

SyrHT 259 Hudra N 

SyrHT 260 Hudra N 

SyrHT 261 Hudra J 

SyrHT 262 Hudra N 

SyrHT 263 Hudra N 

SyrHT 264 Calendrical? 

SyrHT 265 Scribal exercises? 

SyrHT 266 Hudra H 

SyrHT 269 Hudra F 

SyrHT 270 Hudra F 

SyrHT 271 Hudra F 

SyrHT 272 Hudra V 

SyrHT 273 Calendrical table 

SyrHT 274 Prayer-amulet D 

SyrHT 275 Prayer-amulet D 

SyrHT 276 Prayer-amulet D 

SyrHT 277 Lectionary B 

SyrHT 278 Hudra J 
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SyrHT 279 Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 280 Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 281 Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 282 Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 283 Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 284 Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 285 Philosophical? 

SyrHT 286 Hudra H 

SyrHT 287 Hudra H 

SyrHT 288 Hudra D 

SyrHT 290 Taksa C 

SyrHT 291 Calendrical table 

SyrHT 292 Hudra A 

SyrHT 293 Hudra J? 

SyrHT 294 Hudra F 

SyrHT 295 Psalter N 

SyrHT 296 Hudra X 

SyrHT 297 Hudra X 

SyrHT 298 Hudra J 

SyrHT 300 Lectionary B 

SyrHT 301 Hudra EE 

SyrHT 303 Hudra EE 

SyrHT 306 Hudra DD 

SyrHT 307 Hudra F? 

SyrHT 308 Psalter D 

SyrHT 310 Hudra B 

SyrHT 311 Hudra S 

SyrHT 312 Psalter O 

SyrHT 313 Psalter O 

SyrHT 314 Psalter O 

SyrHT 315 Psalter O 

SyrHT 316 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 317 Hudra Y 

SyrHT 318 Hudra Y 

SyrHT 319 Hudra Y 

SyrHT 320 Hudra Y 

SyrHT 321 Scribal exercises? 

SyrHT 322 Scribal exercises? 

SyrHT 323 Scribal exercises? 

SyrHT 324 Gospel B 

SyrHT 325 Gospel B 

SyrHT 326 Gospel C 

SyrHT 327 Hudra F 

SyrHT 330 Prayer-amulet B 

SyrHT 333 Psalter O 

SyrHT 334 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 335 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 337 Hudra N 

SyrHT 338 Hudra J 

SyrHT 341 Hudra N 

SyrHT 342 Psalter Q 

SyrHT 344 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 346 Hudra N 

SyrHT 348 Psalter C 

SyrHT 353 Hudra N 

SyrHT 354 Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 355 List of names 

SyrHT 356 Hudra U 

SyrHT 357 Psalter K 

SyrHT 358 Psalter K 

SyrHT 359 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 360 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 361 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 362 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 363 Hudra J? 

SyrHT 364 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 365 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 367 Psalter F? 

SyrHT 369 Hudra F 

SyrHT 370 Lectionary A or B? 
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SyrHT 371 Hudra E 

SyrHT 373 Lectionary A 

SyrHT 374 Hudra M 

SyrHT 375 Hudra M 

SyrHT 376 Hudra DD 

SyrHT 377 Psalter D 

SyrHT 378 Psalter O 

SyrHT 379 Psalter C 

SyrHT 380 Lectionary A 

SyrHT 381 Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 382 Psalter N 

SyrHT 383 Lectionary C?/Gospel D? 

SyrHT 384 Hudra DD 

SyrHT 385 Hudra Q 

SyrHT 386 ‘Reverse Psalm’ 

SyrHT 388 Pharmaceutical recipes 

SyrHT 389 Philosophical? 

SyrHT 394 Hudra D 

SyrHT 395 Hudra D 

MIK III 45 
(fol. 1-61) MIK III 45 

MIK III 45 
(frag. 1) Hudra CC 

MIK III 45 
(frag. 2) Hudra D 

MIK III 58 ‘Uighur Psalter’ 

MIK III 109 Hudra T 

MIK III 110 Psalter M 

MIK III 111 Hudra Q 

MIK III 112 Psalter B (Syr-NP) 

n91 Hudra G 

n92 Hudra G 

n120 Hudra G 

n121 Hudra G 

n122 Hudra G 

n176 Service book E10 (Syr-Sog) 

n177 Lectionary/gospel E1 (Syr-Sog) 

n178 Lectionary/gospel E1 (Syr-Sog) 

n190 Lectionary E3 (Syr-Sog) 

n200 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n201 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n202 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n203 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n204 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n205 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n206 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n212 Lectionary E4 (Syr-Sog) 

n213 Lectionary/gospel E1 (Syr-Sog) 

n214 Lectionary E2 (Syr-Sog) 

n223 Lectionary E3 (Syr-Sog) 

n224 Lectionary E2 (Syr-Sog) 

n227 Prayer-amulet A 

n234 Prayer-amulet A 

n236 Prayer-amulet A 

n266 Prayer-amulet A 

n296 Service book E11 (Syr-Sog) 

n300 Hudra F 

n301 Psalter N 

n311 Lectionary A 

n319 Hudra M 

n320 Prayer-amulet A 

n327 Lectionary B 

n336 Hudra M 

n341 Hudra M 

n346 Prayer-amulet A 

n354 Calendrical table 

n364 Prayer-amulet F & texts 

n365 Prayer-amulet F 

n394 Service book E9 (Syr-Sog) 

n395 Service book E9 (Syr-Sog) 

n397 Service book E10 (Syr-Sog) 
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n398 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n399 Psalter E 

n411 Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n415 Philosophical? 

n417 Philosophical? 

n418 Psalter F 

n419 Philosophical? 

n420 Philosophical? 

n421 Hudra N 

n425 Hudra N 

n438 Lectionary A 

n439 Hudra M 

n446 Hudra E 

n453 Hudra M 

n455 Hudra M 

So 13033 Hudra M 

So 15850 Calendrical table 

U 338 Prayer-booklet I (Syr-Uig) 

U 3858 Calendrical 

U 7252 Scribal exercises? 
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Appendix II: Unidentified fragments in numerical sequence 

This appendix lists those fragments where the contents are unidentified and, as a consequence, a 
genre has not been assigned. Signature numbers with + designate fragments where the contents are 
unidentified but which, on palaeographic considerations, can be grouped with other fragments 
which are identified. Further details are given in the individual catalogue entries. 

SyrHT 8 

SyrHT 10 

SyrHT 12 

SyrHT 16 

SyrHT 18 

SyrHT 128 

SyrHT 138 

SyrHT 139 

SyrHT 154 

SyrHT 168 

SyrHT 185 

SyrHT 198+ 

SyrHT 226 

SyrHT 229 

SyrHT 232 

SyrHT 233 

SyrHT 234 

SyrHT 236 

SyrHT 240 

SyrHT 242+ 

SyrHT 246 

SyrHT 267 

SyrHT 268 

SyrHT 289 

SyrHT 299 

SyrHT 302 

SyrHT 304 

SyrHT 305 

SyrHT 309 

SyrHT 328 

SyrHT 329 

SyrHT 331 

SyrHT 332+ 

SyrHT 336+ 

SyrHT 339 

SyrHT 340 

SyrHT 345 

SyrHT 347 

SyrHT 349 

SyrHT 350 

SyrHT 351 

SyrHT 352 

SyrHT 366 

SyrHT 368 

SyrHT 372 

SyrHT 387 

SyrHT 390 

SyrHT 391+ 

SyrHT 392+ 

MIK III 45, frag. 3-5 

n159a, c, d, e & f 

n222 (Syr-Sog) 

n306 

n310 

n312 

n314 

n317 

n318 

n321 

n322 (Syr-Sog) 

n324 

n325 

n328 

n329 

n330 

n333 

n334a 

n342 

n344 

n392 

n401 

n416 

n437 

So 20131 

U 323 
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Appendix III: Missing fragments 

This appendix lists those fragments which the compiler of the first hand-list designated as fehlt 
‘missing’.67 It is unclear how many represent verifiable fragments with Syriac text that were 
initially assigned a signature number and then went missing before the hand-list was compiled, 
since it is not known whether the hand-list compiler was working from a previous list or not. 

                                                 
67 For discussion of this hand-list, see the section Hand-lists of the Syriac Fragments from Turfan in the 
Introduction to this catalogue. 

T II B 1 No. 1 

T II B 1 No. 2 

T II B 1 No. 3 

T II B 1 No. 5 

T II B 1 No. 7 

T II B 1 No. 9 

T II B 1 No. 10 

T II B 2 

T II B 3 

T II B 4 

T II B 5 

T II B 6 

T II B 8 

T II B 11 No. 1 

T II B 13 No. 1 

T II B 15 

T II B 16 (see below) 

T II B 17 No. 2 

T II B 18 No. 1a 

T II B 21 

T II B 27 

T II B 28 

T II B 29 

T II B 30 

T II B 31 No. 1 

T II B 33 

T II B 38 (see below) 

T II B 39 (see below) 

T II B 40 

T II B 44 

T II B 45 

T II B 47 No. 1 

T II B 49 

T II B 52 No. 1 

T II B 53 No. 2 

T II B 53 No. 4 

T II B 53 No. 6 

T II B 53 No. 9 

T II B 55 (see below) 

T II B 57 No. 4 

T II B 60 No. 7 

T II B 61 

T II B 63 

T II B 65 a 

T II B 66 No. 8 

T II B 66 No. 12 

T II B 66 No. 20 

T II B 66 No. 21 

T II B 66 No. 25 

T II B 66 No. 26 

T II B 66 No. 29 

T II B 66 No. 39 

T II B 66 No. 40 

T II B 66 No. 43a 

T II B 66 No. 46 

T II B 66 No. 48b 

T II B 66 No. 49 

T II B 66 No. 53 

T II B 66 No. 55 

T II B 66 No. 64 

T II B 66 No. 66 

T II B 67 No. 6 

T II B 67 No. 13 

T II B 68 

T II B 69 No. 2 

T III 98 1 

T III 100 1 

 

The following fragments are not recorded as fehlt on the hand-list, but have not been found 
amongst the extant fragments, suggesting that they have gone missing since the hand-list’s 
compilation: 

1. * T II B 9, No. 2: possibly U 5545, which is listed with the old signature number T II B 
9(?), according to VOHD 13,22, entry 379. 
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2. * T II B 66 No. 1 (2 Stücke): according to a hand-written list of fragments kept at the 
Turfanforschung, these two pieces may go with Psalter E (SyrHT 71), based on the 
following entry in that list under 1661, T II B 23: Psalter, Büchlein, Nestor. Psalter, dazu 
gehört B 66/1, Psalter "E" 4 Blätter. 

3. * T II B 67 No. 4. 

4. * T II D 79d: this entry is crossed out on the hand-list, perhaps indicating it was missing at 
the time the list was compiled or afterwards when a subsequent researcher was using the 
list. 

5. * T III B C 6: this entry is also crossed out on the hand-list. 

6. * T III Kurutka: of the five entries on the hand-list with this signature number, only three 
can be associated with extant fragments (U 328 = 1853; SyrHT 317-320 = 1854; SyrHT 
321-323 = 1855), suggesting that two are missing. The other two entries might be from the 
following fragments with the signature number T III Kurutka, which are all Uighur, but 
written in Syriac script and currently kept with the other U fragments: U 329, U 330, U 
332, U 333, U 334, U 7264.  

7. * (T III) M 151: see below. The only fragments with this original signature number are all 
either in Uighur script or Uighur/Chinese script: Ch/U 6335, Ch/U 6946, U 4284, U 7066, 
U 7116. 

 

The following Syriac fragments, also referred to in publications appear to be missing: 

8. * (T III) M 151 Syriac in Syriac script: see Müller, ‘Handschriften-Reste’ (1904), 107; 
Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian Manuscripts (1960), 12. This signature number has not 
been found in any of the Syriac fragments, either in the Staatsbibliothek or the 
Turfanforschung. Although there are a number of fragments with the signature T III M 151 
in the Turfanforschung database, they are all either Uighur or Chinese/Uighur fragments. 
Müller offered the following description: M.151 in syrischer Sprache. 5 ½ Zeile und einige 
Worte auf der Rückseite. None of the Syriac fragments with SyrHT, n, So or U signatures 
matches this description and there is no record of the signature M 151 (without T III) in the 
Turfanforschung database (although the database includes both M 150 and M 152). This 
suggests that the fragment in question has been lost or that the old M number was removed 
and replaced with a new number, although this would be out of keeping with normal 
curatorial practice. 

9. * (T III) M 515 (3 tiny fragments in Syriac script; it is unclear what language these are in): 
see Müller, ‘Handschriften-Reste’ (1904), 107; Boyce, Catalogue of the Iranian 
Manuscripts (1960), 37. Again, this signature number has not been found in any of the 
Syriac fragments and is not in the Turfanforschung database. It is described by Müller as 
follows: M.515 3 winzige Bruchstücke, rot und schwarz, mit Wortresten. 

 

The following fragments which are Sogdian but include Syriac excerpts or rubrics have been 
referred to in publications, but are currently missing: 

10. * T II B 16 = E27/57b: see Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955), Text 18; 
Schwartz, Studies in the Texts (1967), 82-114; Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian 
Manuscript C2 (1985), fol. 57 
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11. * T II B 38 = E5/6a: see Müller, ‘Neutestamentliche Bruchstücke’ (1907), 266-68; Müller, 
‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 30-32; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 222-25 (Text 
1) 

12. * T II B 39 = E5/125: see Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 45-49, 21-22; Sundermann, 
‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 70-73 (Text 17/I) 

13. * T II B 55: see Sachau, ‘Litteratur-Bruchstücke’ (1905), 964-67; Saeki, Nestorian 
Documents (1951), 337-40 

14. * T II B 66 = E5/21b: see Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 225-27 (Text 2a) 

15. * T III 99 = E5/80: see Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 76-77, 79; Sundermann, 
‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 57-58 (Text 12) 

16. * So 21006 (Sogdian Psalter, with Syriac rubric): see Schwartz, Studies in the Texts (1967), 
128-44; Schwartz, Studies in the Texts (1982), 159-60, 168-69, 179-84 
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Appendix IV: List of sequential numbers from the second hand-list 

This appendix reproduces the second hand-list of the Syriac fragments which allocated a four-digit 
numeration, running consecutively from 1625 to 1905.68 This system is now obsolete and was not 
comprehensive, excluding the fragments SyrHT 3-27, SyrHT 366-395, all fragments beginning 
with MIK III and most of the fragments preceded by M, n, So and U. It also included some Sogdian 
or Uighur fragments in Syriac script, which are indicated in the list below by (Sog) or (Uig). 

Sequential Number Old Signature Number New Signature Number 

1625 T II B 1 SyrHT 28 

1626 T II B 1 SyrHT 29 

1627 T II B 1 SyrHT 30 

1628 T II B 1 SyrHT 31 

1629 T II B 1 SyrHT 32 

1630 T II B 1 SyrHT 33 

1631 T II B 1 No. 4 SyrHT 34 

1632 T II B 1 No. 4 SyrHT 35 

1633 T II B 1 No. 6 SyrHT 36 

1634 T II B 1 No. 8 SyrHT 37 

1635 T II B 1 No. 11 SyrHT 38 

1636 T II B 1 No. 12 SyrHT 39 

1637 T II B 1 No. 13 SyrHT 40 

1638 T II B 7 No. 1a SyrHT 41 

1639 T II B 7 No. 1b SyrHT 42 

1640 T II B 7 No. 1c SyrHT 43 

1641 T II B 9 No. 1 SyrHT 44 

1641a T II B 9 No. 2 SyrHT 45 & 46? 

1641b T II B 9 No. 3 SyrHT 45 & 46 

1642 T II B 11 No. 2 SyrHT 47 

1643 T II B 11 No. 11 SyrHT 48 & 49 

1644 T II B 12 No. 1 SyrHT 50 

1645 T I B 13 SyrHT 51 

1646 T II B 13 SyrHT 52 

1647 T II B 13 No. 2 SyrHT 53 & 54 

1648 T II B 14 No. 1 SyrHT 55 

                                                 
68 For discussion of this hand-list, see the section Hand-lists of the Syriac Fragments from Turfan in the 
Introduction to this catalogue. 
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1649 T II B 14 No. 2 SyrHT 56 & 57 

1650 T II B 14 No. 3 SyrHT 58 

1651 T II B 14 No. 4a SyrHT 59 

1652 T II B 14 No. 4b SyrHT 60 

1653 T II B 17 SyrHT 61 

1654 T II B 17 No. 1 SyrHT 62 

1655 T II B 17 No. 3 SyrHT 63 & 64 

1656 T II B 17 No. 4 SyrHT 1 

1657 T II B 18 No. 1b & T II B 62 No. 1a SyrHT 2 

1658 T II B 19 SyrHT 65 

1659 T II B 20 No. 1 & T II B 67 No. 5 SyrHT 66 

1660 T II B 22 No. 2 SyrHT 67-70 

1661 T II B 23 SyrHT 71 

1662 T II B 24 SyrHT 72 

1663 T II B 31 SyrHT 73 

1664 T II B 32 SyrHT 74 

1665 T II B 32 SyrHT 75 

1666 T II B 34 No. 1 SyrHT 76 

1667 T II B 35 No. 1 SyrHT 77 

1668 T II B 36 SyrHT 78 

1669 T II B 37 No. 1 SyrHT 79 

1670 T II B 42 No. 1a SyrHT 80 

1671 T II B 42 No. 1b SyrHT 81 & 82 

1672 T II B 43 No. 1a SyrHT 83 

1673 T II B 43 No. 1b SyrHT 84 

1674 T II B 43 No. 2 SyrHT 85 

1675 T II B 46 No. 1 SyrHT 86 

1676 T II B 46 No. 2 n295 (Sog) 

1677 T II B 46 No. 3 SyrHT 87 

1678 T II B 46 No. 4 SyrHT 88 

1679 T II B 47 No. 2 SyrHT 89 

1680 T II B 48 No. 1a SyrHT 90 & 91 

1681 T II B 48 No. 1b SyrHT 92 & 93 

1682 T II B 50 SyrHT 94 
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1683 T II B 51 SyrHT 95 

1684 T II B 52 No. 2 SyrHT 96 

1685 T II B 53 SyrHT 97 

1686 T II B 53b SyrHT 98 

1687 T II B 53 SyrHT 99 

1688 T II B 53 No. 1 SyrHT 100 

1688? T II B 22 No. 1 SyrHT 101 

1689 T II B 53 No. 3 SyrHT 102 

1690 T II B 53 No. 5 SyrHT 103-105 

1691 T II B 53 No. 7 SyrHT 106 & 107 

1692 T II B 53 No. 10 SyrHT 108 

1693 T II B 53 No. 11 SyrHT 109 & 110 

1694 T II B 54 No. 1a SyrHT 111 

1695 T II B 54 No. 1b SyrHT 112 

1696 T II B 56 No. 1 SyrHT 113 

1697 T II B 57 No. 1a SyrHT 114 

1698 T II B 57 No. 1b SyrHT 115 

1699 T II B 57 No. 1c SyrHT 116 

1700 T II B 57 No. 1d SyrHT 117 

1701 T II B 57 No. 2 SyrHT 118 

1702 T II B 57 No. 3 SyrHT 119 

1703 T II B 57 No. 5 SyrHT 120 

1704 T II B 57 No. 6 SyrHT 121 

1705 T II B 58 No. 1a SyrHT 122 

1706 T II B 58 No. 1b SyrHT 123 

1707 T II B 58 No. 2a SyrHT 124 

1708 T II B 58 No. 2b SyrHT 125 

1709 T II B 58 No. 3 SyrHT 126 

1710 T II B 58 No. 4 SyrHT 127 

1711 T II B 58 No. 4a SyrHT 128 

1712 T II B 58 No. 5 SyrHT 129 

1713 T II B 58 No. 5/II SyrHT 130 

1714 T II B 59 No. 1 SyrHT 131 

1715 T II B 60 SyrHT 132-134 
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1716 T II B 60 SyrHT 135 & 136 

1717 T II B 60 No. 1 SyrHT 137 

1718 T II B 60 No. 2 SyrHT 138 

1719 T II B 60 No. 3 SyrHT 139 

1720 T II B 60 No. 4a SyrHT 140 

1721 T II B 60 No. 4b SyrHT 141 

1722 T II B 60 No. 5 SyrHT 142 

1723 T II B 60 No. 6 SyrHT 143 

1724 T II B 60 No. 8 SyrHT 144 

1725 T II B 60 No. 9 SyrHT 145 

1726 T II B 60 No. 10 SyrHT 146 

1727 T II B 60 No. 11 SyrHT 147 

1728 T II B 60 No. 12 SyrHT 148 

1729 T II B 64 No. 1 SyrHT 149 

1730 T II B 64 No. 2 SyrHT 150 

1730 T II B 66 SyrHT 151 

1731 T II B 64 No. 3 SyrHT 152 

1732 T II B 64 No. 4 SyrHT 153 

1733 T II B 65 b SyrHT 154 

1734 T II B 66 No. 1 SyrHT 155 

1735 T II B 66 No. 2 SyrHT 156 

1736 T II B 66 No. 3 SyrHT 157 

1737 T II B 66 No. 4 SyrHT 158 

1738 T II B 66 No. 5 SyrHT 159 

1739 T II B 66 No. 6 SyrHT 160 

1740 T II B 66 No. 7 SyrHT 161 

1741 T II B 66 No. 9 SyrHT 162 & 163 

1742 T II B 66 No. 10 SyrHT 164 

1743 T II B 66 No. 11 SyrHT 165 

1744 T II B 66 No. 13 SyrHT 166 

1745 T II B 66 No. 14a SyrHT 167 

1746 T II B 66 No. 14b SyrHT 168 

1747 T II B 66 No. 15 SyrHT 169-171 

1748 T II B 66 No. 16 SyrHT 172-175 
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1749 T II B 66 No. 17 SyrHT 3 

1750 T II B 66 No. 18 n296 

1751 T II B 66 No. 19a SyrHT 176 

1752 T II B 66 No. 19b SyrHT 177 

1753 T II B 66 No. 22 SyrHT 178 

1754 T II B 66 No. 23 SyrHT 179 

1755 T II B 66 No. 24 SyrHT 180 

1756 T II B 66 No. 27 SyrHT 181 

1757 T II B 66 No. 28 SyrHT 182 

1758 T II B 66 No. 30 SyrHT 183 

1759 T II B 66 No. 31 SyrHT 184 

1760 T II B 66 No. 32 SyrHT 185 

1761 T II B 66 No. 33 SyrHT 186 

1762 T II B 66 No. 34 SyrHT 187 

1763 T II B 66 No. 35 SyrHT 188 

1764 T II B 66 No. 36 SyrHT 189 

1765 T II B 66 No. 37 SyrHT 190 

1766 T II B 66 No. 38 SyrHT 191 

1767 T II B 66 No. 41 SyrHT 192  

1768 T II B 66 No. 43b SyrHT 193 

1769 T II B 66 No. 44a SyrHT 194 

1770 T II B 66 No. 44b SyrHT 195 

1771 T II B 66 No. 47 SyrHT 196 & 197 

1772 T II B 66 No. 48a n354 

1773 T II B 66 No. 50 SyrHT 198 

1774 T II B 66 No. 51 SyrHT 199-201 

1775 T II B 66 No. 52 SyrHT 202 

1776 T II B 66 No. 54 SyrHT 203 

1777 T II B 66 No. 56 SyrHT 204 

1778 T II B 66 No. 57 SyrHT 205 

1779 T II B 66 No. 58 SyrHT 206 

1780 T II B 66 No. 59 SyrHT 207 

1781 T II B 66 No. 60 SyrHT 208 

1782 T II B 66 No. 61 SyrHT 209 
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1783 T II B 66 No. 62 SyrHT 210 

1784 T II B 66 No. 63 SyrHT 211 

1785 T II B 66 No. 65 SyrHT 212 

1786 T II B 66 No. 67 SyrHT 213 

1787 T II B 66 No. 68 SyrHT 214 

1788 T II B 66 SyrHT 215 

1789 T II B 66 SyrHT 216 

1790 T II B 66 SyrHT 217-219 

1791 T II B 66 SyrHT 220 

1792 T II B 66 SyrHT 221 

1793 T II B 66 SyrHT 222 

1794 T II B 66 SyrHT 223 

1795 T II B 66 SyrHT 224 

1796 T II B 66 SyrHT 225 

1797 T II B 66 SyrHT 226 

1798 T II B 66 SyrHT 227 

1799 T II B 66 SyrHT 228 

1800 T II B 66 SyrHT 229 

1801 T II B 66 SyrHT 230 & 231 

1802 T II B 66 SyrHT 232 

1803 T II B 66 SyrHT 233 

1804 T II B 66 SyrHT 234 

1805 T II B 66 SyrHT 235 

1806 T II B 66 SyrHT 236 

1807 T II B 66 SyrHT 237 

1808 T II B 66 n206 

1809 T II B 66 SyrHT 238 

1810 T II B 67 a SyrHT 239 

1811 T II B 67 b SyrHT 240 

1812 T II B 67 b SyrHT 241 

1813 T II B 67 No. 1 SyrHT 242 

1814 T II B 67 No. 2 SyrHT 243 

1815 T II B 67 No. 3 SyrHT 244 

1816 T II B 67 No. 7 SyrHT 245 
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1817 T II B 67 No. 8 SyrHT 246 

1818 T II B 67 No. 9 SyrHT 247 

1819 T II B 67 No. 10 SyrHT 248 

1820 T II B 67 No. 11 SyrHT 249 

1821 T II B 67 No. 12 SyrHT 250 

1822 T II B 67 No. 14 SyrHT 251 

1823 T II B 67 No. 15 SyrHT 252 

1824 T II B 67 No. 16 SyrHT 253 

1825 T II B 67 No. 17 SyrHT 254 

1826 T II B 67 SyrHT 255 

1827 T II B 60 & T II B 67 SyrHT 256-258 

1828 T II B 69 No. 3 SyrHT 259-264 

1829 T II B 69 No. 4 SyrHT 265 

1830 [T II] B 52, T II B 60 & T II B 66 SyrHT 266-271 

1831 T II  SyrHT 272 

1832 T II D SyrHT 273 

1833 T II D 319 SyrHT 274-276 

1834 T II D 114 SyrHT 277 

1835 T II K SyrHT 278 

1836 T III K 268 SyrHT 393 

1837 T II B 25 S No. 1 SyrHT 279-284 

1838 T II B 25 S No. 2 SyrHT 285 

1839 T III B No. 1 SyrHT 286 & 287 

1840 T III 98 a SyrHT 288 

1841 T III 98 b SyrHT 289 

1842 T III 98 2 SyrHT 290 

1843 T III 99 1 SyrHT 291 

1844 T III 99 2 SyrHT 292 & 293 

1845 T III 99 3 SyrHT 294 

1846 T III 100 SyrHT 295 

1847 T III 100a SyrHT 296 

1848 T III 100 2 SyrHT 297 

1849 T III 100 3 SyrHT 298 

1850 T III B T III TVB SyrHT 299-307 
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1851 T III B SyrHT 308-310 

1852 T III B No. x SyrHT 311-316 

1853 T III Kurutka U 328 (Uig) 

1854 T III Kurutka SyrHT 317-320 

1855 T III Kurutka SyrHT 321-323 

1856 T III T 297 SyrHT 324 & 325 

1857 T III Kurutka U 7264 (Uig) 

1858 -- SyrHT 326 

1859 -- SyrHT 327 

1860 -- SyrHT 328 

1861 -- n155 (Sog) 

1862 -- SyrHT 329 

1863 -- SyrHT 330 

1864 -- SyrHT 331 

1865 -- SyrHT 332 

1866 T III B No. X? SyrHT 333 

1867 -- SyrHT 334 & 335 

1868 -- n471 (Sog) 

1869 -- SyrHT 336 

1870 -- SyrHT 337 

1871 -- SyrHT 338 

1872 -- SyrHT 339 

1873 -- SyrHT 340 

1874 -- SyrHT 341 

1875 -- SyrHT 342 

1876 -- SyrHT 343 

1877 -- SyrHT 344 

1878 -- SyrHT 345 

1879 -- SyrHT 346 

1880 -- SyrHT 347 

1881 -- SyrHT 348 

1882 -- SyrHT 349-351 

1883 -- SyrHT 352 

1884 -- SyrHT 353 
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1885 -- SyrHT 354 

1886 T II B 12b n153 (Sog) 

1887 T II B 12 n162 (Sog) 

1888 T II B 16 n156 (Sog) 

1889 T II B 71 n158 (Sog) 

1890 T II B 34 n160 (Sog) 

1891 T II B 34 n161 (Sog) 

1892 T II B 52 n179 (Sog) 

1893 T II B 52 n183 (Sog) 

1894 T II B 52 & T II B 60 n181 (Sog) 

1895 T II B 52 n185 (Sog) 

1896 T II B 52 n184 (Sog) 

1897 T II B 52 n182 (Sog) 

1898 T II B 52 n180 (Sog) 

1899 T II B 60 SyrHT 355 

1900 T II B 66 No. 42 SyrHT 356 

1901 T III B T III TVB SyrHT 357 & 358 

1902 T II B 66 No. 45 SyrHT 359 & 360 

1903 T II B 31 No. 3 SyrHT 361 

1904 T II B 31 No. 2 SyrHT 362 

1905 T II B 53 SyrHT 363-365 
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Appendix V: Bifolia 

This appendix is a listing of those Syriac fragments which are bifolia, i.e., two physically conjoined 
folios that have been glassed together. Where the fragments are internal pieces, these are indicated 
as such.  

This listing excludes (1) MIK III 45, consisting of 61 folios, (2) remnants of booklets which have 
been bound together with thread, e.g. U 338 and (3) folios which are glassed together, but which 
are not physically conjoined. 

 

SyrHT 28 (internal) 

SyrHT 41 

SyrHT 42 

SyrHT 43 

SyrHT 45 & 46 

SyrHT 48 & 49 

SyrHT 56 & 57 

SyrHT 58 

SyrHT 78 

SyrHT 80 

SyrHT 81 & 82 

SyrHT 90 & 91 

SyrHT 94 

SyrHT 95 

SyrHT 113 

SyrHT 159 

SyrHT 183 

SyrHT 196 & 197 

SyrHT 245 

SyrHT 247 (internal) 

SyrHT 312 & 313 

MIK III 112 

n392 (internal) 

n439 (internal) 
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Appendix VI: Signature numbers from locations other than Bulayïq 

This appendix supplies the signature numbers of fragments that have come from other find-spots at 
Turfan. These were denoted by different letters as given in the following listing.69 

                                                 
69 For further discussion on these signature numbers see Transfer to Berlin and Allocation of Signature 

Numbers in the Introduction to this catalogue, and VOHD 18,4: 13-15. 

D = Dakianus-shahri = Qocho 

T II D = SyrHT 273 

T II D 319 = SyrHT 274-276 

T II D 114 = SyrHT 277 

T II D20i 5+6 = SyrHT 386 

T III D 61 = n190 

T II D 14 = n214 

T II D 67 = n223 & n224 

K = Klosterruine (monastery ruins in Qocho) 

T II K = SyrHT 278 

T III K 268 = SyrHT 393 

T II K = n176 

S = Sängim 

T II S 25 No. 1 = SyrHT 279-284 

T II S 25 No. 2 = SyrHT 285- 

T II S 25 = n190 

T = Toyoq 

T III T 297 = SyrHT 324 & SyrHT 325 

T.V.B. = Turfaner Vorberge (foothills north of 
Turfan, including Bulayïq) 

T III B T III T.V.B. = SyrHT 299-307 

T III T.V.B. = SyrHT 357 & 358 

T III T.V.B. = SyrHT 372 

T III T.V.B. = SyrHT 380 

T III B. T III T.V.B. = n92 

T III T.V.B = n364 

T III T.V.B = n365 

T III T.V. B = So 15850 

Kurutka 

T III Kurutka = SyrHT 317-320 

T III Kurutka = SyrHT 321-323 
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Appendix VII: Identified fragments, arranged by genre 

This appendix is a listing of the Syriac fragments, classified by genre, which is further divided into 
sub-headings. These sub-headings group the fragments in manuscript clusters which have been 
determined on the basis of content and/or palaeographic considerations. For further details about 
the joins and sequences within these clusters, see the individual catalogue entries or Appendix XI: 

Joins. 

Bible – Old Testament: 

Psalter B (Syr-NP) 

SyrHT 153 

MIK III 112 

Psalter C 

SyrHT 72 

SyrHT 79 

SyrHT 228 

SyrHT 348 

SyrHT 379 

Psalter D 

SyrHT 63 

SyrHT 64 

SyrHT 119 

SyrHT 129 

SyrHT 157 

SyrHT 180 

SyrHT 191 

SyrHT 224 (I) 

SyrHT 224 (II) 

SyrHT 239 

SyrHT 308 

SyrHT 377 

Psalter E 

SyrHT 71 

n399 

Psalter F 

SyrHT 14 

SyrHT 15 

SyrHT 17 

SyrHT 90 & 91 

SyrHT 92 

SyrHT 93 

SyrHT 172 

SyrHT 173 

SyrHT 174 

SyrHT 175 

SyrHT 176 

SyrHT 177 

SyrHT 367? 

n418 

Psalter G 

SyrHT 96 

Psalter H 

SyrHT 62 

Psalter I 

SyrHT 108 

Psalter J 

SyrHT 113 

SyrHT 164 

Psalter K 

SyrHT 120 

SyrHT 121 

SyrHT 220 

SyrHT 357 

SyrHT 358 

Psalter L 

SyrHT 98 

SyrHT 203 
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Psalter M 

MIK III 110 

Psalter N 

SyrHT 4 

SyrHT 5 

SyrHT 6 

SyrHT 7 

SyrHT 181 

SyrHT 295 

SyrHT 382 

n301 

Psalter O 

SyrHT 312 & 313 

SyrHT 314 

SyrHT 315 

SyrHT 333 

SyrHT 378 

Psalter P 

SyrHT 230 

Psalter Q 

SyrHT 342 

‘Uighur Psalter’ 

SyrHT 20 

SyrHT 21 

SyrHT 22 

SyrHT 23 

SyrHT 24 

SyrHT 25 

SyrHT 26 

SyrHT 27 

MIK III 58 

‘Reverse Psalm’ 

SyrHT 386 

Bible – New Testament: 

Gospel A 

SyrHT 123 

Gospel B 

SyrHT 324 

SyrHT 325 

Gospel C 

SyrHT 326 

Gospel D? 

SyrHT 383 

Lectionary A 

SyrHT 48 & 49 

SyrHT 370? 

SyrHT 373 

SyrHT 380 

n311 

n438 

Lectionary B 

SyrHT 241 

SyrHT 277 

SyrHT 300 

SyrHT 370? 

n327 

Lectionary C? 

SyrHT 383 

Lectionary or gospel E1 (Syr-Sog) 

n177 

n178 

n213 

Lectionary E2 (Syr-Sog) 

n214 

n223 

n224 

Lectionary E3 (Syr-Sog) 

n190 

Lectionary E4 (Syr-Sog) 

n212 
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Lectionary E6 (Syr-Sog) 

n200 

n201 

n202 

n203 

n204 

n205 

n206 

n411 

n398 

Liturgy: 

MIK III 45 (manuscript) 

Hudra A 

SyrHT 11 

SyrHT 35 

SyrHT 44 

SyrHT 56 & 57 

SyrHT 59 

SyrHT 60 

SyrHT 292 

Hudra B 

SyrHT 13 

SyrHT 159 

SyrHT 248 

SyrHT 310 

Hudra C 

SyrHT 65 

SyrHT 187 

Hudra D 

SyrHT 130 

SyrHT 134 

SyrHT 162 

SyrHT 163 

SyrHT 165 

SyrHT 178 

SyrHT 214 

SyrHT 288 

SyrHT 394 

SyrHT 395 

MIK III 45 (fragment 2) 

Hudra E 

SyrHT 41 

SyrHT 42 

SyrHT 43 

SyrHT 208 

SyrHT 253 

SyrHT 371 

n446 

Hudra F 

SyrHT 52 

SyrHT 81 & 82 

SyrHT 85 

SyrHT 86 

SyrHT 106 

SyrHT 107 

SyrHT 143 

SyrHT 145 

SyrHT 150 

SyrHT 151 

SyrHT 190 

SyrHT 199 

SyrHT 200 

SyrHT 201 

SyrHT 212 

SyrHT 217 

SyrHT 218 

SyrHT 219 

SyrHT 227 

SyrHT 231 

SyrHT 269 
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SyrHT 270 

SyrHT 271 

SyrHT 294 

SyrHT 327 

SyrHT 369 

n300 

Hudra G 

SyrHT 47 

SyrHT 73 

n91 

n92 

n120 

n121 

n122 

Hudra H 

SyrHT 55 

SyrHT 100 

SyrHT 122 

SyrHT 124 

SyrHT 125 

SyrHT 126 

SyrHT 142 

SyrHT 148 

SyrHT 204 

SyrHT 209 

SyrHT 211 

SyrHT 266 

SyrHT 286 

SyrHT 287 

Hudra J 

SyrHT 28 

SyrHT 29 

SyrHT 30 

SyrHT 31 

SyrHT 34 

SyrHT 36 

SyrHT 39 

SyrHT 50 

SyrHT 61 

SyrHT 74 

SyrHT 75 

SyrHT 97 

SyrHT 118 

SyrHT 135 

SyrHT 136 

SyrHT 155 

SyrHT 160 

SyrHT 167 

SyrHT 169 

SyrHT 170 

SyrHT 171 

SyrHT 182 

SyrHT 192 

SyrHT 193 

SyrHT 216 

SyrHT 222 

SyrHT 225 

SyrHT 250 

SyrHT 251 

SyrHT 257 

SyrHT 261 

SyrHT 278 

SyrHT 293? 

SyrHT 298 

SyrHT 338 

SyrHT 363? 

Hudra K 

SyrHT 32 

SyrHT 33 

SyrHT 37 
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SyrHT 40 

SyrHT 131 

SyrHT 179 

SyrHT 188 

SyrHT 207 

SyrHT 237 

SyrHT 244 

SyrHT 252 

Hudra L 

SyrHT 111 

SyrHT 112 

SyrHT 149 

Hudra M 

SyrHT 58 

SyrHT 184 

SyrHT 213 

SyrHT 374 

SyrHT 375 

n319 

n336 

n341 

n439 

n453 

n455 

So 13033 

Hudra N 

SyrHT 53 

SyrHT 54 

SyrHT 140 

SyrHT 141 

SyrHT 256 

SyrHT 258 

SyrHT 259 

SyrHT 260 

SyrHT 262 

SyrHT 263 

SyrHT 337 

SyrHT 341 

SyrHT 346 

SyrHT 353 

n421 

n425 

Hudra O 

SyrHT 156 

SyrHT 215 

Hudra P 

SyrHT 51 

SyrHT 78 

SyrHT 127 

Hudra Q 

SyrHT 385 

MIK III 111 

Hudra R 

SyrHT 80 

Hudra S 

SyrHT 77 

SyrHT 196 & 197 

SyrHT 311 

Hudra T 

MIK III 109 

Hudra U 

SyrHT 210 

SyrHT 356 

Hudra V 

SyrHT 38 

SyrHT 137 

SyrHT 144 

SyrHT 238 

SyrHT 272 
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Hudra W 

SyrHT 249 

SyrHT 254 

Hudra X 

SyrHT 243 

SyrHT 296 

SyrHT 297 

Hudra Y 

SyrHT 317 

SyrHT 318 

SyrHT 319 

SyrHT 320 

Hudra Z 

SyrHT 245 

Hudra AA 

SyrHT 183 

Hudra BB 

SyrHT 189 

Hudra CC 

MIK III 45 (fragment 1) 

Hudra DD 

SyrHT 89 

SyrHT 133 

SyrHT 147 

SyrHT 306 

SyrHT 376 

SyrHT 384 

Hudra EE 

SyrHT 132 

SyrHT 205 

SyrHT 301 

SyrHT 303 

Taksa A 

SyrHT 109 

SyrHT 110 

SyrHT 194 

SyrHT 195 

Taksa B 

SyrHT 186 

Taksa C 

SyrHT 290 

Hudra? 

SyrHT 103 

SyrHT 104 

SyrHT 166 

SyrHT 223 

Taksa? 

SyrHT 76 

SyrHT 202 

Service book E9 (Syr-Sog) 

n394 

n395 

Service book E10 (Syr-Sog) 

n176 

n397 

Service book E11 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 3 

n296 

Service book E12 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 66 

SyrHT 88 

Service book E13 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 87 

Service book E14 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 83 

SyrHT 84 

Service book E15 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 158 

Service book E16 (Syr-Sog) 

SyrHT 146 
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Prayers: 

Prayer-amulet A 

SyrHT 114 

SyrHT 115 

SyrHT 116 

SyrHT 117 

SyrHT 206 

SyrHT 235 

SyrHT 316 

SyrHT 334 

SyrHT 335 

SyrHT 344 

SyrHT 354 

n227 

n234 

n236 

n266 

n320 

n346 

Prayer-amulet B 

SyrHT 99 

SyrHT 330 

Prayer-amulet C 

SyrHT 102 

Prayer-amulet D 

SyrHT 274 

SyrHT 275 

SyrHT 276 

Prayer-amulet E 

SyrHT 152 

Prayer-amulet F 

n364 

n365 

Prayer-booklet G 

SyrHT 279 

SyrHT 280 

SyrHT 281 

SyrHT 282 

SyrHT 283 

SyrHT 284 

Prayer-booklet H 

SyrHT 221 

Prayer-booklet I (Syr-Uig) 

U 338 

Hagiography: 

Legend of Barshabba 

SyrHT 45 & 46 

Legend of St. George 

SyrHT 95 

SyrHT 359 

SyrHT 360 

SyrHT 361 

SyrHT 362 

SyrHT 364 

SyrHT 365 

SyrHT 381 

Miscellaneous: 

Calendrical tables & fragments 

SyrHT 67 

SyrHT 68 

SyrHT 69 

SyrHT 70 

SyrHT 101 

SyrHT 264 

SyrHT 273 

SyrHT 291 

n354 

So 15850 

U 3858 

Dialogue between Christian and Jew 
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SyrHT 19 

SyrHT 94 

Draft letter 

SyrHT 2 

Lists of names 

SyrHT 161 

SyrHT 355 

Pharmaceutical recipe book 

SyrHT 1 

SyrHT 388 

Philosophical 

SyrHT 255 

SyrHT 285 

SyrHT 389 

n415 

n417 

n419 

n420 

Scribal exercises? 

SyrHT 265 

SyrHT 321 

SyrHT 322 

SyrHT 323 

U 7252 

Syriac texts in Uighur script 

So 20131 

Non-Syriac: 

Sogdian in Syriac script 

SyrHT 105 

SyrHT 343 

Uighur Turkic in Syriac script 

SyrHT 393 
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Appendix VIII: Biblical references 

This appendix lists biblical quotations found in the fragments, all of which are from the Peshitta. 
Thus, the chapter and verse numeration follows that of the Peshitta. Syriac biblical quotations that 
are embedded within fragments written in Sogdian or Uighur are not listed.70 

Old Testament 

Psalter 

1. Psalm 2:7-11; 3:9-4:3 SyrHT 342 (Psalter Q) 

2. Psalm 9:20-10:14; 10:17-11:1 SyrHT 230 (Psalter P) 

3. Psalm 10:12-12:3  SyrHT 108 (Psalter I) 

4. Psalm 11:6-13:3  SyrHT 23 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

5. Psalm 13:3-14: 7  SyrHT 26 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

6. Psalm 14:7  SyrHT 26 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

7. Psalm 14:7-16:5; 18:35-50 SyrHT 113 (Psalter J) 

8. Psalm 18:51-19:2; 19:4-7 SyrHT 164 (Psalter J) 

9. Psalm 22:8-26:3  SyrHT 71 (Psalter E) 

10. Psalm 22:8-10, 18-20  n399 (Psalter E) 

11. Psalm 22:21-24, 27-29; 23:1-3; 23:6-24:2  SyrHT 312 & 313 ((Psalter O) 

12. Psalm 22:26-30; 23:6-24:4  SyrHT 382 (Psalter N) 

13. Psalm 24:3-4; 25:3-6  MIK III 110 (Psalter M) 

14. Psalm 24:7-9; 25:2-5  SyrHT 314 (Psalter O) 

15. Psalm 25:10-12, 18-21  SyrHT 315 (Psalter O) 

16. Psalm 25:10-12, 18-21  SyrHT 333 (Psalter O) 

17. Psalm 35:7-17; 35:22-36:3  SyrHT 120 (Psalter K) 

18. Psalm 36:7-37:2; 37:7-16  SyrHT 121 (Psalter K) 

19. Psalm 37:20-23, 34-38  SyrHT 220 (Psalter K) 

20. Psalm 38:8-12; Psalm 39 heading-39:3  SyrHT 357 (Psalter K) 

21. Psalm 65:8-11; 66:7-12  SyrHT 6 (Psalter N) 

22. Psalm 65:10-13; 66:10-14  SyrHT 7 (Psalter N) 

23. Psalm 65:12-66:2; 66:14-19  SyrHT 5 (Psalter N) 

24. Psalm 65:13-66:3; 66:15-Psalm 67 heading  SyrHT 295 (Psalter N) 

25. Psalm 66:2-4; 66:20-Psalm 67 heading  SyrHT 4 (Psalter N) 

26. Psalm 66:13-15; 67:5  SyrHT 14 (Psalter F) 

27. Psalm 66:13-15; 67:5  SyrHT 17 (Psalter F) 

28. Psalm 66:13-15; 67:5-6 SyrHT 15 (Psalter F) 
                                                 
70 See Appendix XV: Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with Syriac citations. 
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29. Psalm 72:8-73:4  SyrHT 129 (Psalter D) 

30. Psalm 72:18-74:1  SyrHT 72, fol. 1-2 (Psalter C) 

31. Psalm 73:1 + prayer, 73:8-9  SyrHT 348 (Psalter C) 

32. Psalm 73:25-27; 74:4-7  SyrHT 174 (Psalter F) 

33. Psalm 74:21-23; 75:8-10  SyrHT 377 (Psalter D) 

34. Psalm 78:26-64  SyrHT 90 & 91 (Psalter F) 

35. Psalm 79:9-80:12  SyrHT 93 (Psalter F) 

36. Psalm 83:8-14; 84:3-8  n301 (Psalter N) 

37. Psalm 84:3-85:5  SyrHT 92 (Psalter F) 

38. Psalm 84:10-85:3; 85:12-86:5  SyrHT 181 (Psalter N) 

39. Psalm 85:6-9; 86:1-3  SyrHT 172 (Psalter F) 

40. Psalm 85:8-11; 86:2-5  SyrHT 175 (Psalter F) 

41. Psalm 85:11-12; 86:5-8  n418 (Psalter F) 

42. Psalm 86:11-87:7  MIK III 58 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

43. Psalm 87:1-88:12  SyrHT 180 (Psalter D) 

44. Psalm 87:7-88: 15  SyrHT 21 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

45. Psalm 89:12-20, 23-33  SyrHT 119 (Psalter D) 

46. Psalm 89:35-42, 48-53  SyrHT 224 (I) (Psalter D) 

47. Psalm 89:46-47; 90:2  SyrHT 64 (Psalter D) 

48. Psalm 90:2-5, 9-14  SyrHT 173 (Psalter F) 

49. Psalm 90:2-7, 9-16  SyrHT 176 (Psalter F) 

50. Psalm 90:4-7, 12-16  SyrHT 177 (Psalter F) 

51. Psalm 92:8-13; 93:1-5  SyrHT 157 (Psalter D) 

52. Psalm 94:12-15; 94:23-95:1  SyrHT 239 (Psalter D) 

53. Psalm 95:4-7; 96:1-2  SyrHT 224 (II) (Psalter D) 

54. Psalm 95:9-10; 96:5-8  SyrHT 63 (Psalter D) 

55. Psalm 99:1-100:1  SyrHT 20 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

56. Psalm 101:1-8  SyrHT 22 (‘Uighur Psalter’) 

57. Psalm 101:2-3; Psalm 102 heading-102:2  SyrHT 378 (Psalter O) 

58. Psalm 103:2-4, 15-16  SyrHT 308 (Psalter D) 

59. Psalm 117:23-118:4  SyrHT 72, fol. 3 (Psalter C) 

60. Psalm 118:31-46, 63-75  SyrHT 203 (Psalter L) 

61. Psalm 118:32-49, 64-80  SyrHT 98 (Psalter L) 

62. Psalm 118:133-142, 146-153  SyrHT 191 (Psalter D) 
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63. Psalm 131:18-132:1; 133 heading-133:2; 
146:5-8; 147 heading-147:3 MIK III 112 (Psalter B) 

(Syr-NP) 

64. Psalm 137:7-Psalm 138 heading; 138:3-5  SyrHT 379 (Psalter C) 

65. Psalm 137:8-Psalm 138 heading; 138:4-8  SyrHT 228 (Psalter C) 

66. Psalm 140:1-141:2  SyrHT 79 (Psalter C) 

67. Psalm 141:5-Psalm 142 heading; 
143:15-144:4 SyrHT 358 (Psalter K) 

68. Psalm 143:5-144:17  SyrHT 72, fol. 4-5 (Psalter C) 

69. Psalm 145:9-150:4  SyrHT 72, fol. 6-9 (Psalter C) 

70. Psalm 146:8-147 heading; 147:3-7 SyrHT 153 (Psalter B) 
(Syr-NP) 

71. Psalm 148:1-3  SyrHT 386 (‘Reverse Psalm’) 

72. Exodus 15:15-21  SyrHT 96 (Psalter G) 

73. Deuteronomy 32:2-4, 10-11  SyrHT 9 (Psalter?) 

74. Deuteronomy 32:31-40  SyrHT 62 (Psalter H) 

75. Isaiah 42:10-13; 45:8  SyrHT 96 (Psalter G) 

76. unidentified  SyrHT 367 (Psalter F) 

Psalm incipits – liturgical texts 

1. Psalm 3 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) 
(Syr-Sog) 

2. Psalm 13 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

3. Psalm 25 incipit  SyrHT 31 (Hudra J) 

4. Psalm 26 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

5. Psalm 27 incipit  SyrHT 50 (Hudra J) 

6. Psalm 30 or Psalm 144 incipit  SyrHT 31 (Hudra J) 

7. Psalm 45 incipit  SyrHT 106 (Hudra F) 

8. Psalm 88 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

9. Psalm 97 incipit  SyrHT 33 (Hudra K) 

10. Psalm 102 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

11. Psalm 103 or 104 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

12. Psalm 104 incipit  SyrHT 75 (Hudra J) 

13. Psalm 110 incipit  SyrHT 188 (Hudra K) 

14. Psalm 115 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

15. Psalm 128 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

16. Psalm 129 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

17. Psalm 140 incipit  SyrHT 61 (Hudra J) 

18. Psalm 140 incipit  SyrHT 74 (Hudra J) 
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19. Psalm 142 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

20. Psalm 145 incipit  SyrHT 87 (Service book E13) (Syr-Sog) 

Psalm quotations – liturgical texts 

1. Psalm 30:11-13  SyrHT 247 

2. Psalm 33:22  SyrHT 247 

3. Psalm 34:11  SyrHT 193 (Hudra J) 

4. Psalm 67:6-8  SyrHT 247 

5. Psalm 70:2-3  SyrHT 247 

6. Psalm 74:14  SyrHT 61 (Hudra J) 

7. Psalm 107:20  SyrHT 30 (Hudra J) 

Psalm quotations – prayer-amulets 

1. Psalm 68:2  SyrHT 116 (Prayer-amulet A,) 

Old Testament quotations – liturgical texts71 

1. Isaiah 6:3-4  SyrHT 39 (Hudra J) 

2. Isaiah 6:4  SyrHT 167 (Hudra J) 

3. Zechariah 9:9  SyrHT 254 (Hudra W) 

Old Testament quotations – prayer-amulets 

1. Genesis 2:10-14  SyrHT 206 (Prayer-amulet A) 

2. Exodus 17:5-7  SyrHT 116 (Prayer-amulet A) 

3. Isaiah 38:2-5  SyrHT 114 (Prayer-amulet A) 

Old Testament books – miscellaneous 

1. Proverbs 9:14-10:12 SyrHT 2 (I) (Letter) 

New Testament 

Gospels 

1. Matthew 1:5-7  n177 (Gospel or lectionary E1) (Syr-Sog) 

2. Matthew 1:10-13  n178 (Gospel or lectionary E1) (Syr-Sog) 

3. Matthew 2:1-3  n190 (Lectionary E3) (Syr-Sog) 

4. Matthew 6:20-23, 29-32  n213 (Gospel or lectionary E1) (Syr-Sog) 

5. Matthew 16:5-6  SyrHT 324 (Gospel B) 

6. Matthew 17:1-3  SyrHT 325 (Gospel B) 

7. Matthew 19:10-11, 17-18  n223 and n224 (Lectionary E2) (Syr-Sog) 

8. Mark 6:27-33, 36-41  SyrHT 326 (Gospel C) 

9. Luke 1:1-2, 12-14  n327 (Lectionary B) 

                                                 
71 Including isolated citations and allusions. 
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10. Luke 1:1-4  n212 (Lectionary E4) (Syr-Sog) 

11. Luke 1:1-21 SyrHT 241 (Lectionary B) 

12. Luke 1:4-8, 15-20  SyrHT 277 (Lectionary B) 

13. Luke 1:10-12  SyrHT 300 (Lectionary B) 

14. Luke 2:10-20  n190 (Lectionary E3) (Syr-Sog) 

15. John 3:21-36  SyrHT 123 (Gospel A) 

16. John 7:4-6, 8-10  SyrHT 383 (Lectionary C or Gospel D) 

17. John 14:28-30; 16:4-7 n214 (Lectionary E2) (Syr-Sog) 

Epistles 

1. Romans 1:24-2:6; 5:12-21; 7:1-5  SyrHT 48 & 49 (Lectionary A) 

2. Romans 11:13-15  n200 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

3. Romans 11:17-18  SyrHT 373 (Lectionary A) 

4. Romans 11:18-20, 22-23  n202 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

5. Romans 12:13-16  SyrHT 380 (Lectionary A) 

6. Romans 15:9-11  SyrHT 373 (Lectionary A) 

7. I Corinthians 1:24-25, 27-28  n204 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

8. I Corinthians 5:7-8; 11:23-25  n203 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

9. I Corinthians 12:13-14, 17  n411 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

10. I Corinthians 12:13-15, 17-19  n205 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

11. I Corinthians 12:15-17, 20-21  n206 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

12. II Corinthians 12:19-20  SyrHT 380 (Lectionary A) 

13. Galatians 3:25-4:6  n201 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

14. I Timothy 2:9-10, 14-15  n398 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

15. Titus 3:2-7  n200 (Lectionary E6) (Syr-Sog) 

New Testament citations, paraphrases and allusions 

1. Matthew 1:23  SyrHT 283 (Prayer-booklet G) 

2. Matthew 15: 21  SyrHT 35 (Hudra A) 

3. Matthew 25:6, 12  SyrHT 212 (Hudra F) 

4. Mark 2:10-11  SyrHT 114 (Prayer-amulet A) 

5. Luke 1:26  SyrHT 2 (II) (Letter) 

6. Luke 1:26-31  SyrHT 245 (Hudra Z) 

7. Luke 1:28  SyrHT 139 

8. Luke 1:48-55  SyrHT 53 and 54 (Hudra N) 

9. Luke 1:52-55  SyrHT 245 (Hudra Z) 

10. Luke 18:10-13  SyrHT 75 (Hudra J) 
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11. John 1:1-5  SyrHT 99 (Prayer-amulet B) 

12. John 1:1-5 SyrHT 330 (Prayer-amulet B) 

13. John 21:17  SyrHT 127 (Hudra P) 

14. Acts 3:3  SyrHT 256 (Hudra N) 

15. I Peter 2:9?  U 338 (Prayer-booklet I) (Syr-Uig) 
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Appendix IX: Hudra references 

All references are to the three volumes of the Darmo printed version of the Hudra: Hudra I, 
Hudra II and Hudra III. Entries are arranged in each volume according to the Syriac page 
numbers in the top margin of the page, followed in parentheses by the Arabic numerals in the 
bottom margin of the page (which differ by 16 from the actual numerical value of the Syriac letters, 
due to the pagination scheme of the Hudra volumes). Most entries also include the relevant line 
numbers from the printed Hudra. At the end of this list, after the references to passages in Volumes 
I, II and III of the Hudra, is a list of references to the pages which are at the back of each of the 
three Hudra volumes, paginated only with Arabic numerals. To avoid confusion, these are 
designated with an asterisk * (note that the page numbers in these sections of the Hudra volumes do 
not use an asterisk). 

 

Hudra I 

;� (p. 73), ll. 12-16 = SyrHT 3 side (a); n296, side (a) 

�1 (p. 121) = SyrHT 27, side (a) 

:1 (p. 121) = SyrHT 24; SyrHT 25 

;�1 (p. 133), ll. 7-21 (with variants) = SyrHT 294, side (a), l. 3 – side (b), l. 4 

�91 (p. 140), ll. 25-26 = SyrHT 41, side (a), left folio, l. 19 

:91 (p. 141), ll. 4-6 = SyrHT 41, side (b), right folio, ll. 1-3 

;91 (p. 143), ll. 5-9 or N/1 (p. 149), ll. 6-10 or 	01� (p. 572), ll. 15-18 = SyrHT 42, side (a), left 
folio, ll. 4-9 

;91 (p. 143), ll. 20-25 or N/1 (p. 149), ll. 11-16 or ;01 (p. 173), ll. 2-7 = SyrHT 42, side (b), right 
folio, ll. 2-9 

N/1 (p. 149), l. 26 - �/1 (p. 150), ll. 1-3 = SyrHT 41, side (a), right folio, ll. 12-15 

P/1 (p. 155), ll. 4-8 = SyrHT 43, side (a), right folio, ll. 18-22 

P/1 (p. 155), ll. 18-22 = SyrHT 41, side (a), right folio, ll. 15-19 

\1 (p. 156), ll. 15-18 = SyrHT 139, side (a), ll. 3-7 

	 1 (p. 162), ll. 16-20 = SyrHT 42, side (a), left folio, ll. 9-14 

	 1 (p. 162), l. 26 – ; 1 (p. 163), l. 5 = SyrHT 42, side (a), left folio, ll. 14-20 

$01 (p. 167), ll. 20-21 = SyrHT 43, side (b), right folio, ll. 18-19 

h/1 (p. 168), ll. 1-2 = SyrHT 43, side (b), right folio, l. 21 

$K1 (p. 177), ll. 17-19 = SyrHT 188, side (b), ll. 4-8 

$K1 (p. 177), ll. 17-21 = SyrHT 125, side (a), ll. 13-20 

�K1 (p. 180), ll. 17-23 = SyrHT 55, side (a), ll. 9-17 

h�1 (p. 188), ll. 9-15 = SyrHT 125, side (b), ll. 1-11 

h�1 (p. 188), ll. 10-14 = SyrHT 188, side (a), ll. 1-7 
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h�1 (p. 188), ll. 20-22 or �01� (p. 566), ll. 1-3 = SyrHT 125, side (b), ll. 12-17 

N�1 (p. 189), ll. 6-10 = SyrHT 125, side (a), ll. 1-7 

1_  (p. 206) = SyrHT 27, side (b) 

6_1 (p. 213), ll. 12-17, 22-25 = SyrHT 52, side (b), ll. 1-14 

m_1 (p. 215), ll. 6-12 = SyrHT 52, side (a), ll. 7-15 

m_1 (p. 215), ll. 21-25 = SyrHT 52, side (a), ll. 1-6 

l7 (p. 219), ll. 12-18 = SyrHT 189, side (a), ll. 1-8 

�7 (p. 220), l. 22 – R7 (p. 221), l. 5 or Hudra II, ��� (p. 500), ll. 12-22 or Hudra III, P�1 (p. 135), 
ll. 8-18 = SyrHT 248, side (b), l. 8 – side (a), l. 6 

m7 (p. 225), ll. 3-5 = SyrHT 196, side (a), ll. 6-11 

7�  (p. 226), ll. 13-16 or N9� (p. 339), ll. 17-20 = SyrHT 82, side (a), l. 15 – SyrHT 81, side (a), l. 5 

�C7 (p. 240), ll. 23-26 = SyrHT 41, side (b), left folio, ll. 8-12 

$=7 (p. 287), ll. 10-18 (with variants) = SyrHT 106, side (b), ll. 3-15 

�01� (p. 570), ll. 13-15 = SyrHT 42, side (b), left folio, ll. 18-20 

�01� (p. 570), ll. 19-27 = SyrHT 42, side (a), right folio, ll. 1-11 

�01� (p. 570), l. 27 – :01� (p. 571), l. 9 = SyrHT 43, side (b), left folio, ll. 13-23 

:01� (p. 571), ll. 15-16 = SyrHT 43, side (a), right folio, ll. 1-4 

Y01� (p. 574), l. 19 – P01� (p. 575), l. 3 or �01 (p. 166), l. 20 – $01 (p. 167), l. 4 = SyrHT 43, side 
(a), left folio, ll. 7-20 

�U1� (p. 600), ll. 6-11 or Hudra II, :U1� ���  (p. 470), ll. 8-13 or Hudra III, P�1 (p. 135), l. 21 – 
+91 (p. 136), l. 1 = SyrHT 248, side (a), ll. 8-16 

 (p. 601), ll. 10-16 = SyrHT 41, side (a), left folio, ll. 3-10 

_1�6  (p. 613), ll. 11-20 = SyrHT 53, side (b), ll. 1-10 

_1�6  (p. 613), ll. 17-20 = SyrHT 245, side (b), right folio, ll. 1-5 

^_1� (p. 614), ll. 10-15 = SyrHT 43, side (a), right folio, ll. 13-18 

N�7� (p. 629), ll. 15-16 = SyrHT 281, side (b), ll. 3-7 

$C7� (p. 637), ll. 6-9 = SyrHT 85, side (b), ll. 3-8 

$C7� (p. 637), ll. 10-14 = SyrHT 85, side (b), l. 15 – side (a), l. 6 

h?7� (p. 678), ll. 14-17 = SyrHT 80, side (a), left folio, l. 17 – side (b), right folio, l. 5 

N?7� (p. 679), ll. 3-5 = SyrHT 165, side (b), ll. 6-8 

 

Hudra II 

+91 (p. 136), l. 18 = n300, side (a), l. 7 
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+91 (p. 136), ll. 18-23 = SyrHT 86, side (b), ll. 4-11 

	K1 (p. 182), ll. 3-9 or �/� (p. 350), l. 25 – :/� (p. 351), l.2 = SyrHT 77, side (b), l. 3 – side (a), l. 
1; SyrHT 197, side (b), l. 4 – side (a), l. 2 

:�7 (p. 231), ll. 13-17 = SyrHT 190, side (b), ll. 2-8 

	=7 (p. 292), ll. 10-14 or �>7 (p. 312), ll. 6-10 = SyrHT 85, side (b), ll. 9-15 

	�� (p. 392), ll. 18-25 = SyrHT 212, side (b), ll. 1-10 

_�6  (p. 413), ll. 7-11 = SyrHT 190, side (a), ll. 12-17 

��� (p. 470), ll. 8-13 or Hudra I, �U1� (p. 600), ll. 6-11 or Hudra III, P�1 (p. 135), l. 21 – +91 (p. 
136), l. 1 = SyrHT 248, side (a), ll. 8-16 

��� (p. 500), ll. 12-22 or Hudra I, �7 (p. 220), l. 22 – R7 (p. 221), l. 5 or Hudra III, P�1 (p. 135), ll. 
8-18 = SyrHT 248, side (b), l. 8 – side (a), l. 6 

6>� (p. 513), l. 18 – ^>� (p. 514), l. 9 (with variants) = SyrHT 165, side (a), ll. 3-16 

	K1� (p. 582), ll. 20-23 or D7� (p. 618, ll. 3-5) = SyrHT 199, side (b), ll. 1-4 

$?7� (p. 677), ll. 12-15 or P=7� (p. 695), ll. 2-5 or l>7� (p. 709), ll. 3-6 = SyrHT 199, side (a), 
ll. 4-8 

P=7� (p. 695), ll. 17-21 or Y�7� (p. 704), ll. 6-10 = SyrHT 199, side (a), ll. 8-12 

P�7� (p. 705), ll. 6-8 = SyrHT 199, side (a), ll. 13-16 

P�7� (p. 705), ll. 12-14 = SyrHT 199, side (a), ll. 1-3 

 

Hudra III 

P�1 (p. 135), ll. 8-18 or Hudra I, �7 (p. 220), l. 22 – R7 (p. 221), l. 5 or Hudra II, ��� (p. 500), ll. 
12-22 = SyrHT 248, side (b), l. 8 – side (a), l. 6 

P�1 (p. 135), l. 21 – +91 (p. 136), l. 1 or Hudra I, �U1� (p. 600), ll. 6-11 or Hudra II, ��� (p. 470), 
ll. 8-13 = SyrHT 248, side (a), ll. 8-16 

�91 (p. 140), ll. 16-18 = SyrHT 149, side (a), ll. 4-7 

�91 (p. 140), ll. 16-21 = MIK III 45, fragment 1, side (a), ll. 3-7 

�91 (p. 140), ll. 23-25 or 	C7 (p. 242), ll. 1-3, 7-10 or h�7 (p. 258), ll. 21-23 or N�7 (p. 259), ll. 
2-4 = SyrHT 149, side (b), ll. 1-5 

h 1 (p. 158), ll. 22, 27 – N 1 (p. 159), l. 3 = SyrHT 112, side (a), ll. 8, 10-15 

$�1 (p. 187), ll. 4-7 = SyrHT 111, side (a), ll. 2-8 

$�1 (p. 187), ll. 21-23 = SyrHT 112, side (b), ll. 11-15 

$�1 (p. 187), l. 23 = SyrHT 112, side (a), l. 1 

N�1 (p. 189), ll. 2-6 = SyrHT 193, side (a), ll. 18-22 

��1 (p. 190), l. 26 – :�1 (p. 191), l. 2 = SyrHT 111, side (a), ll. 10-15 

'_1 (p. 207), ll. 16-20 = SyrHT 111, side (b), ll. 9-15 
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Y� (p. 324), ll. 16-23 or 	�� (p. 332), ll. 17-23 or >� (p. 506), ll. 19-26 or h1� (p. 518), ll. 14-21) 
= SyrHT 44, side (a), ll. 4-13 

	�� (p. 332), l. 24 – ;�� (p. 333), l. 4 or l>� (p. 509), ll. 12-19 or m>� (p. 515), l. 22 – �� (p. 
516), l. 3 = SyrHT 44, side (b), ll. 4-15 

h9� (p. 338), ll. 19-26 = SyrHT 292, side (b), ll. 7-16 

N9� (p. 339), ll. 5-9 = SyrHT 292, side (b), ll. 1-5 

;9� (p. 343), ll. 5-8 = SyrHT 292, side (a), ll. 12-15 

	K� (p. 382), ll. 7-11 = SyrHT 30, side (a) 

6_� (p. 413), ll. 12-18 = SyrHT 75, side (b), ll. 12-20 

	C� (p. 442), ll. 15-17 = SyrHT 183, side (a), right folio, ll. 1-5 

;C� (p. 443), ll. 4-6 or ;�� (p. 463), ll. 8-10 = SyrHT 183, side (a), left folio, ll. 1-5 

:!� (p. 451), l. 24 – 	!� (p. 452), l. 1 or :�� (p. 431), ll. 23-26 = SyrHT 183, side (b), right folio, 
ll. 2-6 

;?� (p. 483), ll. 15-21 = SyrHT 56, side (a), ll. 1-9 

h=� (p. 488), ll. 14-19 or ;�� (p. 503), ll. 18-23 = SyrHT 56, side (b), ll. 9-15 

N=� (p. 489), ll. 2-3 or h�� (p. 463), ll. 2-3 or P�� (p. 505), ll. 6-7 = SyrHT 56, side (b), ll. 18-
20 

;=� (p. 493), l. 25 – Y=� (p. 494), l. 4 = SyrHT 57, side (a), ll. 6-13 

:�� (p. 501), ll. 9-14 = SyrHT 35, side (b), ll. 9-17 

:�� (p. 501), ll. 23-24 or D>� (p. 508), ll. 3-7 = SyrHT 35, side (b), ll. 19-20 

:�� (p. 501), ll. 24-27 = SyrHT 35, side (a), ll. 1-5 

P�� (p. 505), ll. 15-18 or 	�1� (p. 532), ll. 21-23 = SyrHT 60, side (a), ll. 14-18 

 >� (p. 506), ll. 4-9 = SyrHT 35, side (a), ll. 15-21 

	1� (p. 522), ll. 1-4 = SyrHT 56, side (a), ll. 10-15 

	K1� (p. 582), ll. 11-17 = SyrHT 150, side (b), ll. 1-9 

;K1� (p. 583), ll. 13-16 = SyrHT 150, side (a), ll. 1-5 

;K1� (p. 583), ll. 17-24 or 	�1� (p. 592), ll. 1-7 = SyrHT 150, side (a), ll. 6-14 

	�1� (p. 592), ll. 7-8 = SyrHT 150, side (b), ll. 15-16 

6_1� (p. 613), l. 9 = SyrHT 65, side (b), l. 14 

m7� (p. 625), l. 24 – �7� (p. 626), l. 4 = SyrHT 65, side (a), ll. 5-14 

�7� (p. 626), l. 4 = SyrHT 65, side (b), l. 1 

:�7� (p. 661), ll. 7-13, 23 = SyrHT 140, side (b), ll. 3-9 

$?7� (p. 677), l. 5 = SyrHT 141, side (a), l. 1 
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>7� (p. 706), ll. 20-21 or h �� (p. 758), ll. 19-20 = SyrHT 213, side (a), ll. 2-4; So 13033, side 
(b), ll. 3-4 

>7� (p. 706), l. 26 – '>7� (p. 707), l. 1 = SyrHT 213, side (a), ll. 5-8 

'>7� (p. 707), ll. 2-4/5 = SyrHT 213, side (b), ll. 3-5; So 13033, side (a), ll. 2-5 

'>7� (p. 707), ll. 5-7 = SyrHT 213, side (b), ll. 9-12 

'>7� (p. 707), ll. 14-16 = SyrHT 213, side (a), ll. 9-11 

D>7� (p. 708), ll. 20-21 = MIK III 111, side (b), ll. 3-4 

 

Arabic numeral pages at the back of each Hudra volume 

The pages below are found in the concluding section of each of the three Hudra volumes (this 
section is identical in each volume, consisting of 475 pages). As noted above, these pages are 
designated with an asterisk * to distinguish them from the numbers paginated with both Syriac 
and Arabic numerals in each volume. 

p. 445*, ll. 1-6 = SyrHT 58, side (a), right folio, ll. 5-13 

p. 445*, ll. 6-10 = SyrHT 80, side (b), left folio, ll. 8-13 

p. 445*, ll. 10-14 = SyrHT 80, side (a), right folio, ll. 3-9 

p. 445*, ll. 15-18 = SyrHT 80, side (b), left folio, l. 15 – side (a), right folio, l. 2 

p. 445*, ll. 18-22 = SyrHT 80, side (a), right folio, ll. 9-16 

p. 446*, ll. 1-4 = SyrHT 80, side (a), right folio, l. 17 – side (a), left folio, l. 4 

p. 446*, ll. 16-20 = SyrHT 80, side (b), right folio, ll. 5-11 

p. 450*, ll. 22-25 = SyrHT 184, side (a), ll. 5-8 

p. 451*, ll. 5-6 (with variants) = SyrHT 58, side (a), left folio, ll. 4-6 

p. 451*, ll. 13-14 = SyrHT 58, side (a) left folio, ll. 13-14 

p. 451*, ll. 15-16 = SyrHT 58, side (a), left folio, ll. 11-13 

p. 451* ll. 17-18 = SyrHT 58, side (b), right folio, ll. 8-10 

p. 451*, ll. 20-21 = SyrHT 58, side (b), right folio, ll. 6-8 

p. 452*, ll. 1-2 (with variants) = SyrHT 58, side (b), right folio, l. 13 – side (b), left folio, l. 1 

p. 452*, ll. 3-4 (different ending) = SyrHT 58, side (a), left folio, ll. 6-8 

p. 452*, ll. 13-14 = SyrHT 222, side (a), ll. 6-7 
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Appendix X: Technical aspects of fragments 

Blank side (a): SyrHT 8, SyrHT 101, SyrHT 307, n342 

Blank side (b): SyrHT 1, SyrHT 16, SyrHT 18, SyrHT 70, SyrHT 89, SyrHT 152, SyrHT 264, 
SyrHT 286, SyrHT 288, SyrHT 319, SyrHT 324, SyrHT 330, SyrHT 351, SyrHT 355, SyrHT 363, 
SyrHT 364, SyrHT 386, SyrHT 387, SyrHT 388, SyrHT 389, SyrHT 390, SyrHT 391, SyrHT 392, 
MIK III 45, fol. 52r, 53v, n177, n325 

Pasteboard mounting: SyrHT 161, SyrHT 186, SyrHT 255, SyrHT 274-276, SyrHT 291 

Landscape format: SyrHT 385, MIK III 111 

Binding strips, paper patches: SyrHT 10, SyrHT 35, SyrHT 50, SyrHT 56 & 57, SyrHT 58, 
SyrHT 60, SyrHT 122, SyrHT 124, SyrHT 154, SyrHT 215, SyrHT 237, SyrHT 238, SyrHT 258, 
SyrHT 287, SyrHT 298, SyrHT 368, n439, n453, n455, So 13033 

Stitching holes: SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43, SyrHT 48 & 49, SyrHT 71, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 
76?, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 94, SyrHT 95, SyrHT 107, SyrHT 113, SyrHT 159, SyrHT 183, 
SyrHT 194, SyrHT 245, SyrHT 312 & 313, MIK III 45 (manuscript), MIK III 112, U 338 

Thread bindings: SyrHT 41, SyrHT 71, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 221, MIK III 45 
(manuscript), U 338 

Ruled margins or lines: SyrHT 20, SyrHT 21, SyrHT 22, SyrHT 23, SyrHT 24, SyrHT 25, SyrHT 
26, SyrHT 27, SyrHT 32, SyrHT 33, SyrHT 37, SyrHT 40, SyrHT 41, SyrHT 67, SyrHT 68, 
SyrHT 69, SyrHT 70, SyrHT 71, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 79, SyrHT 90 & 91, SyrHT 92, SyrHT 93, 
SyrHT 172, SyrHT 173, SyrHT 179, SyrHT 181, SyrHT 189, SyrHT 241, SyrHT 273, SyrHT 277, 
SyrHT 300, SyrHT 329, SyrHT 385, MIK III 58, MIK III 111, n190, n200, n201, n222, n301, 
n327, n399, So 15850, U 3858, U 7252 

Recitation accents for cantillation: SyrHT 45 & 46; SyrHT 48 & 49, SyrHT 241, SyrHT 277, 
SyrHT 300, SyrHT 370?, SyrHT 373, SyrHT 380, n177, n178, n190, n200, n201, n202, n203, 
n204, n205, n206, n411, n212, n213, n214, n222?, n223, n224, n327, n398, n438.72 

Quire marks: SyrHT 72, SyrHT 76, SyrHT 81 & 82, SyrHT 85, SyrHT 123, SyrHT 125, SyrHT 
145, SyrHT 156, SyrHT 191, SyrHT 194, SyrHT 195, SyrHT 231, SyrHT 300, SyrHT 307, SyrHT 
325, SyrHT 327?, SyrHT 348?, n416? 

Stylised paragraphus (elongated ‘flames’): SyrHT 29, SyrHT 30, SyrHT 31, SyrHT 34, SyrHT 
39, SyrHT 50, SyrHT 61, SyrHT 74, SyrHT 75, SyrHT 81 & 82, SyrHT 111, SyrHT 112, SyrHT 
145, SyrHT 149, SyrHT 167, SyrHT 170, SyrHT 182, SyrHT 186, SyrHT 216, SyrHT 298, SyrHT 
307, SyrHT 327  

Illustrations: SyrHT 99, SyrHT 152, SyrHT 288?, SyrHT 386 

Verso marks: SyrHT 27, SyrHT 38, SyrHT 45 & 46, SyrHT 48 & 49, SyrHT 50, SyrHT 61, 
SyrHT 66, SyrHT 71, SyrHT 75, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 81 & 82, SyrHT 85?, SyrHT 88, SyrHT 96, 
SyrHT 100, SyrHT 107, SyrHT 110, SyrHT 123, SyrHT 144, SyrHT 150, SyrHT 181, SyrHT 194, 
SyrHT 199, SyrHT 202, SyrHT 208, SyrHT 227, SyrHT 256, SyrHT 258, SyrHT 272, SyrHT 
365?, MIK III 112 

                                                 
72 For discussion of these accents in the bilingual lectionaries, see Wellesz, ‘Miscellanea zur orientalistischen 
Musikgeschichte’ (1919). 
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Appendix XI: Joins 

This appendix lists fragments which can be joined, as well as fragments which form dislocated 
joins, where there are sections of the original folio missing between two extant fragments from that 
folio. The list is in numerical order, according to signature numbers. It does not indicate whether 
any given folio can be partially or fully reconstructed. 

• Pharmaceutical recipe book: SyrHT 1, side (a) + SyrHT 388, side (a) 

• Psalter N: SyrHT 4, side (b) + SyrHT 5, side (a) + SyrHT 6, side (b) + SyrHT 7, side (b) + 
SyrHT 295, side (a) 

• Psalter F: SyrHT 14, side (a) + SyrHT 15, side (b) + SyrHT 17, side (a) 

• Hudra K: SyrHT 32, side (a) + SyrHT 40, side (a) 

• Hudra K: SyrHT 33, side (b) + SyrHT 244, side (a) 

• Hudra N: SyrHT 53, side (a) + SyrHT 54, side (b) 

• Psalter D: SyrHT 63, side (b) + SyrHT 224 (II), side (a) [left folio] 

• Psalter D: SyrHT 64, side (b) + SyrHT 224 (I), side (b) [left folio] 

• Calendrical table: SyrHT 67 + SyrHT 273? 

• Psalter E: SyrHT 71, fol. 1, side (a) + n399, side (b) 

• Psalter C: SyrHT 72, fol. 1, side (a) + SyrHT 348, side (b) 

• Hudra J: SyrHT 74, side (a) + SyrHT 251, side (a) 

• Hudra S: SyrHT 77, side (a) + SyrHT 197, side (a) 

• Hudra F: SyrHT 86, side (a) + n300, side (b) 

• Psalter L: SyrHT 98, side (a) + SyrHT 203 side (a) 

• Prayer-amulet B: SyrHT 99, side (a) + SyrHT 330, side (a) 

• Taksa A: SyrHT 109, side (a) + SyrHT 194, side (a) 

• Taksa A: SyrHT 110, side (a) + SyrHT 195, side (a) 

• Hudra H: SyrHT 142, side (b) + SyrHT 148, side (a) 

• Psalter B: SyrHT 153, side (a) + MIK III 112, side (a), right folio 

• Hudra O: SyrHT 156, side (b) + SyrHT 215, side (b) 

• Unidentified: SyrHT 168, side (a) + SyrHT 328, side (a) (+ SyrHT 240 + SyrHT 339?) 

• Psalter F: SyrHT 172, side (b) + SyrHT 175, side (b) + n418, side (a) 

• Psalter F: SyrHT 173, side (b) + SyrHT 176, side (a) + SyrHT 177, side (a) 

• Prayer-amulet A: SyrHT 206, side (a) + SyrHT 235, side (a) + SyrHT 316, side (b) 

• Hudra M: SyrHT 213, side (a) + So 13033, side (b) 

• Psalter C: SyrHT 228, side (a) + SyrHT 379, side (b) 

• Lectionary B: SyrHT 241, side (a) + SyrHT 277, side (b) + SyrHT 300, side (b) + n327, side 
(b) 
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• Hudra W: SyrHT 249, side (b) + SyrHT 254, side (b) 

• Unidentified: SyrHT 255, side (a) + SyrHT 285, side (a) + n415, side (a) + n417, side (b) + 
n419, side (a) + n420, side (b) 

• Hudra X: SyrHT 296, side (a) + SyrHT 297, side (a) 

• Psalter O: SyrHT 315, side (b) + SyrHT 333, side (b) 

• Hudra Y: SyrHT 317, side (a) + SyrHT 318, side (a) (+ SyrHT 319, side (a) + SyrHT 320, side 
(a)?) 

• Unidentified: SyrHT 331, side (a) + SyrHT 340, side (a) 

• Prayer-amulet A: SyrHT 334, side (a) + SyrHT 335, side (a) 

• List of names: SyrHT 355 + SyrHT 391 + SyrHT 392 

• Legend of St. George: SyrHT 365, side (b) + SyrHT 381, side (a) 

• Gospel or lectionary E1: n177 + n178 

• Lectionary E6: n205, side (a) + n206, side (a) + n411, side (a) 

• Lectionary E2: n223, side (a) + n224, side (a) 

• Prayer-amulet F+ misc. texts: n364, side (b) + n365, side (b) 
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Appendix XII: Index of Syriac proper names 

This appendix lists Syriac personal names, place names and ethnonyms that are found in the 
fragments. Proper names in the Syriac excerpts that are embedded in Sogdian fragments are 
indicated by ^.73 A separate list of Syriac proper names transcribed into Uighur script is given in 
Latin transcription below this list.74 

The listing is arranged according to the sequence of the Syriac alphabet. The reproduction of the 
Syriac proper names does not show vocalization, but this is indicated in the catalogue entries for 
fragments where names have been vocalized. The glosses in italics are the standard form of these 
names as used in English, not a direct transliteration of the Syriac (e.g. Tyre, not Ṣwr; Zion, not 
Ṣhywn). 

Titles such as Mar ‘Lord’ are not reproduced unless they are an inherent part of a name (e.g. 
	E�7	E���Z ). 

Only a selection of the many proper names from manuscript MIK III 45 have been included. 

�	�) Abihud n178 

VR�) Abraham SyrHT 34, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 53, SyrHT 74, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 211, SyrHT 
221, SyrHT 245, n201 

[V��]) Edom SyrHT 96 

7�R7��)]� �6[  Adurhormazd n477^ 

V�) Adam SyrHT 19, SyrHT 29, SyrHT 31, SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43, SyrHT 72, 
SyrHT 89, SyrHT 94, SyrHT 130, SyrHT 136, SyrHT 199, SyrHT 245, MIK III 45 

*�7R) Aaron SyrHT 241 

��X�) Awgen SyrHT 178, SyrHT 321 

[��X�) Evagrius SyrHT 178 

K�)% ][�  Isaac SyrHT 161 

	%���) Jericho SyrHT 160, SyrHT 249 

\/�7�) ,W�7�)  Jerusalem SyrHT 58, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 122, SyrHT 187, SyrHT 222, SyrHT 
225, SyrHT 249, SyrHT 297, MIK III 45, MIK III 112, n181^, n190, *T II B 66^ 

$���) Isaiah SyrHT 39, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 61, SyrHT 94, SyrHT 167, SyrHT 178, SyrHT 
283, SyrHT 354, SyrHT 362 

$�!) Elijah SyrHT 277, SyrHT 325, SyrHT 355, MIK III 45 

o
��!) Elizabeth SyrHT 241, SyrHT 294 

[��	�) Amun SyrHT 178 

>	�) Amos SyrHT 61 

�)7��)Z  Andrew SyrHT 165 

[Z]	E���7��) Andronicus n266 

                                                 
73 See Appendix XV: Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with Syriac citations. 
74 Taken from the fragments SyrHT 20-27, SyrHT 124, SyrHT 287, MIK III 58 and So 20131. 
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�!	��)[  Anatolius SyrHT 362 

[��	��) Anthony SyrHT 178, SyrHT 354 

Z	0U�?) Stephen SyrHT 384 

*	/�) Apollo SyrHT 364 

���/�)[  Aprilis SyrHT 78 

\���) Ephrem SyrHT 80, SyrHT 93 

$��,) ,$��7)  Aramaean(s) n201, n401, n411 

�/��?7)[  Aristotle SyrHT 362 

�0?7)[  Arsenius SyrHT 2 (I), SyrHT 178 

	�)�)Z  Athanasius SyrHT 95 

W
 Babylon SyrHT 72, SyrHT 79, SyrHT 180, SyrHT 239, SyrHT 299, SyrHT 312 & 313, 
MIK III 109, MIK III 112 

��� Bashan SyrHT 71 

Z	9 Bacchus SyrHT 155, MIK III 45, n164^ 

'�9 Baka SyrHT 92 

� �0 Benjamin SyrHT 93, So 20131 

$��>� Barsauma MIK III 45 

$
�� Barshabba SyrHT 45 & 46, MIK III 45 

( !�� � Bartholomew SyrHT 165 

!�\%  Bethlehem SyrHT 41 

W��
X ,W�-��
X  Gabriel SyrHT 2 (II), SyrHT 41, SyrHT 222, SyrHT 241, SyrHT 245, MIK 
III 45 

'�!	@X Golgotha SyrHT 65, SyrHT 199 

$�:X Gehenna MIK III 45 

�X7	X[ , �X7	�X[ , �X7	�X �[ , [X7	�X George SyrHT 2 (I), SyrHT 78, SyrHT 95, SyrHT 
161, SyrHT 258, SyrHT 321, SyrHT 361, SyrHT 362, SyrHT 365, MIK III 45 (cf. 

��>��ܪ:�� Mar George) 

*	%�X Gihon SyrHT 206 

$/�/X Galilee SyrHT 41, SyrHT 383 

$0��� Dadianus SyrHT 362, SyrHT 364 

���� David SyrHT 35, SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 94, SyrHT 125, 
SyrHT 140, SyrHT 164, SyrHT 211, SyrHT 221, SyrHT 224 (I), SyrHT 249, MIK III 
109, n190 

�7����Z  Diodore SyrHT 80, MIK III 45 
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W�-�� ,W�-���  Daniel SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43, SyrHT 60, SyrHT 94, SyrHT 161, SyrHT 375 

�/1� Tigris SyrHT 206 

$0!R Helena n181^ 

��7RZ  Herod SyrHT 41, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 165, SyrHT 207, SyrHT 277, n190 

�/C7R[  Heracles SyrHT 364 

��6 Zebedee SyrHT 165 

$��C6 Zechariah SyrHT 42, SyrHT 241, SyrHT 254, SyrHT 277, SyrHT 300, n92 

�C����76 Zarvandokht MIK III 45 

$�1;� Hezekiah SyrHT 114 

�W�-1; ,W�-�1;�  Ezekiel SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43 

]� (U![  Alphaeus SyrHT 165 

\� Ham SyrHT 90 & 91 

$�00� Ananias SyrHT 355 

*	��� Hermon SyrHT 119 

��:� Judaea SyrHT 61, SyrHT 123, SyrHT 294 

���:� Judah, Judas SyrHT 41, SyrHT 165, MIK III 112 

$���:� ,$� ���:�  Jew(s) SyrHT 94, SyrHT 123, SyrHT 156, SyrHT 209, SyrHT 225, SyrHT 
239, SyrHT 364, n190, n153^, n201, n411 

D	�) Job SyrHT 80 

�0�	� John SyrHT 42, SyrHT 47, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 85, SyrHT 123, SyrHT 124, 
SyrHT 161, SyrHT 162, SyrHT 165, SyrHT 167, SyrHT 179, SyrHT 182, SyrHT 241, 
SyrHT 265, SyrHT 287, SyrHT 294, SyrHT 355, MIK III 45, n149^, n153^, n158^, 
n325, So 20131, U 5545^, *T II B 66^, John (Sogdian) (������): SyrHT 122 

$�0C	� Jeconiah n178 

$���!	� Julitta SyrHT 140, SyrHT 141 

��	� Jonah SyrHT 114, SyrHT 116, SyrHT 117, SyrHT 249, n227 

$�� �	� Greeks n477^ 

*��	� Jonathan SyrHT 297 

	�?	�Z  Justus SyrHT 78 

p?	� Joseph SyrHT 51, SyrHT 93, SyrHT 294, n190 

���7	� Jordan SyrHT 47, SyrHT 182, SyrHT 210, SyrHT 214, SyrHT 234, n92 

W��K�) ,W�)�K� ,W��K�  Israel SyrHT 43, SyrHT 51, SyrHT 53, SyrHT 71, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 
90 & 91, SyrHT 93, SyrHT 96, SyrHT 113, SyrHT 116, SyrHT 119, SyrHT 129, 
SyrHT 212, SyrHT 221, SyrHT 241, SyrHT 256, SyrHT 348, SyrHT 355, MIK III 45, 
MIK III 112 
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D	E�� Jacob  SyrHT 71, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 92, SyrHT 113, SyrHT 165, SyrHT 180, SyrHT 
181, SyrHT 254 

O	�� ,O �	��  Jesus SyrHT 44, SyrHT 47, SyrHT 48 & 49, SyrHT 50, SyrHT 58, SyrHT 59, 
SyrHT 66, SyrHT 74, SyrHT 83, SyrHT 95, SyrHT 104, SyrHT 118, SyrHT 123, 
SyrHT 124, SyrHT 125, SyrHT 132, SyrHT 144, SyrHT 150, SyrHT 167, SyrHT 168, 
SyrHT 179, SyrHT 182, SyrHT 186, SyrHT 199, SyrHT 221, SyrHT 222, SyrHT 224 
(II), SyrHT 244, SyrHT 248, SyrHT 256, SyrHT 286, SyrHT 297, SyrHT 298, SyrHT 
300, SyrHT 301, SyrHT 305?, SyrHT 326, SyrHT 337, SyrHT 355, SyrHT 361, SyrHT 
383, MIK III 45, MIK III 111, n151^, n153^, n158^, n164^, n165^, n200, n201, n212, 
n306, n327, n341, n364 

�] [�  �:�=[�]  [Isho]yahb n227 

$�-C Cephas SyrHT 60, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 100, SyrHT 106 

A B7
8	C Cyrus SyrHT 181 

$���	C Cushites SyrHT 180 

$�0�0C ,0C�'��0  Canaanite SyrHT 35, SyrHT 165 

$1	!, Luke SyrHT 241, n162^, n212 

���� Midian n301 

D)	� Moab SyrHT 96 

$�	� Moses SyrHT 94, SyrHT 140, SyrHT 325, MIK III 45, n438? 

W�-9�� Michael SyrHT 80 

(C-/� Malachi SyrHT 42 

$�0� Manasseh SyrHT 93 

$�,_� Egyptians SyrHT 58 

��7_� ,��,_�  Egypt SyrHT 90 & 91, SyrHT 93, MIK III 109 

Z	��E� Macarius SyrHT 178 

�X7	�@���[  Mar George SyrHT 258 (cf. ��:ܪ:�, :��ܪ:�̈� , :��ܪ:��, :�ܪ��:  
George) 

\���, \��� Mary, Miriam SyrHT 41, SyrHT 51, SyrHT 58, SyrHT 96, SyrHT 139, SyrHT 
155, SyrHT 226, SyrHT 245, SyrHT 281, SyrHT 282, SyrHT 294, SyrHT 337, SyrHT 
364, MIK III 45, n190, n395, n425 

	E�7	E���Z  Mar Cyriacus SyrHT 140, SyrHT 141, SyrHT 144 (cf. 	E�](7)	1[Z  Cyriacus) 

�X�K���[  Mar Sergius SyrHT 258, MIK III 45 (cf. ��:�> Sergius) 

Z	1�� Mark SyrHT 178, SyrHT 274 

������ Mart Shir MIK III 45 (cf. ��� Shir) 

Y/���� Methuselah SyrHT 2 (I) 

��� Matthew SyrHT 165, SyrHT 274, n158^, n164^, n190, *T II B 38^ 
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$� �	0�� Ninevites SyrHT 322 

�7	�K�[  Nestorius SyrHT 80 

��
�_� Nisibis MIK III 45 

�7_� Nazareth SyrHT 41, SyrHT 294 

(?�� Narsai SyrHT 80 

$
? Saba SyrHT 129 

]? �[)	��(O  Sabrisho SyrHT 161 

V��? Sodom SyrHT 62 

(0�? Sinai SyrHT 138 

h��%0? Sennacherib SyrHT 74 

[�X�? Sergius SyrHT 155, SyrHT 385, MIK III 45, n164, n394 (cf. ��:���
 Mar Sergius) 

-1�?W�  Saraqael U 328^ 

O	���
= ‘Abdisho SyrHT 161, n227 

*�= Eden SyrHT 43, SyrHT 186, SyrHT 206 

7��0�= Endor n301 

*	� ��= Aenon SyrHT 123 

�7	 = Gomorrah SyrHT 62 

W�)	0 = ,c)	0 = ,W�	0 =  Immanuel SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 55, SyrHT 283, U 323 

 $@�	������  Bögä Totoq SyrHT 161 

	!	�Z  Paul SyrHT 59, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 143, SyrHT 178, SyrHT 322, SyrHT 323 

����Z  Peter SyrHT 31, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 143, SyrHT 322, SyrHT 323, MIK III 45 

	U�/��Z  Philip SyrHT 165 

*	��� Pishon SyrHT 206 

*	���� Pethion SyrHT 124, n477 

[��	9� Pachomius SyrHT 178 

$����/� Philistines SyrHT 180 

��� Euphrates SyrHT 206, SyrHT 316 

7�> Tyre SyrHT 35, SyrHT 180 

*���> Sidon SyrHT 35 

o0 !> Zalmunna n301 

7�1 Kedar SyrHT 96 

	0��0�?	1Z  Constantine So 13033, n181^ 
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$0���	1 Cyprian SyrHT 102, n364 

[Z	E�](7)	1 Cyriacus n227 (cf. �2ܪ��2ܣ��
 Mar Cyriacus) 

*	�1 Kishon n301 

$��R7 Rome SyrHT 155 

$���R, Romans SyrHT 48 & 49, n200 

h�7 Rahab SyrHT 180 

\
 8��7 Rehoboam n177 

c�-� Saul SyrHT 140 

$
� Sheba SyrHT 129 

c	�� Sheol SyrHT 79, SyrHT 118, SyrHT 215, SyrHT 224 (I), MIK III 45 

	/�� Shiloh SyrHT 90 & 91 

��� Shir SyrHT 45 & 46, MIK III 45 (cf. ܬ����
 Mart Shir) 

\�/� Salim SyrHT 123 

*	 �/� Solomon SyrHT 289, n177 

*	� � Simon SyrHT 60, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 106, SyrHT 127, SyrHT 165, SyrHT 256 

�7��)�Z  Theodore SyrHT 80, SyrHT 147 

�$��)  Thomas SyrHT 165 

$/���)� Theophilus SyrHT 241 

7	� Tabor SyrHT 119 

�K0��[  Tamsis SyrHT 330 

���7� Tarshish SyrHT 129 

*	�R> Zion SyrHT 43, SyrHT 72, SyrHT 92, SyrHT 180, SyrHT 254, SyrHT 297, MIK III 
109, MIK III 112 

�=> Zoan SyrHT 90 & 91 

Syriac proper names transcribed into Uighur
75

 

The list below provides the Latin transliterations of proper names from Syriac texts written in 
the Uighur script. These are followed in parentheses by the underlying Syriac words, which do 
not occur in the fragments. These underlying Syriac words are vocalised, since many of the 
Syriac vowels are reflected in the Uighur transcription. The list follows Syriac alphabetical 
order. 

ʾvtʾnʾ ($5� 5�̀ <a)) Abaddon SyrHT 21 

ʾʾdm (V `
5� 5)) Adam SyrHT 24 

ʾxrwn (* <�7R <a)) Aaron SyrHT 20 

                                                 
75 SyrHT 20-27, SyrHT 124, SyrHT 287, MIK III 58 and So20131. 
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pʾ pyl (W
) Babylon MIK III 58 

vynyʾmyn (��7���) Benjamin So 20131 

ywxn’n (�0�	�) John So 20131 

ʾ ysrʾyl, ʾysryl (  a� 
5
�K .�W ,) a� 

5
�K .�W ) Israel SyrHT 20 

yʾxẍwv, yʾẍxwp, yẍwv (  <a� <	E� D̀ ) Jacob SyrHT 20 

ʾyšwx (O	� a�) Jesus SyrHT 27 

xwšyʾ ($.�� 5� a	C̀) Cush MIK III 58 

lwq’ ($1	!) Luke SyrHT 124 

mwšy ($�	�) Moses SyrHT 20 

m’rqws (Z	1��) Mark SyrHT 124 

pʾwlws, vʾwlws ( 	!	�Z ) Paul So 20131  

plyšty ($.�
5
� ��B/�) Philistia MIK III 58 

syxywn (* <	�RB>) Zion SyrHT 20, IK III 58 

swr ( > <�7 ) Tyre MIK III 58 

rʾxv ( h̀ 5�
5
7) Rahab MIK III 58 

šmwʾyl (W� .) a	 �) Samuel SyrHT 20 
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Appendix XIII: Select miscellaneous terms, including Greek loan-words 

7)) (ἀήρ), air: SyrHT 156, side (a), l. 8 

D[)] Ab calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 12 

�	X)$  (ἀγών), contest, struggle: SyrHT 258, side (a), l. 2 

�UX)[  (ἀγάπης), of love: SyrHT 78, side (b), right, l. 6 

7�) Adar calendar month: SyrHT 101, side (a), l. 1; SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 10 

c	/�) Elul calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 12 

��) Iyyar calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 11 

$ 9?) (sic) (σχήμα), form, shape: SyrHT 329, side (b), l. 6 

'��E���	�) (ἀποφατικός), negative: n415, side (a), l. 2 & n420, side (b), l. 3 

 s[�	�) for [�K�	�) (ἀπόφασις), decision, sentence: SyrHT 389, side (a), l. 4 

�) �$��M�  (ἐπίτροπος), administrators: n201, side (b), l. 4 

�KU�)[  (ἀπόφασις), sentence: SyrHT 78, side (b), right, ll. 3, 6 

$��!�) (ἀθλητής), athlete: SyrHT 362, side (a), l. 20 

*M�;� Haziran calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 11 

$U�0� pagans: SyrHT 130, side (a), l. 13 

'�	U0� paganism: SyrHT 145, side (b), l. 6; SyrHT 149, side (a), l. 5 

$K�	Q (τύπος), type, figure, likeness: SyrHT 298, side (b), ll. 6, 8 

�K9Q[  (τάξις), official, public servant: SyrHT 362, side (b), l. 20 

*	0C Kanun (former & latter) calendar months: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 13 

�,	UC infidels: SyrHT 130, side (a), l. 13 

- !��  (λιμήν), harbour: SyrHT 82, side (b), l. 7 

���U ! (λαμπάδα), lamp: SyrHT 289, side (b), l. 6 

$�	@�, $�	 �@� Magi: SyrHT 41, side (a), right, l.2, side (b), right, l. 14; SyrHT 43, side 
(b), left, l. 20; SyrHT 55, side (a), l. 2; SyrHT 125, side (b), ll. 13, 19; SyrHT 207, side 
(b), l. 4; SyrHT 245, side (a), left, l. 7 

	�	@�'�  Magianism (Zoroastrianism): SyrHT 46, side (b), l. 10 

$�!	9�!:� (sic) (μελαγχολία), melancholy: SyrHT 206, side (a), l. 4 

-/�'�	� �  the angel of death: SyrHT 193, side (a), l. 15 

�7	Q��Z  (μαρτυρως), of the martyr: SyrHT 78, side (b), right, l. 5 

��-> $��� Lord Sabaoth: SyrHT 290, side (b), l. 1 

�K�� Nisan calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 10 
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$�M? seraphim: SyrHT 263, side (a), l. 3 

E��0�	Z  (Πεντηκοστή) Pentecost: SyrHT 59, side (a), l. 5; SyrHT 74, side (a), l. 20 

����$K  Paradise: SyrHT 235, side (a), l. 3 

	=��*  Pharaoh: SyrHT 96, side (b), l. 12 

$�/1�� (παρἀκλητος), Paraclete: SyrHT 112, side (b), l. 11; SyrHT 126, side (a), l. 13; 
n236, side (a), l. 1 

'��E��U�1 (καταφατικός), affirmative: n420, side (b), l. 3 

 s[U�1 for [�KU�1 (κατάφασις), affirmative proposition: n420, side (a), l. 2 

���/1	EZ  (κληρικός), clergy: SyrHT 65, side (a), l. 3 

1	/EZ  (κύκλος), the circle of: SyrHT 78, side (a), left, l. 10 

P
� Shebat calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 14 

�,:� priests who chant nocturns: SyrHT 163, side (b), l. 5, marginalia 

 � X�$  (τάγμα), divisions: SyrHT 82, side (b), l. 2 

6	�� Tammuz calendar month: SyrHT 165, side (a), l. 11 

���� Teshri (former & latter) calendar months: SyrHT 69, side (b), ll. 2-4; SyrHT 70, side (a), 
l. 3; SyrHT 165, side (a), ll. 12, 13; SyrHT 264, side (a), l. 2 
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Appendix XIV: Multilingual fragments 

This appendix lists fragments which include excerpts written in other scripts and characters apart 
from Syriac. It also lists those fragments which use the Syriac script to write other languages, as 
well as those fragments which include Sogdian and Uighur excerpts that are written in these 
respective scripts.  

The individual catalogue entries supply cross-references to other catalogues which also include 
some of the following fragments.76 Fragments in other languages containing short Syriac citations 
are not included, for which see Appendix XV: Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments 

with Syriac citations. 

Arabic script n178 

Chinese characters SyrHT 3, n296 

Manichaean script n354 

New Persian in Syriac script SyrHT 87, SyrHT 153, MIK III 112 

Sogdian in Sogdian script SyrHT 48 & 49, SyrHT 68, SyrHT 69, SyrHT 328 (?), 
SyrHT 339 (?), MIK III 45, fol. 24r, So 15850, U 3858 

Sogdian in Syriac script SyrHT 3 (?), SyrHT 66, SyrHT 67, SyrHT 83, SyrHT 84, 
SyrHT 87, SyrHT 88, SyrHT 105, SyrHT 122, SyrHT 
146, SyrHT 158, SyrHT 249, SyrHT 343, MIK III 45, fol. 
37v, n176, n177, n178, n190, n200, n201, n202, n203, 
n204, n205, n206, n411, n212, n213, n214, n222 (?), 
n223, n224, n296, n322, n354, n364, n365, n394, n395, 
n397, n398, U 7252 

Uighur in Syriac script SyrHT 161, SyrHT 393, U 338, U 7252 

Uighur in Uighur script SyrHT 27, SyrHT 83, SyrHT 84, SyrHT 124, SyrHT 154, 
SyrHT 322, SyrHT 328 (?), SyrHT 339 (?), U 323, U 338, 
U 7252 

Syriac in Uighur script SyrHT 20, SyrHT 21, SyrHT 22, SyrHT 23, SyrHT 24, 
SyrHT 25, SyrHT 26, SyrHT 27, SyrHT 124, SyrHT 287, 
MIK III 58, So 20131 

                                                 
76 Note that not all of these have been catalogued yet, but are listed here because of their respective 
languages. 
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Appendix XV: Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with Syriac 

citations 

This appendix includes all fragments in Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur with embedded Syriac 
phrases or sentences. These are often, but not always, written in rubric and as such are indicated by 
bold type. Not included are occurrences of Syriac numerals in otherwise Sogdian texts (n24; n491a 
& n491b). Full descriptions, including corrections to previous publications, can be found in the 
relevant catalogue cross-references included with each entry below. Unless noted otherwise, 
reconstructed text in square brackets is taken from previous publications listed in relevant entries 
below. 

1. MIK III 59 [So 12601 = T II B 17, (T II) B 28] 

Content: folio originally from the Sogdian Psalter manuscript, containing the end of a hymn 
('��	
��) attributed to Babai of Nisibis and the Nicene Creed, both written in Sogdian script. 
The title of the Creed is written in rubric in Sogdian and Syriac (both in Syriac script) on side (b), 
following the hymn. 

Syriac text, side (b) = recto: 

12  (�7� �-�1-?�Q (�7� �-�1-?�Q (�7� �-�1-?�Q (�7� �-�1-?�Q � �% �0�0 �:� �% �0�0 �:� �% �0�0 �:� �% �0�0 �:��  

The faith of Christianity [Sogdian]. We believe in one [Syriac abbreviation for Nicene Creed] 

Genre: Liturgy – Creed 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E17 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 84-88 [creed only]; Sims-Williams, ‘Christian 
Sogdian hymn’ (2013) [hymn only]; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 192-93, 198; cited in Dickens, 
‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

 

2. M 7340 [T II Toyoq] 

Content: folio from a New Persian pharmacological text in Syriac script with some Syriac and 
Sogdian loan-words (cf. n175, the other extant fragment from this text). The Syriac words are 
primarily numerals and measures. 

Syriac text, side (a) = verso: 

1  �7-� �0C]Persian text[ 4  ]Persian text[  � �7-� �0C �7-� �0C �7-� �0C �7-� �0C �]Persian text[    11  �K=�� � �K=�� � �K=�� � �K=�� �
]Persian text[    12 ]Persian text [    ====KKKK    [   �7][   �7][   �7][   �7]  

(1) dropsy (with Persian Acc. suffix -ra)… (4) … dropsy… (11) fifteen… (12) … ten (?)... 

Syriac text, side (b) = recto: 

4 ]Persian text[ .6�6 ....7)R> ..7)R>.6�6 ....7)R> ..7)R>.6�6 ....7)R> ..7)R>.6�6 ....7)R> ..7)R>.... ]Persian text[ 8 6�6 '- �7)[   ]6�6 '- �7)[   ]6�6 '- �7)[   ]6�6 '- �7)[   ]  � ]Persian text] 11    ]   ]   ]   ]
6�6..��R ..��R ..[6�6..��R ..��R ..[6�6..��R ..��R ..[6�6..��R ..��R ..[ 12 ]Persian text[  . ..�K=�� ..�K=�� ..�K=�� ..�K=��13 6�[6   ]6�[6   ]6�[6   ]6�[6   ] �  

(4) four [Persian ر���]. four [Persian ر���] drams… (8) four hundred drams… (11) eight 
[Persian � drams…. (12) sixteen (13) [dr]ams [ھ�� eight [Persian .[ھ�

Genre: Miscellaneous – Pharmaceutical 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E37/1 
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Publication: Sims-Williams, ‘Early New Persian’ (2011), 364-66; cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Medical 
texts’ (2012) 

 

3. n149 [T II B 17(b) = C5/2] 

Content: folio from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing John 1:19-28, the end 
of the Gospel for the Second Sunday after Epiphany, and John 1:29-35, the beginning of the Gospel 
for the Third Sunday after Epiphany, with an introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of John 1:29 
on side (a), flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, side (a) = verso: 

2-3  ���� 7�� '�!��] $
������ 7�� '�!��] $
������ 7�� '�!��] $
������ 7�� '�!��] $
����%%%%    )[)[)[)[  ��0�	���0�	���0�	���0�	��  �^_^_^_^_  �))))  8$�	�!(�) ��  

For Sunday [the third of Epiphan]y. From John, in section 1. And the day (beginning of John 
1:29) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 3 �0�	� John 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/19 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 57-61; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 
225 (Text 2) 

 

4. n151 [T II B 67(.1) = C5/3] 

Content: fragment from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing Matthew 5:30-33, 
part of the Gospel for the First Monday of Lent, and Matthew 5:38-41, the beginning of the Gospel 
for the First Tuesday of Lent, with an introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of Matthew 5:38 on 
side (a), flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, side (a) = verso: 

1-2  ���������!!!!    $��>� '����1 $
��]$��>� '����1 $
��]$��>� '����1 $
��]$��>� '����1 $
��] [*��� � O]	�� ��) �[�  

For Tues[day the first of Lent]. Jesus said, [You have heard] (beginning of Matthew 5:38) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 2 O]	��[  Jesus 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/28a 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 3-5; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 
229-31, (Text 3); Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 83-85 

 

5. n153 [T II B 12(b) = 1886 = C5/7] 

Content: folio from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing Luke 16:2-15, 
probably the end of the Gospel for the Fifth Friday of Lent, and John 9:39, the beginning of the 
Gospel for the Sixth Sunday of Lent, with an introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of John 9:39 
on side (b), flanked by decorative punctuation. 
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Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

17-18  ���>� '��� $
������>� '��� $
������>� '��� $
������>� '��� $
����$$$$  ��0�	��0�	��0�	��0�	�  �^_^_^_^_  �����     � $� ���:�� $��09! O	�� �� �)� �  

For Sunday the sixth of Lent. John, in section 10. And Jesus said to the crowds of Jews. (John 
9:39) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 18 �0�	� John; O	�� Jesus; $� ���:� Jews 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/48 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 41-45; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 
236-37 (Text 7) 

 

6. n158 [T II B 71 = 1889] 

Content: bifolium (E5/75a and E5/76a) from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5 (which 
can be joined with n413a1 and n413a2), containing 1) Matthew 10:14-15, the end of the Gospel for 
the Thursday after Easter; 2) Matthew 10:16-33, the Gospel for the Friday after Easter (called 
Friday of the Confessors); and 3) John 20:19-25, part of the Gospel for the First Sunday after 
Easter, with introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of Matthew 10:16 on side (a), right folio and 
introductory Syriac rubric on side (b), right folio, all flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, side (a), right folio = E5/75a, verso: 

3-6  ��$0� ��	�� '���=�$0� ��	�� '���=�$0� ��	�� '���=�$0� ��	�� '���=�  �����������������  �^_^_^_^_ �!] �O	�� � ��) � 6 �!  � �R� ����[]Sogdian[  ' 8R �
�� *	9! $�) 7��� 8$�)  

For Friday of the Confessors. From Matthew, in section 7. Jesus said [to] his disciples ‘Lo, I am 
sending you’ (Matthew 10:16) 

Syriac text, side (b), right folio = E5/76a, verso: 

17  ��]'� �1� $���1� $
����'� �1� $���1� $
����'� �1� $���1� $
����'� �1� $���1� $
����  ��0�	�[��0�	�[��0�	�[��0�	�[�  � ^_] ^_] ^_] ^_] �+C+C+C+C [��  

[For Sunday the first of Easter. From] John, [in section 20.] 

Proper names: side (a), right folio, l. 4 ��� Matthew; � �O	�  Jesus; side (b), right folio, l. 17 �0�	��0�	��0�	��0�	� 
John 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/75a & 76a 

Publication: Müller, ‘Neutestamentliche Bruchstücke’ (1907), 268-70; Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte 
I’ (1913), 5-10, 78; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 246-55 (Texts 10/I/ and 10/II/) 

 

7. n162 [T II B 12(a) = 1887 = C5/14] 

Content: folio from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing Luke 10:34-42, the 
end of the Gospel for the Second Sunday after Pentecost, and Luke 6:12-17, the beginning of the 
Gospel for the Third Sunday after Pentecost (referred to here as the fourth Sunday of the Apostles), 
with a partially-illegible introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of Luke 6:12 on side (b), flanked 
by decorative punctuation. 
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Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

7-8 �)� $�7)� $
�����)� $�7)� $
�����)� $�7)� $
�����)� $�7)� $
����$%��/$%��/$%��/$%��/     �	!�	!�	!�	!�1111    (((())))  �^_^_^_^_  ����� � *	�R '� ��	� 8��� ' B�R �  

For the Fourth Sunday of the Apostles. From Luke, in section 6. But on one of those days (Luke 
6:12) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 7 $1	! Luke 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/91 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 32-38; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 
60-63 (Text 14) 

 

8. n163 [T II B 66(a) = 1899] 

Content: fragment from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing Matthew 13:17-
19, part of the Gospel for the Second Sunday of Elijah, and Matthew 13:24-25, the beginning of the 
Gospel for the Third Sunday of Elijah, with the incipit of Matthew 13:24 in Syriac on side (b), 
flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

1 ��)]� )[ � �� �)� �*�:! [c��] �) $!� <
a� 

He utt[ered another] parable to them and said (Matthew 13:24) 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/109 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 10-12; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 
69-70 (Text 16) 

 

9. n164 [T II B 17(a), T II B 62] 

Content: partial folio composed of three separate fragments from Sogdian gospel lectionary in 
Syriac script E5, containing Matthew 25:45-46, the end of the Gospel for the Commemoration of 
Barshabba, and Matthew 16:24-17:6, the beginning of the Gospel for the Commemoration of 
Sergius and Bacchus, with an introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of Matthew 16:24 on side 
(a), flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

5-6  ��? �����? �����? �����? ����XXXX    ]]]]����    [[[[ZZZZ    	9 ����	9 ����	9 ����	9 ����ZZZZ  ������������������  �h�._h�._h�._h�._ � ��)� .�R� ��� !�! [O�]  

8  8� �	U9 8� ��7� 8'�[$�� $>�] �� :�U0 7  

For Mar Sergius and Mar Bacchus. From Matthew, in section 12. Jes[us] said to his disciples 
[Sogdian text] ‘He who [wishes to come] after me, let him deny himself.’ (Matthew 16:24) 

Proper names: side (a), l. 5 �? ]� [Z  Sergius; 	9Z  Bacchus; l. 6 ��� Matthew; �� �][O  Jesus 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/127 
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Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 12-16 [partial]; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ 
(1975), 75-78 (Text 18) 

 

10. n165 [T III (B) 52(i) = C5/19] 

Content: fragment from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing Luke 12:35-39, 
42-44, the end of the Gospel for an unidentified day (although according to Burkitt, ‘Early Syriac 
Lectionary System’ (1921-1923), 333, this is part of the reading for Monday in Holy Week). The 
final six lines of side (b) are difficult to interpret, because of the fragmentary nature of the text. 

The end of Luke 12:44 is followed on side (b), l. 7 by ) in rubric (the rest of the line, presumably 
in Syriac, is missing) and on l. 8 by a continuation of the Syriac text of John 5:19 in black ink 
(presumably begun on the missing part of l. 7), which is in turn followed by the Syriac word �= ‘up 
to’ in rubric and the beginning of another rubric (again, the rest of the line is missing and the 
remnant of the first letter is indistinct). Line 9 begins with the instruction to ‘See at the 
commencement of section…’ whereupon the text again breaks off; it probably originally continued 
with a reference to section 5 of the Gospel of John according to the Peshitta division of the text 
(which begins with John 5:19). 

Line 10 begins with a Syriac rubric referring to an unidentified commemoration, but the few words 
in Sogdian visible on ll. 11-12, along with the remnant of the incipit of the Syriac Gospel text in 
black ink visible in the right margin, do not permit a reconstruction beyond ‘Thus said the Lord 
Jesus to…’ 

See the discussion in VOHD 18,4, entry E5/130a for more details, where the author interprets ) as 
the beginning of $���])[ , indicating that the reading beginning with John 5:19 is an alternative to 
Luke 12:35-44, in which case the occasion is likely the Commemoration of the Dead. Two other 
alternative interpretations – not discussed in VOHD 18,4 – should be mentioned here. 1) It is 
possible that l. 9 begins not with �;�, but with (0�, the last three letters of John 5:36, indicating the 
end of the reading that begins with John 5:19. 2) The last letter on l. 10 seems to be � , suggesting 
the Commemoration may be that of John the Baptist ($�� �� �0�	�), Joseph (p?	�), Jacob 
(D	E��) or the Solitaries ($� ���%�). 

Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

7-10  �$���])$���])$���])$���])  � V�� �
= �� [Y9�� $!� O	�� ��) ��=�=�=�=  [   ] � > .(/�  �;� > .(/�  �;� > .(/�  �;� > .(/�  �;��    [   ][   ][   ][   ] 
� $��C��� $��C��� $��C��� $��C������    [   ][   ][   ][   ]  

7 A[nother (reading). Jesus said,] ‘The Son [cannot] do anything’ up to … See at the beginning 
of section… Commemoration of…  

Syriac text, side (b), margin = verso: 

 O	�� ��)! [   ] Jesus said to…  

Proper names: side (b), margin O	�� Jesus 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/130a 

Publication: Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913), 38-40; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 
78-81 (Text 19) 
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11. n175 [T II B 69, T II B 14(b) = C8] 

Content: fragment from a New Persian pharmacological text in Syriac script with some Syriac and 
Sogdian loan-words (cf. M 7340, the other extant fragment from this text). The Syriac words are 
primarily numerals and measures, including a rare occurrence of the ancient Aramaic symbol for 
the number 3 (;�6) on side (a). 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

6 ..6�[6   ] ]Persian text[ 11 ;�6 ..[   ]- ..6�6 ..;�613  ..6�6 (?[   ]14 ..6[�6   ]  

(6) … drams… (11) … 3 - 3 drams (13) … 30 (?)[Persian !"] drams (14) …drams (?) 

Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

1  ..6�[6   ]]Persian text[ 10 ..�� �� ]Persian text[ (1) … drams… (10) and wine…  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Pharmaceutical 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E37/2 

Publication: Sims-Williams, ‘Early New Persian’ (2011), 365-67; cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Medical 
texts’ (2012) 

 

12. n181 [T II B 60, T II B 52(c) = 1894 = C14] 

Content: folio from a manuscript containing Sogdian translations in Syriac script of several 
hagiographical texts, with a Syriac title in rubric on side (a), ll. 11-12; side (b), ll. 1-2, prior to the 
Legend of the Discovery of the Cross by Helena, the mother of Constantine. 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

11-12 '�9/� $0!R '��0	Q (� �	� \/�7�- $����� $
�!>� $K�1 YC��) $09�)� '�����'�9/� $0!R '��0	Q (� �	� \/�7�- $����� $
�!>� $K�1 YC��) $09�)� '�����'�9/� $0!R '��0	Q (� �	� \/�7�- $����� $
�!>� $K�1 YC��) $09�)� '�����'�9/� $0!R '��0	Q (� �	� \/�7�- $����� $
�!>� $K�1 YC��) $09�)� '�����  

The account of how a piece of the cross and the lance was found in Jerusalem in the days of the 
blessed Queen Helena 

Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

1-2 $0��?�C $9/� [Z]	0��0�?	1 ':![) \�]7� $%�_�� :�)$0��?�C $9/� [Z]	0��0�?	1 ':![) \�]7� $%�_�� :�)$0��?�C $9/� [Z]	0��0�?	1 ':![) \�]7� $%�_�� :�)$0��?�C $9/� [Z]	0��0�?	1 ':![) \�]7� $%�_�� :�)..  

the mother of the victorious and G[od-lov]ing Constantine, the Christian king 

Proper names: side (a), l. 12 \/�7�) Jerusalem; $0!R Helena; side (b), l. 1 Z]	0��0�?	1[  
Constantine 

Genre: Hagiography 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E24/1 

Publication: Müller & Lentz, ‘Soghdische Texte II’ (1934), 514 (Text 1/1) 

 

13. n348 [no signature number] 

Content: fragment of a Sogdian prayer in Syriac script including a Syriac phrase, with two partial 
lines on the verso in Sogdian script (it is unclear if or how the two sides are related to each other). 
The shape of the fragment and fold lines suggests that it was used initially as a book wrapper and 
then as a shoe insole. 
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Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

4  :$ �,, $) ':!)(sic) ]Sogdian text[ God the Father of mercies…  

Genre: Prayer 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E21 

Publication: Sims-Williams, ‘Sogdian and Turkish Christians’ (1992), 57-58 [Sogdian script only]; 
cited in Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-Sogdica III’ (1988), 148; cited in Sims-Williams, Sogdian and other 
Iranian inscriptions (1992), 50 

 

14. n413a2 [(T III) B = C58] 

Content: small fragment (which can be joined with n158) from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac 
script E5, containing John 20:19, 25, the beginning of the Gospel for the First Sunday after Easter, 
with the incipit of John 20:19 in Syriac on side (b), flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, side (b) = recto: 

2 )C [   ]'� 8R �( When it was… (beginning of John 20:19)  

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/76b 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 2. Teil’ (1975), 81 (Text 19a/v/); Pittard & Sims-Williams, 
‘Fragments’ (2013), 47-48 

 

15. n456 & 457 [T III T.V.B.] 

Content: two fragments from a landscape formatted folio (which can be joined with n428), 
containing a Sogdian prayer in Syriac script, concluding with a short Syriac prayer (possibly 
written in a different hand) which quotes from the story of Jesus healing the paralytic (Mark 2:9; 
John 5:8). 

Syriac text, side (b) = verso (?): 

5-6 ��]�  V]	1 ��	!> o �� $��/�� )[:!) ])[� +![R�] +?�= c	1[  

May the [Lor]d [Go]d Almighty hear my prayer: ‘Get up, take your bed [and wa]lk’ 

Genre: Prayer 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E19a & E19b 

Publication: cited in Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian Manuscript C2 (1985), 147; cited in Sims-
Williams & Hamilton, Documents turco-sogdiens (1990), 53 

 

16. n477 [MIK III 63 = T III 98(.1) = C2/1] 

Content: fragment from a Sogdian translation in Syriac script of the Antirrheticus of Evagrius 
Ponticus and the Martyrdom of Pethion, with a Syriac heading for the latter on side (b). 
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Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

6-9 g[ ���� R���:?])*	���( �)�( ��:? *�:/C(sic) )�
�(7�R7��) ����          ] �R��  �6[
 '�R	�(sic) ���)R(  '��� �/
1� ��:�)]�  �� ��� '- �
� �0�] $%���� : � p![

.$�� �	�� '�	9/�� o�[��  

[The martyrdom of Mar] Pethion and of all the martyrs, his companions [… Mar Adurhorma]zd 
the chief Magi and his daughter [Anahid, who received death] for the name of Christ [in the year 
seven hundred fifty] nine of the kingdom of the Greeks. 

Proper names: side (b), l. 6 g)*	���(  Pethion; l. 7 )]7�R7��� �6[  Adurhormazd; l. 9 $�� �	� Greeks 

Genre: Hagiography 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E27/120 

Publication: Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955), Text 1(7); Sims-Williams, Christian 
Sogdian Manuscript C2 (1985), fol. 120 

 

17. n487 [MIK III 73 = T III No.100(b) = C2/12] 

Content: fragment from a Sogdian translation in Syriac script of a metrical homily (���-�) by 
Babai of Nisibis ‘On the final evil hour’; the first verse, on side (a), is given in Syriac. 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

24-25 ) ���=��)] �� $� B�) ~$� B� $!�= W�/1 	/ =� �[ lege �) $�	� (� 8�� $��A )[   ] )( �  

[Awake my brothers] and toil a little until the last day comes that divides … 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Homily 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E27/48b 

Publication: Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955), Text 12; Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-
Sogdica II’ (1982), 172-73 [translation of poem by Babai]; Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian 
Manuscript C2 (1985), fol. 48 

 

18. n489 [MIK III 75 = T II B 33, T III B 61] 

Content: folio containing a Sogdian translation in Syriac script of excerpts from the 
Apophthegmata Patrum, as indicated by a marginal note giving the Syriac title on side (a). 

Syriac text, side (a), margin = recto: 

� $ �
?� $// � *> � From [Sogdian cn] ‘The Discourse of the Old Men’  

Genre: Miscellaneous 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E27/60 

Publication: Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955), Text 15; Benveniste, ‘Études’ (1955), 
304-16 [translation]; Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian Manuscript C2 (1985), fol. 60 
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19. n490 [MIK III 76 = T II B 16(a) = C2/17] 

Content: fragment from a Sogdian translation in Syriac script of a metrical homily (���-�) by 
Babai of Nisibis ‘On the final evil hour,’ followed by the Apostolic Canons. One verse of the 
homily is given in Syriac on side (a), along with two Syriac ordinal numbers in the margin on side 
(b), which are accompanied by decorative punctuation; these correspond to Sogdian ordinal 
numbers in rubric in the text. 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

10-11  �� $=7- $0�� +/�)� �� ��= �� $�� $ 806 �
=) *�� �� 8:�,	  

Our Lord, cause the evil time to pass from your churches and cause peace to reign on the earth and 
amongst its inhabitants 

Syriac text, side (b), margin = verso: 

�    �$���1 $�	01����7�� First Canon     Second (Canon)  

Genre: Miscellaneous – Homily 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E27/54 

Publication: Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955), Text 17(1); Sims-Williams, ‘Syro-
Sogdica II’ (1982), 176 [translation of recto]; Sims-Williams, Christian Sogdian Manuscript C2 
(1985), fol. 54 

 

20. n491c [MIK III 77 = T II B 66 = C2/17] 

Content: small fragment from the outer margin of the same folio as n491a and 491b, containing a 
Sogdian translation in Syriac script of the Apostolic Canons, with the remnants of a Syriac phrase 
in rubric and a Syriac ordinal number in black ink (see description of n491a & n491b above) in the 
margin on side (b) and a Syriac title in the margin on side (a). 

Syriac text, side (a), margin = verso: 

['��=� '6), ]]�	� � Explanation [of the mysteries of the Church]  

Syriac text, side (b), margin = recto: 

   ]/�)/�)/�)/�)����    ��/X��� *[��/X��� *[��/X��� *[��/X��� *[    those [things] which are revealed  

[   ]� ���K=��  �)[   ] twenty-?th [full number uncertain, due to lacuna]  

Genre: Miscellaneous 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E27/56c 

Publication: Hansen, ‘Berliner soghdische Texte II’ (1955), Text 17(3)a; Sims-Williams, Christian 
Sogdian Manuscript C2 (1985), fol. 56; Sims-Williams, ‘Traditions concerning the fates’ (1994 
[1995]), 293, 295 

 

21. So 12852(1) [T II B 65] 

Content: fragment containing Peshitta Psalm 32:5-7; 33:1 from the Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian 
script, with part of Peshitta Psalm 33:1 in Syriac rubric written over the underlying Sogdian text on 
side (b), l. 4. 
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Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

4 � ! $E� ��6[ 	%
�]� ! $E� ��6[ 	%
�]� ! $E� ��6[ 	%
�]� ! $E� ��6[ 	%
�]����    [)][)][)][)]    [Praise] the Lord, you righteous (Peshitta Psalm 33:1)  

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: cited in Schwartz, ‘Sogdian Fragments’ (1974), 258; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 
192-93, 198 

 

22. So 12950(1) [T II B 66 D 147] 

Content: fragment containing Peshitta Psalm 23:6-24:3, 6-10 from the Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian 
script, with Peshitta Psalm 24:1 in Syriac rubric on side (a) and remnants of the number twenty-fifth 
(referring to Psalm 25) in Syriac rubric on side (b); both rubrics are virtually illegible and can only 
be reconstructed on the basis of the Peshitta text [side (a)] or logical inference from the surrounding 
Sogdian text [side (b)]. 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

6 R-/  $=7) �R $����R-/  $=7) �R $����R-/  $=7) �R $����R-/  $=7) �R $����    The earth is the Lord’s in its fullness (Peshitta Psalm 24:1)  

Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

12 �$� �� ���K=$� �� ���K=$� �� ���K=$� �� ���K=    twenty fifth  

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: cited in Schwartz, ‘Sogdian Fragments’ (1974), 259-261; Schwartz, Studies in the 
Texts (1982), 162-63, 172-74, 200-05; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 192-93, 198 

 

23. So 15490 [T III B (T III T III B T.V.B)] 

Content: fragment containing Peshitta Psalm 19 heading, 2-5, 10-13 (Psalm 1-4, 9-12) from the 
Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian script, with Peshitta Psalm 19:2 (Psalm 19:1) in Syriac rubric on side 
(b). 

Syriac text, side (b) = recto: 

3 ]]]]� :%	� ��=��� $� �� :%	� ��=��� $� �� :%	� ��=��� $� �� :%	� ��=��� $� �':!)[':!)[':!)[':!)[  

[The heavens declare the glory of] God (Peshitta Psalm 19:2 = Psalm 19:1) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: cited in Schwartz, ‘Sogdian Fragments’ (1974), 258; Schwartz, Studies in the Texts 
(1982), 161, 164-65, 170-71, 187; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 192-93, 198; cited in Dickens, 
‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 25 
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24. So 15492 & So 15493 [T III B (T III T III B T.V.B)] 

Content: two fragments forming a dislocated join and containing Peshitta Psalm 28:9-Psalm 30 
heading from the Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian script, with Peshitta Psalm 29:1 in Syriac rubric on So 
15492, side (a) and remnants of the number twenty-ninth (referring to Psalm 29) in Syriac rubric on 
So 15493, side (b) [So 15492, side (a) goes with So 15493, side (b)]. 

Syriac text, So 15492, side (a) = recto: 

2 �MC� (�0 [$�� ! ���)]�MC� (
�
0 [$�� ! ���)]�MC� (
�
0 [$�� ! ���)]�MC� (�0 [$�� ! ���)]  

[Bring to the Lord] the offspring of rams (Peshitta Psalm 29:1) 

Syriac text, side So 15493, side (b) = recto: 

1 �   ]�   ]�   ]�   ]====    [$���]� ���?[[$���]� ���?[[$���]� ���?[[$���]� ���?[    twenty [ninth]  

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: cited in Schwartz, ‘Sogdian Fragments’ (1974), 258; Schwartz, Studies in the Texts 
(1982), 164-65, 175-76, 205-06; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 192-93, 198; cited in Dickens, 
‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 25 

 

25. So 20125 [T II B 66] 

Content: fragment, which joins with So 12905, containing remnant of a Syriac rubric for Peshitta 
Psalm 51:3 (Psalm 51:1) from the Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian script. 

Syriac text, side (a) = verso [text in square brackets from Peshitta]: 

3 [':!) (/=] \�[7][':!) (/=] \�[7][':!) (/=] \�[7][':!) (/=] \�[7]  

Have mercy [on me, O Lord] (Peshitta Psalm 51:3, 56:2 or 57:2 = Psalm 51:1, 56:1 or 57:1) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

 

26. So 20225 [T II B 65 No. 7 (T III B 65)] 

Content: fragment containing Peshitta Psalm 19:6-10, 15-20:3 (Psalm 19:5-9, 14-20:2) from the 
Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian script, with Peshitta Psalm 20:2 (Psalm 20:1) in Syriac rubric on side 
(a). 

Syriac text, side (a) = verso: 

8 �)� $�	� $��� +�0��]�)� $�	� $��� +�0��]�)� $�	� $��� +�0��]�)� $�	� $��� +�0��]!!!!     $�>[ $�>[ $�>[ $�>[�  

[May the Lord answer you in the day of dis]tress (Peshitta Psalm 20:2 = Psalm 20:1) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: Schwartz, Studies in the Texts (1982), 161, 164-65, 170-71, 187; cited in Reck, 
‘Survey’ (2008), 192-93, 198 
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27. * So 21006 [* T II B 65 01] 

Content: lost fragment containing Peshitta Psalm 5:4-6:5 from the Sogdian Psalter, with Syriac 
rubric on side (b). 

Syriac text, side (b) = verso: 

12 � $! $���� $! $���� $! $���� $! $���))))(0KC� �;X�(0KC� �;X�(0KC� �;X�(0KC� �;X�((((  

Lord, do not in your anger strike me (Peshitta Psalm 6:1) 

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: Schwartz, Studies in the Texts (1967), 128-144; Schwartz, Studies in the Texts (1982), 
159-60, 168-169, 179-184; cited in Reck, ‘Survey’ (2008), 192-93, 198 

 

28. U 119a [T II B 68] 

Content: fragment from the bottom corner of a folio containing portions of Peshitta Psalm Ps. 11:7-
13:1 from the Sogdian Psalter in Sogdian script, with a Syriac rubric indicating the beginning of 
Peshitta Psalm 12 on side (a), l. 3. 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

3 ��K=7�����K=7�����K=7�����K=7���    Twelfth  

Genre: Bible – Old Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,3 

Publication: probably one of the ‘several small fragments’ with signature T II B 68 mentioned in 
Schwartz, ‘Sogdian Fragments’ (1974), 258. 

 

29. U 328 [T III Kurutka = 1853] 

Content: Uighur text in Syriac script containing various methods for performing divination or 
predictions (including lucky and unlucky numbers, a recipe for baldness, and appropriate matches 
between people according to their birth-year), with an embedded Syriac prayer. The prayer occurs 
after the Uighur heading  m)�$�)�N���� �  at xapaxu bitig, ‘writing [spell?] for penning 
horses.’ The prayer names Saraqael, one of the watchers mentioned in I Enoch 20, and includes the 
word $�?	?, susāyā ‘healing, care’, although the Uighur text has interpreted it as the Syriac 
homonym ‘horse.’ 

Syriac text, side (a) = recto: 

7-11 �� $�R $�?	? R�	!_ �7	� WC W= P/�� � 8R $7 $C-/� W�-1�?/ [ �� l]�  )[��]
� ��9� WC ���  [   � R]  

The great angel Saraqael, he who rules over every blessing. By his prayer this healing that 
[separates from evil] and from all harm. In the name [of…] 

Proper names: side (a), ll. 7-8 W�-1�? Saraqael 

Genre: Prayer-amulet 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: Zieme, Altuigurische Texte 
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Publication: Zieme, ‘Türkische Zuckungsbücher’ (2002), 390 [Uighur text only] 

 

30. U 335 

2 labels on glass plate: 1) U 335; 2) ohne Sign. cf. T III Kurutka türk? in syr. Schrift. 

Content: unidentified text in Syriac script in an unidentified language, including several words or 
phrases that could be interpreted as Syriac, along with several Syriac letters possibly used as 
numbers. The sequence 5  �1 ܕ�����  is repeated several times. The text in Syriac script was written 
on the originally blank verso of a scroll containing the 妙法蓮華經 miàofǎ liánhuá jīng (法華經 

fǎhuá jīng), a Chinese translation of the Sanskrit स�म�प�ुडर
कसू Saddharmapuṇḍarīka Sūtra, 

identified by Mitani Mazumi on the basis of the eight Chinese characters visible on the other side 
(see Taishō Tripiṭaka, Vol. 9, No. 262, 60a 28 - 60b 02). The note cf. T III Kurutka on the label 
probably refers to other Christian fragments found in Kurutka with Chinese on one side and Uighur 
in Syriac script on the other (e.g. U 329, U 330, U 333, U 334), but the scribal hand is different 
from any of these. The vertical lines could indicate punctuation, as is commonly found in texts 
written in either Brahmi or Sogdian script. 

Paper (6.0 x 6.4 cm): upper corner of a page cut from a scroll. The recto has characters from the top 
of four columns of Chinese text separated by ruled lines with a wide (4.0 cm) margin above. The 
verso contains text in Syriac script in an unidentified language. 

 Side (a) = verso 

Margins: upper: 0.5 cm 
right: 0.8 cm 

No. of lines: 6 

Line spacing: 0.8 - 1.0 cm 

Line length: 5.5 cm (incomplete) 

Rulings: — 

Black ink; East Syriac Estrangela; black punctuation (1b); || and | possibly punctuation marks (if 
not representing the letter ܐ). 

Distinguishing marks: unless it is used as a numeral, ܩ never joins following letter; unclear 
character similar to a large punctuation point (usually joined to right but not to left) may be ܘ or 
variant of � . 

Sample text, side (a): 

3 ]!  ��[|| ��� �Q�  |[   ]  … || protect my monastery (?) | …  

 

31. U 5545 [T II B 9] 

Content: Uighur text in Uighur script on side (a), with four lines repeating the Syriac words  � �� �
=
�!, ‘working for us’ and a variant spelling of the Sogdian word swgb’r, ‘monk’ (possibly used here 
as a Sogdian loan-word into Syriac, because of the ending) on side (b), first in rubric and then in 
black ink. A marginal note suggests that these lines were written by ‘John the sinner.’ 
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Syriac text, side (b): 

1 �! ��
=�! ��
=�! ��
=�! ��
= 2 X	?X	?X	?X	?



    ))))(�7(�7(�7(�7 3  �! � �� �
=4 ��
X	?  

(1) working for us [Syriac] (2) the monk [Sogdian] (3) working for us [Syriac] (4) the monk 
[Sogdian] 

 

Marginalia: side (b), left margin � $��� �0�	�/ ��C )(�)  John the sinner - I wrote the word (?) 

Proper names: side (b), left margin �0�	� John 

Genre: Miscellaneous – Scribal exercises? 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 13,22, entry 379 

Publication: Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009), 30 [side (b) only] 

 

32. *T II B 38 [E5/6a] 

Content: lost fragment from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing Luke 1:63-
80, the end of the Gospel for the Third Sunday of Advent, and Matthew 1:1, the beginning of the 
Gospel for the Fourth Sunday of Advent, with an introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of 
Matthew 1:1 on side (b), flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, verso: 

18-19  ��\��1 *	0C� $�7)� $
����\��1 *	0C� $�7)� $
����\��1 *	0C� $�7)� $
����\��1 *	0C� $�7)� $
����  �����������������  �^>^>^>^>  �)))) �C �R��� ��/ ��� $
<a  

For Sunday the fourth of Former Kanun. From Matthew, in section 1. The book of the 
generations (beginning of Matthew 1:1) 

Proper names: side (b), l. 19 ��� Matthew 

Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/6a 

Publication: Müller, ‘Neutestamentliche Bruchstücke’ (1907), 266-68; Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte 
I’ (1913), 30-32; Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 222-25 (Text 1) 

 

33. *T II B 66 [E5/21b] 

Content: lost fragment from Sogdian gospel lectionary in Syriac script E5, containing John 2:3-5, 
11, the end of the Gospel for the Fourth Sunday after Epiphany, and John 2:23, the beginning of the 
Gospel for the Fifth Sunday after Epiphany, with an introductory Syriac rubric and the incipit of 
John 2:23 on side (a), flanked by decorative punctuation. 

Syriac text, verso: 

6-8  ��$%��� $� �� $
�] ���$%��� $� �� $
�] ���$%��� $� �� $
�] ���$%��� $� �� $
�] ���  ��0�[	���0�[	���0�[	���0�[	��  �____  �DDDD 7�- O	�� ��� '�R �R���) �C] ��  \![
��=�� $�_U  

For Sun[day the fifth of Epiphany. From Jo]hn, in section 2. [But when Jesus was in Jerusa]lem 
at Passover at the feast (John 2:23) 

Proper names: verso, l. 7 �]�0�[	  John; l. 8 )]7�� \![  Jerusalem 
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Genre: Bible – New Testament 

Cross-reference to other catalogues: VOHD 18,4, entry E5/21b 

Publication: Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 1. Teil’ (1974), 225-27 (Text 2a) 
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Appendix XVI: Fragments identified by consultants 

• Sebastian Brock: SyrHT 35, SyrHT 38, SyrHT 39, SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43, SyrHT 
44, SyrHT 47, SyrHT 52, SyrHT 53, SyrHT 54, SyrHT 56 & 57, SyrHT 58, SyrHT 59, 
SyrHT 60, SyrHT 61, SyrHT 66, SyrHT 76, SyrHT 77, SyrHT 78, SyrHT 80, SyrHT 81 & 
82, SyrHT 85, SyrHT 86, SyrHT 87, SyrHT 88, SyrHT 97, SyrHT 103, SyrHT 104, SyrHT 
106, SyrHT 122, SyrHT 127, SyrHT 140, SyrHT 141, SyrHT 143, SyrHT 146, SyrHT 149, 
SyrHT 150, SyrHT 156, SyrHT 159, SyrHT 166, SyrHT 183, SyrHT 184, SyrHT 186, 
SyrHT 187, SyrHT 189, SyrHT 190, SyrHT 196 & 197, SyrHT 199, SyrHT 202, SyrHT 
210, SyrHT 212, SyrHT 213, SyrHT 215, SyrHT 223, SyrHT 248, SyrHT 256, SyrHT 258, 
SyrHT 290, SyrHT 292, SyrHT 294, SyrHT 337, SyrHT 356, SyrHT 385, MIK III 109, 
MIK III 111, n300, n421, So 13033 

• Mar Awa Royel: SyrHT 3, SyrHT 27, side (b), SyrHT 109, SyrHT 110, SyrHT 130, SyrHT 
146, SyrHT 155, SyrHT 158, SyrHT 165, SyrHT 178, SyrHT 194, SyrHT 195, SyrHT 205, 
SyrHT 214, SyrHT 281, SyrHT 287, SyrHT 288, SyrHT 327, MIK III 45 (manuscript), 
n176, n296, n394, n395, n397, U 338 

• Khoshaba Malco Giwargis: SyrHT 28, SyrHT 29, SyrHT 30, SyrHT 31, SyrHT 32, SyrHT 
33, SyrHT 34, SyrHT 37, SyrHT 40, SyrHT 50, SyrHT 61, SyrHT 74, SyrHT 75, SyrHT 
118, SyrHT 135, SyrHT 160, SyrHT 167, SyrHT 179, SyrHT 182, SyrHT 188, SyrHT 193, 
SyrHT 207, SyrHT 216, SyrHT 222, SyrHT 244, SyrHT 251, SyrHT 298 

• Aho Shemunkasho: SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43, SyrHT 65, SyrHT 111, SyrHT 112, 
SyrHT 139, SyrHT 245, MIK III 110 

• Baby Varghese: SyrHT 47, SyrHT 109, SyrHT 110, SyrHT 186, SyrHT 194, SyrHT 195 

• James F. Coakley: SyrHT 159, SyrHT 162, MIK III 45 (manuscript), MIK III 45, frag. 1 

• Steven Ring: SyrHT 47, SyrHT 55, SyrHT 125 

• Sacha Stern: SyrHT 291, U 3858 

• Mar Emmanuel Yosip: SyrHT 27, side (a) 

• Amir Harrak: SyrHT 83, side (a) 

• Tala Jarjour: SyrHT 165 
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Appendix XVII: Index of published fragments 

This appendix comprises publications (including forthcoming works) that cite significant portions 
of the Syriac fragments included in the main catalogue entries (but not the Syriac citations included 
in Appendix XV).77 

Brock & Sims-Williams, ‘Early fragment’ (2011) 

SyrHT 66, SyrHT 88 

Dickens, ‘Multilingual Christian Manuscripts’ (2009) 

SyrHT 83 (side a), HT 124 (side a), SyrHT 161 (side a), SyrHT 287 (side b), U 5545 (side b) 

Dickens, ‘Biblical Fragments’ (forthcoming) 

SyrHT 386 

Dickens, ‘Syro-Uigurica II’ (2013) 

U 338 

Dickens & Sims-Williams, ‘Christian Calendrical Fragments’ (2012) 

SyrHT 67, SyrHT 68, SyrHT 69, SyrHT 70, SyrHT 101, SyrHT 264, SyrHT 273, SyrHT 291, 
n354, So 15850, U 3858 

Dickens & Zieme, ‘Syro-Uigurica I’ (2014) 

SyrHT 20, SyrHT 21, SyrHT 22, SyrHT 23, SyrHT 24, SyrHT 25, SyrHT 26, SyrHT 27, MIK 
III 58 

Engberding, ‘Fünf Blätter’ (1965) 

MIK III 45 (manuscript) 

Hunter, ‘Christian Library’ (2012) 

SyrHT 41, SyrHT 42, SyrHT 43 

Hunter, ‘Syriac, Sogdian and Old Uyghur’ (2012) 

SyrHT 99, SyrHT 206, SyrHT 235, SyrHT 386, n364 

Hunter, ‘Traversing time’ (2013) 

SyrHT 99, SyrHT 330 

Hunter, ‘SyrHT 140: Commemorating Mar Cyriacus’ (2013) 

SyrHT 140 

Hunter, ‘Syriac Prayer-Amulets’ (2014) 

SyrHT 99, SyrHT 102, SyrHT 152, SyrHT 330, n364-365 

Hunter & Dickens, ‘SyrHT 221 from Turfan’ (forthcoming) 

SyrHT 221 

Maróth, ‘Ein Fragment’ (1984) 

SyrHT 1 
                                                 
77 Fragments in Appendix XV: Sogdian, New Persian and Uighur fragments with Syriac citations are not 
included. 
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Maróth, ‘Ein Brief’ (1985) 

SyrHT 2 

Maróth, ‘Eine unbekannte Version’ (1991) 

SyrHT 95, SyrHT 360, SyrHT 361, SyrHT 362, SyrHT 364, SyrHT 365 

Maróth, ‘Syrischer Dialog’ (forthcoming) 

SyrHT 94 

Müller, ‘Neutestamentliche Bruchstücke’ (1907) 

n201 

Müller, ‘Soghdische Texte I’ (1913) 

n201 

Müller, ‘Syrisch-neupersisches Psalmenbruchstück’ (1915) 

MIK III 112 

Müller & Lentz, ‘Soghdische Texte II’ (1934) 

SyrHT 45 & 46 

Pittard & Sims-Williams, ‘Fragments’ (2013) 

n223, n224 

Raschmann, ‘Traces of Christian communities’ (2009) 

SyrHT 83, SyrHT 84 (Uighur text only) 

Sachau, ‘Litteratur-Bruchstücke’ (1905) 

SyrHT 41, MIK III 45 (manuscript) 

Saeki, Nestorian Documents (1951) 

SyrHT 41, MIK III 45 (manuscript) 

Sims-Williams, ‘Early New Persian’ (2011) 

SyrHT 153, MIK III 112 

Sundermann, ‘Einige Bemerkungen’ (1974) 

SyrHT 153, MIK III 112 

Sundermann, ‘Nachlese, 3. Teil’ (1981) 

n177 & n178 (Text 33), n190 (Text 28), n200 (Text 21), n201 (Text 20), n202 (Text 22), n203 
(Text 23), n204 (Text 24), n205, n206 & n411 (Text 26), n212 (Text 27), n213 (Text 29), n214 
(Text 30), n223 (Text 31), n224 (Text 32), n398 (Text 25) 

Zieme, ‘Notes on a bilingual prayer book’ (2009) 

U 338 
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